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THE PUBLIC CITY
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2

C h a p t e r  1

POLICING PUBLIC WOMEN 
IN PUBLIC SPACE

… commercial sex is a hot and dange-

rous issue for feminists.
Judith Walkowitz ”The Politics of 

Prostitution”, Signs, vol. 6, no 1, 1980 

I n t r o d u c t i o n
In 1869, Matilda Skog dispatched a letter, properly addressed to the

Police Department at the Office of the Governor’s. She was a store-

keeper in Stockholm, and one day a police officer had entered her

store, claiming that she had to report at the Prostitution Bureau in

Stockholm. If she did not, she would be taken there by force. The

officer claimed to be acting by order of the inspector of the

Prostitution Bureau. Matilda Skog, however, who was a resourceful

woman, refused to acquiesce. Instead, she already the next day

wrote a letter of complaint to the Police Department, where she pre-

sented all her credentials, and requested that the police officer be

punished for his offence against her, as she had come to the conclu-

sion that 

… the officer had acted on his own accord, and perhaps in his own self-interest

he wanted to make an impresssion [on her], and that, consequently, his infor-

mation of the inspector’s orders […] might be untrue.1

1 Inkomna skrivelser December 6, 1869, Prostitutionsbyrån, EI, 1859-1918, Överståthållarens arkiv

(ÖÄ), Stockholms stadsarkiv (SSA). Swedish: konstapeln härvid handlat på eget bevåg och möj-

ligen i någon egennyttig afsigt velat imponera på [henne] och att följaktligen hans uppgift om för-

mannens ordre […] vore osannfärdig.
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Matilda Skog’s complaint can be seen as an example of the arbitra-

riness of the regulation system that was supposed to control prosti-

tution in Stockholm at the time. The implication of this system was

that certain women in Stockholm had to live by certain rules, and

that they had to submit to medical examinations. Matilda Skog

seems to have been enjoined to submit to inspection for no other

reason than this policeman’s willingness to demonstrate his own

power. When she sent her letter of complaint to the Police

Department in 1869, this regulation system was ten years old in

Stockholm. Originally it was motivated as a control measure against

the spread of venereal disease, especially syphilis, and stipulated that

women who were supposed prostitutes had to undergo weekly

medical examinations. The arbitrariness of the system, both con-

cerning measures undertaken by the police and the gynaecological

examinations carried out by physicians, was however a constant

reason for complaint and concern during the sixty odd years it was

in force.

During the nineteenth century, similar regulation systems had

been introduced in several European countries and France was seen

as the model country. The French cities had an elaborated system of

registering public women, and municipal brothels were in some

cities incorporated into the bureaucratic control of venereal disease

and vice. Contrary to this there had in early nineteenth century

Sweden been a non-gendered approach in trying to decrease vene-

real disease, and both women and men had been submitted to medi-

cal examinations. But Stockholm and Sweden eventually followed

the European pattern, and joined in fighting venereal disease

through controlling women believed to be involved in prostitution. 

T h e  A i m  o f  t h i s  S t u d y
The 1800s was in several respects a century of both increased and

decreased rights and liberties for the citizens – especially for women.

3
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During the century a number of big societal changes took place in

the European societies, and the well-ordered traditional societies

based on inherited status gave way to societies where class and

money-making became important. However, gender also structured

society in what seems to be apparent systems. The study of prostitu-

tion is a striking example of the contradictions entailed in a chang-

ing system for controlling women’s sexuality. Extented civil rights for

women ran parallel to growing control of public sexuality, which

affected the attitudes to sexuality in general, and objectified women.

There are two interrelated and overarching aims of this study.

The first is to analyse the processes leading to a fully developed control

of women involved in prostitution. Most historical research on pro-

stitution has concentrated on studying the latter part of the nine-

teenth and the early twentieth century, i. e. it focuses on the imple-

mentation of the system at its height, and on the protests and fights

that lead to its abolishment. This study is different in that it focuses

on the period between the 1810s and the 1880s – i. e. on the intro-

duction of the regulation system, and on the implementation and

the many revisions of it.2 This enables me to discuss and analyse

several issues that have been neglected in previous research. One

important area in my investigation has been to study earlier

attempts to control disease in connection to women’s sexuality.

Sweden was of rural character long into the 1800s and its towns

were small; by European standards, even its capital had a small-

town character compared to the other capitals. Norms about sexu-

al behaviour were harsh in the Swedish countryside, but Stockholm

stood out as a town with a more permissive attitude towards sexua-

lity. How did this complex situation affect ideas on prostitution?

2 I have chosen to end the study in the early 1880s. In 1885 a new vagrancy law came which altered

the grounds for the regulation system, and the debates on the abolishment of the regulation system

and on vice and morals began in the 1880s. Other researchers have of course touched upon this early

period, but it mostly serves as background for the more detailed analysis of the later period.
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Did this delay discourse on prostitution? Prostitution in Paris was

being regulated on an unofficial scale already in the late 1700s, 

whereas Sweden had a class-biased but gender neutral control 

system for venereal disease. Can the regulation system in Stock-

holm, and subsequently in some other Swedish towns, be seen as a

form of imported regulation politics, a development parallel to that

which had been implemented in other European countries, delayed

because of the country’s late urbanisation? 

A number of additional questions have also been of importance,

and will be further developed later in this chapter. One such ques-

tion has been to investigate the practical consequences of the nor-

mative character of the regulation of prostitution. This has also 

guided the disposition of the entire study into parts that I have 

called “discourse on prostitution” and “policing public women”.3

How were the regulations introduced and upheld? What was the

interrelationship between the “upholders of discourse” and the

“upholders of control”? Did the same groups participate in both

domains, or were there conflicts of interest involved?

The legal grounds for prostitution regulations were rather shaky

in many European countries. Many of the regulations were munici-

pal, and they often were in conflict with national criminal laws.

How was the situation in Sweden? How did this affect the women

subjected to control? How did the “controllers” handle the situa-

tion? Other research has successfully shown that over the century

the control of prostitution led to a professionalisation; prostitution

was no longer a transitory stage in some women’s lives, it became an

occupation.4 Was this also the case in Stockholm?

What we may see as a process from a gender-neutral control of

venereal disease to a control of solely women in public space has

3 This distinction will be developed later in this chapter.

4 Judith Walkowitz, Prostitution and Victorian Society: Women, Class and the State (London, 1980).
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implications for how to theorise about women’s place in public. It

also has implications for how to interpret the attitude to public sex-

uality that was a prerequisite for this development, which also

reproduced itself through the regulation. The second aim, then, is

to discuss these notions using the theoretical framework of the sex-

ual contract, developed by political scientist Carole Pateman. The

distinction between public and private sexuality can be seen as a key

concept for the control of public sexuality in nineteenth century

Stockholm. Public men were political men, while public women

were prostitutes. 

Did women’s roles in different public spaces change over the

period? The presence of women in public spaces makes it necessary

to consider the public political sphere in new ways, and as will be

discussed later on, a distinction between the political and spatial

dimensions has theoretical implications. 

This study has benefited greatly from the vast research already

undertaken on prostitution and its control in the nineteenth centu-

ry, both regarding Sweden and the rest of Europe. However, rather

than supplying a bibliography where this literature is discussed as

such, I have chosen to integrate this research where it has had a

bearing on my own. I will focus on Stockholm, but placing

Stockholm in a European perspective.

I m p o r t i n g  I d e a s  o f  C o n t r o l ?
The regulation of prostitution was common in nineteenth century

Europe. By the 1860s most Western-European metropolitan cities

had one or another modified version of the system. A number of

researchers have connected the introduction of the regulation sys-

tem to the growing impact of middle-class sexuality.5 The often

complex relationship between middle-class values and sexuality has

sometimes been mirrored in the so-called ‘double standard’ which

has been seen as typical of the century, and the regulation of prosti-

6
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tution has consequently been seen as a conspicuous example of that

phenomenon. The applicability of the double standard on an ana-

lytical level will be discussed below. What was previously perceived

as a repressive attitude towards sexuality has, in the wake of Michel

Foucault’s studies, been re-evaluated. The nineteenth century emerges

as a period with an obvious ambivalence to sexuality, introducing

new ways of controlling it at the same time as there is an intense

interest in it. With some exceptions, the major part of the literature

on middle-class attitudes to sexuality discusses the second half 

of the century, while research on the first half of the nineteenth 

century and the emergence and formation of the middle class is 

less frequent.6 The same is true regarding research on the Swedish

middle class. The first half of the nineteenth century has been 

characterized as a non-significant period.7

The Swedish literature on the middle class and its relationship to

sexuality is very much focusing on the latter part of the nineteenth

century.8 Research suggests a more permissive attitude to extra-

7

5 Lynda Nead, Myths of Sexuality: Representations of Women in Victorian Britain (Oxford, 1988);

Linda Mahood, The Magdalenes: Prostitution in the Nineteenth Century (London, 1990); Judith

Walkowitz, City of Dreadful Delight: Narratives of Sexual Danger in Late-Victorian London

(London, 1992); Amanda Anderson, Tainted Souls and Painted Faces: The Rhetoric of Fallenness in

Victorian Culture (Ithaca and London, 1993); Jann Matlock, Scenes of seduction: Prostitution,

Hysteria, and Reading Difference in Nineteenth-Century France (New York, 1994). In their work

these researchers have discussed notions of prostitution as part of larger discourses. Currently

research of this character is undertaken by ethnologist Rebecka Lennartsson, who uses what she

terms a post-Foucauldian perspective to make a “genealogical study of prostitution as a social and

cultural construction and of the prostituted woman as a category.” Her time period is 1700-1900.

Rebecka Lennartsson, “Malaria Urbana”, Kulturella perspektiv, 1997:4, p. 11. See also Lennartsson,

“Begärets förvandlingar: om kön, sexualitet och Horans moderna historia” in Gösta Arvastson

ed., Järnbur eller frigörelse? (Lund, 1999), pp. 56-73.

6 Nead, Myths of Sexuality; Frank Mort, Dangerous Sexualities: Medico-moral politics in England

since 1830 (London, 1987); Peter Gay, The Bourgeois Experience (New York, 1998), vol. 5; Michel

Foucault, The History of Sexuality: An Introduction, vol. 1 (1978, New York, 1990). For the 18th

century see for instance Roy Porter, “The literature of sexual advice before 1800”, in Roy Porter

and Mikulás Teich eds., Sexual Knowledge, Sexual Science: The History of Attitudes to Sexuality

(Cambridge, 1994); and Leonore Davidoff and Catherine Hall, Family Fortunes: Men and Women

of the English Middle Class 1780-1850 (London, 1987).
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marital sexuality during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth

century. The Swedish historian Eva Helen Ulvros shows that there

were more examples and references to sexuality in diaries and letters

of bourgeois women and men during that period than during the

decades to come. However, Ulvros observes that this did not neces-

sarily mean that young men’s visits to public women were tolerated.9

In Stockholm, the attitude towards sexuality seems to have been dif-

ferent from the country at large. The concept “Stockholm-marriage”

points to a tradition of living together as a couple without the sanc-

tion of the church, and the number of illegitimate births by far

exceeded that of the rest of Sweden.10 Research has shown that the

lower classes of society had a tolerant attitude towards sexuality –

sometimes also the case among parts of the cultural and intellectual

elite.11 The regulation of illicit sexuality in Stockholm in the early

nineteenth century seems not necessarily to have been generally

asked for by the middle class but was rather a request from the author-

7 Cecilia Rosengren, Tidevarvets bättre genius: föreställningar om offentlighet och publicitet i Karl

Johanstidens Sverige (Stockholm, 1999) mentions that the period has been called harmless times

[menlösa tider], p.13. Other research on this early period includes Åke Abrahamsson, Ljus och fri-

het till näringsfång: Om tidningsväsendet, arbetarrörelsen och det sociala medvetandets ekologi –

exemplet Stockholm 1838-1869 (Stockholm, 1990). Ulla Manns, Department of History of Ideas,

Stockholm University, is currently doing research on the pre-organised feminist movement.

8 Tommie Lundqvist, Den disciplinerade dubbelmoralen: Studier i den reglementerade prostitutionens his-

toria i Sverige 1859-1918 (Göteborg, 1982); Hjördis Levin, Testiklarnas herravälde: sexualmoralens his-

toria (Stockholm, 1989); Karin Johannisson, Den mörka kontinenten: Kvinnan, medicinen och fin-de

siecle (Stockholm, 1994), p. 59; David Tjeder, “Playing With Fire: Swedish medical and medical-class

attitudes to female sexuality in the second half of the nineteenth century”, unpublished masters-thesis,

Department of Economic History, Stockholm University (Stockholm, 1996); Arne Jarrick, Kärlekens

makt och tårar: en evig historia (Stockholm, 1997), p. 102; Claes Ekenstam, Kroppens idéhistoria: 

disciplinering och karaktärsdaning i Sverige 1700-1950 (Hedemora, 1993), p. 204. Although Ekenstam

investigates the period 1700-1950, his discussion of the 1800s begins with the 1880s.

9 Eva Helen Ulvros, Fruar och mamseller: Kvinnor inom sydsvensk borgerlighet 1790-1870 (Lund,

1996), pp. 26, 154-57. Ulvros mainly investigates the landed bourgeoisie in southern Sweden.

10 Margareta Matović, Stockholmsäktenskap: Familjebildning och partnerval i Stockholm 1850-1890

(Stockholm 1984), pp. 142-44. Cf. chapter 2 in this study.

11 Börje Bergfeldt, Den teokratiska statens död: Sekularisering och civilisering i 1700-talets Stockholm

(Stockholm, 1997), pp. 44-45.
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ities. The middle class was a varied group, consisting of, for instan-

ce, noble officers without economic means, commoners in posi-

tions as public officials, free manufacturers and the upper layers of

some trades.12 Yet, there were professional groups within the bud-

ding middle class that took a special interest in the regulation of

prostitution, among them physicians, police officers, municipal

public officials and both male and female philanthropists.13

Paris was the first city in Europe to introduce regulative measures

concerning public women as early as 1802, although the system had its

roots in pre-revolutionary France. The system began as a simple police

regulative to control ‘loose’ women in the city. During the former half

of the nineteenth century the system became more and more elabora-

ted, and gained world-wide acknowledgement through its advocate

Alexandre Parent-Duchâtelet. In 1836 his book, De la prostitution dans

la ville de Paris, was published, outlining an elaborated control system

of prostitution. When the regulation system was introduced in Britain

in the 1860s, there was already an ongoing discussion within the 

medical profession, and a number of books on the subject had been

published as early as in the late 1830s and early 1840s.14

Was there any ongoing discussion on prostitution when the first

attempts to regulate prostitution were made in Stockholm, or can

12 Davidoff and Hall, Family Fortunes, Appendix 2, pp. 462-64; Torbjörn Nilsson, “Elit med många

ansikten – om 1800-talets adliga liberaler och dynamiska ämbetsmän”, Historisk Tidskrift

(1997:4), p. 630.

13 I have chosen not to discuss Magdalene homes in this study. These homes could well be inclu-

ded in a group of controlling institutions concerning fallen women. I have chosen to exclude

these institutions since these homes were often private initiatives, whereas the controlling instances

that I investigate were largely of municipal character. Historian Anna Jansdotter concentrates her

ongoing study on philantrophic work among public women during the period 1850-1920. The

study sees the philantrophic work among regulated women as an attempt to help women,

through the attempt of ‘purifying’ them, to reintegrate them in society as a dependable and 

disciplined workforce. See for instance Anna Jansdotter, “På turné för sedligheten” in Åsa

Bergenheim and Lena Lennerhed eds., Seklernas sex (Stockholm, 1997); Jansdotter, “Att tala

offentligt om sexualitet” in Hans Andersson and Eva Österberg eds., Tystnader (Lund, 1997).

14 Cf. chapter 4, n 287. Nead, Myths of Sexuality, p. 145; Mort, Dangerous Sexualities, p. 69.
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they be seen as an import of ideas by public officials in Stockholm?

Do we find any requests for regulative measures from the public at

large? Were these attempts less connected to an actual local need to

regulate than to an attempt to modernise a city on the outskirts of

Europe?15 Such a modernity would include a gendered approach at

controlling venereal disease; different from the approach already laid

out in Swedish law. Over the century the regulation of prostitution

would become part of the idea of an organised society among some

middle-class actors and interest groups: accepted and asked for. The

new ideas were intertwined with ideas of public and private sexuality.

Pu b l i c  S e x u a l i t y  
–  T h e  C o n t r a d i c t i o n s  o f  P r o s t i t u t i o n

The nineteenth century has been associated with liberalism, and

with a separation into public and private spheres. The German phi-

losopher and sociologist Jürgen Habermas states that the public

sphere could only come about during a phase when “… commodi-

ty exchange and social labor became largely emancipated from

governmental directives”.16 The bourgeois public sphere developed

under the specific relations between capitalism and the state during

the seventeenth and the eighteenth centuries. The public sphere, in

the meaning Habermas gives the term, was public discourse under-

taken by private individuals critical of the state. According to the

ideal, social status or economic advantages were to be left outside,

15 Cf. Anna-Birte Ravn, “’Lagging far Behind All Civilized Nations’ The Debate over Protective

Labor Legislation for Women in Denmark, 1899-1913”, in Ulla Wikander, Alice Kessler-Harris

and Jane Lewis, Protecting Women: Labor Legislation in Europe, the United States and Australia,

1880-1920 (Urbana, 1995); Tove Stang Dahl, Barnevern og samfunnsvern: Om stat, vitenskap og

profesjoner under barnevernets oppkomst i Norge (Olso, 1978) who argue that legislative measures

undertaken in different fields in Australia and Norway were imported from other countries.

16 Jürgen Habermas, The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere (1962, Cambridge, 1989),

pp. 72-74.
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excluded from this sphere, and only rational, critical argument should

matter. Still, as Habermas observes, economic independence was a

prerequisite to be able to participate in the public sphere in the first

place. Social status and economic advantages were the common

ground for private individuals taking part in public discourse.17

Although the public sphere was never realised in practice, in the sense

that social status and economic dependencies were never disregarded,

the idea of a public sphere as an arena for rational discourse had 

become a claim, and “… if not realised, it was at least consequential”.18

Feminist critique has pointed out that the public discourse, as

described by Habermas, excluded women’s participation.19

Furthermore, he has been criticised for underestimating the exi-

stence and importance of other public spheres than the distinct

masculine and bourgeois one; for instance, a working class sphere

and a sphere of elite women.20 The historian Mary Ryan points to

the political activity of women in early nineteenth century United

States, manifesting itself in “outdoor assemblages, in open, urban

17 It has also been observed that Habermas overemphasised the emancipatory potential of the

public sphere and of critical discourse itself, while he underemphasised the impact of science and

religion. Harry C. Boyle, “The Pragmatic Ends of Popular Politics” in Craig Calhoun ed.,

Habermas and the Public Sphere (Cambridge MA., and London), p. 342.

18 Habermas, The Structural Transformation, p. 36.

19 Habermas does observe that women were to a large extent excluded from the public sphere,

“…[u]nder the conditions of a class society, bourgeois democracy thus from its very inception

contradicted essential premises of its self-understanding”, since women and other groups were

denied equal active participation. However, he does not elaborate on the possible consequences

of this for public discourse. Jürgen Habermas “Further Reflections on the Public Sphere”, in

Calhoun ed., Habermas and the Public, p. 428. Cf. Habermas, The Structural Transformation, p.

56. See also Marie Fleming, “Women and the ‘Public Use of Reason’” in Johanna Meehan ed.,

Feminists Read Habermas: Gendering the Subject of Discourse (London, 1995).

20 Nancy Fraser, Justus Interruptus: Critical Reflections on the “Postsocialist Condition” (London,

1997), pp. 70-80. Walkowitz, for instance, has pointed at the public space taken in by middle-class

women, working for the abolishment of the regulation of prostitution towards the end of the cen-

tury. Walkowitz, Prostitution and Victorian Society. Fraser also states that too broad a use has been

made of the concept of the ‘public sphere’ in contemporary feminisms. It has been used to 

characterise everything that is outside or separate from the familial and domestic sphere.
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spaces, along the avenues, on street corners, and in public squares”.21

Still, my interest in this study is the dominant and male public sphe-

re, and particularly its location. By that I mean public houses such

as taverns, coffee-houses, inns and beer-cellars; since these places

seem to have been where women were regulated during the first half

of the nineteenth century.

Spatially, Habermas places the critical public discussion and the

emergence of a public sphere in the coffee-houses in England in the

late seventeenth and early eighteenth century, and in the late eigh-

teenth century French salon. The American sociologist Michael

Schudson has stated that participation was essential to be included

in the public sphere. Only men were admitted to the coffee-houses,

and because of the lack of women participating in the discussions

the discourse was, according to Habermas, extended to economic

and political matters.22 The American historian Joan B. Landes

argues that the institutionalisation of bourgeois norms emerging

after the French revolution excluded women from the public, and

their possibility of participating in public discourse was thereby

diminished. She states that

… the exclusion of women from the bourgeois public, was not incidental but

central to its incarnation [where a] public man is one who acts in and for the uni-

versal good [whereas] a public woman is a prostitute, a commoner, a common

woman.23

21 Mary P Ryan, “Gender and Public Access: Women’s Politics in Nineteenth Century America”, in

Calhoun ed., Habermas and the Public, p. 264. Cf. Madeleine Hurd, “Class, Gender, Manners and

Mores: Politics, public space and public sphere in nineteenth-century Europe”, manuscript 1999.

22 Michael Schudson, “Was There Ever a Public Sphere? If So, When? Reflections on the American

Case”, in Calhoun ed., Habermas and the Public, pp. 147-50; Habermas The Structural

Transformation, p. 33.

23 Joan B Landes, Women and the Public Sphere in the Age of the French Revolution (New York,

1988), p. 7, 3.
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Landes shows the different connotations of the concepts of ‘public

man’ and ‘public woman’. During the French revolution, the women

who participated in the revolution were increasingly perceived as

unnatural. They were described as frivolous, disorderly and sexual-

ly dangerous and “…[u]nrestrained’ public women and their sexu-

ality threatened the harmonious community of the gendered repu-

blic”.24 Thus women were excluded from the public sphere. 

The division between the public and the private was a central

principle of the bourgeois ideological project, and the social con-

tract between individual citizens was central to the self-understand-

ing of the bourgeoisie. At the same time, and partly contradictory to

individualism, there was a new family ideal, which played an impor-

tant role in the bourgeois self-image; ”the family was the counter-

side to individualistic rationality; the interdependence of husband

and wife a moral contract at the heart of a capitalist market economy”.25

As Habermas himself observes the division between the public and

the private, although ideologically envisioned, was not upheld in

practice

… [even] the contractual form of marriage, imputing the autonomous declara-

tion of will on the part of both partners, was largely a fiction, especially since

marriage, to the extent that the family owned capital, could not remain unaffected

by the latter’s preservation and augmentation.26

Habermas observes that the independence of the property owner in

the market was transformed into authority in the intimate sphere,

24 Ibid., p. 13.

25 Leonore Davidoff, Megan Doolittle, Jane Fink, Katherine Holden eds., The Family Story: Blood,

Contract and Intimacy, 1830-1960 (London, 1999), p. 101. For Swedish circumstances, see for

instance Ekenstam, Kroppens idéhistoria, pp. 221-47.

26 Habermas, The Structural Transformation p. 47. Cf. Davidoff and Hall, Family Fortunes; Birgitta

Jordansson, Den goda människan från Göteborg: Genus och fattigvårdspolitik i det borgerliga sam-

hällets framväxt (Lund, 1998). See also Lauren Berlant, The Queen of America Goes to Washington

City: Essays on Sex and Citizenship (Durham, N.C., 1997), pp. 4-5, 7.
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where wife and children were dependent on him. This made “… any

pretended freedom of individuals illusory”.27 The image of a public

political sphere, where men were equals, was thus dependent on the

intimate sphere – the family.28

The women in Stockholm at the time were also excluded from

the dominant public sphere, but as I will argue, some women were

present in public spaces where critical discourse occurred. Some

women worked in these coffee-houses and waited at the tables, and

some women sold sex. The women were present in public space; they

were in the same coffee-houses, the same taverns and pubs where

men were taking part in public discourse. Still they were not present

in the public sphere, since they did not participate in the public poli-

tical discourse. The spatial dimension of certain public spheres will

be important as an analytical distinction in this study. It will make

visible such individuals who might not have been participating in

the critical discourse, but were physically present. It will bring out

the presence of women, visible in the male bourgeois public space,

although invisible in the male bourgeois public sphere.29

All these women were public in the broadest sense, but some of

them were public in a narrow, sexually defined way. As art historian

Griselda Pollock points out, certain spaces in modernity were

inscribed as masculine or feminine, as the possible relations be-

tween men and women in these spaces also were prescribed. She

argues that bourgeois space was not only ideologically structured

according to gender in “private and public”, but that public spaces

27 Habermas, The Structural Transformation, p. 47.

28 Davidoff et al., The Family Story, especially chapter 2.

29 On the importance of gender and space see Doreen Massey, Space, Place and Gender (Cambridge,

1994); Linda McDowell, Gender, Identity and Place: Understanding Feminist Geographies

(Minneapolis, 1999) 

30 Griselda Pollock, “Det moderna och kvinnlighetens rum” in Anna-Lena Lindberg, Konst, kön och

blick: Feministiska konstanalyser från renässans till postmodernism (Stockholm, 1995), p. 176, 180,

185, 201.
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were where gender was structured by class – in spaces of sexual com-

modity exchange, where working class women meant prostitutes.30

Women’s role in public space was connected with sexuality. However,

as Shirley Ardener observes, space partly determines social identity,

i.e. space defines the people in it, but people also define space.31 Were

the public spaces, such as coffee-houses, taverns and inns a contes-

ted ground where both public women and public men defined space,

but in different ways? Or did space define these individuals?

One of the most difficult problems with this research has been

how to refer to the regulated women.32 I have chosen to use the con-

cept ‘public woman’ as an overall concept when discussing regula-

ted women or women who were referred to as prostitutes, whores,

loose and lecherous, thus leaving the concept as fluid as the practice

of categorising women in public. Public woman, as I use the term,

covers both the public, spatial nature of these women, but also

opens for potential sexual connotations as well. Using a concept like

public woman rather than, for instance, prostitute means to leave

open the possibility of change over time in the connotations of the

term, and as to which women that were perceived as sexually

public.33 The way the women referred to themselves, and the way the

authorities looked upon them, did not always correspond. The

question of identity in connection to a regulatory process has not

been explicitly looked into in this study, but the problem of char-

31 Shirley Ardener, “Ground Rules and Social Maps for Women: An Introduction” in ed. Shirley

Ardener, Women and Space: Ground Rules and Social Maps (Oxford, 1993), p. 3. 

32 See for instance Mahood, The Magdalenes, p. 13, who throughout her book uses the word pro-

stitute within quotation marks “…in formal recognition of the fact that it is a label and not an

objective form of human behaviour.”

33 To only use the term prostitute, for instance, would exclude women who were looked upon as

viable for regulation, but who did not charge for sexual services. I will also use the term “regula-

ted woman”, which will then refer explicitly to women who were registered at the prostitution

bureau. When terms such as loose, lecherous, whores, female persons et cetera appear, they are

used to illustrate contemporary usage of these concepts to characterise what was seen as public

women in the meaning of prostitutes.
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acterising these women, by themselves and by others, run through

this story.

Why, then, did a regulation of public women become a public

concern? Since public women did not participate in the public dis-

course and at times supplied sexual services, their presence might

even have been desired.34 The regulation of prostitution could be

seen as a continuation of earlier practices of controlling people from

the lower segments of society. During the nineteenth century, for

example, the vagrancy laws were elaborated a number of times. But

women working in public space were not unusual in early nine-

teenth century Stockholm. So-called rowing madams freighted pas-

sengers between the many islands of Stockholm, and female haw-

kers were an integrated part of the city life. A large number of

women were proprietors of taverns and coffee-houses.35 These 

tradeswomen were regulated according to the city ordinances of

their branch of business.36 However, the regulation of prostitution

was different. It was not a mere regulation of ‘trade’, it was imple-

mented on medical and social grounds. That it subsequently came

to control and supervise a trade or profession, was one of the con-

tradictory effects of the system. However, in accordance with a libe-

ral notion of free trade, trade regulations were abolished during the

nineteenth century. Women were given increased civil rights in

1858, when unmarried women could apply to become citizens

under the law, i.e. their own guardians. But only one year after this

legislation, the regulation of prostitution proper was introduced. It

seems as if increased civil rights for women provoked a need to con-

trol women’s sexuality. Some women’s presence in public space was

34 The connection between women and men of power in prostitution is an often discussed topic in

newspapers and novels.

35 Christine Bladh (ed.), Roddarmadamer. Tre studier av roddartrafiken i 1800-talets Stockholm,

forthcoming; Bladh, Månglerskor: Att sälja från korg och bod i Stockholm 1819-1846 (Stockholm,

1991), pp. 26-27, 56-61.

36 Karin Widerberg, Kvinnor, klasser och lagar (Stockholm, 1985), pp. 30, 32, 41, 46-47.
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regulated and public women could, on certain conditions, be present

but not enhance their presence. However, the regulation affected all

women’s access to public space. The historian of literature Jann Matlock

has argued that the regulation of prostitution in France was based on a

system of closed spaces, between which the regulated women should cir-

culate: the brothel, the prison, and the hospital.37 Yet the creation of the

regulations themselves actually promoted the visibility of these women

in public space by regulating their movements, stating which streets to

walk, what kind of clothes to wear. This is contradictory, and the regu-

lation of prostitution was one (of many) intrinsically incompatible traits

of the bourgeois and middle-class view upon liberalism and the equal

value of all individuals. Nevertheless, seen from Carole Pateman’s theo-

retical perspective, this double standard was written into the social con-

tract that was the basis of the liberal bourgeois sphere; these apparent

contradictions were, as a matter of fact, consistent with the sexual 

contract that was intertwined with the social contract. 

One interpretation of the original social contract is the idea of

free individuals in a state of nature. These free individuals institute

society by transferring part of their freedom to a state power, in ex-

change for the guarantee of certain citizen rights. Citizens give away

part of their freedom, but are protected from the insecurities of

natural freedom. In the resulting civil society, freedom is universal

and can be exercised by replicating the original contract on an indi-

vidual level, through employment contracts or marriage contracts.38

Social contract theory is presented as a story about freedom, the

new order of civil society has overthrown old patriarchal rule. The

37 Matlock, Scenes of Seduction, p. 21.

38 Carole Pateman, The Sexual Contract (Cambridge, 1988), p. 2; Kjell Goldmann, Mogens N.

Pedersen and Øyvind Østerud eds., Statsvetenskapligt lexikon (Stockholm, 1997), pp. 179-80,

250. Classical interpretations of a social contract can be found among writers such as John Locke

(1632-1704), Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679) and Jean Jacques Rousseau (1712-78). Cf. Great poli-

tical thinkers (Oxford, 1992).
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idea of social contracts between equal individuals was a prerequisite

for the idea of the self-regulating market, where commercial con-

tracts between equal citizens were set up.39 In this, the division be-

tween public and private was an important distinction.

Pateman points to the apparent gender neutrality of the contract

theory. She argues that in the social contract, men’s domination

over women still exists, although it is never mentioned. Intertwined

with the social contract runs what Pateman calls a sexual contract,

and the new civil society created a “fraternal patriarchy” instead of

the old patriarchal rule. The original social contract allowed the

subordination of women to be integrated into the ideas of civil

society, and the contract itself presupposed a gender-order, where

men’s control of women’s bodies were written into the contract.40

Pateman states that the bourgeois idea of securing civil rights for

men presupposed a sexual contract, where men’s sexual rights to

women’s bodies were secured. The private sphere was separated

from the civil/public sphere, and men “pass back and forth between

the private and the public spheres and the writ of the law of male

sex-right runs in both realms”.41 The private sphere was regarded

unimportant from a political point of view, and that part of the

39 Habermas, The Structural Transformation, p. 86, where he states: “Jeremy Bentham was unthink-

able without Adam Smith”. The supposedly equal contract theory has been criticised by a num-

ber of researchers, pointing out that equal contracts are impossible to set up. Class, status and

economics make the setting up of a contract unbalanced from the start. For an introduction, see

Svante Nordin, Det politiska tänkandets historia (Stockholm, 1999). See also Carole Pateman, The

Problem of Political Obligation (1979, Cambridge, 1985); Anna G. Jónasdóttir ”Hon för honom

– han för staten. Om Hobbes’ och Lockes kvinnosyn” in eds. Maud Eduards et al., Kön, makt,

medborgarskap: Kvinnan i politiskt tänkande från Platon till Engels (Malmö, 1983).

40 Pateman, The Sexual Contract, p. 16. Cf. Yvonne Hirdman, “Genussystemet – reflexioner kring

kvinnors sociala underordning”, Kvinnovetenskaplig Tidskrift (1988:3), pp. 49-63, where she dis-

cusses the invisible gender contract between men and women. For a further discussion, see

Hirdman, “Konstruktion och förändring – genus som vetenskap”, Kvinnovetenskaplig tidskrift

(1998:3-4), pp. 4-15. For a criticism, see Ann-Cathrine Åquist, “Vart tog patriarkatsteorin vägen?”,

Kvinnovetenskaplig Tidskrift (1990:1), pp. 53-57; Christina Carlsson Wetterberg, “Från patriarkat

till genussystem – och vad kommer sedan?”, Kvinnovetenskaplig Tidskrift (1992:3), pp. 34-47.

41 Pateman, The Sexual Contract, p. 12.
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social contract was ignored. Only the public sphere would count as

politically important.42 Men were in a dominant position with

regard to women and children in the intimate sphere. Men could

also be both private and public, whereas women could only be either

private or public, wives or prostitutes, and should stay away from

transgression of these boundaries.43 The right to women’s bodies,

i.e. the right to sexual contracting, as Pateman puts it, is made

manifest on an actors’ level through the “marriage contract” and

the “prostitution contract”, the private and public manifestations of

“the law of male sex right”, by which men have access to women’s

bodies both in private and in public.44 In a nineteenth century 

perspective, this can be seen on two levels: as the famous sexual

‘double standard’ built into nineteenth century liberalism from the

outset, and as the actual carrying out of this idea in practice.45

Pateman’s analysis of prostitution as such has been criticised for

42 Ibid., p. 3.

43 For an early modern history discussion concerning boundaries between private and public space

concerning rape, see Diane Wolfthal, Images of Rape: The “Heroic” Tradition and its Alternatives

(Cambridge, 1999), p. 186-87.

44 Pateman, pp. 1-9, Carole Pateman, “The Fraternal Social Contract” in John Kean ed., Civil Society and

the State (London & New York, 1988), pp. 101-28. A discussion on the contractarian status of women

entering prostitution occurred between a number of researchers in the 1980s and and 1990’s. Cf. Lars

O. Ericsson, “Charges Against Prostitution: An Attempt at an Philosophical Assessment”, Ethics 90

(April 1980), pp. 335-66; Carole Pateman, “Defending prostitution: Charges against Ericsson”, Ethics

93 (April 1983), pp. 561-65; Laurie Shrage, “Should Feminists Oppose Prostitution?”, Ethics 99

(January, 1989), pp. 347-61; Christine Overall, “What’s Wrong With Prostitution? Evaluating Sex-

Work”, Signs, 17:4, 1992; Christine Overall, “Reply to Shrage” Signs, 1994, 19:21. Cf. Jeffrey H. Reiman,

“Prostitution; Addiction and the Ideology of Liberalism”, Contemporary Crises 3, 1979, 53-68; Debra

Satz, “Markets in Women’s Sexual Labor”, Ethics 106, October 1995, pp. 63-85; Laurie Shrage, Moral

Dilemmas of Feminism: Prostitution, Adultery and Abortion (New York and London, 1994); Shrage,

“Prostitution and the Case for Decriminalisation”, Dissent, Spring 1996. See also Kate Millet, The

Prostitution Papers (St Albans, 1975).

45 Keith Thomas, “The Double Standard”, Journal of the History of Ideas, vol. 20:2, 1959, p. 210. 

Thomas states that the double standard is “the reflection of the view that men have property in

women and that the value of this property is immeasurably diminished if the woman at any times has

sexual relations with anyone other than her husband”. Cf. Georg Simmel, The philosophy of money, ed.

David Frisby (London, 1990), 2nd ed., p. 378: “society irredeemably renders the prostitute déclassé,

while the worst rake can, as it were, still save himself […] and can rise to any social position.”
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reinforcing, rather than dissolving the Madonna and Whore dichot-

omy by her own dichotomy between the contracts of marriage and

prostitution.46 According to Laurie Shrage, an American philo-

sopher, Pateman fails to provide an interpretative and relational

analysis of prostitution where “… the inter-subjective meanings

constitutive of commercialized sexual practices [are analysed] in the

contexts in which they occur…”.47 Nevertheless, in an analysis of

nineteenth century regulation of prostitution, Pateman’s ideas can

be helpful for a number of reasons. The public sphere and space, as

fields for social contracting, carry with them the inherent logic of

the sexual contract as an undertone. As Pateman states, “the story

[of the sexual contract] helps us to understand the mechanisms

through which men claim right of sexual access to women’s bodies

and claim right of command over the use of women’s bodies”.48 The

regulation system was a manifest expression of what was considered

a male need of public sexuality, later to be called a ‘necessary evil’.

46 Shannon Bell, Reading, Writing & Rewriting the Prostitute Body (Bloomington and Indianapolis,

1994), pp. 75-80; Pateman, The Sexual Contract, pp. 206-7.

47 Laurie Shrage, “Should Feminists Oppose Prostitution?”, pp. 347-61; Shrage, Moral Dilemmas, p.

124. Pateman has also received criticism from political scientist Nancy Fraser who questions

whether what she terms as Pateman’s “master/subject model” is adequate for analysing gender

inequalities in contemporary capitalist societies, which seems to be what Pateman intends. In her

criticism of the prostitution contract, Fraser contends that “… male dominance can persist even

in the absence of master/subject relations.” Fraser proposes that the master/subject model is not

very helpful in analysing prostitution on a social level, but does “strike some symbolic chord” as

she puts it. Among other things Fraser contends that some public women enjoy considerable

control in the sexual transaction itself. Fraser, Justus Interruptus, pp. 232-33. Feminists such as

Katherine Barry, The Prostitution of Sexuality (New York & London, 1995); and Sheila Jeffreys,

The Idea of Prostitution (Melbourne, 1997) would not agree in this assessment of a degree of

power in certain prostitute-client relationships. For Swedish historical research on prostitution

using a radical feminist perspective, see Gunnel Karlsson, “Så skapades prostitutionen”, in

Bibliotheca Feminarum: Om de kvinnohistoriska samlingarna i Göteborg, kvinnoliv och kvinnotan-

ke under 300 år (Göteborg, 1984). By the same author, see also “’Snälla herr polismästare’ –

‘Herrn som såg så god och snäll ut’”, in Från adelsbrev till automobil (Göteborg, 1986), pp. 160-

70 and “Anpassning eller protest? Överlevnadsstrategier bland prostituerade kvinnor i Göteborg

på 1800-talet”, in Kvinnohistoria (Stockholm, 1992).

48 Pateman, The Sexual Contract, p. 17.
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The fact that women in the nineteenth century were not yet full citi-

zens, is indisputable. Discussing and analysing these historical data

in terms of a sexual contract makes this clearer, and shows its wider

implications for women’s rights to their bodies.

Wo m e n’ s  C i t i z e n s h i p  –  L e g a l  S h u f f l e s  i n
R e g u l a t i n g  P r o s t i t u t i o n

Citizenship in the classic sense has been analyzed from different

aspects; civilian and social, as well as political. The civil citizenship

encompasses the right to enter into contracts, the political citizenship

is the right to vote and being eligible for office, and social citizenship

is the rights of a citizen as defended by the country’s judicial system.49

Political citizenship in Sweden in the 1800s was based on property. A

woman could own property, but as long as she remained unmarried

she had a guardian, and as soon as she married her husband got con-

trol over the mutual property. The husband acted as the wife’s guardi-

an, and women were for a long time excluded from basic civil rights.

It was not until 1858 that an unmarried woman could apply for majo-

rity status in court.50 In practice, this more or less concerned only

middle or upper class women, since women (and men) from the

working class or the proletariat did not own property. In 1864, the

application procedure was removed, and women’s possibilities to enter

contracts were equally restricted, since women were not full citizens

because of their guardianship. Unmarried women were formally

49 Thomas H. Marshall, Citizenship and Social Class and Other Essays (Cambridge, 1950) is the clas-

sic on the subject of citizenship. For a feminist critique and elaboration of the concept of citi-

zenship, see Fraser, Justus Interruptus, pp. 11-40; Marylin Lake, “The Inviolable Woman:

Feminist Conceptions of Citizenship in Australia, 1900-1945”, Gender and History, 8 (1996,

August); Alice Kessler-Harris, “Gender Identity: Rights to Work and the Idea of Economic

Citizenship”, Schweizerische Zeitschrift für Geschichte (1996:46).

50 Gunnar Qvist, Kvinnofrågan i Sverige 1809-1846: Studier rörande kvinnans näringsfrihet inom de

borgerliga yrkena (Göteborg, 1960), p. 43.
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under guardianship of their father, but when employed in service (the

most common occupation for women) the employer was acting as

guardian.51 However, women were seen as full citizens and legal sub-

jects in the respect that they could be accused of crimes and stand trial.

The question of power in prostitution is not only one of gender

but also one of class and the right to citizenship. Historians Donna J.

Guy and Jill Harsin have discussed the question of citizenship in

their research on prostitution in Argentina and France, respective-

ly.52 Guy shows how the Argentinian government violated basic civi-

lian rights for women when it regulated prostitution. Women

enjoyed the non-political rights of citizenship and had the right to

earn a living, own property, practice religion and get married.

However, the regulations of prostitution forced certain women to

live in special lodgings and to submit to forced medical examina-

tions. Guy argues that the municipalities were ready to 

… curtail prostitutes because they believed that the family was the basic unit of

their community, and women who did not remain sexually monogamous and

who accepted cash for work that should have been performed at home violated

family, social, and ultimately national norms.53

Guy shows the contradictions in the perception of sexuality; on the

one hand it was work, but it was to be performed within the family

and to be unpaid. At the same time, a regulation of individuals that

were perceived as a threat to the family and the nation because they

were promiscuous and requested money for sexual services, was not

seen as a violation of the rights of citizens. Hereby the paradoxes of

51 Bladh, Månglerskor, p. 71; Widerberg, Kvinnor, klasser och lagar, p. 41; Gunnar Qvist, Kvinnofrå-

gan, pp. 41-43.

52 Harsin, Policing Prostitution; and Donna J. Guy, Sex and Danger in Buenos Aires (Lincoln and

London, 1991) and Guy “’White Slavery,’ Citizenship and Nationality in Argentina” in Andrew

Parker ed., Nationalisms and sexualities (New York, 1992), pp. 201-17.

53 Guy, Sex and Danger, p. 2.
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the Argentinian system become clear. Women could not marry

without parental consent until they were twenty-two. The commer-

cial code, however, set the age of majority status for women at 

eighteen. After 1875 bordellos became legal businesses in Argentina,

and women between the ages of eighteen and twenty-two “could sell

their bodies but could not marry without parental consent”.54

Harsin points to other immediate complications of the regula-

tion system, problems that also appeared in Sweden. The legal foun-

dation of the regulation of prostitution rested on a wide interpreta-

tion of the powers of police, Harsin argues with respect to France.

The regulation was based upon laws of vagrancy and laws concern-

ing extra-marital sexuality. Prostitution was illegal under both 

these laws, but was treated as falling in between as long as the

women abided by the regulations. Harsin states that tolérance sums

up the relationship between the prostitutes and the government of

Paris; the prostitutes were perceived to be outside the law, but toler-

ated in a grey zone between legality and illegality. Even if certain

aspects of prostitution could be regarded as illegal, the police would

not bring the force of law upon it, but rather exercise their powers

arbitrarily. “The nineteenth-century system had come into being by

virtue of the imaginative recasting of new rules onto old ideas; the

very familiarity of the regulatory system obscured the fact that it

was, within the legal environment of the nineteenth century, a com-

plete anachronism.”55 In a legal environment that celebrated liberal

ideas of citizenship and of a free market, the regulation of prostitu-

tion was one of many contradictions. 

54 Ibid, p. 44. Joan W. Scott discussed the paradoxical character of women’s arguments concerning

citizenship in revolutionary France, where the Revolution’s claim of rights for all carried with it

inherent contradictions which were self-evident to feminists when it denied the vote to women.

Joan W Scott, Only Paradoxes to Offer: French Feminists and the Rights of Man (Harvard, MA,

London, UK, 1996), pp. 3-8.

55 Harsin, Policing Prostitution, p. 95.
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In one sense, however, discourse on prostitution was adjusted to

the language of the market. In the language of the regulating author-

ities, prostitution was more and more commercialised and in a sense

professionalised in the course of the nineteenth century. 

I n s t i t u t i o n a l i s i n g  P r o s t i t u t i o n

The transformation of prostitution into a category of work did not

lie in the interests of the regulating authorities, since it contradicted

the very intricate legal grounds for the system. Yet, as Judith

Walkowitz has shown, this is what more or less happened during the

course of the nineteenth century. The controlling authorities had a

patriarchal attitude towards regulated women. In Sweden, as in

many other countries, the regulated women were removed from the

lists of prostitutes if they could prove they were getting married.

Until then, the city stepped in as the absent (public) husband, regu-

lating these public women’s lives and sexuality, exercising the law of

(public) male sex right.56 Some have pictured the state as a pimp, but

the metaphor obscures the character of the relationship between

regulated women and the controlling institutions. The state, or the

city authority, formulated the regulation in such a way that the pos-

sibility of attaining customers would be impeded. Women were for-

bidden to wear certain clothes, to approach men in the street, and

even to walk certain streets – all ‘tricks of the trade’. If a contract was

set up between a public woman and a customer, it was against the

explicit wishes of the authorities, and it would be seen as a private

enterprise between the public woman and the customer – a prosti-

tution contract. The state would not mediate, as a pimp, in setting

up such a contract; on the contrary, everything was done to prevent

it. Nevertheless, prostitution was considered necessary, and if such

56 I want to thank Ulla Wikander for suggesting this useful metaphor.
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a contract was set up, the state had seen to that the merchandise was

controlled – both medically and spatially.

Walkowitz argues that through the establishment of regulations

on prostitution, regulated women were stigmatised and more or

less confined to lives as public women. Before these laws, prostitu-

tion could be a transitory phase in a woman’s life, but the regula-

tions transformed the character of prostitution. It was no longer a tem-

porary state, but became a trade – controlled by men. An industry of

auxiliary businesses developed, such as hotel services, where the public

woman and her customer could rent rooms by the hour.57 Other re-

search claims the opposite: that the regulatory measures left these

women more or less untouched, since women who had entered prosti-

tution were able to turn to another kind of life.58 What kind of pro-

cesses can be discerned when the regulation was introduced in Sweden?

In the nineteenth century, different institutions were involved in

the discussion of prostitution, but physicians and policemen were

those directly involved in carrying out the imposed control. During

the nineteenth century these groups worked towards establishing

themselves as respectable professions in society.59 The professional

57 Walkowitz, Prostitution and Victorian, pp. 25, 196, 203, 209-13, 253. Alexandre Parent-

Duchâtelet was convinced of the transitory character of prostitution: “They ‘come back into socie-

ty’ he writes anxiously, ‘they surround us...they gain access to our homes.’ From this point of

view [...] it is essential to know who the prostitutes are in order to prevent them, as far as possi-

ble, from acquiring vices that they may pass on after they have abandoned their ‘career.’” Alain

Corbin, Women for Hire: Prostitution and Sexuality in France after 1850 (1978, Cambridge, MA.,

1990), p. 4. The British physician William Acton has a similar view of the transitory stage of pro-

stitution. William Acton, Prostitution (1857, London 1968), p. 118.

58 Frances Finnegan, Poverty and Prostitution: A Study of Victorian Prostitutes in New York

(Cambridge, 1979), pp. 31-32. Cf. Swedish historian Gunilla Johansson, “Prostituerade kvinnors

levnadslopp: En delstudie rörande de kvinnor som varit registrerade av Stockholms

Prostitutionspolis mellan åren 1859-1875” i Studier och handlingar rörande Stockholms historia

VI, (Stockholm, 1985).

59 Andrew Abbott, The System of Professions: An Essay on the Division of Expert Labour (Chicago,

1988), p. 316, Lisa Öberg, Barnmorskan och läkaren: kompetens och konflikt i svensk förlossnings-

vård 1870-1920 (Stockholm, 1996), p. 83-85. 
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language of both physicians and policemen altered, and so did their

way of approaching prostitution. Prostitution was being perceived

as a problem. At the same time as a professionalisation of the poli-

ce and physicians took place, can we also notice an institutionalisa-

tion of prostitution, resulting in a demarcation of a group of regu-

lated women as professional public women?60 I realise that there are

problems of using the concept of professionalisation in connection

with a group of women who in many cases might have been stig-

matised, and the “professionalisation process” may not have been a

process initiated by the women themselves. Rather, this may have

been part of the professionalisation process that the controlling

groups in society went through – and in that process, the object of

control itself may have needed a redefinition.61 On the one hand,

too fuzzy a definition of the group to be disciplined could give rise

to arbitrary policing. On the other hand, a fuzzy definition would

enhance the problems of actually getting an undefined group under

control. A possible institutionalisation and professionalisation

would most likely include an element of commercialism – both in

the way the regulations were formulated and in the way the group

of women to be controlled was described.62 As Walkowitz argues,

prostitution would no longer be just illicit sexual intercourse, but a

commercial enterprise. This question will be discussed in terms of a

conceptual change of commercial sexuality.

60 Cf. Foucault, The History of Sexuality, vol. 1, p. 48.

61 Some examples of regulated women who can be seen as professional, and in some cases attemp-

ted to protect their profession will be shown in chapter 10.

62 Timothy J. Gilfoyle has shown that by midnineteenth century an underground economy existed

around sexuality in most large cities in the United States. Sex was a consumer commodity.

Timothy J. Gilfoyle, City of Eros: New York City, Prostitution and the Commercialization of Sex

1790-1920 (New York and London, 1992).
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C o m m e r c i a l i s a t i o n  o f  Pu b l i c  S e x u a l i t y ?

If the word prostitution is looked up in the Encyclopædia Britannica

from 1973 it is stated that it has often been ambiguously defined,

but that a precise definition would emphasise two elements. The

first would be the exchange of money or valuable items in return for

sexual activity. The second element is that this exchange should be

relatively indiscriminately available.63 When prostitution is looked

up in the primary Swedish historical dictionary, the Svenska

Akademiens ordbok, prostitution is described as “the act of practis-

ing professional fornication”.64 It is important to study the intro-

duction and use of certain words and concepts in their historic con-

text and see how they are used in different discourses, since

“[w]ords which have remained in constant use are in themselves no

sufficient indication of stability or substantial meaning.”65 Finnish

sociologist Margaretha Järvinen has listed five variables that com-

monly have been used in research on prostitution, and among

which commercialisation is perceived as a necessary element; a rela-

tionship without an economic element cannot be regarded as pro-

stitution, she concludes.66

Early nineteenth century seems to have used a number of words

to refer to illicit sexual intercourse, concepts that both did and did

not include commerciality, but all seem to have called for similar

63 Encyclopædia Britannica (Chicago, 1973), vol. 18, p. 645.

64 Svenska Akademiens ordbok (SAOB), P[2096]. Swedish: (handlingen att bedriva) yrkesmässig

otukt. SAOB is a comprehensive historical dictionary of the Swedish language which is still under

publication by the Swedish Academy. 32 volumes have been published until the word sväpa. The

dictionary gives examples of the first time the word was used in writing, and of different usages

of the word during different periods. The actual article on prostitution was printed in 1953. 

65 Reinhart Koselleck, “Begriffsgeschichte and Social History”, Economy and Society, vol 11:4, 1982,

p. 416.

66 Margaretha Järvinen, Prostitution i Helsingfors - en studie i kvinnokontroll (Åbo, 1990), pp. 23-

24, 29-30. The other variables traditionally used in research are promiscuity, non-selectivity

regarding customers, short-term relationship and emotional indifference in the relationship. A

narrow application of these characteristics has been refuted by later research.
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regulative measures to control them. Prostitution as a concept is thus

difficult to define. There have been numerous allusions to marriage

as legal prostitution. Mary Wollstonecraft remarked already in 1792

that men were trained for different professions, but women were

not. To be able to rise in the world “… they must marry advantage-

ously, and to this object their time is sacrificed, and their persons

often legally prostituted”.67 To combine the contradictions legal and

prostitution in a metaphor describing marriage in the late eighteenth

century England was, of course, a provocative anomaly. The meta-

phor of prostitution was used again towards the end of the nine-

teenth century in the ongoing feminist struggle; French feminist

Camille Bélilon stated that “… [t]o oblige the woman to beg the man

for bread is to allow prostitution to reign; worse, it allows the reign

of the prostitute”.68 The Swedish feminist Frida Stéenhoff remarked

that anyone “… who in order to live has to sell herself in the street or

in the home is not a free individual”.69 Feminists have constantly used

the prostitution metaphor for women’s rights and role in society.

It has also been discussed if the acceptance in any case of money

or gifts for sex should be seen as prostitution, and whether there is

such a thing as “occasional” prostitution, or if only a full-time life

in selling sex is to be regarded as prostitution.70 Some feminist stu-

67 Mary Wollstonecraft, A Vindication of the Rights of Woman (1792, London, 1985), p. 66. This was

also noted by Engels, when he characterised the bourgeois conventional marriage as legal prosti-

tution. Friedrich Engels, Familjens, privategendomens och statens ursprung (1884, Göteborg,

1982), p. 90. Cf. Cicely Hamilton, Marriage as a Trade (1909, London, 1981), pp. 4-5.

68 Ulla Wikander, Mothers or Workers: Construction of Femininity at International Congresses 1878-

1914, forthcoming. 

69 Frida Stéenhoff, [Harold Gote, pseud.], Penningen och kärleken (Stockholm, 1908), p. 31. Swedish:

…som för att leva måste sälja sig på gatan eller i hemmet står på ofri grund. From another perspec-

tive the Swedish author August Strindberg remarked that “… to charge for her favours is a woman’s

invention. In prostitution she charges by occasion, in marriage by agreement.” August Strindberg,

Giftas, vol. 2 (1886, Stockholm, 1913), p. 226. Swedish: Att ta betaldt för sin gunst är qvinnans upp-

finning. I prostitutionen tar hon betaldt per gång, i äktenskapet per ackord. Cf. Ulf Boëthius,

Strindberg och kvinnofrågan: till och med Giftas 1 (Stockholm, 1969), pp. 327- 31, 352-59.

70 Cf. Alison Jaggar, “Prostitution” in Alan Soble ed., Philosophy of Sex (Savage, Md., 1991).
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dies on prostitution have been guided by Michel Foucault, and

especially his work The History of Sexuality. Primarily, these scho-

lars have been attracted to Foucault by his concept of sexuality as

socially constructed, especially as an object of knowledge within

certain professional discourses.71 The notion that some behaviour

during the course of the nineteenth century became more and more

pathologised and subject to institutionalisation is well applicable to

the study of prostitution. 

My aim with this study is not to try to decide in any objective

sense when a certain sexual activity became prostitution (did

women who worked in the coffee houses in Stockholm sell their

bodies or not?), but rather to show how the fuzzy ideas of prostitu-

tion itself made way for an arbitrary application of the regulation of

prostitution. Can this be seen in changing concepts of prostitution

over time? Prostitution as a phenomenon would be relative – a social

construction, depending on how society defines what ‘normal’

female and male behaviour should be like.72 As I will discuss in this

study and have mentioned above, the commercial element appeared

only later on in official discourse on illicit sexuality, and the con-

cepts used did not necessarily include a commercial element. In offi-

cial discourse, the words ‘prostitution’ and ‘prostitute’ were intro-

duced during the latter half of the century. How were public women

perceived during the early nineteenth century? Were public women

even perceived as a specific category?73 A changing concept would

mirror the arbitrariness of the nineteenth century process, and

show what it meant to be a “public woman” at different times

during the century.

71 Mahood, The Magdalenes, p. 7-8; Walkowitz, City of Dreadful, p. 8; Matlock, Scenes of Seduction,

pp. 12-13.

72 Järvinen, Prostitution, pp. 25-29
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N o t e s  o n  M e t h o d o l o g y

I have used different types of sources and different types of methods

in this study.74 The use of several methodological approaches, cross-

method, is applying dissimilar methods of research to investigate

one phenomenon. This approach also balances the strengths and

shortcomings of one method, and “…maximizes the theoretical

value of any research by revealing aspects of phenomenon which the

use of one method alone would miss.”75 Quantitative methods are

often said to make extensive use of statistical approaches when ana-

lysing material, whereas the qualitative method puts more emphasis

on interpretations, not necessarily with statistical backing. Sampling

techniques are important when we try to investigate a certain prob-

lem: in what way do we choose the material we hope will answer our

questions? For a historian the access to sources is of course of vital

importance; not all questions can be answered because sources are

lost, destroyed or have never existed. The purpose of this section is

to describe and discuss the methods I have used in this study, and

how they were applied on the material. I will describe the guidelines

I have used in my work, their shortcomings and the sometimes

necessary compromises that have been made. This includes the spe-

cific methods used in each chapter.

T H E U S E O F D I S C O U R S E I N T H I S S T U D Y

Researchers have stated that the establishment of the regulation of

prostitution was deeply embedded in nineteenth century culture.

73 See Margareta Svahn, Den liderliga kvinnan och den omanlige mannen: Skällsord, stereotyper och

könskonstruktioner (Stockholm, 1999), where she shows that the multitude of derogatory con-

cepts for women in the nineteenth century Swedish countryside is connected to promiscuous sex-

uality rather than its commercial character.

74 The different kinds of source material and archives will be described and discussed in Appendix

2.

75 Victor Jupp, Methods of Criminological Research (London and New York, 1989), p. 73.
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Lynda Nead argues that different ‘discourses’ interacted when pro-

stitution was discussed, different groups had different motives for

how they acted. These discourses cannot be analysed separately;

together they constituted the cultural context that made possible an

introduction of the regulations system.76 In my study, discourse is

defined as something “which produces something else (an utter-

ance, a concept, an effect), rather than something which exists in

and of itself and which can be analysed in isolation”.77 Historian

Kathleen Canning suggests, that although “… located in discrete

social spaces, structured by definite languages […] discourses were

nonetheless ordered by ‘webs of cross-references’”.78 These cross-

references occur in practice when participants in different discour-

ses quote and draw conclusions from each other. Although I agree

that participants of different discourses interact, especially concern-

ing such closely interrelated discussions as in the area of controlling

prostitution, I have chosen to organise this study in a way that sug-

gests a separation of different areas of discourse. I think this is

necessary in order to be able to show how these cross-references

actually occurred, rather than taking them for granted.

Michel Foucault has urged us to concentrate on the spoken rather

than on the speaker when it comes to discourse, but feminism “… is

premised on a particular sort of effort of attention to the experience

of other women, which is why it does matter ‘who is speaking’.”79

Caroline Ramazanoğlu and Janet Holland criticise Foucault when he

76 Nead, Myths of Sexuality, p. 81. Cf. Walkowitz, City of Dreadful; Mort, Dangerous Sexualities, p.

26

77 Sara Mills, Discourse (London, New York, 1997), p. 17.

78 Kathleen Canning, “Feminist History after the Linguistic Turn: Historicizing Discourse and

Experience”, in Signs, Winter 1994, vol. 19:2, p. 381. Canning quotes from Denise Riley. I want

to thank Anna Jansdotter for pointing me in the direction of Canning’s ideas.

79 Janet Ransom, “Feminism, difference and discourse: The limits of discursive analysis for femi-

nism”, in Caroline Ramazanoǧlu, Up Against Foucault: Explorations of Some Tensions Between

Foucault and Feminism (London and New York, 1993), p. 144; Foucault, The History of Sexuality,

vol. 1, p. 102. Cf. Mills, Discourse, pp. 33-35.
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states that power over women can be exercised by men, but cannot

come from men, since our sexual identities are the products of cer-

tain discourses. They argue that Foucault does not ask why these sex-

ual discourses are so systematically formed by men, to serve men’s

interests.80 Canning states that she is interested in both subjects and

objects of discourse.81 In her case, this means to uncover the dis-

course of social reformers, and of women workers, in an effort to

“resist the tendency of discourse analysis to displace the subject or to

reduce her ‘to a mere bearer or systematic processes’.”82 Canning

recognises the problems of breaking the silence of women workers.

The problem of breaking the silence of regulated women may be

even more difficult, as a number of scholars have pointed out.83

I have chosen to present what I have called practice in separate

80 Caroline Ramazanoǧlu and Janet Holland, “Women’s sexuality and men’s appropriation of des-

ire”, in Ramazanoǧlu ed. Up Against Foucault, pp. 254-55. My emphasis. Cf. Mahood, The

Magdalenes, p. 11; Walkowitz, City of Dreadful, p. 8; Matlock, Scenes of Seduction, p. 13; Ludmilla

Jordanova, Sexual Visions: Images of Gender in Science and Medicine between the Eighteenth and

Twentieth Centuries (New York, 1989), p. 12.

81 Canning is mainly criticising the historian Joan Scott in her text, not Michel Foucault’s notion

of discourse.

82 Canning, “Feminist History”, p. 384.

83 Originally, I also wanted to depict the interaction on a micro-level. I wanted to picture the every-

day life for regulated women, policemen, their neighbours, business proprietors and others who

lived in close vicinity to each other during some part of the investigated period. I did find this

increasingly difficult, since the material from individually regulated women and other actors

were scarce, scattered and also from a much later period than the one I investigated (what is left

of that ambition is mainly carried out in chapter 8 and 10). In 1907 the writer and critic Klara

Johanson edited and published what she stated was the notes from the regulated woman Anna

Johannesdotter. Johannesdotter can be found in the annals, but although Johanson claimed that

she only corrected grammar mistakes, and did some careful editing there is reason to believe that

she did more. There are long sections in Johannesdotter’s book that are parafrasing sections of

the so often quoted William E H Leckey. See for instance Leckey, The History of European Morals

(1869, London, 1955), p. 283, and Anna Johannesdotter, Den undre världen. En lifshistoria

(Stock-holm, 1907), p. 70. Other materials of biographical character are interviews made by the

physician Anders Lindblad in 1905, where both the original notes and his compilation of the 

answers are preserved. Anders Lindblad, “Statistisk undersökning angående skörlefvande kvin-

nors lefnadsförhållanden”, in Underdånigt betänkande angående åtgärder för motarbetande af 

de smittosamma könssjukdomarnas spridning (Stockholm, 1910), vol. 3. Furthermore, there are

letters and notes addressed to the chief of the Prostitution Bureau.
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chapters (chapter 8-10), practice then meaning how the regulation

of prostitution was policed through its practitioners in meeting

with public women. The Swedish sociologist Håkan Thörn separates

between discourse and life worlds, where he argues that the prac-

tice of the life-worlds are what discourse speaks about, relates to,

translates, redefines and modifies. “The context of interaction of the

life worlds can to a varying degree be subordinated to political and

judicial discourse, for example, but they can also offer resistance,

which may give cause to a re-articulation of discourse.”84 As Thörn

suggests, discourse is not a perfect mirror of life-worlds; that which

I have termed practice (policing) in this study. The separation of

discourse and practice in this study makes it easier to sort out the

effects of discourse and practice on each other, to see in which ways

regulated women resisted to or abided by rules, and how different

discourses “cross-referred” to each other.85

This has methodological implications for how I have chosen to

access the texts of prostitution and regulation. I concentrate my study

on one particular city, and on specific administrative sectors within

that city, sectors themselves concerned with, or ordered to deal with,

the organisation of prostitution. These sectors were constituted of dif-

ferent committees, departments et cetera within the city administra-

tion, some more concerned with the practical control of public women

(such as the police), and others more involved with discussing and pro-

ducing the regulations that others were to carry out (such as the gover-

nor’s office). These areas cannot be totally separated, which becomes

apparent when certain historical actors are seen participating in several,

supposedly, separate professional areas. Still, there could be disputes

84 Håkan Thörn, Modernitet, sociologi och sociala rörelser (Göteborg, 1997), p. 147 and pp. 131-32,

142-43.

85 A similar approach can be seen in Canning, “Feminist History”, pp. 382-83, where she states that

she is also interested in “both the material consequences and the ideological effect not only of

discourses that became hegemonic but also of those that were contested and transformed.”
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between what practitioners saw feasible, and what legislators and pro-

ducers of discourse wanted. I pay particular attention to actors partici-

pating in several of these discursive fields, producing discourse in 

different bodies, and try to establish the impact of interacting discours-

es – often through the networking of particular actors. However, the

effect of discourse on actors in turn should not be overlooked; once

the idea of a regulation system had been introduced in a Swedish con-

text, the discussions could take off and multiply.

The documentary material itself has also determined how I was

able to work. As I wanted to reflect possible changes in discourse

over time, the ideal would have been to be able to see through all the

material for longitudinal research. This I was able to do in the case

of material from the physicians. The minutes from the kurhus have

been investigated from the first minute in 1819 to the end of the

research period. This material is of course of a different character

than that of the Swedish Society of Medicine (Svenska läkaresällska-

pet), a national organisation for the country’s physicians. Here I

have also investigated the material longitudinally, i.e. all the jour-

nals, all the minutes et cetera for the investigation period, from

when the society started in 1809 to the end of the research period.86

When indices have been available, these have been used together

with extensive reading of the written material. Certain keywords of

a broad character have been used to access the material.87

86 The following material has been investigated. The series are overlapping. Svenska Läkare-

sällskapets handlingar volume I-XII, 1813-1833, Svenska Läkaresällskapets Nya Handlingar volu-

me 1-12, 1837-1863, Svenska Läkaresällskapets Nya Handlingar, series 2, volume 1-8:2, 1866-

1881, Svenska läkaresällskapets nya handlingar series 3, volume 1-3, 1890-1901, Svenska Läkare-

sällskapets handlingar volume 37-45, 1907-1919, Förhandlingar vid Svenska Läkaresällskapets

sammankomster 1841-1884-, volume 1-41, Hygiea-Läkaresällskapets förhandlingar 1847- 1913, 1-

75:2, 1918-1919, 80:1-81:2. Regarding the kurhus the series with minutes and supplements have

been investigated A1a Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor 1819-1918.

87 Keywords were women, gynaecology, venereal disease, military, inspections, prostitution, bro-

thel, coffee-house, loose, lecherous, endemic, epidemic, mercury, diet et cetera These keywords

refer both to behavioural, moral and curative attitudes within physicians’ discourse.
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To gain access to what was said within the city administration

and the police corps, I had to work differently. The body of written

documents was too voluminous to use a longitudinal approach to

cover all the material. Instead, I here used the knowledge of certain

historical events to cut across the material, i.e. years before, during

and after the establishment of regulations, brothels, and what 

seemed to be important discussions within the medical profession.

Cross-references within the material itself were also used as indica-

tors of where to look. This is a much more inadequate method to

access discourse, and the possibility of missing relevant material is

of course much bigger.88 Unfortunately, documents from the office

of the governor have also been weeded out in connection with orga-

nising the material in the twentieth century. Especially documents

from the police were destroyed already during the nineteenth century

– both deliberately and through mistreatment.89 Thus, in many cases

the annotations in the day-books of the official bodies are the only

material left – there are no minutes to substantiate these comments.

Q U A N T I TAT I V E A P P R O A C H E S I N T H I S S T U D Y

In investigating what I have in this study called practice, I have part-

ly used quantitative approaches.90 I have mainly used cross-sections

characterised as ‘snapshots’ or ‘slices’ of time. There are a number of

88 Only to a limited extent do I discuss the attitudes to prostitution and its control that could be

found in literature and newspapers, which mainly have to do with the focus of this investigation,

which is the control bodies of prostitution.

89 Nils Staf, Polisväsendet i Stockholm 1776-1850 (Uppsala, 1950), p. 489.

90 The distinctions I have made between discourse analysis which entails a qualitative approach,

and analysis of practice where I have chosen a quantitative approach, seem to imply that practi-

ce and quantification go together. However, qualitative methods are used to access ‘practice’,

where, for instance, interviews and participant observation can be used. Quantitative methods

are also used in some discourse analysis, see for instance G. Leech, “The State of the Art in

Corpus Linguistics”, in Karin Aijmer and Bengt Altenberg (eds.), English corpus linguistics: studies

in honour of Jan Svartvik (London, 1991). I wish to thank Ola Knutsson, researcher in computer

linguistics at Stockholm Kungliga Tekniska Högskola, for taking his time to discuss text and dis-

course analysis with me.
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advantages to cross-sections. The method is easy to conduct and

relatively fast (depending on the material and how you carry out the

cross-sections). The cross-sections need not necessarily be com-

posed of the same individuals, but can be sections of the same kind

of data, though with other individuals for instance. Cross-sections

can thus mirror change over time, but not necessarily the processes of

change. Cross-sections have been characterised as ‘ahistoric’; they

have been said to be unable to mirror processual or evolving change,

since all we get is a number of slices of history, and we cannot deter-

mine what happened in between those slices. Another problem is at

what point in time you decide to slice history. An obvious problem is

if a study of mortality encompasses years when mortal epidemics

ravaged, which would immediately give a biased picture.

A population can either be included as a whole in an investiga-

tion, as all crimes committed during a year are included in this ana-

lysis, or you can use a sample from the population that is later to be

analysed. A probability sampling is when each unit of a population

has a specific chance of being included in a sample. The simple ran-

dom sample gives each unit in a population an equal probability of

being included in the sample. This method requires a sampling

frame, where all units in a population have been given a number,

and each number has the same chance of being randomly chosen

for inclusion in the sample.91 When relying on a random process the

possibility of biases in a material is largely eliminated.

I have used cross-sections in different ways in this study. When I

investigated the police and its relation to the women they apprehend-

ed, I made five cross-sections for the period 1812-1880. I wanted 

to study police action in relation to arrested women during the 

century, and get to know for which crimes these women were sub-

91 Alan Bryman and Duncan Cramer, Quantitative data analysis with SPSS for Windows (Rout-

ledge, 1997), pp. 99-100. There are also stratified sampling, multi stage cluster sampling and non-

probability sampling procedures. Neither of these was applied in this study.
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jected to medical inspections. The computer was asked to select

random years through a setting of upper and lower limits. The 

chosen years turned out as 1812, 1830, 1853, 1869 and 1879.92 The

process was made in two steps, where the first group contained the

years 1800-1858, and three years were asked for. The next group of

years was 1860-1885, and two years were asked for. This was done

to ensure at least two cross-sections after 1859; the year the

Prostitution Bureau was established and became mainly responsible

for the control of allegedly public women.93 Thus, two different

sources within the same administration, the general police diaries

and the diaries from the prostitution bureau, have been used to illu-

strate the change over time in police routines.

The entire diaries for the chosen years were analysed.94 The rea-

son for this was the character of the questions posed. One interest

was whether there had been medical inspections on women in con-

92 The software used was Microsoft Office 97, Excel 8.0. 1868-69 was one of Sweden’s last years of

famine, which may have influenced many women’s choice of entering into prostitution as a way to

support themselves. Between 1867 and 1868 there was a decrease of 1,8 % of regulated women, and

between 1868 and 1869 there was an increase of 2,8 % of regulated women. The increase of regu-

lated women was fairly small, and it is difficult to ascertain whether the increase was an effect of the

famine, or of increased police attention. However, since the main interest of these cross-sections

were to see the activities of the police, and not to determine the increase of regulated women for

different reasons, the year was kept. Johan E. Johansson, “Statistisk utredning angående reglemen-

teringen i Stockholm 1859-1905”, in Underdånigt betänkande, vol. 3, p. 7; Matović, Stockholms-

äktenskap, p. 64; Lars Magnusson, Sveriges ekonomiska historia (Stockholm, 1996), p. 185.

93 The year 1812 was the year of the first Royal Circular concerning venereal disease during the

nineteenth century, and is in that way not an ‘ordinary’ year. It was still included in the investi-

gation for two reasons. Firstly, the circular was not produced until June, which meant that the

first half of the year would already have passed when the circular was slowly adopted. Secondly,

this would also be an opportunity to actually see whether this circular had any real impact when

it was issued. 1838 and 1839 were excluded as potential years. During these years the Stockholm

authorities had a tryout with municipal brothels, and a co-operation between the police and the

physicians. This arrangement was not part of the national attempt to stifle venereal disease, nor

was it part of the coming regulation system, and on that basis those years were excluded. The

brothel system was investigated separately.

94 The approach of investigating the whole year necessarily had to limit the number of years, since

otherwise the workload would have been too great. The day-book for 1812, which is the thinnest,

encompasses 4, 434 cases, and the 1853 day-book contained 14, 494 cases.
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95 Johannes Knutsson, Kvinnobrottslighet: kvinnan i kriminalstatistiken 1857-1975 (Stockholm,

1978); Hanns von Hofer, Brott och straff i Sverige: historisk kriminalstatistik 1750-1984: diagram,

tabeller och kommentarer (Stockholm, 1985) 2nd revised edition; von Hofer, Criminal statistics

over three centuries (Stockholm, 1991).

96 For 1869 I investigated January, March et cetera and for 1879 February, April et cetera to avoid

seasonal variation.

nection with crimes before the regulations were established, and in

such case, in connection to which crimes. I also wanted to see if and

for which crimes men had been inspected. If I had used a sampled

material the number of men had by far exceeded the number of

women; far more men than women are arrested for crimes.95 I was

not interested in the proportions between arrested men and women,

but the proportions between medically inspected men and women

after arrests. This I would have missed with a sampled material.

For the years 1869 and 1879 I used a different approach. Those

years were covered by two sources: the day-books from the ordinary

police and the day-books from the prostitution bureau. By then, the

control over venereally diseases and women subjected to medical

inspections belonged to the prostitution bureau. I investigated the

complete material from the prostitution bureau, and every other

month for the material from the police diaries.96 My aim was to find

out to what extent the ordinary police still busied itself with ‘loose’

women, and for what kind of crimes.

When I investigated the patient registers for the lock-hospital or

kurhus, I also used cross-sections. Regarding the patient registers I

choose a different alternative than when investigating the police day-

books. The cross-sections were not chosen randomly, but based on

significant events in the history of the regulation system. The kurhus

was an institution exclusively designed for treating venereal disease.

Accordingly, I did not have to single out those individuals of interest

for my research, as was the case with the police material. In order to

save time and work, I have drawn a sample of individuals for each

studied cross-section. To ensure that the samples are representative of
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the population at large, the samples were generated using a random

table.97 The aim was to compare distribution of women and men at the

hospital from different angles: for instance their period at the hospital,

the proportions in admissions, treatments et cetera.98 To use a samp-

ling-technique saved both time and work. The result gained from

investigating the police day-books and the patient registers have been

tabulated and sometimes presented in figures or graphs.

When a research group is investigated during a longer period of

time or at several points in time it is commonly referred to as long-

itudinal studies. This type of design has often been regarded as supe-

rior to cross-sectional designs, “… because it enables processes and

causes of change within individuals and among individuals to be

identified”.99 In this book I have conducted a cohort study. A cohort

is members of a group experiencing the same thing at the same

time, for instance being born, regulated or imprisoned the same

year. One advantage with a cohort design is that sampling errors are

eliminated, because the same group is investigated at all points in

time. The individuals in a cohort are not necessarily connected to

each other in any other ways than being born in a specific year, for

instance. They may also be a group that could interact, such as

women regulated during a specific year in Stockholm. These women

most likely knew each other, if only by sight.100 In using ‘official’

97 The size of the sample has been chosen according to statistical theory, where a sample of 30 is

considered a large enough sample. The samples range from 30-38 and the population in the

cross-sections chosen ranges from 712 to 1,444 individuals. See for instance Amir D. Aczel,

Complete business statistics (Chicago, 1996), p. 187.

98 Not all of the information gained in these investigations has been presented in the study.

99 Elizabeth Piper Deshenes, “Longitudinal Research Designs”, in Kimberly L. Kempf (ed.),

Measurement Issues in Criminology (New York, 1990), pp. 152 and 160. In criminological research

the proposed superiority of longitudinal designs over cross-sections has been under questioning

since the 1980s.

100 In historical research these designs can also be referred to as prosopography, or collective bio-

graphies, originally designed by researchers of antiquity. A. Chastagnol, “La prosographie, méthode

de recherche sur l’histoire du Bas-Empire”, Annales 25 année, septembre-octobre 1970, no. 5; C

Nicolet, “Prosopographie et histoire sociale”, Annales, 25 année, septembre-octobre 1970, no. 5.
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material, such as regulation statistics, this method is also easily appli-

cable, since the material is already organised to give as much infor-

mation as possible about all individual women who were regulated.

The most elaborated cohort in this study is the 1859 regulation

cohort, which consists of 220 women who were regulated in 1859,

the first year of the regulation. The information is considerable and

includes dates and places of birth; social, marital and living status of

the parents, earlier employments, the regulated woman’s way of

living before she was regulated, number of treatments at the kurhus,

and subsequent living after her regulation (number of arrests, treat-

ments et cetera). The regulation registers contain information

about the woman until her de-registration as regulated (either when

she died, moved, got married, or for other reasons were removed

from the registers). The second cohort is less elaborated, and consists

of women regulated for the first time in 1869. It consists of 102

women. This material has been complemented with information of

the women’s places of residence during certain periods. To follow all

the women’s whereabouts during the whole period would have been

an impossible task, since the women moved very frequently.

T E R M I N O L O G Y

Different concepts are used throughout this study. Some of them are

concepts or phrases used in nineteenth century vocabulary. In some

cases I have chosen to retain a nineteenth century phrase, rather than

substituting it with its twenty-first century equivalent. In some

cases I have chosen to use the Swedish word rather than a transla-

tion into English. The problem of how to refer to regulated women

or/and women selling sex was delineated earlier in this chapter.

Women who were suspected of lecherous living or in any way to

be vagrant had to undergo what I have chosen to call medical inspec-

tions, or medical examinations. In most cases this meant regular

gynaecological examinations. I have chosen to use the English

40
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translation inspection for the Swedish word besigtning, because it has

interesting historical connotations. It means to examine or to

inspect, and the Svenska Akademiens ordbok only mentions two

examples of inspection bureaux in the nineteenth century: the inspec-

tion bureau for public women, and the inspection bureau for meat.101

Both usages of the word indicating merchandises, which needed to be

inspected and found healthy before being put on the market.102

The regulation system is the concept most commonly used in

research on nineteenth century control measures against prostitu-

tion and venereal disease. The Swedish word was reglemente, which

basically means organised statutes concerning a certain institution

and organisations, professional and otherwise.103 There are regula-

tions for the military and for the police, for instance. I distinguish

between regulations, laws and/or national codes, since regulations

were of a municipal character, whereas laws and codes embraced the

entire nation. This was also the case with so-called Royal Circulars

or Royal Letters, which without being inscribed in the national code,

were valid for the entire country. If the coverage of circulars or

Royal Letters was restricted, this will be indicated in the text.

My usage of the concept venereal disease applies to all three dis-

eases that could be probable at the time: syphilis, gonorrhoea and

chancre. In most cases, syphilis caused most alarm, but during the

101 Svenska Akademins ordbok (SAOB), p. [B1421]. Swedish: besiktningsbyrå. In existence, but not

mentioned in the SAOB was also the inspection office for wet-nurses (ammebesigtningskonto-

ret). The implications are still the same: to supply healthy merchandise for customers. Gustav

Hjort, Om Ammebesigtnings Contoret i Stockholm. Historisk öfversigt öfver denna Inrättnings

uppkomst och utveckling; redogörelse för dess verksamhet samt förslag till ordnande af åtskilliga

med Inrättningen sammanhang egande ärender jemte års Rapport för 1850. Reference courtesy

to Susanna Hedenborg.

102 When women were regulated and medically controlled in the nineteenth century, it was based

on arguments of the ‘necessity of prostitution’. Women were regulated to supply “controlled

flesh for sale”, as some writers have put it. Gunilla Edström and Gunilla Gustavsson, “Kontrol-

lerat kvinnokött till salu!“ in Hans Norman, ed., Den utsatta familjen (Stockholm, 1983).

103 SAOB [R843].
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century there were constant discussions on how to separate between

these diseases, and if they actually were separate diseases. I have

chosen to use venereal disease as a concept that covers all possible

infections of venal character. For a detailed discussion on venereal

diseases, see Appendix 1.

The kurhus can be seen as the equivalent to the English lock hos-

pital. Linda Mahood states that the English word lock is derived from

loke, a house for lepers, and Judith Walkowitz argues that prostitutes

became the social lepers of the industrial revolution.104 The Swedish

word kur means cure or treatment.105 However, to “have been on the

cure” did get a stigmatising connotation over time, especially when

the connection between (illicit) sexual intercourse and venereal 

disease was made. Following earlier research on the subject I have

chosen to use the word kurhus throughout this study.106

C o n c l u s i o n  a n d  O u t l i n e  o f  t h i s  S t u d y

The framework of Carole Pateman’s sexual contract theory will be

used as an analytical point of departure in this study. The nine-

teenth century was a period when liberal notions of all individuals’

equal value and citizen rights were voiced and promoted. Against

the background of these ideas a regulation of women presumably

engaged in prostitution could be seen as a contradiction. However,

in the light of Pateman’s discussion of sexual contracts the attempts

to control public sexuality can be seen as consistent with these ideas.

Based upon feminist critique and elaboration of Jürgen Habermas’

104  Mahood, The Magdalenes, p. 29.

105 SAOB [K3238].

106 Edvard Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska sjukdomarnas historia i Sverige (1898, Stockholm,

1905), p.147. Swedish: …ha varit på kuren. In her study of venereal disease in Sweden Anna

Lundberg, Care and Coercion: Medical Knowledge, Social Policy and Patients with Venereal

Disease in Sweden 1785-1903 (Umeå, 1999), does not translate the word kurhus into English,

and I have chosen to follow her example.
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ideas on the public sphere, I will also discuss what I have called the

problematical public character of prostitution. Regulating public

women led to a number of problems which regulations tried to

solve by making public women less public, and by further limiting

their already limited civil rights. These theoretical frameworks will

be methodologically operationalised through what I have termed

discourse and practice, where normative discourses are confronted

with their execution in practice.

This study is divided into four parts, and each part (except the

first) is given a short introduction. The first part is called The Public

City and includes chapters one and two. The second chapter intro-

duces Stockholm as an emerging city after a period of stagnation,

and outlines the geographic, demographic, and economic character

of the city during the period of investigation. 

The second part of this work is named Law and Order and covers

chapters three through five. Chapter three deals with the regulation

systems in Europe, their similarities and differences, and their

emergence during the nineteenth century. Chapter three will also

serve as an overview of earlier research of the regulation of prosti-

tution. The following chapter gives an overview of the development

from non-gendered inspections to a gendered control of prostitu-

tion in Stockholm. It also discusses the legal foundation for these

laws. Chapter five investigates inspections of men, especially of 

soldiers, during the nineteenth century.

The third part of this book is entitled Discourse on Prostitution,

and begins with Chapter six. It discusses discourse within the city

authorities and the police force, where the first half of the century

seems silent, and discussions took off after the 1850s. A similar

development can be seen in Chapter seven, which deals with dis-

course within the medical profession. In this chapter discussions

within the kurhus in Stockholm and within the national society for

physicians are investigated.

43
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The study is closed with the fourth part, Policing Public Women,

consisting of three chapters. Chapter eight discusses brothels in

Stockholm during the century, from the attempts at municipal

brothels to the informal tolerance system in the second half of the

century, to its abolishment. Chapter nine studies early practices on

controlling venereal disease and illicit sex, and outlines the first

attempts at collaboration between the police and the physicians of

the city. The following chapter analyses the development of the

bureaucratic system that was the result of the regulation of prosti-

tution, until the 1880s. The final chapter sums up the results of the

study, and is followed by a short epilogue with a summary descrip-

tion of the abolishment of the system.

44
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C h a p t e r  2

STOCKHOLM – A PUBLIC CITY

Figures do not bring home to our ima-

ginations the moral condition of a socie-

ty so depraved as that of Stockholm.
Samuel Laing, A Tour in Sweden in

1838, p. 114. 

It is unfair, however, to brand the city of

Stockholm with profligacy, or to charge

all the females with immorality, because

of this state of things [women perfor-

ming work].
Robert Bremner, Excursions in 

Denmark, Norway and Sweden, p. 384.

I n t r o d u c t i o n

A British traveller visiting Stockholm in the late 1830s wrote in his

memoirs from this trip that although the city itself may be immo-

ral, this immorality was not displayed in public:

… for aught we know, [Stockholm] may be a very profligate place; but assured-

ly, it presents much less of public indecency than any other capital.107

Only a couple of years before he visited Stockholm, however, there

had been attempts at introducing regular inspections of women,

and at institutionalising municipal brothels in 1838. Less than ten

years after his visit, in 1847, the first medical regulation of women

107 Robert Bremner, Excursions in Denmark, Norway, and Sweden (London, 1840), vol. II, p. 376.
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was established. Thus, it would seem that at least some actors in the

capital thought public sexuality was disturbing enough to be regu-

lated, both in the 1830s and at other times throughout the century.

Systems already tried out and established in Europe were to be tried

out also in Stockholm.

As I stated in the previous chapter women were common in pu-

blic spaces in Stockholm, and common-law marriages were wide-

spread in the city. This chapter will serve as a background for the dis-

cussions in the following chapters by introducing Stockholm as a city

in the nineteenth century, and by pointing forward to further dis-

cussions. I will mainly concentrate on the circumstances for working

class women in Stockholm during the period, and discuss how these

changed over time. I will also discuss the spatial character of the city,

and the important role in the city’s social and political life that ta-

verns and coffee-houses played during the first half of the century.

During the second part of the century, these places lost importance,

as people largely moved about elsewhere in the town rather than

spending time in these places, and so did public sexuality. After that

the streets, rather than public houses, were organised and supervised

– at least as to public women.108

T h e  S t r u c t u r i n g  o f  t h e  C i t y

Urbanisation came comparatively late to Sweden in a European per-

spective, and Stockholm was still a small capital in the beginning of

the nineteenth century.109 Stockholm is a city built on a number of

islands, and open water is consequently a part of the cityscape. In

the nineteenth century the Town Between the Bridges (Staden mel-

108 See ongoing research by Hossein Sheiban, Från ‘rörelsens’ till ‘inneboendesystemets’ stad.

Stadsplanering i Stockholm under den andra hälften av 1800-talet (working title), forthcoming.

109 Mats Franzén, Den folkliga staden: Söderkvarter i Stockholm mellan krigen (Lund, 1992), pp. 51,

54, 73.
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lan broarna, today known as the Old Town) was the centre of the

city. The outer islands were still of a rural character (map B in

Chapter 10 shows the Town Between the Bridges and parts of the

surrounding islands). Communication between the different

islands was carried out by rowing boats, managed by rowing

madams. Later barges became an important part of the city’s 

communication system.110 In 1860 Stockholm had its first train 

station, Södra station, and in 1862 the train connection between

Gothenburg, Sweden’s second largest city, and Stockholm was 

established. In 1866, the trains to Uppsala started running from

what was to become the Central Station of Stockholm.111

In the 1850s the city authorities initiated discussions about how

to reorganise the city plan. Iranian-Swedish historian Hossein

Sheiban has claimed that the discussions were of economic origin.

Public space was to be organised in order to simplify movement

within the city and encourage economic growth, and city planning

was from the outset referred to as “street-regulation”.112 The inner

parts of the Town Between the Bridges were narrow and overcrow-

ded alleys.113 Carl Fredrik Ridderstad (1807-1886), a Swedish news-

paper man and author writing in the social adventure genre, wanted

to give a vivid picture of the capital’s underground world. It was no

coincidence that he conducted his research in the Town Between the

Bridges, and based his novel on the observations he had made

there.114 Ridderstad’s notes, and his novel, describe narrow, dark and

crowded alleys, where criminality was rampant. Ridderstad published

110 Staffan Högberg, Stockholms historia, vol. 2 (Stockholm, 1981), p. 87. Cf. William William-

Olsson, Stockholms framtida utveckling: Huvuddragen av Stockholms geografiska utveckling

1850-1930 (bilaga) (1937, Stock-holm, 1984), pp. 163-4.

111 William-Olsson, Stockholms framtida, p. 156.

112 Hossein Sheiban, Draft for chapter 3, 1998, pp. 1, 6. Sheiban argues that when working-class

housing became a concern of the municipalities in the late 1870s the initiative was handed over

primarily to private entrepreneurs and builders.

113 Franzén, Den folkliga staden, p. 59; Högberg, Stockholms historia, p. 88; Thomas Hall, Huvudstad

i omvandling: Stockholms planering och utbyggnad under 700 år (Stockholm, 1999), p. 104.
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his novel Stockholmsmysterier in 1851. However, in the 1860s, many

big firms still had their head-offices in the Town Between the

Bridges, and Skeppsbron was still the most important commercial

harbour.115

When the city eventually was reorganised, the system of espla-

nades, built out in the 1880s, reached the outer islands as well, and

working-place zones were separated from residential areas. The

population from the crowded Town Between the Bridges now

moved to the outer islands, where new houses were built. During

the second half of the century, the rapid industrialisation in the city

meant opportunities to more secure employment for working-class

men in Stockholm, and the high mortality rate among men in the

capital began to decrease. However, industrialisation also carried

with it a segregation of the population in the city.116

Wo r k i n g  Wo m e n

Stockholm during the former half of the nineteenth century was a

city in stagnation, and had so been since the 1750s. Its economy 

lagged behind the rest of the country and its population was stopped

from decreasing only because of immigration. The population

growth in Stockholm was not only weak in comparison with other

Swedish cities, but also in a European perspective. In 1815 Stock-

114 Ridderstad’s fiction is written in the tradition of the social adventure novel, with examples such

as Eugene Sue, Les mystères de Paris, published in Paris in 1842-43 and in Swedish in 1844.

Ridderstad explicitly stated its impact on his writing, and other writers also states Ridderstad’s

wish to picture the underworlds of Stockholm. Martin Lamm, Auguste Blanche som

Stockholmsskildrare (Stockholm, 1931), p. 63; Alf Kjellén, “Ridderstads Stockholmsmysterier”,

Samfundet S:t Eriks Årsbok 1943, pp. 147-48; Anders Öhman, Äventyrets tid: Den sociala även-

tyrsromanen i Sverige 1841-1859 (Stockholm, 1990), p. 77. Cf. Matlock, Scenes of seduction, p.

42. Ridderstad’s accounts are discussed and used in chapter 8.

115 William-Olsson, Stockholms framtida, pp. 163-4.

116 Franzén, Den folkliga staden, p. 59. Cf. Mats Deland, The Social City, Middle-Way Approaches

to Housing and Sub-Urban Governmentality. Stockholm 1900-1945, forthcoming.
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holm had 73 000 inhabitants, and it was a small town compared to

many other European capitols, but still the largest in the country.117

Tuberculosis was a major death cause, and there were breakouts of

cholera in 1834 and again in 1853.118 During the latter part of the

century, the economy of Stockholm picked up, and the city grew. By

1850, Stockholm had only grown to 93 070 inhabitants and was

then the second largest city in Scandinavia, next to Copenhagen.

However, as we can see in figure 2:1, it was after 1850 that the popu-

lation increase in Stockholm really took off, and in 1880 the popu-

lation had more than doubled and consisted of around 170 000

inhabitants.119 The main reason for this increase was still immigra-

117 Johan Söderberg, Ulf Jonsson and Christer Persson, A Stagnating Metropolis: The Economy and

demography of Stockholm, 1750-1850 (Cambridge, 1991), pp. 10-12.

118 Johan Söderberg et al., A Stagnating, p 26; Britt-Inger Puranen, Tuberkulos: En sjukdoms före-

komst och dess orsaker. Sverige 1750-1980 (Umeå, 1984), p. 246; Brita Zacke, Koleraepidemin i

Stockholm 1834 (Stockholm, 1971).

119 Margareta Matović, Stockholmsäktenskap: familjebildning och partnerval i Stockholm 1850-1890

(Stockholm, 1984), p 72.

Café Davidson by Fritz von Dardel (1849).
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tion, and as a result of this the city eventually had a birth surplus. 

During the whole period there was a large surplus of women in

the city. This of course influenced women’s working possibilities,

but also their marriage possibilities. As we shall see below, com-

mon-law marriages were also common. Industrialisation was much

later in Sweden than on the European continent and did not really

get going until in the 1880s. During the first half of the century,

women could most easily find work outside their homes in the tex-

tile industry. The division of the labour force within manufacture

was primarily between skilled and unskilled labour, which was also

a division along gender lines.

Figure 2:1 Population growth in Stockholm 1800-1900. Five year intervals,

absolute numbers

Source: Statistisk årsbok för Stockholm stad, (Stockholm, 1905)
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The skilled labour force mainly consisted of men, working as mas-

ters, journeymen and apprentices. The unskilled labour force con-

sisted of women and children, working either in factories, or in the

informal sector as home-workers.120 By midcentury 74 per cent of

the workers in the textile industry had been women over 15 years.

Fifteen years later, women over 18 made up 67 per cent of its labour

force. The textile industry had become less important as a work

opportunity for women, when other growing industries such as

cigar factories employed women. These jobs were unskilled and

low paid.121 On the whole, however, the percentage of women in the

industrial labour force rose between 1850-1890.122 The largest pro-

portion of the unmarried women, however, worked as maidser-

vants, a relatively secure job since the employment contract ran

over a year or six months, rather than being seasonal, or of day

labour character.123 In the 1860s women working in service consti-

tuted 66 per cent of all working women in Stockholm.124 Among the

women regulated for prostitution in 1859, 79 per cent had pre-

viously worked in service.125 The fact that a vast majority of the

regulated women at the time had previously been employed as

maids also indicates that women had problems getting work 

as maidservants as well. One can also assume that if a maid got

pregnant she would loose her job position.

Working class women often refrained from marriage, at least

during the first half of the nineteenth century. The term

‘Stockholm-marriages’, used in the nineteenth century, referred to

120 Johan Söderberg et al., A Stagnating, pp. 37-38, 44-45.

121 Ingrid Hammarström, Stockholm i svensk ekonomi 1850-1914 (Stockholm, 1970), p 249; Mato-

vić, Stockholmsäktenskap, pp. 67-69. Other important job opportunities for women came 

within the chemical industry.

122 Hammarström, Stockholm i svensk ekonomi, p. 229.

123 Johan Söderberg et al., A Stagnating, p. 54.

124 Hammarström, Stockholm i svensk ekonomi, p. 11. Table I:1.

125 Stamrulla 1 1859-1866, DVa1, Prostitutionsbyrån, ÖÄ, SSA.
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common-law marriages and may indicate that Stockholm in a sense

was a city where sexual codes were different from what they were in

other parts of Sweden, and perhaps from norms in larger European

cities as a whole. Co-habiting also occurred within the petty bour-

geoisie.126 Research has argued that self-supporting working-class

women refrained from marriage out of fear of the institution of

marriage, which would force them into a situation where a husband

could exploit them, since they as married women would be submit-

ted to the law of husbandry.127 Others, however, have pointed out

that the frequency of “Stockholm-marriages” decreased during the

second half of the century, i. e. with increasing possibilities for both

women and men to get work. Thus, the high frequency of

“Stockholm-marriages” rather indicates that women refrained from

marriage because of men’s poor job opportunities, and not because

their own economic situation was strong.128 The number of children

born out of wedlock in Stockholm was considerably higher than in

any other town in Sweden and also higher than in larger cities in

Europe.129 In the late 1860s about 40 per cent of all children born in

Stockholm were born out of wedlock. The corresponding figure for

the second largest city in Sweden, Gothenburg, was about 22 per

cent and for the whole country about 10 per cent.130 However, mor-

tality was high, and many children did not survive childhood. 

126 Bergfeldt, Den teokratiska statens död: especially chapter two; Matović, Stockholmsäktenskap.

127 Matović, Stockholmsäktenskap, pp. 132-33.

128 Christer Winberg, “Giftas på stockholmska”, Historisk tidskrift no. 1, 1986, pp. 86-96.

129 This was also observed by a number of foreign travellers reporting of Stockholm in their books.

However, these writers at the same time noted that public lechery was not frequent in the city,

and that notably public women were not offensive in manner. Giuseppe Acerbi, Resa i Sverige,

(1802, Stockholm, 1958), pp. 63-64 (travelling Stockholm around 1799); Jens Lorenz Beeken,

Dagbok paa en Reise i Sverrig, (Kjøbenhavn, 1820), pp. 335-336; Alexander Danmont, Resa i

Sverige år 1830, (Stockholm, 1831), p. 209; G.F. Ursin, Reise i Sverrig aar 1838, (Kjøbenhavn,

1839), pp. 268-269.

130 Matović, Stockholmsäktenskap, pp. 143-45, especially table XIX. 
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Working women in public spaces were no unusual sight in early

nineteenth century Stockholm, with its rowing madams freighting

passengers between the city’s islands.131 Female hawkers were also

common, and are often mentioned in contemporary literature and

pamphlets as trustworthy and solid elderly women, often widowed.132

That hawking in the market place, and tavern keeping did not requ-

ire any training was a prerequisite for women to enter these trades.

All business was regulated according to trade regulations, and trade

privileges were not given to unmarried women.133 Besides, as several

foreign travellers at the time observed, a great number of women in

Stockholm were working for a living, carrying out tasks that in

other countries were usually carried out by men. These women 

seemed to be very visible in the city; the rowing madams have been

described as dressed in muslin caps of outrageous dimensions and

very colourful arrangements. The women in the market place 

surpassed them in dress, however, and were described by foreign

visitors as quite a show on Sundays, with bold clothes, worn in a

demonstrative fashion: 

The long kerchief rolled round the hair, like that of a Turk, only that the loose

end is left slanting on the shoulder – the long white robe, of thick cloth edged

with red binding, thrown open at the girdle, and the lower corners pinned at the

leg behind…134

These visitors may have exaggerated their stories in order to provi-

de an interesting narrative of a country. Nevertheless, these women

131 Laing, A Tour in Sweden, p. 148. That rowing madams used foul language was well-known.

Ulrika Björk, “Brott eller funktion: bilder av Stockholms rodderskor i texter från 1845-1944”

in Bladh, ed., Roddarmadamer, forthcoming. Cf. Svenska folket genom tiderna: vårt lands kul-

turhistoria genom tidningar i skildringar och bilder, vol. 9 (Malmö, 1939), p. 161.

132 Ibid., pp. 56-61.

133 Ibid., pp. 65-66. Cf. Söderberg et al., A Stagnating, p. 54.

134 Bremner, Excursions in Denmark, p. 358.
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were definitely visible and apparent in the city, and they were not

spatially controlled.135

When in 1846, trade regulations were abolished, and free trade

was introduced, it meant that unmarried women, divorcées and

widows also had a right to run a business in craft or a factory, with-

out having to give up their economic activity if they married.

However, there were still restrictions for women entering the trades,

for example a widow who continued her late husband’s trade had to

forsake the business when she entered a new marriage. This libera-

lization in the rights of trade of course only affected women of cer-

tain segments of society. In 1847, the year after free trade had been

accomplished in Sweden, the first medical regulation to control

exclusively women for venereal disease was introduced in Stockholm.

In the wake of opening up trade for women, another restrictive regu-

lation concerning women was introduced, and although medically

based, it developed into a regulation of social control. Women were

not ‘legally competent’ until 1858, when unmarried women could

apply for full civil citizenship at court. Thus, women were still not full

legal citizens when they were granted trade rights. Women were

under the guardianship of their closest male relative until they were

married, and after that their husband had the guardianship. When

unmarried women worked in factories or in service, they were sub-

jected to the service regulation (tjänstehjonsstadgan).136

135 A number of nineteenth century illustrators and painters give vivid and interesting pictures of

public women in the nineteenth century. See for instance Margareta Winqvist, Hjalmar

Mörner: Kosmopolit, folklivsskildrare, litograf, bilddel (Stockholm, 1972), pp. 112-15. See also

etchings and litographies by Fritz von Dardel (1817-1901).

136 Women’s citizenship and how it was related to the regulation of prostitution will be further dis-

cussed in chapter 4.
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T h e  Pu b l i c  C i t y  a n d  I t s  C o n t r o l

Stockholm during the early nineteenth century was a city with a

large number of coffee-houses and taverns. At the turn of the eigh-

teenth century, Stockholm had had around 1200 establishments

licensed to sell liquor on their premises: taverns, coffee-houses, 

restaurants and simpler beer houses.137 By 1813 the number had

decreased to 700, and a new decree from the office of the governor

stated that the number of taverns (krogar) should be further redu-

ced to 400 in order to control what was regarded as an excessive

alcohol consumption among the citizens. The number of taverns

was reduced, and the fact that most of the owners voluntarily agreed

to withdraw from the business may indicate that the market was

saturated. The 1813 ordinance also stated that women were not

allowed to serve at the tables in these places.138

The summary registers for the police chamber’s responsibilities

during the period following the ordinance show that a number of

women were apprehended at these places for being too young to be

in service. In 1814, in all 130 women were apprehended, in 1815

there were 87 and 51 in 1816.139 For the years 1817-1819 the phra-

sing of the offence had been changed from “young women in ser-

vice at establishments” to “young women being found in establish-

ments”, and the number of apprehended women increased to 167 in

1817, and was in 1818 137 women.140 In 1819, however, the number

137 Bladh, “Kvinnors dubbla beroende av sprit”, in Bladh, Elisabet Cedersund & Jan-Erik Hagberg

eds., Kvinnor och män som aktörer och klienter: en antologi som skildrar tidigt 1800-tal och fram-

åt (Stockholm, 1997), pp. 13-14 and 30.

138 Qvist, Kvinnofrågan, pp. 216-17; Bladh, “Kvinnors dubbla beroende”, p. 30. In the early 1840s

Orvar Odd observed that among civilised nations, Sweden was almost alone in having female

waitresses in public establishments. Orvar Odd [Sturzen-Becker, Oscar Patrik], Med en bit

krita: Stockholmska skisser (Stockholm, 1841), pp. 29.

139 Summarisk förteckning öfwer Kongl. Police Kammarens i Stockholm arbeten år 1813; 1814; 1815;

1816; 1817.
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of apprehended women was only 32. The rephrasing of the offence

and the immediate increase between 1816 and 1817 suggests that

young women who were perceived as lecherous and selling sex may

have been included in police arrests. However, a similar control was

carried out in these places already in 1812, i. e. before the 1813 ordi-

nance. In the police day-book for 1812, we can see that in April and

May that year, a number of proprietors and their maids and waitres-

ses were called on and summoned to the Chamber of Police. In most

cases the charges against them were that the tavern keepers (all of

them women) kept women who were too young in their service.

However, there seems to have been no regulated age limit, since in

some cases women who were over 25 had to leave their job, whereas

women 20 years old were allowed to stay. Girls at the age of 15 had to

leave at once. Those waitresses not dismissed from service were regis-

tered, and it was noted how long they were allowed to stay in service.141

A little more than a decade later, taverns and inns seem to have

been profitable again, and a number of applications for establishing

taverns were filed, although the designated number was already 

filled. Women still worked in the taverns and coffee-houses,

although the ordinance of 1813 stated that they were not allowed to.

The 1812 circular on venereal disease stated that both men and

women from certain work groups were to be inspected for infection.

From the very start, however, focus seems to have been on the

taverns and coffee-houses in Stockholm, and a number of raids were

carried out, resulting in a large number of women being inspected.142

In 1839, there were several complaints from persons running

140 Summarisk förteckning öfwer Kongl. Police Kammarens i Stockholm arbeten år 1813-1816;

Summarisk förteckning öfwer Kongl. Police Kammarens i Stockholm arbeten år 1817-1819.

Swedish: Unga Qwinspersoner funna i tjenst på Näringsställen and Unga Qwinspersoner, som

funnits uppehålla sig på Näringsställen.

141 Diarium, 1812, April 15-16, April 23 cases 346, 352, 366, 392, May 15 case 464, CIa1, Äldre

poliskammarens arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA.

142 This will be discussed in chapter 9.
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public establishments, and in particular from the confectioners.

They argued that the coffee-houses sold both confectionery and

liquor on their premises, and thus the privileges of confectioners

ought to include the right to sell punch and liqueur in their shops.

To safeguard their trade from further co-optation, and also to “…

prevent the disorder that, according to our experience during recent

times, has proved to be connected with the so called coffee-houses”,

the confectioners requested that no more coffee-houses were allowed

to be established.143 This request was repudicated, and the Office of

the Governor argued that only the so-called better off classes visited

the coffee-houses. However, when an attempt at municipal brothels

failed in 1838, the authorities had given unofficial sanction to a

number of coffee-houses to keep an unproportionally high number

of waitresses in their employment. This indicates a wish to establish

brothels with less public visibility – although coffee-houses were

official public establishments, they were not official brothels.144 This

unofficial privilege of certain coffee-houses to act as brothels, may

have been what the confectioners referred to, although only the 

‘better off classes’ may have been those visiting. In 1839 the problem

with unregulated sexuality in public places was referred to in a report

on the organisation of relief for the poor in Stockholm. Again, there

was a strong wish that young women not served at inns and taverns.

Male waiters were preferred, and women had to be at least 40 years

of age, since this would be in the interest of both vice and sobriety.145

143 Kungliga brev och departementsskrivelser 1839, February 20, EIa, Polissekreteraren, ÖÄ, SSA.

Swedish: …äfvensom till förebyggande af de oordningar som sednare tiders erfarenhet visat

vara förenade med de så kallade Caffehusen.

144 Handlingar till diariet 1859, no. 300, EIII, Polissekreteraren, ÖÄ. SSA; Hilding Bergstrand, Svenska

Läkaresällskapet 150 år: Dess tillkomst och utveckling (Lund, 1958), pp. 297; Welander, Bidrag till de

veneriska, p. 240. The attempt with municipal brothels will be discussed in chapters 8 and 9.

145 Underdånigt betänkande, med därtill hörande handlingar, angående fattigvården i Stockholms

stad (Stockholm 1839), p. 179; Germund Michanek, En morgondröm: Studier kring Frödings

ariska dikt (Uppsala, 1962), p. 43. Cf. Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, p. 228.
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It is interesting to note that coffee-houses were the establishments

that received this unofficial sanction to act as brothels, rather than

taverns or beer houses. This might indicate that the men seen as poten-

tial customers indeed were of the better off classes. It may also be true

that the authorities sanctioned an activity already going on in practice

in some of these coffee-houses – some sort of unofficial procuring. In

the late 1840s a Swedish writer (although writing under a French-soun-

ding pseudonym) claimed that Stockholm had no ‘coffee-house life’

like the one existing on the continent. Coffee-houses in the Swedish

capital were visited only for a glass of punch, to browse the newspapers

and to encounter acquaintances or business associates.146 However, the

same observer also noticed that sometimes these establishments, in

spite of their innocent coffee-house name corresponded to 

…‘maison tolerées’. People of reputation, who want to separate from their mai-

tresses, as a pension often supply them with a coffee-house privilege, and the il-

legality of the establishment is overlooked by the authorities on account of the

[women’s] patron.147

According to this observer, the proprietors of these coffee-houses

were former mistresses to men of higher social classes. Already in

the 1840s, the tradition of coffee-houses as houses where sexual

intercourse could be bought seems to have been known among 

people in general in the city. Another observer at the time stated

that brothels in the real meaning of the word did not exist, but that

for men to have mistresses was all the more common. The main 

reasons for this way of living rather than entering marriage, he

argued, was that it was much cheaper, it was seen as “… convenient,

146 François Rouel, [Karl Kullberg] Minnen från en vistelse i Stockholm åren 1844-45 (Norrköping,

1847), p. 37.

147 Ibid, p. 38. Swedish: …’maisons tolerées’. Personer av anseende, som vilja skiljas från sina

mätresser, förskaffa dem ej sällan, som pension, ett kaffehusprivilegium, med hvars olagliga

utsträckning auktoritéterna, för [kvinnornas] beskyddarens skull, öfverse.
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an authorised midway between being married and unmarried”.148

Most of these women, who went under the name of housekeeper or

Madame (mamsell), came from the servants class. At least in the

eyes of travellers, but also substantiated by research, unlegalised

family patterns seemed to have been common in Stockholm, and

mainly connected to economic circumstances. 

Towards the end of the nineteenth century other observers noted

that coffee-houses had gained a bad reputation during the century,

and could not be visited by better people.149 This bad reputation was

most likely connected to their double role as unofficial brothels and

coffee-houses, and by the late 1860s, the coffee-house signs seemed

to have meant brothels. By that time, however, prostitution began to

be supervised outdoors, in the streets rather than in closed public

spaces, and the coffee-house system was soon abandoned.150

Pu b l i c  S p h e r e s  a n d  Pu b l i c  P l a c e s

The early nineteenth century experienced a control of venereal 

disease in public places, such as tavern and coffee-houses. This 

control seems to have been connected to sexuality, since women

working in other public occupations in the city were left uninspected.

However, control of women also enabled a control of men who

spent time in these places.

148  Ibid, p. 39. Swedish: …en tjenlig, en auktoriserad medelväg mellan gift och ogift.

149 Claes Lundin and August Strindberg, Gamla Stockholm (1882, Stockholm, 1974), p. 506.

150 Drinking in public houses in general was a concern of the city authorities, especially its effect

on the working classes. Kongl. Maj:ts Öfverståthållare uti Stockholms stad till Kongl. Maj:t i

underdånighet afgifne Fem-års-berättelse (Stockholm, 1845), pp. 3-4; Kongl. Maj:ts Öfverståt-

hållare uti Stockholms stad till Kongl. Maj:t i underdånighet afgifne Fem-års-berättelse

(Stockholm, 1851), pp. 6-7; Kongl. Maj:ts Öfverståthållare uti Stockholms stad till Kongl. Maj:t i

underdånighet afgifne Embetsberättelse (Stockholm, 1853), p. 6. The licensing business was

from 1876 controlled by a municipal licensing company, Stockholms utskänkningsbolag.

Franzén, Den folkliga staden, p. 62.
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Habermas exemplified the emergence of the bourgeois public

sphere by placing it in the eighteenth century French salons and

British coffee-houses. News production and trade were part and

parcel of the new kind of communication involved, where informa-

tion of prices, staple commodities et cetera could be found within

the public sphere; as Habermas observed, economic activity was

never separated from critical political discourse. The coffee-houses

and taverns were important in this respect, since people could meet

and talk there, and get information. Nineteenth century observers

have argued that the tavern was the most open of all houses, and

that “… the honourable citizens of the city […] as old customers of

the tavern make it their peace of home”.151 Swedish research has

pointed out that taverns also were important for social networking

of the working class; there information was provided concerning

possibilities for work and the like.152 Among all segments of the

Swedish society the knowledge of reading was fairly widespread in

the nineteenth century and in 1842 a regulation stated that all 

parishes and congregations in the towns were obliged to have a

school for its parishioners and congregation members. Children

had attended school long before this was made compulsory.

Although the majority of the school children were boys and from

the upper segments of society, girls and boys from the working class

also spent at least two years in school.153 Members of the working

class could receive written information – if they could get hold of a

newspaper. Advertisements concerning employment as maids and

servants, waitresses, journeymen and lackeys also appeared in the

151 Otto Sebastian von Unge, Promenader inom fäderneslandet (Stockholm, 1831), p. 62. Swedish:

[s]tadens hedervärda borgare […] såsom gamla kunder af krogrörelsen, göra den till sin hus-

fred.

152 Söderberg et al., A Stagnating Metropolis, p. 191, especially n61 and n62. Cf. Franzén, Den folk-

liga staden, p. 63 and Catharina Nolin, Till stadsbornas nytta och förlustelse: Den offentliga par-

ken i Sverige under 1800-talet (Stockholm, 1999), pp. 52-53. 
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newspapers. During this early period, newspapers were usually sub-

scribed to, and not bought in single copies.154 It has been argued that

newspapers in Sweden were not especially expensive at the time,

although considered a luxury. In England in the 1830s, the prices

were relatively high (due to the stamp duty), and subscription reading

rooms were created. Places like coffee-houses, taverns, beer-houses,

and gin shops did, however, play an important role in spreading

information – both by supplying newspapers but also as public 

places where to meet and to discuss.155 In 1810, a newspaper describes

the typical inhabitant in Stockholm as a person with a compelling

interest to participate in the ongoing debates:

Another trait, common to all inhabitants of Stockholm! When you see some-

body walking in the street, he is in such a hurry, he runs so fast, as if his presence

in a particular place would determine the welfare of Europe. And yet his errand

is no more important than that of entering into a coffee-house, a tavern, or an

office to read the announcements and to talk politics.156

153 The continuous control of the cathecism also presupposed a certain reading knowledge. Susanna

Hedenborg, Det gåtfulla folket: barns villkor och uppfattningar av barnet i 1700-talets Stockholm

(Stockholm, 1997), pp. 97-150 discusses the education for children in Stockholm during the

1700s and early 1800s. Bengt Sandin, Hemmet, gatan, fabriken eller skolan. Folkundervisning och

barnuppfostran i svenska städer 1600-1850 (Lund, 1986), pp. 176-211 discusses the educational

system in Stockholm prior to the 1842 school law – both concerning poorer children and the

bourgeoisie. Cf. Christina Florin and Ulla Johansson, “Där de härliga lagrarna gro…”: Kultur,

klass och kön i det svenska läroverket 1850-1914 (Kristianstad, 1993), pp. 82-83 which discusses the

secondary grammar schools and its effect on a formation of middle class male identity.

154 Abrahamsson, Ljus och frihet, pp. 131-33.

155 Jöran Wibling, Opinioner och stämningar i Sverige 1809-1810 (Uppsala, 1954), pp. 43-47;

Abrahamsson, Ljus och frihet, p. 133. Abrahamsson argues that newspapers were still too

expensive for the common labourer.

156 Elegant Tidning, no. 37, November 10, 1810 in Rune Hedman, “Massan vid det s.k. fersenska

upploppet”, Historisk Tidskrift (1969:1), p. 17. Swedish: Ännu ett drag, som är gemensamt för

alla äkta stockholmare! När du får se någon gå på gatan, har han så bråttom, springer han så

fort, som om hans närvaro på ett ställe skulle avgöra hela Europas väl och ve. Och likväl är hans

ärende icke viktigare än det, att komma på ett kaffehus, en källare eller ett ämbetsrum för att

läsa avisorna och politisera.
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This was seen as characteristic of the inhabitant in Stockholm – his

eagerness (for it was a he) to participate in the discussions, and to

listen to the readings of announcements in the coffee-houses. Public

establishments as spaces for the political discourse were important

in early nineteenth century Stockholm. A British nineteenth centu-

ry observer stated that 

… in all the coffee-rooms, conditors’ or confectioners’ rooms, kallare or cellers,

and such places of resort which I visited, the liberal papers, especially the Afton-

blad, Daglige Allehande, and Freya, were never wanting.157

This observer evidently spotted at least parts of the new liberal press

at the public meeting-places. This custom of holding newspapers

for the visitors to read also appears to have been common at messes

and in closed societies of different kinds. Although contemporary

observations, especially those made by travellers, must be taken

cautiously, they give an impression of a lively public interaction.

Establishing the political importance of certain coffee-houses in

Stockholm is not the aim of this research.158 My aim has rather been

to show that these places played a role as meeting-places in the city

– as places for information, talk and discussions, where men of dif-

ferent social classes were in majority. Yet, women were present in

these places, but for other reasons, and they did not necessarily take

an active part in the political and/or other discussions at the tables.

157 Laing, A Tour in Sweden, p. 106.

158 Some Swedish historians emphasise the political importance of public places during the first

decades of the nineteenth century. Wibling, Opinioner, pp. 23-26, especially n8, 35-39. The

political importance of public places was, of course, also a topic during the late eighteenth cen-

tury because of the authorities’ fear of revolution. Cf. Staf, Polisväsendet, pp. 212, 237, 240-42.

That these public establishments were important in other political upheavals in Stockholm in

the nineteenth century, we can conclude from Ture Nerman, Crusenstolpes kravaller

(Stockholm, 1938), p. 227. Cf. ongoing research on the murder of Axel von Fersen which men-

tions the spatial connection between political intrigues and coffee-houses by Lars Hultman,

Department of History, University of Lund.
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In the painting, reproduced below, we can see two of the most pro-

minent debaters and publicists in Stockholm in the 1840s. The man

to the left is August Theodor Blanche (1811-1868), and to the right

of him is Lars Johan Hierta (1801-1872). Blanche was a writer, jour-

nalist and a liberal politician, and in 1859 he became a Member of

Parliament. Hierta was a publicist and founded, in 1830, the liberal

newspaper the Aftonbladet. Hierta was, from 1859, also a Member

of Parliament representing the liberals.159 In this painting these two

men are eating and talking to each other at one of the taverns or cof-

fee-houses in Stockholm around 1850; perhaps Hierta is quoting

from his own newspaper, held in his left hand.160 In the background,

159 Svenska Män och Kvinnor (Stockholm, 1942), vol. 1, pp. 356-58; vol. 3, pp. 450-51. National-

encyklopedin, vol. 3, p. 31.

160 The painting is the work of an anonymous painter. I found it reproduced in Svenska folket

genom tiderna, vol. 9, p. 118, and it was privately owned. The establishment is said to be the Stor-

torgskällaren at Järntorget in what was then the Town Between the Bridges. The proprietor of

the said establishment receives thanks in the foreword for his help with the illustrations. Inquiries

at the same place in 1999 gave no information as to where the painting had disappeared to;

neither did written inquiries to the Nationalmuseum.

Auguste Blanche and Lars Hierta in a tavern. Oil on canvas by unknown
painter (c. 1850).
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a young woman is stepping out of the shadows, ready to serve the

dessert. This painting is an example of how men act in the public

spheres and how these spheres are constituted spatially. It also reve-

als that in these places, women are only spatially present, but exclu-

ded from the discussions going on.

One could argue that this was not a division along gender lines,

but one of class. Working class men did not go to the same places as

middle-class men visited. Nevertheless, also the middle-class

women were spatially excluded – they were not even present in

those places. A British travel account tells us of cellars and other

establishments: from “one to four they are crowded, and the insi-

nuating ‘Lilla flikka’ (little girl) may be heard from twenty tables at

once”, but also states that in these places of public resort he “never

saw ladies in any of them”.161 So-called better women could not be

seen in those places, and perhaps this was true for ‘better women’ of

all classes. Women appearing in such public places were perhaps

identified as public women, supplying sex as a possible commodity.

Some women were totally excluded from politics in this public

sense, whereas others were allowed to be present in spaces where

political discussions occurred, but not to participate.162 In one sense,

it seems as if servant girls and women selling sex had more of a

direct access to political and economic information than other

161 Bremner, Excursions in Denmark, pp. 369-70.

162 The reading salon in the eighteenth and nineteenth century has been pointed out as a space

where bourgeois women played an important role as mediators. As for Sweden, especially the

literary salon has been studied. See for instance Ingrid Holmqvist, “Kvinnligt och manligt i

Malla Silverstolpes salong”, Kvinnovetenskaplig tidskrift no 2-3 1995, pp. 34-46; Elisabeth

Mansén, ”Salongsliv i Uppsala”, in Bernd Henningsen ed., Skandinavien och Tyskland 1800-

1914: möten och vänskapsband (Stockholm, 1997); Eva Öhrström, “Musikalisk salong i Europa

och Norden: en översikt” in Anne Scott Sørensen eds., Nordisk salonkultur: et studie i nordiske

skønånder og salonmiljøer 1780-1850 (Odense, 1998); Öhrström, “Kvinnors musicerande från

salong till borgerlig offentlighet”, Häften för kritiska studier, 22:3, 1998, pp. 33-54.

163 Prostitution and politics have been, and are, intimately connected. See for instance Wayland

Young, The Profumo affair: aspects of conservatism (Harmondsworth, 1963); Clive Irving,

Scandal ‘63: a study of the Profumo affair (London, 1963).
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women.163 The French historian Jill Harsin observes that Louis

Napoleon in France issued a decree in 1851, where tavern keepers

could only set up so-called cabinets noirs in their back rooms after

applying for a license. This licence could easily be revoked by the

prefecture, and Harsin states that the decree was issued because of

Louis Napoleon’s  fear of political gatherings.164 The conclusion that

the combination of sexuality and political gatherings under these

circumstances was a dangerous one seems not to have been too far-

fetched.

C o n c l u s i o n

This chapter has introduced parts of Stockholm during the period

in focus within this study. The early century was characterised by

stagnation, both as to the population growth and economically.

Public places seem to have played an important role in the city’s

social life. Yet, ‘public indecency’ seems not to have been protrud-

ing, although the so-called ‘Stockholm-marriages’ were frequent

and the number of children born out of wedlock was high.

Nevertheless, the authorities during the first half of the century

seem to have been eager to control the activities at taverns and cof-

fee-houses, both by trying to reduce the number of public houses

and by controlling what went on inside.

The picture during the second half of the century is a different

one. The capital’s economy picked up and the population increased.

Reorganisation and control of the city’s structure was seen as neces-

sary for a number of reasons. This control also concerned women.

Although women in general were given increased rights of trade and

a possibility of applying for full legal citizenship, some of them were

also subjected to medical controls and later to the regulation of pro-

164 Harsin, Policing Prostitution, p. 33.
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stitution. In the 1860s, the coffee-houses also working as brothels

were shut down, but public women could not move about freely in

the streets. The regulation of prostitution in Stockholm during the

latter half of the century was based on a concern to gain spatial con-

trol over sexuality, as well as on medical considerations – women

were obliged to submit to medical inspections, but the control

focused on their movements in the urban space.

66
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LAW AND ORDER
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In this part of the study laws and regulations in the field will be dis-

cussed, mainly from the standpoint of the letter of the laws. Chapter

3 is concerned with the development of different regulation systems

in Europe, starting with a short introduction of the early modern pe-

riod and its approach to extramarital sexuality. The main body of

the chapter concerns the development of regulations in Europe in

the nineteenth century, where similarities and differences between

European countries will be analysed. Emphasis will be put on the

phase when the systems in different countries were introduced. The

Scandinavian development is given specific attention and closes the

chapter.

Chapter 4 analyses the development in Sweden of a law system re-

garding venereal disease, and municipal laws in Stockholm which

followed later. The discussion in this chapter to some extent also in-

vestigates debates taking place at the time when the national laws and

Royal Circulares were passed; thus, debates in Parliament and com-

ments from different national bodies and authorities are comment-

ed. The municipal regulations in Stockholm are analysed as to their

formulation and possible effects on the women concerned. The

chapter aims to show a development from non-gendered national

laws to gendered municipal regulations concerning venereal disease

and women’s sexuality. The formulation of the regulations them-

selves will also show how the group to be controlled over the century

was narrowed and commercialised.

Chapter 5 analyses the medical regulations concerning men, and

especially soldiers. The chapter combines a discussion of regulations

and their upholding in practice with a discussion of how nineteenth

century writers discussed the connection between venereal disease

and men. The chapter is concluded by a comparison between

regulating soldiers and regulating public women.

68
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C h a p t e r  3

POLICING PROSTITUTION IN EUROPE

… spasmodic efforts to deal with the

problem of prostitution have been

made from time to time throughout

the course of history. They have failed

for several reasons…
John D. Rockefeller, introduction in

Abraham Flexner, Prostitution in 

Europe (New York, 1914)

I n t r o d u c t i o n

In this study of prostitution and its control in the nineteenth centu-

ry, I have identified three major approaches by state and municipal

authorities: regulation, prohibition and legalisation. These approa-

ches were sometimes intermixed in contradictory ways.165

During medieval times, attitudes towards prostitution were char-

165 Cf. Jesse Wells, A Herstory of Prostitution in Western Europe (Berkeley, 1982); Annette Jolin, “On

the Backs of Working Prostitutes: Feminist Theory and Prostitution Policy”, Crime and

Delinquency, vol. 40, no. 1, January 1994, pp. 71-74; Peter Baldwin, Contagion and the State in

Europe 1830-1930 (Cambridge, 1999), p. 358; Leah Lydia Otis, Prostitution in Medieval Society:

The History of an Urban Institution in Languedoc (Chicago and London, 1985), p. 9n1, 20. Otis

identifies three possible approaches in any given society, which she names repression, institu-

tionalisation and tolerance. Repression would be comparable to my prohibition, institutionali-

sation to my regulation. Tolerance Otis identifies as a neutral attitude. However, what Otis cha-

racterises as tolerance seems to include a strategy of enclosure, or expulsion to the outskirts of

the city, which cannot be characterised as a neutral attitude. Present day controversies seem to

be connected to questions about criminalisation or decriminalisation and legalisation. Cf.

Margaretha Järvinen, “Könsperspektiv på prostitution”, Nordisk Tidskrift for Kriminalvidenskab,

78:2, 1991, pp. 81-98; Walkowitz, “The Politics of Prostitution”, Signs: Journal of Women in

Culture and Society, 6:11, pp. 123-35 and Walkowitz, “Male Vice and Feminist Virtue: Feminism

and the Politics of Prostitution in Nineteenth Century Britain” History Workshop Journal, no 13,

1982; who all discuss different feminist approaches to prostitution.
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acterised by a mixture of expulsion and enclosure, but there was

also acceptance and tolerance. The French historian Jacques

Rossiaud even suggests that public women may have assumed a real

function in the city, rather than being marginalised. To visit bro-

thels for instance “was proof of social and psychological normality”

among adolescent groups. It was a never disputed fact that common

women helped to defend the honour of ‘women of estate’, as

Rossiaud puts it.166 Prostitution was integrated into the city life

through the existence of city brothels and bath-houses.167 In that

respect, “common women” were exercising their ministerium, their

ministry and work. Small scale businesses were carried out under a

guild system, “… and prostitution was no exception to this general

rule”.168 The guilds performed their different trades in different areas

or streets in the city, and medieval attitudes towards prostitution

were thus characterised by more or less normal enclosure strategies,

i.e. the authorities only interfered when there were public indecen-

cies in connection with prostitution. 

Ruth Mazo Karras, who has studied medieval England, compli-

cates the picture, and claims that attitudes towards prostitution,

enclosure and female sexuality were different in England than on

the European continent. Brothels were an exception rather than a

rule, and enclosure was rather an expulsion of women to certain

streets or neighbourhoods. She also points to the contradictions

within the control system, stating that the control also affected the

control of all other women’s sexuality.169 Despite their different

approaches, Karras, Roussiad and others all agree that very few of

166 Jacques Rossiaud, Medieval Prostitution (Oxford, 1988), pp. 42-43. Cf. Otis, Prostitution in

Medieval Society, pp. 23-24.

167 Rossiaud, Medieval Prostitution, p. 32.

168 Richard J. Evans, “Prostitution, state and society in Imperial Germany”, Past and Present, no.

70, 1976, pp. 108-9.

169 Ruth Mazo Karras, Common Women: Prostitution and Sexuality in Medieval England (Oxford,

New York, 1996), pp. 3, 6, 35, 133.
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the women in brothels had chosen this way of life of their free will

or without constraint. Scholars also point to the fact that the public

women were supposed to wear special marks on their clothes

during the Middle Ages and the Early Modern Period – in a pro-

tective yet stigmatising manner.170 The enclosure of prostitution into

certain houses and areas of the cities enhanced a fear of what was

seen as clandestine prostitution, namely street prostitution. Street

prostitution, in a sense, became the embodiment of immorality and

was persecuted and brought to trial.171

The Reformation brought about a positive affirmation of conju-

gality, and all sexual relations except between spouses were defined

as fornication or adultery, and thus a sin against God and severely

punished in many countries.172 As a consequence, prohibition became

the most common attitude towards illicit sex, and consequently

against prostitution. As both Rossiaud and the British historian

Lyndal Roper point out, brothels in sixteenth century Europe were

closed down, not because of the fear of syphilis, which was by then

becoming a serious disease, but because of religious concerns.173

Roper suggests that the closure of the brothels meant recognition of

the fact that men’s lust could be controlled, and that it should be

directed towards marriage. However, Roper also claims that the

Reformation changed the boundary between prostitutes and non-

71

170 Rossiaud, Medieval Prostitution, pp. 32, 37, 39; Robert Jütte, Poverty and Deviance in Early

modern Europe (Cambridge, 1994), p. 160; Cohen, “Seen and known”, p. 398; Lyndal Roper,

Holy Household: Women, and Morals in Reformation Augsburg (Oxford, 1989), p. 98.

171 Joachim Schlör, Nights in the Big City. Paris, Berlin, London 1840-1930 (1991, London, 1998),

p. 179; Rossiaud, Medieval Prostitution, pp. 43-44.

172 See for instance Marie Lindstedt Cronberg, Synd och skam: Ogifta mödrar på svensk landsbygd

1680-1880 (Lund, 1997); Karin Jansson, “Kvinnofrid ur olika perspektiv – våldtäkt, kvinnorov

och andra sexuella övergrepp cirka 1600-1900”, in Gunnel Granström, Gunnel Andersson,

Karin Jansson, Linda Oja eds., Kvinnorna och rätten: från stormaktstid till rösträttsstrid

(Uppsala, 1996); Lyndal Roper, “Discipline and Respectability: Prostitution and the Refor-

mation in Augsburg”, History Workshop, Spring 1985, issue 19, 3-28, pp. 333-65.

173 Rossiaud, Medieval Prostitution, pp. 49-50; Roper, Holy Household, p. 111; Cf. Otis, Prostitution

in Medieval Society, pp. 41-44.
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prostitutes, as she puts it, which clearly demanded an ever-harsher

control system – both formally and informally. It required much

stricter sexual mores of men as well as of women. But by blurring

the boundaries between women in brothels and ‘respectable’

women, Roper states, “… there was little difference between prosti-

tutes, fornicators, or adulteresses – indeed, any woman might be a

prostitute.”174 Ironically, the official closure of communal brothels

meant that women got a wider control over prostitution as a trade,

and small-scale brothels, run by women, increased together with

prostitution in the streets.175

The seventeenth century harshly condemned both women and

men involved in extramarital sex, whereas the eighteenth century in

many respects was more tolerant in its approaches to sexuality. The

regulation of prostitution was more or less a nineteenth century

invention. It survived long into the twentieth century, although it

was already an anachronism in most countries and cities by that

time. Regulationists considered prostitution to be a necessary evil,

based on the belief of a male sexual urge that could not be sup-

pressed. The disparity between the age of sexual maturity and the

age of marriage, they argued, necessitated a group of women to

cater for male needs. Not regulating prostitution would be to put

respectable women at risk, since they might thereby become the

target for uncontrollable male desire. The legal underpinning of the

regulation was often weak; the arguments used to introduce the

system often alluded to hygienic concerns, but also to the old me-

dieval tradition of protecting other women. At its height the regu-

lation system implied that the regulated women by definition were

immoral, but they protected the respectable women. If medieval

accounts are reliable, the women of the brothels did get some sort

72

174  Roper, Holy Household, p. 130.

175 Ibid., p. 127; Mazo Karras, Common Women, pp. 44-43.
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of recognition for protecting women of ‘estate’, and they were in

certain ways incorporated into society. By the mid-nineteenth

century, there was no such recognition of regulated women –

although the argument was that they protected respectable women,

they were rather considered a ‘necessary evil’, a ‘seminal drain’.176 As

in medieval times, clandestine prostitution was still regarded as the

biggest threat – both morally and sanitarily. This was also the moti-

vation for regulation – a need to control secretly public women, the

most dangerous kind.

The rest of this chapter will be a brief overview of the regulation

system in nineteenth century Europe. At the same time it will serve

as an overview of early and current research on prostitution in the

nineteenth century.177 The emphasis will be on the introductory

phases of the regulation system, rather than its abolition. I will dis-

cuss certain aspects of the system, how it was imposed in different

countries and adapted to the country’s particularities. On the other

hand, there were similarities across Europe. The paragraph that

regulated women’s movements and behaviour was, for example,

73

176 Cf. Alain Corbin’s study Women for Hire: Prostitution and Sexuality in France after 1850 (1978,

Cambridge, MA. 1990), p. 53.

177 I will not discuss the control system on prostitution in the United States or Latin America,

mainly because these areas were not to any greater extent influenced by the European regula-

tion system. There is however a vast research regarding prostitution and its control in the

United States. An extensive overview of current and earlier research is presented in Joel Best,

Controlling Vice: Regulation Brothels Prostitution in St. Paul 1865-1883 (Columbus, 1998), pp.

143-46. I would also like to mention Charles Winick and Paul M. Kinsie, The Lively Commerce

(Chicago, 1971); Ruth Rosen and Sue Davidson, eds., The Maimie papers (London, 1979);

Mark Thomas Connelly, The response to Prostitution in the Progressive Era (Chapel Hill, 1980);

Estelle B Freedman, Their sisters’ keepers: women’s prison reform in America, 1830-1930 (Ann

Arbor, 1981); Marion S. Goldman, Gold diggers and Silver Miners: Prostitution and Social Life

on the Comstock Lode (Ann Arbor, 1981); Ruth Rosen, The Lost Sisterhood: Prostitution in

America, 1900-1918 (Baltimore, 1982); Anne Butler, Daughters of Joy, Sisters of Mercy:

Prostitutes in the American West 1865-90 (Urbana, 1985); Christine Stansell, City of women: sex

and class in New York, 1789-1860 (New York, 1986). Other research on Europe not discussed in

this chapter is for instance Petra de Vries, Kuisheid vorr mannen, vrijheid voor vrouwen: De

reglementering en bestrijding van prostitutie in Nederland, 1850-1911 (Amsterdam, 1997).
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with small variations similar in almost every country. Furthermore,

in many countries the imposed regulations of prostitution was con-

tradictory to the national law. Thus, the whole legal situation after

the establishment of the regulation undermined the civil status of the

women concerned. In many ways they were stripped of basic civil

rights in a time when the civil rights of other women in society were

improved. This chapter will not concern itself with the discussions

preceding the establishment of these regulations, but serve as a back-

ground for the next chapter which will discuss the Swedish, and parti-

cularly the Stockholm regulation system. The American historian

Peter Baldwin has named the early phases of the Scandinavian fight

against venereal disease ‘the Scandinavian Sonderweg’.178

T h e  Fr e n c h  S y s t e m

The so-called French system became the model for many regulatio-

nist attempts in Europe during the nineteenth century. Its theorist

par excellence was the physician Alexandre Jean Baptiste Parent-

Duchâtelet, whose book De la prostitution dans la ville de Paris was

first published in 1836, with a second edition in 1857. He died in

1836, and the book was published posthumously.179 Parent-

Duchâtelet was a physician, who wrote many articles in medicine

and had a practice of his own, his patients being predominantly

poor people. His work on the prostitution in Paris was based on
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178  Baldwin, Contagion and the State, p. 400.

179 Jill Harsin, Policing Prostitution in Nineteenth Century Paris (Princeton, 1985); p. 99. Cf. Cesare

Lombroso, La donna delinquente: la prostituta e la donna normale (Torino, 1894), 2nd ed.;

William Sanger, The History of Prostitution: Its Extent, Causes and Effects Throughout the World

(New York, 1897). Other twentieth research on prostitution also showed misogynic or roman-

ticizing tendencies, such as Hans Licht (pseudonym for Paul Brandt) Sexual Life in Ancient

Greece (London, 1932). See also Sheldon and Eleanor Glüeck, Five Hundred Delinquent Women

(New York, 1934); Fernando Henriques, Prostitution and Society (London, 1961-1968), volu-

mes 1-3; George Ryley Scott, The History of Prostitution (1968, London, 1996); Nickie Roberts,

Whores in History: prostitution in Western society (London, 1992).
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180 Alain Corbin, Women for Hire: Prostitution and Sexuality in France after 1850 (1978, Cam-

bridge, Ma, 1990), pp. 17-19.

181 Wistrand, Några drag af Bordellväsendets, p. 48. The Swedish radical author and journalist Carl

Jonas Love Almqvist (1793-1866) refers to Parent-Duchâtelet in an article about prostitution

as a social problem in the liberal newspaper Aftonbladet in 1842. Karin Westman Berg, Studier

i C.J.L. Almqvists kvinnouppfattning (Göteborg, 1962), p. 339, n20. Parent-Duchâtelet and his

possible effects on the Swedish physicians and the regulation system will be further discussed

in chapter 7.

182 Furthermore, the French writer Restif de la Bretonne (1734-1806) had sketched the outlines for

the regulation system far earlier in 1796, in his work Le Pornographe from 1769, he envisaged

a system of enclosure for public women. Colette Huberty and Luc Keunings, “La prostitution

à Bruxelles au dix-neuvième siècle”, Les Cahiers de la Fonderie, vol. 2, april, 1987, pp. 3-4;

Baldwin, Contagion and the State, p. 360; Harsin, Policing Prostitution, p. 71. One of the

Swedish physicians who was in favour of brothels as a control system also referred to de la

Bretonne, cf. Wistrand, Några drag af Bordellväsendets, p. 9.

183 Jill Harsin, Policing Prostitution, pp. xvi, 7.

investigations into the police archives of Paris of the period, but also

on visits to the lock hospitals et cetera. Jill Harsin, an American histo-

rian, states that Parent-Duchâtelet achieved two things with his

work: he defined the pro-regulatory position concerning prostitu-

tion for the rest of the century, and placed the public woman among

the working-class women. Both of these effects, Harsin claims, were

unintended. Until the end of the nineteenth century, De la prostitu-

tion dans la ville de Paris would remain the authoritative source for

many writers on the subject.180 Even in peripheral Sweden, Parent-

Duchâtelet was referred to in the discussion of prostitution and its

control and supervision, although explicit references to his work

became more common towards the end of the century.181 The height

of the French regulation system occurred by mid-century, but the

ideal model outlined by Parent-Duchâtelet was not its origin. The

system had its roots both in pre- and post-revolutionary France.182

Harsin argues that the origin of the system had been outlined

during the Ancienne regime, and that the system of medical check-

ups can be dated back to 1802. However, what was envisioned as a

simple administrative measure from the authorities, turned into a sys-

tem of repression directed against all women of the working class.183
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Harsin is very charitable towards Parent-Duchâtelet, ascribing him

decent motives for his attempts at organising the regulation system.

French historian Alain Corbin and American historian Jann

Matlock both argue that Harsin gives too favourable a picture of the

aims of the architects behind the regulation system, including

Parent-Duchâtelet. Corbin argues that Parent-Duchâtelet’s intent

from the outset rather was to put the public women outside the

working-class community, out of fear that they might re-enter so-

ciety and spread their lecherous habits.184 Both Corbin and Matlock

point to the fact that order and control from the outset was an

important characteristic of the system, and humanitarian medical

incentives were not primarily the reason for its introduction.185 Still,

Harsin gives a comprehensive overview of the role of different

authorities in the introduction of the system. According to Harsin,

the 1802 decree was followed by an additional decree in 1805, which

established the rule of medical examinations of public women for

venereal disease. Physicians, who earlier had examined public

women in their homes, now set up a dispensary. Associated physi-

cians were to be paid through the revenues that came from the

public women themselves. This early arrangement received much

criticism, and rumours of bad management were heard. The pre-

fecture of the Paris police was made responsible for the institution,

but the municipality had no wish to take over responsibility for its

funding, and until 1828 it was entirely financed by the fees paid by

the public women themselves. During that period there were constant

allegations against the physicians of splitting the fees of inspected

women not included in the list of inspections, and of other fraudu-

lent acts to that effect.186 In 1828, the Municipal Council took over

the funding of the dispensary, which, according to Harsin, also
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184 Corbin, Women for Hire, p. 4.

185 Ibid., p. 16; Jann Matlock, Scenes of Seduction, p. 319, n11.

186 Harsin, Policing Prostitution, pp. 9-14.
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increased the pressure to achieve results, i.e. a decreased number of

infected women.

The actual point in time for inscription and registration of women

is difficult to establish, Harsin states. Before the revolution, and also for

a period thereafter, the police kept lists of women who were supposed-

ly courtesans; lists which also disclosed the identity of their clients. It

was not until 1810, i.e. after the dispensary had been opened, that these

registers became mandatory.187 The inscription, which was presented as

voluntary by the police, was what Harsin calls the “Catch-22” element

of the system. Women could be arrested on the basis of a provocative

look or an indecent gesture, and when the report once was written the

hearing before the chief of the Bureau of Morals was a mere formality

– already by the report, she had been identified as a public woman, and

was thus an outcast with no legal rights.188 As we shall see, similar prac-

tices were implemented in other European cities, including Stockholm.

The French police had pre-printed forms for the actual interrogation

procedure. When so-called insoumises (women who had never before

been apprehended), were arrested, a special form was used. It ended

with a phrase which stated that since the woman had engaged in a

behaviour characteristic of prostitution (even if her faux pas merely

consisted in talking to a man in the street), it was “… consequently in

the interest of public health that her state of health be established and

that she be submitted to the administrative regulations.”189 Thus, even

the slightest suspicion of soliciting seems to have been able to establish

a woman as a public woman in the registers.

Not until 1843, the regulation in Paris was actually put in print

as a whole, whereby the existing procedures were codified. This

instruction was revised in 1878, but was still vaguely formulated.

According to Harsin, there was one significant difference between
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187 Ibid., p. 19.

188 Ibid., pp. 20-21; Corbin, Women for Hire, p. 31

189 Ibid., p. 24.
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the earlier and the later instruction, the 1878 instruction paid more

heed to civil liberties, while the 1843 had as its intention to make the

arrests more a matter of routine.190 However, Harsin also states, that

in the 1840s there was a shift in the police’s policy, moving away

from clearance and containment to a more sophisticated control

system, based on the arbitrariness of the police. The individualised

instruction of 1878 mirrored that development.191

In order to be removed from the registers, a woman needed to

show evidence of employment, that she was getting married or had

found some other means of existence or support. However, as

Corbin shows, during the period from 1880 to 1900 it was very rare

for women in France to be removed from the registers for these rea-

sons – death, disappearance or temporarily removal because of

imprisonment were more common.192 Throughout the century, the

regulation of prostitution in France and in many other European

countries rested on a system of by-laws. Local instructions and

regulations in large cities circumscribed the lives for a number of

their female citizens. In some countries these by-laws contradicted

national law concerning for instance marriage, sexuality and

work.193 Only in a few countries did these regulations on prostitu-

tion become national laws, passed by the state; England and Italy

were two examples of that development.
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190 Ibid., pp. 30-32.

191 Ibid., p. 51.

192 Corbin, Women for Hire, p. 35; Harsin, Policing Prostitution, p. 24. Cf. Rossiaud, Medieval

Prostitution, p. 37. Nancy Cott shows that in 1917 the United States legislated that “alien immo-

ral women” could not gain citizenship through marrying American men (usually their pimps),

and thus avoid deportation. Nancy Cott, Public Vows: A History of Marriage and the

Nation(Cambridge, MA., London, England, 2000), pp. 147-48, 155. I want to thank Nancy

Cott for supplying parts of her revised proof for my benefit. Cf. Barbara Hobson, Uneasy vir-

tue: The Politics of Prostitution and the American Reform Tradition (New York, 1987), pp. 90-91,

who shows that a surprisingly large number of public women were married in larger cities,

compared to Europe. These women tended to be immigrants, but the period Hobson discus-

ses is the second half of the nineteenth century. 
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T H E E X P O R T A N D I M P O R T O F

T H E F R E N C H M O D E L

According to Harsin, the Paris police prefecture received letters

from all over Europe, requesting copies of the regulation that appa-

rently was so efficient. This happened as early as in the 1830s.194 The

regulations of prostitution introduced during the latter part of the

nineteenth century in different parts of Europe have remarkable

resemblances, and it can be assumed that they all adjusted a ‘model

regulation’ to their own local needs.195 Swedish physicians and po-

lice officers went to France, and to Paris in particular, to study the

benefits of the system.196 Some countries followed the French model

and incorporated brothels on a fairly large scale, while others did

not. In some countries the system was instituted through by-laws,

others passed national laws, and its duration varied among the

countries (see figure 3:1). Italy and England are two examples of

countries passing national legislation in the nineteenth century. So

did Russia, although it wavered between legislating on a national

and a municipal level. 
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193 Corbin, Women for Hire, p. 30; Harsin, Policing Prostitution, pp. xviii-xx, 56-58; Donna J. Guy

Sex and Danger, pp. 44, 65, 67; Evans, “Prostitution, state and society”, pp. 110-11; Aina

Schiøtz, ”Prostitusjon og prostituerte i 1880-åras Kristiania”, i Ann-Marit Gotas ed., Det kri-

minelle kjønn (Oslo, 1980), p. 43.

194 Harsin, Policing Prostitution, p. 80.

195 Abraham Flexner, Prostitution in Europe (New York, 1914), pp. 405-52, gives examples of the

regulations in Paris, Berlin, Hamburg, Vienna and Denmark. See Tommie Lundquist, Den dis-

ciplinerade dubbelmoralen: Studier i den reglementerade prostitutionens historia i Sverige 1859-

1918 (Göteborg, 1982), pp. 422-32, for examples of the regulations in Stockholm, Gothenburg

and Malmö from the late 1870s. Lundquist’s study is a thorough investigation into the regula-

tion system in different Swedish cities during the period 1859 – 1918. The study states firmly

that the reasons for prostitution were the economic circumstances of the women; they had litt-

le choice but to prostitute themselves. The study also finds common experiences in the women’s

family histories, and combines a control and class perspective. For a critique, see Gunhild Kyle,

“En doktorsavhandling om den reglementerade prostitutionen”, Kvinnovetenskaplig tidskrift

(1982:3).

196 Förhandlingar vid Svenska läkaresällskapets sammankomster, 29 July, 1851, vol. IX; 25

September, 1855, vol. XIII; Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, Eira sjukhus, A1a, 28 December

1846, 8 June and 10 August 1872.
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Furthermore, in certain European countries, notably the German

states and England, the regulation system seems to have been, if not

part of an ongoing discourse, at least seen as part of the solution to

a social problem. Several studies on prostitution as a ‘social evil’

were published during the first half of the nineteenth century.197

Such a publicly expressed concern does not seem to have existed in

Sweden, where the introduction of the first regulation came without

any previous discussion.

N a t i o n a l  a n d  M u n i c i p a l  
L e g i s l a t i o n  C o m b i n e d

Russia, England and Italy are interesting cases in the respect that

they passed national laws on prostitution. Russia and England

combined their efforts on a national level with municipal legisla-

tion, whereas Italy passed only national laws.

Russia combined national legislation with municipal by-laws.

Historian Laurie Bernstein argues that during all the years from the

emancipation of the peasantry in 1861, through industrialisation

and revolution and the First World War, regulation stood firm. The

gender system was enshrined in the legal code.198 After a period of

prohibited but yet overlooked prostitution, dating back to the days

of Tsar Peter, the Ministry of Internal Affairs initiated a system of

official toleration, after a French fashion. It was to be tried out in St.

Petersburg, and was established in 1843. Bernstein observes that

while in other countries the ground for the introduction of the sys-

tem had been prepared by discussions among the medical experts

and advocates, this was not needed in Russia, because “… in an
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198 Laurie Bernstein, Sonia’s Daughters: Prostitutes and Their Regulation in Imperial Russia

(Berkeley, Los Angeles & London, 1995), p. 3.
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autocracy one only had to convince the tsar.”199 In 1843 a medical

police committee was created for St. Petersburg to supervise the sys-

tem, and in 1844 a similar committee was created for Moscow.

Other cities followed their example. The system was based on a mix-

ture of national legislation, which was revised in 1851 and 1903, and

municipal by-laws.

The regulation was similar to that in other countries during the

century, although harsher, dictating medical check-ups and with the

threat of indeterminate penalty in prison for those not abiding by

the rules. However, the rules were a lot more detailed than just regu-

lating movement in public space; they also prescribed what action to

take for personal hygiene and cautioned against too much makeup

and perfume. There was a rule, created in the “realm of extreme

administrative fantasy”, as Bernstein puts it, prescribing the women

to “…examine the reproduction parts and underwear of their visi-

tors in order to protect themselves from infection.”200 In fact, it was

not until 1861 that the regulations included rules pertaining to

movements and behaviour in public space. In 1851, the Russian

authorities extended the regulation system throughout the empire,

apparently in the effort of also including the countryside. Moreover,

this is where the Russian system completely breaks paths with the

rest of Europe, since the regulation system was now widened to

include men.201 The system was still distinctly class-biased, since only

men working in factories were indeed included in the system. 

Inspections of men were also an early character of the Swedish

system. Bernstein states that the severity of inspections on men
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199 Bernstein, Sonia’s Daughters, p. 17. Bernstein refers to the writings in the 1850s of William

Acton and W.B. Greg, British physicians.

200 Ibid., pp. 22, 25.

201 Peter Baldwin also observes this development. However, he fails to note that the regulation

system of prostitution that was in fact in working order in Russia throughout the nineteenth

century. Baldwin, Contagion and the State, pp. 407, 417 n204, 491 n466. Bernstein, Sonia’s

Daughters, pp. 23-24, 239-40.
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should not be exaggerated; these were often summary and very super-

ficial.202 At a medical congress on syphilis in Brussels in 1897 the

attending physicians expressed the opinion that syphilis was no less

widespread among the nobility than within the lower classes of society.

Nevertheless, their focus was on the lower classes, and although, as

Bernstein states, these physicians, ”frustrated by their own subservience

to city governors […] were uncomfortable with solutions that placed

intérêts d’état over those of the individual”, they ended up supporting

neo-regulationist ideas.203 Bernstein argues that this was due to po-

litical impotence, since physicians associated with progressive ideas

were in fact in majority, but fear of disease was given priority over

ideas of human rights. Although full of corruption and mismanage-

ment, the regulation system in Russia remained until February 1917.

England has been characterizsed by Peter Baldwin as the odd land

out in the European perspective.204 The Contagious Diseases Acts

were passed in 1864, and consisted of a combination of national and

municipal laws. Judith Walkowitz has described the implementa-

tion of the acts as a “… hodgepodge of national and local, civilian

and military bureaucracies”.205 The introduction of the system was

fairly late in a European perspective and cannot be seen as a fully

developed regulation system.206 The acts were preceded by debates
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202 Bernstein, Sonia’s Daughters, pp. 23-24.

203 Ibid., pp. 235, 246.

204 Baldwin, Contagion and the State, p. 373.

205 Walkowitz, Prostitution and Victorian Society, p. 76.Tony Henderson, Disorderly Women in

Eighteenth-Century London: Prostitution and Control in the Metropolis, 1730-1830 (London and

New York, 1999), pp. 91-92, 96-97; Baldwin, Contagion and the State, p. 372. Henderson states

that the Vagrancy Act of 1822 was of historic importance, since it was the first act to use the

term ‘prostitute’, and to include provisions directed specifically at that group. 

206 Frances Finnegan, Poverty and Prostitution: A Study of Victorian Prostitutes in York (Cambridge,

1979); Walkowitz, Prostitution and Victorian Society. French cities, Stockholm, Kristiania in

Norway, Copenhagen in Denmark and St. Petersburg in Russia are examples of cities with a

system of registering and medically examining women in the 1840s, although these were not

yet fully bureaucratised. 
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concerning the ‘Great Social Evil’, ignited by a number of physicians

influenced by evangelical doctrine, and men of the religious world,

who started producing works on the subject in the 1840s. These

writers, according to Walkowitz, set the tone for the political and

social climate in Britain during the 1850s and 1860s.207 Although the

acceptance of male sexual license by that time was more or less

taken for granted, these were also traditional libertine values, which

makes the timing of the acts difficult to explain. Indeed, the double

standard was challenged by the new religious revival at the time. In

her book on Victorian society and prostitution, Walkowitz argues

that the long-time honoured male privilege was thus given medical

and social aspects by some of the influential physicians of the

period. Having illicit sex was a natural urge among men, but since

this impulse had medical and social consequences possible bearers

of disease needed to be controlled. This illustrates the conflation of

old time libertine values and new medical and social ideologies,

Walkowitz argues. In Britain there also was a history, since mid-

century, of state intervention into the lives of the poor to assure

social order and social health on which the advocates of the Acts

could draw. At the time of the passing of the Acts there was no

public challenge to their legitimacy.208

In the late nineteenth-century interventionist approach to social

problems, there was a fundamental contradiction, an inherent para-

dox, which had also characterised the first half of the century. The

approach was partly laissez-faire, and partly collective, i.e. social

reforms ought to improve social conditions in order to set the indi-

vidual free, and helping him/her to be moral.209 The regulation was of

course a contradiction to this higher aim, but was justified because
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208 Ibid., pp. 70-71.
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it would facilitate life for enlisted men who, because of their milita-

ry encampment, were confined to a “celibacy” they were thought

not to be able to cope with.

There was a connection to the increase in numbers of infected

soldiers; also in England, the initiator of regulation was the milita-

ry authorities. The incidence of venereal disease in the Crimean War

and the infected troops returning from India increased the health

concerns.210 The first act in 1864, was overseen bureaucratically by

the War Office and the Admiralty, and the regulations were an out-

growth of administrative reforms within the military, administered

by the government. When the Contagious Diseases Acts were passed

in parliament and introduced in 1864, they applied to eleven

garrison town and harbours in England and Ireland.211 Although

passed in Parliament, the acts were thus not applied nation-wide,

but only in specific cities. The system did not legalise prostitution,

but a woman who was identified by a plainclothes policeman as a

possibly infected public woman had to submit to a physical exami-

nation, and if indeed found to be infected, she could be detained in

hospital for three months.212 The apparent acceptance of the system,

Walkowitz argues, encouraged officials and lobbyists to promote an

extension of the acts, which was realised in 1866. Two additional

cities were regulated, and biweekly medical examinations of known

public women became compulsory, and as Walkowitz claims, the

term ‘medical police’ suggests that the 1866 act meant a shift

towards a system of overt police control. The 1866 act was clearly
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210 Baldwin, Contagion and the State, p. 372; Nead, Myths of Sexuality, pp. 81-86.

211 The Acts were introduced in Portsmouth, Plymouth, Woolwich, Chatham, Sheerness,

Aldershot, Colchester, Shornecliff, the Curragh, Cork and Queenstown. In 1866 Windsor was

added, and in the final amendment in 1869 Canterbury, Dover, Gravesend, Maidstone,

Winchester and Southampton were included under the acts. Mahood, The Magdalenes, pp.

138-40. London was never incorporated under the Acts.

212 Walkowitz, Prostitution and Victorian Society, p. 76; Finnegan, Poverty and Prostitution, p. 9.
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influenced by the French system, and it became openly linked to a

tradition of repressive social legislation for disciplining the poor.

The brothel system was never incorporated in the British approach,

but women had to register, and records were kept of all public

women.213

After the passing of the second act, arguments were heard for an

extension to the north but also for including the ‘civilian’ popula-

tion. As both Alain Corbin and Judith Walkowitz point out, there

are parallels between regulated women and enlisted men.214 Thus, it

could be claimed that public women (as already being subjected to

the acts) were not considered to be civilians, but rather seen as more

or less ‘enlisted’. Pressure groups for an extension of the acts were

formed. But by this time, there was also a growing opposition to the

acts; claiming that the extension of the acts would violate moral

principles, and threaten the civil rights of the working class, which

could not be outweighed by the sanitary benefits. In 1869 the

Contagious Diseases Acts were only extended to five additional dis-

tricts, but they were not extended to the north (i.e. Scotland and the

northern districts of England). Instead, the disciplining characteris-

tics of the acts were applied even harder on women who were al-

ready under their influence.215

The Contagious Diseases Acts were repealed between 1870 and

1886, under the impact of feminist agitator Josephine Butler, who

also started the international protest against regulated prostitution.

In 1885 the Criminal Law Amendment Act was established, and

according to Walkowitz, it gave the police exactly the summary

jurisdiction over working-class women and children that the aboli-
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213 Walkowitz, Prostitution and Victorian Society, pp. 78, 192-96. Although not conducting a case

study of his own, Peter Baldwin concludes that the British system did not use the registration

model. Baldwin, Contagion and the State, p. 373. 

214 Walkowitz, Prostitution and Victorian Society, pp. 79-82; Corbin, Women for Hire, p. 30.

215 Walkowitz, Prostitution and Victorian Society, p. 86.
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tionists had opposed in their campaign against the Acts.216

Nevertheless, the period during which the system was in fact work-

ing, was fairly short compared to other countries and cities. Still,

Walkowitz argues that it was the regulation system itself which more

or less brought professionalised prostitution. Previously, women

had turned to prostitution as a temporary solution to shortage of

cash, and this was accepted by the working class community.

Women moved in and out of prostitution, and could still be a part

of that community without being looked upon as a separate group.

The stigma of women being registered as public altered this and the

registered women faced a much longer career within prostitution.217

T h e  R e g o l a m e n t o  C a v o u r  
–  N a t i o n a l  L e g i s l a t i o n  o n  P r o s t i t u t i o n

By mid-century, Italy was in the midst of unification, and the

Regolamento Cavour actually emanated from a ministerial decree

rather than from legislative action. It was passed in 1860. The Italian

example is interesting because of the criticism against different

regulative systems that existed before the national law was imple-

mented. Most of these systems were based on the regulations in

Paris and Brussels, and were in 1855 criticised by liberals for pre-

serving too much of the despotism of the old regime. To the bene-

fit of the public women themselves, the policing profile should be
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216 Walkowitz, Prostitution and Victorian Society, p. 247.

217 Walkowitz, Prostitution and Victorian Society, p. 202. Frances Finnegan has a different view of

the effects of the regulation system. She states that women in prostitution were stigmatised
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Prostitution: Prevention and Reform in England 1860-1914 (London and New York, 2000), pp.
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diminished, it was claimed, and the public health functions be

enhanced – the police registration in Italy was to be humanitarian

and to protect the women from venereal disease. The national legis-

lation tried to follow these suggestions by establishing a new Health

Office to administer the law, but the Public Security Division still

supervised the medical staff. Still, as American historian Mary

Gibson states, the modernity of the regulation should not be over-

looked, since the representatives for the old regime, such as the con-

servative landed aristocracy and the church, did not take part in its

establishment. Furthermore, these groups advocated prohibition

rather than regulation.218

Rather than applying the municipal character of many European

countries, the Cavour government decided that only centralised

control could preserve the unity of the newborn nation. In that

respect, according to Gibson, the Italian legislation was unique,

because it attempted to control all women who were assumed to be

public women, urban and rural, throughout the country. A national

law which stated the control of a certain group of citizens was a

totally different matter in a new state.219 The Russian Empire had

already established a national regulation law in 1851, covering both

cities and countryside. However, as Laurie Bernstein observes in the

case of Russia, to administer a national decree in a tsarist Empire

was just another measure of control against a people already under

severe preassure.220 

The initial aim of the Italian regulation was to assure the health

of the military, but its perpetuation was assured by broader con-
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218 Mary Gibson, Prostitution and the State in Italy, 1860-1915 (New Brunswick & London, 1986),

p. 30.

219 This was also what caused discussion in Denmark when legislation concerning public women

was proposed right after the country’s new democratic system had been introduced.

220 Gibson, Prostitution and the State, pp. 28-29. The criticism in this case applied to Turin. Cf.

Laurie Bernstein, Sonia’s Daughters, p. 23.
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cerns about disorder, immorality and disease among the civilian

population. Gibson argues that “… the popularity of the prostitu-

tion policy of the Liberal Right came from its ability to preserve a

practice desired by a great number of Italian men yet at the same

time extend the power of the central state over its female practitio-

ners.”221 The Cavour regulation of prostitution was revoked in 1888,

after abolitionist protest. However, soon thereafter a new regulation,

with striking similarities to the Cavour regulation was issued. The

final abolition of the regulation system did not come until in 1958.

Gibson explains the regulationists’ power in Italy with their firm

base in the citizens’ Catholic beliefs and view of male sexuality,

which often coincided with the regulationists’ views. The occasional

Catholic insistence on abolition was of a relatively modern date.222

M u n i c i p a l  B y - l a w s

Many countries tried a combination of national regulation and

municipal by-laws. France combined the Code Napoleon and its

penal codes with decrees and municipal regulation.223 France was

the model in the sense that the municipalities were more or less

given free hands to decide their course of action. England had a

combination of vagrancy laws and later the Contagious Diseases

Acts, whereas Russia had both national and municipal legislation.

Italy seems to be unique in its focus solely on national legislation,

exclusively concerned with prostitution. There were also national

differences as to whether prostitution was illegal and an offence in

itself, or whether it fell under acts of vagrancy or acts of fornication.
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221 Gibson, Prostitution and the State, p. 37.

222 Ibid., pp. 60-64, 224-25. The final abolition of the system is explained by the introduction of

new medical knowledge, especially the discovery of penicillin, which proved to be a safer

treatment of syphilis than regulation.

223 Baldwin, Contagion and the State, p. 365; Harsin, Policing Prostitution, pp. xviii-xix, 77, 89.
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The Contagious Diseases Acts were never introduced in Scotland.

However, as Linda Mahood states, Scotland developed its own sys-

tem of surveillance, called the Glasgow-system; it was promoted by

its defenders as both an alternative to traditional laissez-faire poli-

tics, and to regulation. Mahood argues that the system represented

a much greater intrusion into working class culture than the Acts.224

The discretionary powers of the police were great, and increased

with the 1866 Glasgow Police Act, which enabled the police to fine

or imprison suspected public women, and also to enter private pro-

perty if ongoing prostitution could be suspected on the premises.

The system was designed to force brothel-owners, who were prima-

rily women, out of business and to force public women working in

the street to leave the streets and enter employment or a Magdalene

asylum. Women in the streets who could not give sufficient evidence

of holding an employment could on mere testimony by the arresting

officer be convicted of prostitution. Soliciting had been included in

the Glasgow police act in 1843, but “remained a dead letter” until

the 1870s.225 However, its proponents argued that the system was

superior to the Contagious Diseases Acts, since it was ‘voluntary’,

and that the state regulatory system destroyed the last hope of

reclaiming women.226 As Mahood points out, this observer chose to

overlook the fact that the options for these women were so scarce

and narrow, that their only way out was to enter a Magdalene

asylum if they did not wish to end up in prison. The administration
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224 Mahood, The Magdalenes, pp. 2, 16, 124-25, 146. See also Roger Davidson, “Reservoirs of

Infection: Gender, Morality and the Social Epidemiology of VD in Twentieth Century Scot-

land”, paper presented at the Conference Sex, State and Society, Umeå University, December

10-13, 1998.

225 Mahood, The Magdalenes, pp. 123-25. This system shows similarities with the Swedish system,

where no convictions before a court of law were needed, but only a sentence before the chief of

police. Carl Malmroth, ”Om de smittosamma könssjukdomarnas bekämpande i Sverige m.m.”

in Underdånigt betänkande, vol. 4, pp. 31-33, 53.

226 Mahood, The Magdalenes, p. 129.
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of the system was a co-operation between the police, the physicians

of the lock hospital and the Magdalene asylum. Towards the end of

the century it lost ground, especially after the enforcement of a

number of social legislations during the last quarter of the nine-

teenth century. However, the advocates of the system supported the

introduction of these acts as a possible measure for keeping espe-

cially young women out of prostitution. Mahood emphasises that the

system must be seen both as reformatory and repressive in its aims.227

The German states continued within the tradition of treating

prostitution as a part of the German guild system. Rather than

aiming at a total eradication of prostitution, authorities let prosti-

tution be carried out in special houses or in special areas.228 In the

decentralised character of the political structure before the German

unification in 1871, the local authorities were responsible for keep-

ing law and order. This was also the case after the unification, and

every “state” in the Empire had its own police force and ways of

dealing with crime. As Richard J. Evans puts it: the “regulation of

prostitution in Germany depended not on legislation […] but

merely on a wide interpretation of the powers of police.”229 Although

a common Criminal Code was introduced after the unification, the

local police still decided how it was to be interpreted. Some of the

German cities also applied a system of brothels controlled by the

police, although the new code explicitly forbade that. The most

common approach was, however, the confinement of the public

women to certain areas of the city. Hamburg and Mainz were the
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227 Ibid., pp. 150-52. See however Roger Davidson for a discussion of the continuance of the same

‘technologies of power’ well after the Second World War. Roger Davidson, “VD, Sexuality and

the State in Twentieth Century Scotland”, paper presented at the European Social Science

History Conference, Amsterdam, March, 1998.

228 Richard J. Evans, “Prostitution, state and society”, p. 109.

229 Ibid., p. 110. A thorough résumé of the German system is given in the Swedish official investi-

gation into the regulation system in 1910. Underdånigt betänkande, vol. II, pp. 108-93.
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only cities where brothels were officially sanctioned and supervised

by the police. The brothel system was called Bordellierung, and the

enclosure system went under the name of Kasernierung.230 Peter

Baldwin states that inscription was voluntary or compulsory depend-

ing on geographical variation – it was voluntary in the south and

compulsory in the north. In the Empire brothels were prohibited,

but flourished nevertheless, since municipalities only enforced the

law laxly.231 Towards the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of

the twentieth century the system was questioned, especially by

fervent radical feminist groups, and eventually abolished.232

The Hamburg and Mainz approach with licensed brothels was,

although corrupt, illegal and under discretionary police supervi-

sion, one of Alexandre Parent-Duchâtelet’s visions of how to control

prostitution and disease. He envisaged the brothel or bordello as the

model institution for supervising healthy sexual intercourse, and

some of the intentions behind the system were to diminish the exist-

ence of pimping and illicit procuring. All the same, only France

seems to have carried this idea to a full bureaucratic system.

T h e  A x i s  o f  t h e  S y s t e m  
–  t h e  M a i s o n  d e  To l é r a n c e

One prominent feature of the French regulation system was the

establishment of brothels of varying character. Alain Corbin calls it
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230 Evans, “Prostitution, state and society”, p. 111. A dissertation on Hamburg and prostitution in
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231 Baldwin, Contagion and the State, pp. 369-70; Richard J. Evans, Tales from the German

Underworld: Crime and Punishment in the Nineteenth Century (New Haven, 1998), pp. 182-86.

232 Richard J. Evans, The Feminist Movement in Germany 1894-1933 (London and Beverly Hills,

1976), pp. 53-63.
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“the axis of the system”, the hub around which everything evolved.

The system rested on the idea of enclosure and surveillance, and it

was in no way new regarding public women or other unwanted

groups of people.233 The ideal, which was also put forward by

Parent-Duchâtelet, was that these houses were only to be set up

within certain districts, which would make supervision easier, and

increase the sense of enclosure. The houses were to have barred win-

dows or frosted windowpanes, girls were to be allowed outside only

on special occasions and the medical inspections should be con-

ducted regularly inside the maison. The house itself was to be incon-

spicuous. The rooms in which the public women met their clients

were to have glazed doors with no locks. Surveillance had to be pos-

sible at all times, and the maison de tolérance was to be a clean,

supervised and rational milieu for sexual intercourse, and thus it

became a symbol for the régime des moeurs like no other institution

had ever been before.234 However, as Corbin puts it, “… both the

enclosure and constant surveillance of venal sexuality, was in fact

unrealizable.”235 The by-laws were far from respected, even by police

officers and physicians, and the enclosed system was full of loopholes. 

The maison de tolérance was an establishment which at least in

Paris was dispensed from an ordinance of 1778, which stated that

landlords and lodging-house keepers were forbidden to rent to

known public women. The police tolerated the existence of prosti-

tution as long as the inmates abided by the rules.236 The ideal of a
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233 Elizabeth S. Cohen, “Seen and known: Prostitutes in the Cityscape of Late-Sixteenth-Century
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234 Harsin, Policing Prostitution, p. 282.

235 Corbin, Women for Hire, p. 53. See Harsin, Policing Prostitution, pp. 41-43, for an attempt to

actually enforce strict enclosure in the 1820s.

236 Harsin, Policing Prostitution, pp. 39,49. Since public women were tolerated in Paris, the ordi-

nance was evoked in 1884 because of its illogical nature. 
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secluded, enclosed and inconspicuous house was much more diverse

in reality. Corbin describes at least six different establishments in

the Parisian brothel hierarchy. At the top was the first- and second-

class maisons. The first-class establishments, maisons des luxes,

catered for a high-class clientele, and were mostly visited by high

bourgeoisie and the aristocracy, interested in luxury and discretion.

The second-class maison de tolérance was intended for a much larger

and broader range of customers. The maison de quartier was in-

tended for a lower-middle-class clientele. They were built so that the

regulars would be assured discretion, and also included dining

rooms. For all of the above, discretion was a hallmark, and neither

of these establishments were flaunting their business. Most of the

customers came about the places through recommendations.237 Very

different from the above mentioned high-class maisons were the

establishments intended for the populace. However, as Corbin states,

they were diversified among themselves. The maisons à estaminet

were brothels with a bar; the bar had more mirrors and better light-

ing than an ordinary wine-shop. Brawls were frequent, so there was

a need for bouncers, and discretion was not called for. At the

bottom of the scale, stood the brothels set up near the city fortifi-

cations of Paris. These establishments were bars next to a common

reception, where the working women, most of them old, had drinks

of beer or absinthe together with their clients. They received their

customers in rooms with iron beds or just mattresses on the floor.

There were also the maisons d’abattage or “quickies“, where the

customary drink before intercourse was not always included.238

Thus, as pointed out by Corbin, the reality of brothels in France was

much more diverse than the ideal envisioned by Parent-Duchâtelet.

As was mentioned earlier, German cities had a more or less insti-
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tutionalized brothel system. Although it contradicted the national

laws, Stockholm also attempted the introduction of such establish-

ments in the 1830s.239 England never incorporated brothels under its

national legislation, and fear was expressed that the movement of

public women from ‘disorderly houses’ into more respectable lodg-

ings to avoid registration would spread the moral pollution into the

working class at large. That unofficial brothels existed was of course

no secret, and sometimes they were also condoned by the police

authority.240 The same situation seems to have been at hand in Italy.

The Cavour regulation forbade the tradition of brothel madams

and systems of ‘indentures’ where the accumulated debt of a public

woman could be ‘sold’ to another brothel madam. In effect, women

were traded between different establishments. When the system was

abolished in 1888, the Italian police kept its power to register

‘places’ of prostitution, but the state could no longer register people.

However, the brothel keepers were required to supply the police

with registers of their employees; thus the police could avoid state

registration but still keep certain citizens under surveillance.241

Russia had official brothels that were heavily restricted under a

number of rules, mirroring the discomfort of licensing houses of

vice, according to Bernstein. There were also rules in the 1860s

stating that brothel keepers were to treat the women gently and

refrain from beatings, suggesting that brutality had been common.

At the turn of the nineteenth century, over 200 cities in Russia had

licensed brothels.242
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241 Gibson, Prostitution and the State, pp. 50, 60.
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C l o s e r  t o  H o m e  
–  S c a n d i n a v i a n  R e g u l a t i o n  S y s t e m s

The Napoleon Wars had far reaching consequences for the

Scandinavian countries.243 At the beginning of 1809, Russian troops

were closing in on Swedish territory. The situation demanded peace

and the peace treaty meant that Sweden lost a third of its territory

and a fourth of its population. Finland became a Russian territory.

The Russian tsar was to respect the Finnish constitution, but in rea-

lity a ministerial bureaucracy ruled Finland. 

At the death of the Swedish crown prince, the former lieutenant

in the French army, General Jean Baptiste Bernadotte, who took the

name Karl Johan, was elected Swedish crown prince. To compensate

for the loss of Finland, many hoped that Karl Johan (with the

support of French troops) would recapture Finland. However, by

1812 Sweden, because of a cunning invented by Karl Johan, had

joined the anti-French camp, and along with other countries

Sweden thus entered in an alliance with Russia. Denmark was an

ally of France, and in the peace treaty of 1814, it had to give up

Norway, which was under Danish rule, to Sweden. Norway did not

accept the treaty, declared itself an independent kingdom and

formulated its own constitution. Sweden did not acknowledge this,

and after moving his troops in close vicinity to the Norwegian

capital Kristiania, Karl Johan, by then Karl XIV Johan, was in a posi-

tion to demand the submission of Norway as part of the Swedish

territory. At the Vienna Congress in 1815, it was stated that Norway

was in union with Sweden, not a conquered province. Thus, its con-

stitution and authorities were independent, and a joint monarchy

and foreign policy were the only ties between the countries. 
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D E N M A R K

In Copenhagen, the capital of Denmark, a regulation system was

established by a royal ordinance in the year of the Vienna Congress.

In a royal letter to the chief of police in Copenhagen it was stated

that suspicious women living alone and maids working at inns

where the police suspected that fornication was committed, should

once a month be inspected for venereal disease. The memorandum

ended with an admonition that these regulations could not be made

public.244 As will be demonstrated in the next chapter, this unofficial

by-law in part resembled the national legislation introduced in

Sweden three years earlier. Women working at inns seem to have

been considered  a risk-group in both countries. Whether this ordi-

nance in practice was carried out to its full extent is difficult to

know. Danish ethnologist Karin Lützen states that not until in the

1840s a regulation system was really implemented in Copenhagen.

By 1844 public women had to undergo weekly medical inspections,

and in 1853 they were to attend biweekly examinations. Women

who were found sick were urged to disclose who had infected them,

so that this person could also be subjected to examination. Whether

this in effect was carried out is unclear; there were no statutes

demanding general inspections on both men and women.245 This

was exclusively a medical regulation, and the women were not

registered, nor did they have any other obligations than to subject

to medical examinations.246 Nevertheless, if a woman wanted, she

could “let herself be registered”, and be listed among other ‘public
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245 Lützen, Byen Tæmmes, pp. 221-22. 
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women’ in her home district. The police kept record of her lifestyle

and her medical inspections. The woman could not be removed

from the registers unless she got married or in some other way

could assure that she would abstain from prostitution. 

A professionalisation of prostitution parallel with that of other

occupations, discussed in chapter one, seems to have taken place in

Denmark. It was in connection with a reorganisation of the police

force in the late 1850s, that certain Danish physicians also suggested

a reorganisation of the prostitution control. Until then, the publicly

registered women had had white cards issued for them, and had

been forced to reside in brothels. Women who were ‘only’ subjected

to medical examinations carried green cards but were not subjected

to any additional restrictions. In the late 1850s and the early 1860s

certain physicians argued that too many green cards were issued, i.e.

those who were assumed to be clandestine public women ought to

be registered – by force if necessary.247 One of the physicians, propo-

sing a reorganisation, seems to have been aware of the gender bias

in such a regulation, and stated:

When concerning prostitution an undignifiying trade is pursued, the man takes

no lesser part therein than does the women, since he is acting as a buyer, when

she is a seller, and […] his demand creates commodities in a market.248

He argued that both men and women were involved in prostitution,

to some extent the men were even more to blame, since it was their
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lack of control of their sexual needs that created prostitution.

Nevertheless, the physician stated that, under the societal circum-

stances at hand, the only practical course of action would be to con-

trol the women. Lützen observes that after this acknowledgement,

men disappeared as potentially liable for inspection and were never

mentioned again during the public debate preceding the coming

law.

Prostitution was discussed in the Danish parliament, and in 1862

a law proposal concerning the reorganisation of the police force in

Copenhagen was presented.249 Discussions in parliament primarily

concerned the obvious contradictions in proposing a law that toler-

ated and controlled something which was prohibited in the national

codex, i.e. prostitution, but advocates of the law used the arguments

of prostitution seen as a ‘venal drain’ or ‘necessary evil’, and the

control of prostitution was therefore considered necessary.250 A law

was passed in 1863, a law codifying an already existing practice. It

was now officially stated that infected women who neglected to seek

care were to be registered as public women.251 Three years later, in

1866, Denmark got a new criminal law. It was observed in the pro-

posal to this law that the criminal law and the regulation of prosti-

tution were colliding. The criminal code prohibited prostitution,

whereas the regulation sanctioned it. Thus, the new codex stated

that “… women who against police warnings still had their suste-

nance through fornication, would be sentenced to prison.”252

However, since an informal regulation system was already working,

a loophole was incorporated in the new criminal code. Women who
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supported themselves by prostitution and abided by police rules

would be left to carry on, and not be sentenced to prison.

In 1874, after thorough consideration in parliament, a new law

on venereal disease was passed. Although the law was passed as a

statute on venereal disease in general, Karin Lützen claims that it was

in its essence focused on so called lecherous women, i.e. those who

went to medical inspections and carried green cards. There were

only two coercive measures in the new law of 1874, and both were

aimed at women. Paragraph 6 included forced medical inspections

for so-called lecherous women, but also forced registration of

women who twice had been sentenced for fornication. Thus,

women could be forced to attend medical inspection without having

had a venereal infection, which made the much-debated paragraph

6 difficult to motivate from a hygienic perspective. The registered

women could not be forced to stay in brothels, but a clause stated

that they could later be forced to join a brothel – if their subsequent

behaviour made that necessary.253 Lützen observes, that when

women were infected, they were condemned to prostitution rather

than penalised, and the brothel was used as a prison.

Forced inspections and registration of women were something quite

remarkable in the Danish context. To implement coercive laws in a

nation with a democratic constitution of recent date was contradictory.

Denmark’s new constitution had been established in 1848, and forced

registration of supposedly public women was a violation of citizen

rights. The authorities referred to the new criminal code of 1866 and its

loophole concerning prostitution and used it as an explanation for the

legal contradiction in registering women. It was further concluded that

since the police warned the women before they were registered, their

individual citizen rights had been taken into consideration.254
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On July 1st in 1877, a regulation of prostitution was established in

Copenhagen by decree of the Ministry of Justice. This regulation

meant an extension of the powers of the police authority in the

capital, and also of its discretionary powers.255 The regulation con-

tained statutes concerning living quarters, medical inspections and

spatial order. The women were divided into two categories: those

living by themselves, and those who had to register and live in a

‘public house’, a brothel. A public woman who lived by herself had

higher status than the others, and the permission to do so was at

times issued by the police as a reward for good behaviour.256

Two different laws, the law of 1874 and the regulation of 1877,

controlled secretly prostituted women and publicly prostituted

women respectively. The principle of the laws, Lützen claims, was to

create locked surroundings which were invisible for children, young

girls and honourable women, situated in the outskirts of the city.

However, these areas were open for the constant gaze of the police

officer, who had access to the public houses at any time, and to the

physician carrying out medical inspection.257

N O R W A Y

In many respects, the case of Norway shows another interesting

contradiction. Not only did Norway have explicit national legisla-

tion prohibiting the keeping of brothels, and soliciting for women,

but the law also prohibited men from buying sex. A revision of the

law in 1842 decriminalised men buying sex and being present in

brothels, but to sell sexual services was still under penalty. In spite

of the explicit prohibition of selling sex, the municipalities and the
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257 Ibid., pp. 243-45.
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police authority already in 1840 established an informal regulation

system in the capital of Norway, Kristiania.258 There were no official

regulation statutes until in 1876. Until then, the police was in charge

of exercising control without any set rules. When the regulations

were actually established, it was in response to public demand.

The regulation in 1876 was in many respects based on the same

model as in many other countries.259 Since 1866, when it was deci-

ded that municipal authority should supersede national criminal

code, the police had already had extended authority, i.e. the police

could ‘tolerate’ prostitution although fornication was a criminal

act.260 As Norwegian historian Kari Melby has observed, the compli-

cation seemed to be whether to adjust practice to existing law, or the

other way around. The authorities practised a bit of both. A brothel

system was incorporated under the informal police control system,

although it was still prohibited in national law. The contradiction

between the regulation system and the national code was of course

a problem. In a revision of the criminal code in 1872, it was suggest-

ed that the police should be given greater discretionary powers, with

referral to Danish police regulation. The police in Denmark had

authority to issue a warning to a woman who was assumed to be a

public woman and to subsequently send her to prison. The police

also had the authority to decide whether or not to apprehend the

women in the first place. As Lützen has observed, however, the most

common course of events for the women was to be registered as

public women rather than to be sent to prison, which in practice
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venereal disease before that period.

259 Schiøtz, ”Prostitusjon og prostituerte”, pp. 44-46.

260 Melby, “ Prostitusjon og kontroll”, p. 26.
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made the police ordinance into a regulation of prostitution.

Proposals that the police in Kristiania should be given the same

authority as the Danish police were left unheard and the regulation

came instead.261

The medical praxis of the system was in many respects similar to

that in other European systems. Medical examinations occurred

every two weeks or in some cases once a week. Healthy women

received a certificate validating their health, and infected women

were sent to the hospital.262 Already in the 1840s, a copy of the then

unofficial regulation had been printed in the women’s inspection-

books, although it was not made public until in 1876. The regula-

tions were of the same character as in Paris; regulating women’s

clothing, their hours or circulation in the streets and in which

streets and public places they were allowed to move. The paragraphs

on the hygienic aspects were very detailed. They stated, for example,

that the women should always have “… in their rooms […] clean

water, soap and a towel, and every one of them should have a

syringe for rinsing.”263 When they felt sick or suspected that they

were infected they should report this to the physician.

When the regulation was officially introduced in Kristiania,

inspections of soldiers were also established as a routine. These were

to take place every two weeks, and were considered to have a positive

effect on the frequency of venereal disease. In 1847 a voluntary

control for sailors had been introduced. It was evoked the following

year, since the ministry of internal affairs did not want the sailors on

postal steamships to be controlled. Moreover, Melby observes that
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261 Andersson et al., “Berättelse öfver vid studieresor”, p. 6; Melby, “Prostitusjon og kontroll”, pp.

25-26.

262 Melby, “ Prostitusjon og kontroll”, p. 21.

263 Ibid.”, p. 22. Norwegian: …paa deres Værelse skal stedes findes rent Vand, Sæbe og

Haandklæde, og enhver av dem skal være forsynet med en Modersprøite. According to Norsk

riksmålsordbok (Oslo, 1957) a modersprøite is a ladies’ syringe for rinsing interior organs,

presumably the vagina.
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there had been attempts in Kristiania to control men for venereal

disease, although these were abolished very shortly after their intro-

duction.264 As soon as the system was made official in 1876, public

protest arose against it in Norway. As early as 1879, three years after

the official recognition of the system, a petition was sent to the

government that demanded its abolition.

F I N L A N D

Up to 1809 Finland had been a part of Sweden and was ruled by

Swedish law, which also included laws on fornication et cetera.265 To

a certain extent these laws remained after Finland was turned into a

province of the Russian Empire. An instruction for county physi-

cians in Finland stated in 1832 that when venereally infected patients

were discovered, the physician should ask them from whom they

had got their infection. Furthermore, the physician should report

these persons to the assistant bailiff, so that the patient could be

admitted into hospital, and those suspected of being the source of

infection could be inspected by the physician stationed closest to

them. Some indications suggest that a system of general inspections

of both men and women had been applied in the countryside, i.e. a

system similar to the organisation in early nineteenth century

Sweden.266

The instructions were altered in 1875, by Russian imperial
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264 Melby, “ Prostitusjon og kontroll”, p. 35.

265 There is very little research on the Finnish regulation system translated or written in either

English or Swedish. The section below is to a large extent based on literature where the focus is

not on the regulation period itself, but where the period is briefly discussed. There is at least

one study on the regulation system in Finland written in Finnish cf. Antti Häkkinen, Rahasta -

vaan ei rakkaudesta: prostituutio Helsingissä 1867-1939 (Helsingfors, 1997). See also Hanna

Snellman, ”Red lights in the wilderness”, Ethnologia Scandinavica. A journal for Nordic ethnolo-

gy, 1999, vol. 29, 97-105, who has investigated police interviews with women who were sus-

pected for prostitution in Rovaniemi, Finland during the period 1914-1932.

266 Otto EA Hjelt, Svenska och finska medicinalverkets historia 1663-1812 (Helsingfors, 1892), vol.

2, pp. 369, 384, 389.
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decree, making it possible to establish regulation systems in diffe-

rent cities.267 The revision in 1875 stated that the Imperial Health

Committee was to decide whether there was a need to establish

regulations on prostitution. The committee had to present its

request in the senate’s department of economy, which would then

decide. It is evident that some sort of general inspections had been

established on paper at least, since the second paragraph in the new

decree stated that the general inspections undertaken by the city

physician should cease if a regulation was introduced in a city. The

physician employed at the inspection bureau should not only

inspect public women, but also any other person who could be sus-

pected of being infected with venereal disease.268 In the instruction,

there are no references to a certain sex where this group of “others”

is mentioned. 

Helsinki had its first regulation in 1876, Tampere in 1879 and

Vyborg in 1885. At the end of the 1880s, there were inspections car-

ried out in four other cities without any regulation being estab-

lished.269 Compared to the other Scandinavian countries, this intro-

duction of regulation occurs rather late. Nevertheless, Helsinki had

had an inspection bureau since 1847; the same year Stockholm

established its first regulation concerning loose women.270 The regu-

lation of 1875 was in its overall structure formulated according to

what by then had been established as European standards. Women

known or suspected for prostitution were registered and had to sub-

mit to medical examinations once a week. Reasons for suspecting a
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267 Carl Malmroth, “Redogörelse för i vissa länder gifna föreskrifter för motarbetande af de smit-

tosamma könssjukdomarna”, in Underdånigt betänkande, vol. 2, pp. 5, 7. The system of gene-

ral inspections when needed was also practised in Sweden in late eighteenth and early nine-

teenth centuries. Cf. chapter 4.

268 Ibid., pp. 5-6.

269 Ibid., p. 6.

270 Margaretha Järvinen, Fallna kvinnor och hållna kvinnor: Polisen och prostitutionen i Helsingfors

åren 1965, 1975 och 1980-85 (Åbo, 1987), p. 8.
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woman of being a public woman were of three kinds. Firstly, that

she often socialised with other public women (one must assume

that the authorities here referred to registered women). Secondly,

that she loitered in streets and public places at sunset or after dark,

in combination with an “… indecent or suspicious behaviour”. The

third characteristic was that she had been reported as being infected

by venereal disease.271 Compared to many other regulations the

Helsinki regulation was rather harsh, since according to the above

the women did not even receive a warning before being registered.

The women were given an inspection book, with the regulation

printed inside it, and there her health was noted. If she at any inspec-

tion was found to be infected, she was remitted to hospital and her

inspection book was kept at the bureau until her return. Just as in

early regulation days in Paris, fees from the registered women them-

selves financed their medical examinations and health care.272

B R O T H E L S –  A P A R T O F T H E S C A N D I N A V I A N

R E G U L AT I O N S Y S T E M ?

The brothel system in Denmark was more or less incorporated in

the regulation. Copenhagen had a kind of Bordellierung system. It

was a combination of Bordellierung and Kasernierung, where a num-

ber of public houses were ideally to be placed in certain streets in the

outskirts of the city. This, Lützen states, was a consequence of the

felt need to separate public prostitution from the center of the city,

and as several other researchers do, Lützen sees parallels between

these measures and the sewer system, the ‘seminal drain’, according

to which men’s uncontrollable lust needed an outlet which was

separated from the eyes of the public.273 When registered, the
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271 Ibid., p. 9. The quote is from the 1887 regulation in Helsinki, quoted in Järvinen. Swedish:

…oanständigt eller misstänkt uppförande.

272 Malmroth, “Redogörelse för i vissa”, p. 6.

273 Lützen, Byen Tæmmes, p. 227-28. Cf. Corbin, Women for Hire, p. 53.
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women were either forced to take up quarters in a brothel, or could

be granted the privilege of living by themselves. The brothel system

was used as a rewarding system, in which women who abode by the

rules, and regularly went to medical examinations, could be allowed

to live by themselves after having lived in a brothel. On the other

hand, women who had been living by themselves, could be ordered

to take their lodgings in a brothel if they misbehaved.274

The city authorities of Copenhagen emphasized that Danish

brothels, or public houses, were not as decadent or elaborated as

their European counterparts. Instead, they should be what they

always had been – lodging houses for public women, and signal as

little to the potential customers as possible.275 The control system

surrounding these establishments were at times far from just a hygi-

enic or medical control, since the statutes stated that the police at all

times or hours should have access to the premises. In the police

regulation of 1877 there were specific paragraphs on how the

brothels were to be designed, with frosted windowpanes, or with

blinds, and in which streets brothels could be set up. Lützen states

(as does Corbin regarding France) that the brothels were the axis of

the regulation system in Copenhagen.276

In the 1890s the number of public houses decreased, and public

women were to a greater degree allowed to live on their own. By

1895, the police could no longer force a woman to take her lodgings

in a public house.277 In 1901 bordellos were prohibited, and anyone

establishing a brothel was under penalty of two years imprison-

ment. Since the regulations still stated that the women could only
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274  Lützen, Byen Tæmmes, pp. 237-38.

275 Ibid., pp. 242-43.

276 Another, rather remarkable paragraph stated that women could not turn to clients and collect

debts, but the women could ask a police officer to act as a collector. According to this, then, the

police in a way acted as a pimp! Lützen, Byen Tæmmes, pp. 242, 264. Cf. Andersson et al.,

“Berättelse öfver vid studieresor”, p. 78.

277 Lützen, Byen Tæmmes, p. 281.
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reside in certain approved houses, their kasernierung continued,

and the reform was seen as simply a paper product.278

In Norway’s capital, Kristiania, the brothel system was incorpo-

rated in the informal system of police control. Although the statutes

explicitly prohibited these establishments, they were under police

protection in a similar fashion as in Hamburg. There are indications

of as many as 17 brothels there in 1850, but the number of brothels

decreased over time.279 However, all brothels were closed in 1884,

four years before the regulation system itself was abolished.280 The

complaints against brothels came as early as in the 1860s, when

property owners and neighbours complained and proposed a remo-

val of the brothels to the outer city limits. The initial complaint con-

tended that property prices went down, but with the passage of time

their arguments became more diversified and included arguments

such as the eradication of the public’s sense of justice. Brothels were

still prohibited in national law.281 Melby argues that this was a stra-

tegy by the property owners to be able to join arms with the church,

which also protested against the brothel system, but on moral

grounds. It was the men of the church who furthered the com-

plaints to the police, and on to the department of justice.282 Brothels

as a part of the regulation system were thus abolished in 1884.

According to the Finnish criminal code of 1889, the keeping of

brothels was a criminal act and punishable with prison up to three
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278 Andersson et al., “Berättelse öfver vid studieresor”, pp. 71-72, 75-78. Andersson et al. further

argue that the negative aspect of this system is the indebtedness of the women in relation to

their landlords, the brothel owners, and the problem of relationships between police-officers

and public women. This is not commented by Lützen.

279 Ibid., p. 3.

280 Ibid., p. 7.

281 Melby, “ Prostitusjon og kontroll”, p. 38. This seems to be a different line of argument than

what Walkowitz found in her study. She argues that brothels in an area rather enhanced auxi-

liary businesses in the neighbourhood. Walkowitz, Prostitution and Victorian Society, pp. 198,

208. Cf. Malmroth, “ Redogörelse för i vissa”, p. 72 for similar arguments.

282 Melby, “ Prostitusjon og kontroll”, pp. 43-44.
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years.283 However, before that time there are indications that bro-

thels existed with the consent of the municipalities. Jean Boldt, a

physician in Finland at the turn of the century, commented on what

he saw as the double standard of the cities. He observes that as late

as in 1897 brothels still existed in Turku, a little more than a decade

after they had been abolished in Helsinki. Nevertheless, Boldt

observes, this was not “… the consequence of any initiative on

behalf of the physicians, but a consequence of public opinion

against [brothels].”284 In the late 1870s and the early 1880s, brothels

were still tolerated by the police in Helsinki. Physicians examined

the women regularly on the premises, and their state of health was

attested to.285 However, from the research that I have had access to it

is difficult to ascertain whether these brothels were an official part

of the Helsinki regulation system or not.

C o n c l u s i o n

France stands out as the model country, with its great theoretician

Alexandre Parent-Duchâtelet. However, as pointed out by both

Alain Corbin and Jill Harsin, the regulation or control of prostitu-

tion had a longer history before that and existing practice was rather

given a theoretical framework by Parent-Duchâtelet. Nevertheless,

his work De la prostitution dans la ville de Paris did influence a

number of scholars and practitioners on the subject. 
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283 Malmroth, “Redogörelse för i vissa”, p. 9; Järvinen, Fallna kvinnor, p. 11. 

284 Jean Boldt, Prostitutionens reglementering och läkaresällskapet Öfvertryck ur ”Humanitas”

(Helsingfors, 1897), p. 20. Swedish: …något initiativ från läkarekårens sida, utan i följd af all-

mänhetens opposition mot desamma.

285 Malmroth, “Redogörelse för i vissa”, pp. 23-24.
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Figure 3:1 Regulation Systems in Europe

First official regulation Official abolishment
of prostitution of the system

England 1864 1886

German States 1871 1914

France 1802 1912

Italy 1860 1958

Russia 1844 1917

Belgium 1844 1877

At the time, prostitution was not only considered a practice to be

regulated, but there was also an ongoing discourse concerned with

prostitution as a social problem in several European countries. In a

period of urbanisation, industrialisation, lack of sufficient housing

and employment, prostitution was also seen as a grave social prob-

lem. Both Bernstein and Gibson are clear-cut in their analysis of

why the regulation system was introduced in Russia and Italy. On

the one hand, Gibson states that the introduction of the national

law was part of a vision of unification, and a road to a modern state.

New Italian citizenry needed stability, and all threats to this stabili-

ty were to be removed. In Russia, Bernstein argues, the national law

on regulating prostitution was a question of standardising Russian

society through bureaucracy, in line with other medical and politi-

cal reforms. On the other hand, the German states, after the unifi-

cation in 1871, did not apply the same model of nationalising laws

on prostitution. Although establishing a new criminal code, the

control of prostitution was left pretty much to the different states’

own discretion. England seems to represent a different approach in

its attempt to impose municipal by-laws by a national code. As

Walkowitz points out, lobbying from different interested parties
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preceded the introduction, but resistance to the Contagious

Diseases Acts also came very soon. In all concerned countries on the

continent women seemed to be caught in more or less formal legal

systems, where their legal rights as citizens were ignored. They were

caught between national criminal codes and municipal by-laws.

Regardless of how these regulations were introduced (national

codes, by-laws, discretionary bureaucratic measures or a ‘hodge-

podge’ of some of these), authorities tended to use ad hoc argu-

ments for motivating their implementation. Although theoretical

and medical arguments were used, there was an additional need to

motivate why certain individual rights were to be overlooked in the

name of the public good. 

Regarding Scandinavia, Denmark was the country that early had

a royal decree concerning venereal disease which focused on women

as the source of infection. In the 1840s an informal regulation sys-

tem had developed in Copenhagen, and in connection with a reor-

ganisation of the police it was made official and more rigorous.

Denmark had a new democratic constitution in 1848. Karin Lützen

observes that the encroachment of some citizens’ rights resulted in

legitimising the regulation with arguments which stated that the

freedom of a minority had to be infringed upon to save the health

of a majority. Denmark was the only Scandinavian country which

allowed and promoted brothels as an official part of its surveillance

of prostitution, although arguing that these were not as decadent as

on the continent. The abolishment of these brothels in 1901 was,

according to some, only a dead letter.
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Figure 3:2 Regulation Systems in Scandinavia

Copenhagen Kristiania Helsinki Stockholm
(Denmark) (Norway) (Finland) (Sweden)

First attempt at regulating 
women exclusively 1815 1840 1847 1835
First official regulation 
of prostitution 1877 1876 1875 1859
Official abolishment 
of the system* 1906 1888 1907 1918

* The abolishment of the Swedish regulation system will be discussed in the epilogue. 

In Norway, there was an unofficial regulation of prostitution in the

1840s, about the same time as in Denmark. However, it was not

until 1876 that the regulation was codified according to existing

practice. In the late 1840s, there had been an attempt to inspect sol-

diers for venereal disease, but the practice had soon been aban-

doned. A contradiction of the Norwegian system was the fact that

brotheling was explicitly forbidden for both men and women in the

early 1800s. In 1842 men’s attendance at brothels was decriminali-

sed, but it was still illegal for women to be found there. Still, these

women were regulated. Instead, brothels were incorporated on an

unofficial level into the system, and the police tolerated some of

these houses of ill repute as part of their surveillance strategy. 

Finland had earlier applied a system of general inspections of

both men and women for venereal disease. It seems reasonable to

assume that this system was influenced by the Swedish attempts in

the same direction, Finland being a Swedish province at the time. In

Finland, the official regulation systems came as late as in Norway;

Helsinki had its regulation made official in 1875. However, an infor-

mal system of medical inspections had existed since 1847. Finland

had the harshest system. The presence of brothels was not recog-

nised in the regulation, but was practised all the same.
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It seems as if all Scandinavian countries made their first attempts

at regulating prostitution in the period between the 1830s and the

1840s, but under different circumstances. Finland was part of impe-

rial Russia, Norway was in a union with Sweden and in Denmark

what was considered a very liberal, democratic constitution was

under way. In other respects the development regarding regulation

differed. Denmark incorporated brothels on an official level, while

both Finland and Norway applied a sort of brothel tolerance system.

Through the statutes and the demand that public women should

reside in public houses, they were denied access to public space. The

women could not solicit in open markets and squares, and the sta-

tutes also restricted the manner and the hours they could move in

public places, streets and other areas.286 However, their lodgings,

their private space, became public in that both customers and the

police had access to these rooms, more or less at any time. Thus, the

women’s supposedly ‘private’ rooms became public, and they became

public women, although denied access to other public arenas. In a

sense, the women were public property, although contracted out by

the proprietor under certain circumstances. The public woman

became a commodity which was not supposed to be available in

public markets.
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286 Andersson et al., “Berättelse öfver vid studieresor”, p. 72. The regulation regarding movement

in the urban space was in many respects similar to those of other cities.
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C h a p t e r  4

REGULATING VENEREAL DISEASE 
– “A SWEDISH SONDERWEG”?

…in a Bourgeois Society, no evil is so

great that it can bring on laws through

which the freedom of citizenship and

private husbandry would be suspend-

ed.*
Presteståndets protocoller, 1817-1818

I n t r o d u c t i o n

In Europe, the authorities and the physicians were much earlier in

connecting  venereal disease solely with women as a source of conta-

gion, something which occurred in the second half of the nineteenth

century in Sweden. Some regulations on venereal disease in Europe

were also preceded or accompanied by studies and investigations of

prostitution, most of them of a medical or a sociological character.287
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* Presteståndets protocoller, vol. 3-4, 1817-1818, April 4, p. 410. Swedish: …i ett Borgerligt Sam-

hälle ingen våda är så stor, att den kan föranleda lagar, genom hvilka medborgerlig frihet och

den enskilda husrätten skulle suspenderas.

287 Parent-Duchâtelet, De la prostitution; Michael Ryan, Prostitution in London: With Comparative

View of that of Paris and New York (London, 1839); William Logan, An Exposure From Personal

Observation of Female Prostitution in London, Leeds, Rochdale, and Especially in the City of

Glascow [sic] (Glasgow, 1843); William Bevan, Prostitution in the Borough of Liverpool

(Liverpool, 1843); James Beard Talbot, The Miseries of Prostitution, 3rd ed. (London, 1844); Die

Prostitution in Berlin (Berlin, 1846); F. Beraud, The Public Woman of Paris: Being An Account of

the Causes of Their Depravation, Their Several Classes, Their Means and Ways of Living, their

Arts, Their Habits, and Practices (1839, Paris, New York, 1849); F.J. Behrend, Die Prostitution in

Berlin (Erlangen, 1850); Hans Ostwald, Berliner Bordelle (Leipzig, c.1850). These titles were

found in A bibliography of prostitution (New York, 1977), edited by Vern Bullough, Barret

Elcano, Margaret Deacon and Bonnie Bullough. William Acton’s often cited work Prostitution

considered in its moral, social, and sanitary aspects in London and other large cities and garrison

towns with proposals for the control and prevention of its evils was not published until 1857.
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Prostitution was seen as a major cause of venereal disease, and pub-

lic women were considered the main carriers of infection. Some re-

searchers have suggested a connection between the regulation of

prostitution and the rise of new professional groups, in particular the

medical profession. Lynda Nead, for instance, argues that the

coming together of a number of middle-class discourses, especially

of groups such as physicians, artists and writers, made possible the

introduction of the regulation system in England.288 However, it is

also necessary to note that from a larger European perspective Eng-

land was rather late in introducing regulations of prostitution; the

Contagious Diseases Acts were passed in 1864. In France, for instance,

the regulation was an initiative of the police prefecture of Paris and es-

tablished already during the first decade of the nineteenth century.289

In Sweden and in Stockholm no pure middle-class professional in-

itiatives preceded the introduction of the first medical regulation of

women in 1847. It was the continuance and upholding of an already

existing system rather than its introduction, that rested on the dis-

course of different professional groups, in particular the medical pro-

fession, but also to some extent the police force. 

The medical profession became the theoreticians of a system the po-

lice force was supposed to uphold, and clashes of conflicting interests

between the two groups were not unusual. The growing importance

and activities of these middle-class professions coincided in Sweden

with a general shift in the attitudes towards sexuality during the second

half of the century. Regulating sexuality became important.290
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288  Nead, Myths of Sexuality, pp 145. 

289 Harsin, Policing Prostitution, p. 9-14.

290 Cf. Peter Gay, The Bourgeois Experience: Education of the Senses (New York and Oxford, 1984)

and Gay, The Bourgeois Experience: Victoria to Freud (New York and Oxford, 1986) who places

the shift in attitudes towards sexuality within the bourgeoisie in the period 1850-1890; Jeffrey

Weeks, Sex, Politics and Society: The Regulation of Sexuality Since 1800 (London and New York,

1981), p. 20, places the shift in discourse around sexuality to the 1850s. Mort, Dangerous

Sexualities¸ p. 43, 73 emphasises the 1840s for a sexualisation of medical discourse.
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This chapter will concentrate on the letter of the different acts, re-

gulations and laws in Sweden and in Stockholm, from the beginning

of the nineteenth century to the last revision of the prostitution re-

gulation in 1875. It will point out inconsistencies in these legal do-

cuments, since the regulation often rested on dubious legal ground.

Contradictions between national law and local regulations will be

pointed out and highlighted. These documents also give evidence to

the changing perceptions of female sexuality during the nineteenth

century, as it can be seen in the approach of those in favour of regu-

lating what they perceived as public sexuality. I will also discuss the

harsh attitude towards extramarital sexuality in national law in

Sweden, and how this most likely influenced the fairly late discourse

on prostitution in Sweden – while, as we shall see, regulative measures

fairly early were undertaken in practice. Towards the end of the

century, the system of regulations circumscribed women’s lives, not

only the lives of regulated women, but also of women who could be

suspected of promiscuous behaviour or who only were in between

jobs. I will conclude the chapter with a discussion of the civic and

citizen status of women, and especially of regulated women.

Arguments used in the Swedish Parliament concerning national

legislation on venereal disease will be discussed in this chapter. A

more extensive analysis of the discussions within different professio-

nal groups will follow in subsequent chapters. 

S e x u a l i t y  a s  a  C r i m e  i n  S w e d e n

AT T I T U D E S T O W A R D S S E X U A L I T Y

Except for the limited discussions going on among the physicians, no

substantial discourse on prostitution can be said to have existed in

Sweden until late in the nineteenth century. The argument of prosti-

tution as a necessary evil, already well-known on the European con-
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tinent, was not used in the Swedish literature until the late 1870s.291

As Lyndal Roper discusses concerning the German States in the se-

venteenth century and earlier, Reformation impelled a much harsher

attitude towards sexuality, demanding control of both men and

women. She also claims that this brought about a blurring of

boundaries, with little difference between adulteresses and profes-

sional public women. Reformation introduced the same harsh atti-

tudes towards extra-marital sexuality in Sweden as well. However,

probably because of the country’s rural character, these attitudes

lingered much longer in Sweden than on the continent.292 Although

mitigating reforms concerning extra-marital sex were introduced,

and Swedish courts refrained from sentencing the harshest penalty

for that crime, the state and the Church continued to play an im-

portant role in Swedish society long into the nineteenth century,

especially in the countryside.293 Stockholm was in many respects the

exception from rural Sweden, and sexual mores in the capital were

different from those governing the rest of the country. The system of

sentencing both men and women for fornication lingered for

instance much longer in the countryside than in the towns, and the

number of children born out of wedlock was always considerably
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291 See for instance [Carl Zehmen], Ungkarls-Läkaren, en Oumbärlig Rådgifvare för Unga Män, som

vilja skydda sig för Galanteri-sjukdomar eller befria sig derifrån (Stockholm, 1837), p. 10-11, for

an early reference to public women as necessary in society (reference courtesy of David Tjeder);

William E H Lecky, The History of European Morals (London, 1869); Anders Fredrik Kullberg

Om prostitutionen och de verksammaste medlen till de veneriska sjukdomarnes hämmande, med

särskildt afseende fästadt på förhållandena i (Stockholm, 1869), p. 46; T.J. Hartelius, Osedlighe-

ten och dess botemedel (Stockholm, 1874), p. 14; Otroligt, dock kanske troligt eller hvad vill fede-

rationen? (Stockholm, 1880), p. 3; Anton Nyström, Om äktenskapet, pauperismen och prostitu-

tionen (Stockholm, 1885), p. 105-6; Knut Wicksell Om prostitutionen: Huru mildra och motver-

ka detta samhällsonda? (Stockholm, 1887), p. 8; Einar Ekstam [Artur Möller] “Hur afskaffas pro-

stitutionen?”, in Det moderna samhällslifvet (1902:23), pp. 6, 24; Ulric Müllern-Aspegren, Nå-

gra ord i Prostitutionsfrågan från medicinsk synpunkt (Linköping, 1903), p. 4.

292 Cf. Jonas Frykman, Horan i bondesamhället (Lund, 1977).

293 Jarrick, Kärlekens makt, pp. 87-88. Bergfeldt, Den teokratiska, especially chapter 2, argues that

people’s sexual habits had changed before the mitigation in laws. Bergfeldt is, however, discuss-

ing Stockholm.
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lower in the countryside than in the towns. The Swedish church and

the attitudes in the society at large probably delayed the discourse on

prostitution in Sweden, and it is noticeable that the early attempts to

import a regulation system were made in Stockholm where extra-

marital relationships were common.

The importance of fidelity and chastity did not only concern

women, but also men. Research has shown that it was considered as

shameful for both men and women to fornicate, commit adultery

and visit brothels.294 Men were advised to stay away from public

women, as in this manual from 1816: “[f]lee my son, in your youth,

these women who sell their affection for money…”.295 Faithfulness

was emphasized as a virtue, both for women and men of the bour-

geoisie, but when it came to adultery it seems still to have been a male

prerogative.296 However, for a long time both men and women were

punished equally hard for committing fornication and adultery (at

least in theory). Introducing the “unique” approach of inspecting

both men and women for venereal disease in 1812, thus only meant

that the Swedish state continued a tradition of seeing both sexes as

responsible parties in having sexual intercourse, thus, seeing them

both as potential bearers of the disease.
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294 Ulvros, Fruar och Mamseller, p. 149-50; Tjeder, “Don Juans problematiska manlighet: förföra-

ren under 1800-talet”, Historisk tidskrift, no. 3, 2000, pp. 341-367.

295 Salig Gubbens Testamente till sin Kära Son (Stockholm, 1816), p. 14. Swedish: [f]ly min son, i

din ungdom, dessa kvinnor som sälja sin ömhet… Reference courtesy of David Tjeder.

296 Ulvros, Fruar och mamseller, p. 149-50; Fruntimmers-Spegeln, Wördsamt öfverlemnad till de skö-

nas begagnande af en Karlarnes Wän (Stockholm, 1838), p. 52; Försök att beswara frågan? Hwil-

ket är bättre, att wara gift eller hålla en mätress? (Stockholm, 1832), pp. 19-22. Chabout de

Bouin, Första bröllopsnatten: physiologisk avhandling (Stockholm, 1852), p. 23 wrote that in the

unfaithful wife he could see nothing else “…than a woman who subjects herself to public con-

tempt, and performs, in competition with the gay girls, a disgraceful profession.” Swedish: …än

en qvinna som öfverlemnar sig åt det allmänna föraktet, och som utöfvar, i täflan med glädje-

flickorna, ett vanärande handtverk.” All nineteenth century references in this note courtesy of

David Tjeder.
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N AT I O N A L C R I M E C O D E S O N S E X U A L I T Y

When a Swedish national codex was passed in Sweden in 1734, it was

largely uninfluenced by the Enlightenment. Even by contemporary

commentators it was considered to be conservative, especially con-

cerning the family where the regulation of sexuality codified an

early-modern tradition.297 Accordingly, both sexual intercourse

between two parties, one of whom or both being married (but not

to each other), i.e. adultery (enkelt hor, dubbelt hor), and sexual in-

tercourse between unmarried people, i.e. fornication (lönskaläge),

were set under penalty of both the laws of the state and the church.

According to these laws, both men and women were to an equal ex-

tent responsible for their illicit sexual behaviour, and it was inter-

preted as a sin. As research has shown, penalties were seldom im-

posed to their full extent, especially not in the nineteenth century.

When cases were brought into court women usually suffered the

harshest punishment, since men could to a large degree pay restitu-

tion in money.298 A number of liberal reforms introduced in the late

eighteenth and early nineteenth century mitigated the laws concern-

ing extramarital intercourse. Some of the reasons behind these re-

forms were concerns about the social pressure on unwed mothers

and the high frequency of child-murder. In 1778, unwed mothers

were allowed to give birth to their child anonymously, which often

meant going away to a place where they were unknown to deliver the

child. If the child was given up for adoption, the father could be

registered as unknown.299 In 1810, the first and second offence of
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297 Underdånigt betänkande, pp. 176-78; Lindstedt Cronberg, Synd och skam, pp. 61-64; Bergfeldt,

Den teokratiska, pp. 25-26; Karin Jansson, “Kvinnofrid”, p. 73.

298 Malmroth, “Om de smittosamma könsjukdomarnas bekämpande i Sverige m.m.”, p. 46; Lund-

quist, Den disciplinerade, p. 63; Pontus Ljunghill, “Lönskaläge och horsbrott i svensk rättskip-

ning”, unpublished term-paper at the Department of Criminology, Stockholm University

(Stockholm, 1997), pp. 9-10; Bergfeldt, Den teokratiska, pp. 30, 34-38.

299 Research has shown, however, that the practical consequences of the 1778 decree (Barnamords-

plakatet) were not always beneficial, and men could more often than earlier escape from their

responsibility as providers for their child. Lindstedt Cronberg, Synd och skam, pp. 178-81.
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fornication was decriminalised for women, but women who already

had more than two children out of wedlock would be punished the

third time. Men were still formally culpable at their first offence.300 In

the early 1700s, when the national code of 1734 was under prepara-

tion, the public penalty in the church was questioned (the sinner had

to stand on a pulpit in front of the congregation) by some govern-

ment officials, but the majority of the Swedish priesthood was

against a reform. The result was a compromise, and in 1741 the

public church penalty was abolished in fornication and adultery

cases in which only one party was married.301 In 1855, both church

penalty and corporal punishment were abolished for these offences.

In the new criminal code of 1864, illegitimate sexual intercourse

was decriminalised.302 Nevertheless, it was still illegal in 1859, con-

sequently, it was illegal to prostitute oneself at the time of the intro-

duction of the regulation of prostitution, since it meant having

sexual intercourse with men to whom you were not married, or to

have sex with unmarried men, both acts being a crime.

B R O T H E L K E E P I N G A N D P R O C U R I N G

To sell sex has never in itself been prohibited by law in Sweden.303 In

the nineteenth century, however, procuring and brothel keeping

were criminal offences and had so been since long. The law of 1734,

chapter 57, 2nd section, stated that a woman who “let herself be used
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300 Jan Sundin, För Gud, Staten och Folket: Brott och Rättskipning i Sverige 1600-1840 (Lund, 1992),

pp. 325-26.

301 Ibid., p. 327.

302 In the preparatory work for the new criminal code, some members of the law committee want-

ed to establish a difference in degree of rape between public women and respectable women. The

argument was that the reputation of a public woman would not be equally harmed, as public

women freely offered themselves to different men and would not be reliable in court. The com-

mittee did not pass this degree in rape. Jansson, “Kvinnofrid”, p. 77.

303 The recent Swedish law “Lag (1998:408) om förbud mot köp av sexuella tjänster”, only outlaws

the purchase of temporary sexual services, not to provide sexual services for money.
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for fornication” in a brothel should be arrested and sentenced to

forced labour, and to pay a fine, and if repeating the offence she was

to be flogged.304 However, the charge would not be prostitution but

fornication. In the criminal code of 1864, the penalty for procuring

was forced labour during six months to four years. Women, who

had illicit sexual relations in houses of ill repute, could be taken into

custody, be fined or sentenced to forced labour, the sentence was

stated as six months in prison or forced labour for a maximum of

two years.305 In the early 1830s , though, women were still sentenced

to flogging and public shaming, as in the case of three women who

in 1833 were informed on by a student for procuring and performing

lecherous living.306 The case was appealed and finally presented to the

King in Council, which pardoned the women from public shaming

and flogging; for the act of procuring, one of the women was sen-

tenced to three years of forced labour. The harsh attitude taken by the

state in 1833 makes the attempts at establishing municipal brothels

in the late 1830s all the more surprising.

T h e  L e g a l  S t a t u s  o f  Wo m e n

W O M E N ’ S R I G H T S O F T R A D E A N D C I T I Z E N S H I P

Although the nineteenth century in general excelled in different re-

gulations concerning the working class people in Sweden, it was also

a century of increasing civil rights for certain groups in the society.

In 1846 freedom of trade was partially established, and in 1864 the

last restrictions were finally taken away. It has been argued that these
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304 Underdånigt betänkande, vol. 1, p. 179. Swedish: …låter sig brukas till skörlefvnad…

305 Ibid., p. 46; Lundquist, Den disciplinerade, p. 63; Erik Anners, Svensk straffrättshistoria: Några

huvudlinjer, vol. 1 (Stockholm, 1972), pp. 12, 34, 41.

306 Juridiskt arkiv, vol. 5 (Christianstad, 1834-35), p. 290-92. In the 1850s the laws on vagrancy

started to be applied on ‘loose women’, and imprisonment was used instead of flogging. 
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alleviations of the restrictions circumscribing the rights of trade in

Stockholm were primarily undertaken because of the increasing

number of unmarried women in the country, who had troubles in

supporting themselves. From what was said in a contemporary Swe-

dish newspaper, we can suspect that the moral aspects of this unem-

ployment also were a concern. It stated that the guild regulations had

transformed the country “almost into a brothel”, probably referring

to a number of women supporting themselves through prostitu-

tion.307 Swedish women had previously been restricted to “for female

persons fitting trades”, and they lost these rights if they married. A

widow had been able to carry on her husband’s trade until she re-

married. This was changed with the reform of 1846 and new possi-

bilities were thereby opened up for women.308 However, the women

who could benefit from the reform were mainly lower middle class

women, not the women belonging to the proletariat who were in

need of social support. The extension of women’s trade rights was in

1847 followed by a medical regulation of loose women.

When unmarried women were given extended trade rights in

1846, they were still not independent as individuals. Not until in

1858, a reform made unmarried women ‘citizens under the law’ after

applying in court, i.e. they could ‘come of age’. The application pro-

cedure was abolished in 1864. In 1884 unmarried women came of age

at the same age as men, i.e. 21 years, whereas earlier they had to wait

until they were 25.309 But at the same time as women’s individual civil

rights were extended, their sexual freedom was curtailed – this hap-

pened in 1859 by the regulation of prostitution. And if regulated

women did not abide by the rules of regulation they were treated as

vagrants. 
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307 Gunnar Qvist, Konsten att blifva en god flicka (Stockholm, 1978), pp. 21, 31. The quote is from

the newspaper Handelstidningen as referred to in Qvist, Konsten att blifva, but he does not give

date or year of the paper.

308 Widerberg, Kvinnor, klasser, pp. 47-50.

309 Ibid., Kvinnor, klasser, pp. 46, 69.
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T H E L A W S O N V A G R A N C Y

With the coming of industrialisation and economic restructuring

and social transition, a lot of people started migrating from the Swe-

dish countryside into town in search for work.  However, some

people remained unemployed. In the early nineteenth century, the

Swedish term försvarslös was used to designate an individual without

legal means of supporting himself or herself, he or she was a person

without ‘legal apologia’.310 During the first half of the century, to

have ‘legal apologia’ meant that a person had legally valid means to

support herself, i.e.somebody else was supporting the individual, he

or she owned property and/or capital, or was employed and had a

place where to live, or – if it was a woman – she had to be married.

So-called loose women would receive one warning and a chance to

get employed before they were taken into the spin-house or work-

house. The sentence could be indefinite at these institutions. If you

were a man, you could also be forcedly enlisted as a soldier.311

In 1846, the law of ‘legal apologia’ was revised due to influences by

social-liberal ideas, and thereafter, for instance, ‘virtuous’ individuals

could no longer be sentenced to forced labour just because they did

not have a job. In the following year, Sweden also received its first real

poor-law and the period of forced labour could no longer be inde-

terminate.312 The 1846 vagrancy regulation proposed different treat-
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310 The term försvarslös is derived from laga försvar (legal apologia), which was used regarding a

person who was in service with the nobility and thus could not be enlisted for warfare. Hans

Wallentin, Lösdriveri och industrialism: Om lösdriverifrågan i Sverige 1885-1940 (Östersund,

1989), pp. 4-5.

311 Väino Helgesson, “Kontroll av underklassen: Försvarslöshetsfrågan 1825-1853” in eds. Inger

Hammarström et al. Ideologi och Sociapolitik i 1800-talets Sverige (Uppsala, 1978), pp. 3-6;

Svante Jakobsson, På kant med samhället: Om “löst folks” tillvaro på 1880-talet (Uppsala, 1984),

pp. 19-20; Sven Hultman and Ulla Persson ”Lösdriverilagstiftningen och dess tillämpning i

Stockholm under 1800-talet”, unpublished term paper at the Department of Criminology, Uni-

versity of Stockholm, (Stockholm, 1976), pp. 19-20. Forced conscription was abolished in 1824.

312 Helgesson, “Kontroll av underklassen”, p. 69; Birgit Petersson, “Den farliga underklassen”: Studi-

er i fattigdom och brottslighet i 1800-talets Sverige (Umeå, 1983), pp. 60-61; Hans Wallentin, Lös-

driveri och industrialism: Om lösdriverifrågan i Sverige 1885-1940 (Östersund, 1985), pp. 7-8.
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ments of those previously convicted for vagrancy or criminal acts

such as theft and those who had not before been convicted and for

the first time lacked work or support.313 Vagrants could be sentenced

to do forced public labour for a maximum period of two to four

years. In an era of liberalism and belief in a free market, the 1846

ordinance received criticism for trying to regulate different groups of

the society to their predestined place, despite its break with earlier

disciplinary measures. The number of poor and vagrants increased

in Sweden during the years of famine in the 1860s, which led to a new

revision of the law.314

In 1885 a new law on vagrancy was presented. It had been suggested

in the preparatory work for the law, that public women should be

explicitly mentioned, and that their earned income through fornica-

tion would not exempt them from being sentenced as vagrants.

Furthermore, the legislative committee observed that there were no

legal means of repression of these women, unless they resided in a

house of ill-repute, but as “… lechery, practised also in other ways,

can offend public moral, it ought to be possible to act on fornication

both in the name of morality and sanitation.”315

The final law identified two categories of vagrants: the first where

a person wandered between different locations, undecided whether

he or she did so in search of a job or not, and the other category in-

cluded those whose lifestyle threatened common decency and the

society at large. Later on these categories were referred to as vagabond-

ing and stationary vagrants, or ‘tramps’ and ‘police-customers’.316 The
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313 Torsten Eriksson, Kriminalvård: Idéer och experiment (Stockholm, 1967), p. 326. The revision of

1853 also concerned those who were prone to “idle and prowl“, and thus neglected to get work.

314 Wallentin, Lösdriveri, p. 8; Hultman and Persson “Lösdriverilagstiftningen”, pp. 27-28.

315 Underdånigt betänkande, vol.1, p. 181. Swedish: …skörlefnad, bedrifven äfven på annat sätt, kan

förnärma den allmänna sedlighetskänslan, bör för sådant fall finnas en möjlighet att emot

otukten ingripa i sedligt liksom i sanitärt syfte.

316 Wallentin, Lösdriveri, p. 12; Hultman and Persson ”Lösdriverilagstiftningen”, pp. 29-30.
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laws on extramarital sexuality and the regulations on vagrancy

constituted the legal foundation on which the regulation of prosti-

tution was built.

Fr o m  N a t i o n a l  L e g i s l a t i o n  t o  
M u n i c i p a l  R e g u l a t i o n s

W O R K I N G T O W A R D S A S Y S T E M AT I S AT I O N

–  T H E E F F O R T S O F T H E R O Y A L H E A L T H C O M M I T T E E

The incidence of venereal disease seems to have risen towards the end

of the late eighteenth century. The suggested possible reasons for

this development were: the homecoming of Swedish troops and

crews from foreign ships communicated the disease, poor hygiene

and poor diet among the rural poor, and general sexual transmis-

sion.317 The origin of the diseases, mostly syphilis, was in many

countries described in blunt xenophobic terms. In northern Italy

syphilis was called the “Naples disease”, in France the “Italian dis-

ease”, in Poland the “German disease” and in Sweden the “French

disease” (fransosen). Sometimes the names also identified the disease

with certain social groups, like in Sweden for instance where it was

given names such as “the poor man’s disease” or “the ensign disease”.318

Among the physicians there was an ongoing, intense debate, about

the most efficient ways of curing and preventing the disease, as it was

considered a threat to the health both of the people and of the

country.319
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317 Lundberg, Care and Coercion, p. 63; Lundquist, Den disciplinerade, pp. 37-39; Thyresson, Från

Franzoser, pp. 61-68; Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, pp. 15-16. A discussion of venereal dis-

ease, its transmission and medication can be found in Appendix 1.

318 Thyresson, Från Franzoser, p. 65; Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, p. 49. Swedish: fattigmans-

sjukan or fändrikssjukan.

319 Lundberg, Care and Coercion, pp. 64-66; Thyresson, Från Franzoser, pp. 49-60, 69-78.
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In practice, attempts to stifle the disease were undertaken in most

cases by physicians in the countryside. The working order was that

any increase in the incidences of the disease was to be reported by the

local authority, the assistant bailiffs (Kronobetjäningen) or the par-

son, to the Governors of the different Swedish counties (Konungens

befallningshavare). Some of these inspections seem to have been

undertaken on the county physicians’ own initiatives.320 When a

medical inspection was to be carried out it was announced in the

parish church, and the inhabitants were admonished to appear for

inspection at a certain place at a certain time. The county physician

held his inspection, covering either just a local farm, a hamlet or a

whole parish. These inspections were supposedly neither class nor

gender biased, and it happened that “… the dean’s and the lay asses-

sor’s wives and daughters set a good example”, most likely implying

that they agreed to the examination without a fuss.321 According to

Swedish historical demographer Anna Lundberg, the church played

an important role in these early examinations. The Royal Health

Committee demanded that the vicars at every parish catechetical

meeting asked their parishioners if they suffered from a venereal dis-

ease, and the church and its employees actively participated in the

detection and control of venereal disease during this period.322 The

1910 official investigation into the regulation system claimed that

these inspections were not carried out by force, and they were never

implemented in the cities. At the same time it pointed to the stig-

matising effects of being picked out as infected at these inspections;

it was assumed that people tended to hide the disease.323
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320  Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, p. 112.

321 Underdånigt betänkande, vol.I, p. 261, Swedish: …att prostinnan och nämndemansmor jämte

döttrar föregått med gott exempel. Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, p. 113, observes that until

the 1766 instruction for county physicians, these were under no obligation to conduct these trips.

322 Lundberg, Care and Coercion, p. 95;Underdånigt betänkande, vol.I, pp.262, 266, 68, 271-72, 276;

Carl Malmroth, “Om de smittosamma”, in Underdånigt betänkande, vol. IV, pp. 7, 9.

323 Underdånigt betänkande, vol. I, pp. 264, 274-75; Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, p. 115.
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The Swedish government lacked funding for these inspections; in

its instructions for the county physicians from 1774 it was stated

that the physician could not travel on public expenses unless so or-

dered by the Governor in his county.324 When people were found in-

fected, they could be cared for at so-called ambulatory kurhus, faci-

lities temporarily rented by the Collegium Medicum for the purpose.325

The trustworthiest of the patients could be cared for in their homes.

The Collegium Medicum was then the authority for supervising the

hygiene and health service in the country, in 1813 dissolved and suc-

ceeded by a new institution, the Royal Health Committee (Kungliga

Sundhetskollegiet). This authority was to have full supervision over

all matters concerning the health of the country’s citizens, and to

authorise and supervise all medical care. For simplicity, I will exclu-

sively use the term the Royal Health Committee.326

In his inauguration speech before the Royal Health Committee in

1774, Johan Gustav Hallman (1726-1797) stated that it would be

highly desirable if the city and all small town physicians, county

physicians and vicars were given instructions to “… search for the

Venereal Poison, which far too long is concealed by lesser people”.327

In 1785 the Royal Health Committee, in a proposal to the King in

Council, requested that certain groups within the population

should be subjected to inspections, a proposal with wide support

among the physicians in the country. The proposal suggested that the

groups to be inspected should be restricted and that inspections also

could involve the use of force. Certain groups were to be medically

examined because they belonged to different occupational groups
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324 Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, p. 112. See however Ridderskapets och Adelns protocoller

1815, March 29, p. 188.

325 Lundberg, Care and Coercion, pp. 92-93. For an explanation of the word kurhus see chapter 1.

326 Thyresson, Från Franzoser, pp. 39, 88.

327 Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, p. 115 Swedish: ...utspana det Veneriska Giftet, som merän-

dels länge plägar hållas af det sämre folket fördoldt. Cf. Lundberg, Care and Coercion, pp. 63, 94;

Thyresson, Från Franzoser, p. 50.
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with ‘wandering habits’. Groups that travelled the country, the com-

mittee argued, posed a risk of spreading the infection to different re-

gions.328 Earlier general inspections seem to have included all citizens

in a village or parish. This proposal was a first attempt to systematise

the detection and the impediment of venereal disease. It was also a

first step to isolating certain risk groups. The proposal was not focus-

ing on only one sex – both men and women were still considered to

be possible risk groups. The government did not accept the proposal.

D E B AT E S I N P A R L I A M E N T 1 8 0 9 – 1 8 1 0

In the early 1800s, a committee had been appointed by the Four

Estates in Parliament to investigate possible measures against the

spread of venereal disease.329 The committee mainly engaged in

investigating the probable ways of spreading the infection. In 1804,

it presented its report and stated that the disease was most common

within the lower social classes.330 In 1809, Anders Nordenstolpe

(1756-1841) presented a proposal in the Nobility’s Estate, among

other things expressing his concern for those who were ‘innocently’

infected and those who did not get any cure.331 His aim was to in-

crease the population growth through impeding the spread of the

venereal disease, and he called his proposal “patriotic”.332 It was re-

ferred to the Standing Committee on Taxes and Economy (Allmän-

na Beswärs- och Economie Utskottet), which two months later pre-
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328 Underdånigt betänkande, vol. I, pp. 306-7; Malmroth, “Om de smittosamma”, pp. 6-7 (Malm-

roth dates the proposal to February 10, 1787); Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, pp. 116, 231.

329 Four estates constituted the Parliament in Session: the Nobility, the Clergy, the Burghers and the

Peasantry.

330 Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, pp. 32-33.

331 Anders Nordenstolpe only attended two Parliaments in Session, one in 1800 and the one in

1809. Svenska adelns ättartavlor, med tillägg och rättelser (Stockholm, 1930), pp. 496-97.

332 Ridderskapets och Adelns protocoller, 2 juli- Aug, 1809-1810, 15 julii, pp. 257-259. Lundberg, Care

and Coercion, p. 95; Baldwin, Contagion and the State, p. 401. Together with the proposal for

measures against the venereal disease, there was also a motion concerning orphans and their

care, also in line with increasing the population. This discussion will be left out in this study.
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sented a proposal of its own, focusing on control of certain social

groups. It suggested restrictions in the possibilities for people be-

longing to certain groups to travel the countryside, and moreover

these groups had to keep a health certificate in order to obtain pass-

ports.333 Other groups singled out for inspections were seafarers

arriving at ports, soldiers and sailors on their way home from foreign

ports, and women and men involved in the herring fishing industry

on the West Coast. Ambulatory coffee-houses and beer-houses

should be prohibited, and those working in those trades should be

sent away from cities. Kurhus ought to be established where needed

and the counties were to take responsibility for this.

All four Estates had their own objections to this proposal. The

Peasantry objected to the fact that peddlers were being pointed out

for inspection. The Peasant Estate had no wish to see peddlers asso-

ciated with hustlers and such groups, since some of the peddlers

were honest peasants. Furthermore, it was known that “purity in

mores most commonly existed in the countryside and among the

peasantry”, which gave further support for excluding peddlers, the

Peasantry argued.334 The Estate also wanted sailors of the better

classes to be excluded from inspection. 

The Burghers, in their turn, remarked on the interdiction against
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333 Ridderskapets och Adelns protocoller, 3:1, 1809-10, sep 1, p. 73.These groups were “…glass-ma-

kers, gypsies, peddlers, hustlers, horse-traders [and] smiths…” Swedish: …Glasförare, Zigena-

re, Gårdfarihandlare, Skojare, Hästbytare, Smideshandlare… Göran Rosander, Herrarbete:

Dalfolkets säsongsvisa arbetsvandringar i jämförande belysning (Uppsala, 1967), p. 311. Seasonal

labour was against the servant regulation (tjänstehjonsstadgan) which stated that citizens

should have steady employment. However, some workers were allowed to wander freely between

counties and cities, provided they carried national passports. Seasonal labour was common and

people were engaged in chores around the herring fishing; labour at farms etc. Proclamations

and circulars in 1824 and 1830 specifically mention the importance of controlling that persons

were healthy before issuing passports. These documents mostly concerned vagrants, the work-

ing and travelling classes. When the passport regulation was evoked in 1860, the instructions on

health certificates were consequently evoked.

334 Bondeståndets protocoller, 1809-10, vol. 2, 6 sep, p. 626. Swedish: att renheten i sederna allmän-

nast finnes på Landsbygden och hos Allmogen.
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ambulatory coffee-houses. The Burghers agreed that these establish-

ments had contributed to disorder and the ruin of morals, especial-

ly since it had been discovered that

…travelling Womanfolk, had taken a party of 8 to 10 persons of the same sex un-

der their responsibility, with whose assistance she had had such intentions,

which well could be separated from the actual trade and not seldom had led to

unhealthy consequences for the public.335

The Burghers argued that in some cases these ambulatory coffee-

houses were most likely ambulatory brothels, from which the vene-

real disease could spread. Although the restriction against these

trades was rather appropriate for the purpose of restraining such a

business, there still ought to be possibilities for single persons to

obtain rights of trade for ambulatory coffee-houses. 

The objection from the Nobility to this proposal concerned the

funding; it suggested that it should be the responsibility of the King

in Council rather than of the counties.336

By April 1810, the Standing Committee of Parliament had incor-

porated some of the suggestions from the Estates, and a second pro-

position was issued and accepted by Parliament.337 The final propo-

sition contained certain alterations. Gypsies and hustlers were no

longer mentioned as risk groups, and it was the young people and

servants accompanying peddlers who were to be inspected, not the
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335 Borgareståndets protocoller, V. Riksdagen 1809, III. Vol. II, November 11, p. 107. Swedish:

…kringresande Fruntimmer, under sitt förswar medfördt ett sällskap af 8 till 10 personer utaf

samma Kön, med hwilkas biträden hon haft sådane afsigter, som gärna kunna skiljas från sjelf-

wa Närings-omsorgerne och ej sällan warit för Allmänheten af ohälsosamma påföljder. Cf. Bor-

gareståndets protocoller, V, Riksdagen, vol. VI, 1810, April 6, pp. 159-163.

336 Ridderskapets och Adelns Protocoller, 4:2, 1809-10, December 21, p. 1353. In a later protocol it is

suggested that taxation of gambling clubs could finance the care for venereally diseased. Rid-

derskapets och Adelns protocoller, 5:1, 1809-10, January 18, pp. 870-71. See however Lundberg,

Care and Coercion, pp. 95-96, for a more consensus interpretation of these debates.

337 Borgareståndets protocoller, V, Riksdagen, vol. VI, 1810, April 6, pp. 159-63.
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peddlers themselves. Sailors, soldiers, glass-makers, etc. were still in-

cluded as groups subject to inspection.338 The legislation, which was

the result of the committee’s work, was not implemented for

another two years. 

Meanwhile, in 1811, there was another investigation of what was

known among the country physicians concerning venereal disease.

The Royal Health Committee administered this investigation, and

questionnaires were issued to physicians in the country.339 The replies

as to the origins of the disease and the ways the infection spread

varied a great deal. It was known that the inspection could be trans-

mitted through sexual intercourse, and in some cases it was also be-

lieved to be spread by touching infected objects. Filthy living habits

and bad nutrition was also assumed to contribute to its spread. Al-

though it was presumed that children and women were most prone

to get the disease, the answers from the physicians, however, say

nothing about these groups being more responsible for transmitting

the infection. The answers from the physicians, revealing certain

ignorance, contributed to the formulation of the Royal Circular.340

A N AT I O N A L L A W

–  T H E 1 8 1 2  R O Y A L C I R C U L A R A N D K U R H U S -TA X

The Royal Circular of June 10, 1812 was addressed to all Governors

of Sweden’s twenty-one counties. The final legislation was only

slightly altered from the original proposal (see Appendix 3). The as-

sistant bailiffs were ordered to supervise the local inns, since these

places were said to often be a source of infection. Wandering groups
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338 Ridderskapets och Adelns protocoller, 6:2, April-2 Maj, 1809-1810, April 21, pp. 911-12; Borgare-

ståndets protocoller, V Riksd, 1809, vol. VI, april-maji, 1810, pp. XLIII-XLIV.

339 Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, p. 34; Hilding Bergstrand, Svenska läkaresällskapet 150 år

(Lund, 1958), p. 274.

340 Thyresson. Från Franzoser, pp. 65, 81; Malmroth, “Om de smittosamma”, p. 9; Underdånigt be-

tänkande, vol.1, p. 306.
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of both sexes should be inspected and were under obligation to keep

a health certificate. Fishermen working in the herring fishing indus-

try were excluded, and it was stated that although the fishers were

known for spreading the disease it was not economically wise to per-

form inspections on them when they set out to sea. However, when

they returned to port they should be inspected. Furthermore, to

propose inspections on merchant sailors would not have the desired

effect, since there were no means to separate and cure them. Wet-

nurses and children from orphanages were to be subjected to in-

spections under penalty of a fine. Parents who gave their children up

for wet-nursing were responsible for protecting their children from

infected women.341 Soldiers should be inspected by their own physi-

cians. An addendum in December the same year excluded freeholders

and married peddlers from inspections and from the duty to present

a health certificate; and the request made in 1809 by the Peasantry was

finally met.342 The Royal Circular of 1812 gave a belated authority to

the inspections that had previously been undertaken in different

counties. The issuing of passports seems to have been one of the rea-

sons calling for a regulation of venereal diseases – it meant having

some sort of control over the people who travelled the countryside.

The spirit of the 1809 proposal was still felt in the legislation, but

certain changes had been introduced. Ambulatory coffee-houses

were not prohibited, but women in those trades were to undergo in-

spections. The group was widened to include other similar trades,

but the attention was on the women one feared would accompany

the actual tradeswomen.343 Furthermore, among other groups
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341 Cf. ongoing research by Susanna Hedenborg, Department of Economic History, Stockholm

University.

342 Bondeståndets protocoller, 1809-10, vol. 2, September 6, p. 625. This exception was revoked in a

Royal Proclamation on June 5, 1922. Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, p. 121; Malmroth, “Om

de smittosamma”, p. 11; Augustus Hilarion Wistrand, Författningar angående Medicinalväsen-

det i Sverige (Stockholm, 1860), p. 107-9.

343 Malmroth, “Om de smittosamma”, p. 27.
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singled out for inspections, wandering Jews had replaced gypsies as

a group suspected of spreading the disease. However, under the

phrase ‘other such persons’ that was used in the circular, gypsies,

hustlers and racketeers might as well be fitted in. As Anna Lundberg

has stated, the ordinance of 1812 not only empowered the county

governors and their employees, but also induced social control

among the King’s subjects. The legislation’s many paragraphs would

have been difficult to carry out in practice without members of a

village or a parish keeping an eye on and informing on each other.344

Theoretically, this circular was in effect until 1918 when it was re-

placed by the Lex Veneris.

In late 1817, the venereal disease caused apprehension in the Swe-

dish parliament. In the Burgher Estate a memorandum was present-

ed by Fritz Ebel (1796-1820), who proposed a tightening up of the

statutes. It was in the interest of the state, Ebel claimed, since the dis-

ease would infect generations to come, and people who were in-

fected would become a burden both for the state, for themselves and

their families.345 Aside from suggesting measures that were already

included in the circular, the memorandum also stated that nobody

belonging to the working class, to the industrial workers, seafarers or

soldiers should be allowed to marry before they had presented a bill

of health to the parson. Finally, a paragraph pointed towards a return

to general public inspections, where the clergy would be involved in

rounding up entire hamlets. Ebel wanted the vicars in each parish to

have an overview of the numbers of infected parishioners and when

need arose, to undertake inspections.346 As it was observed in the
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344 Lundberg, Care and Coercion, pp. 96-97. See also Underdånigt betänkande, vol. 1, pp. 307-12,

316-18, 322-323.

345 Borgareståndets protocoller, vol.1, 1817-18, December 30, pp. 436-37. Fritz Ebel was a manufac-

turer. Victor Millqvist, Svenska riksdagens borgarstånd 1719-1866 personhistoriska anteckningar

(Stockholm, 1911), p. 29.

346 Borgareståndets protocoller, vol.1, 1817-18, December 30, pp. 437-39.
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memorandum, some of these measures might be seen as contradic-

tory to 

… the freedom of action that everybody should be allowed, but as the security

of the society as a whole demands these constraints of the unleashed free will

[…] nobody should rightly, and for reasons hereof, feel reproached.347

So, as this representative from the Burghers argued, the free will of

individuals had to be subjected to the good of society, and this ought

not to upset anyone. However, the groups of people whose free will

had to be subjected to the common good, were already subjected to

a number of other restrictive laws; while Ebel’s suggestion would not

affect the Burghers, for instance. The memorandum was remitted to

the Standing Committee on Taxes and Economy, which stated that

the advantages to the proposal were many, especially since a sugges-

tion of mandatory taxes for the kurhus had already been proposed by

King in Council, and the topic was already on the agenda and of

great importance.348

While the Fritz Ebel motion was under consideration within the

Estates, the proposal was criticised because of the constraints on

people’s freedom that would be the outcome of a more rigorous re-

gulation. General inspections would rather increase the evil, it was

said, since public inspections were demeaning and would remove all

shame among women. Moreover, questions were raised as to

whether inspections would improve the situation – the funds needed

would be better spent on kurhus, it was argued. Furthermore, as

might be expected, the Clergy strongly opposed the idea that they
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347 Borgareståndets protocoller, vol.1, 1817-18, December 30, p. 439. Swedish: …den fria handling

hvar och en bör tillåtas öfver sig sjelf, men då samhällets säkerhet fordrar dessa band på den

otyglade fria viljan […] så bör ingen rättvisligen och med skäl häraf känna sig sårad.

348 Borgareståndets protocoller, vol.1, 1817-18, January 9, pp.767-70; Riksens Höglofl. Ständers All-

männa Beswärs- och EkonomiUtskotts Betänkande, March 13, 1818, no. 76 in Bihang till pro-

tocollen, vol. 8:1, 1817-1818, pp. 573-78.
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should in any way be involved in supervising these inspections. Per-

haps a bit surprisingly, the Clergy sums up the liberal ideas con-

cerning citizenship when it observed that

… in a Bourgeois Society, no evil is so great that it can bring forth laws through

which the freedom of citizenship and private husbandry would be suspended.349

The Peasant estate approved of the bill, whereas the other Estates re-

jected it.350

This was an example of liberal ideas taking over. It was no longer

possible to wake up old ideas from late eighteenth century where eve-

ry citizen, except the ruling classes, could be subject to compulsory

legislation. The idea of extending these compulsory inspections

when need arose was out of the question, because all citizens could

then, at least in theory, be subjected to them. The 1812 circular, sta-

ting inspections on certain risk groups alone, remained unaltered. A

new revised proposal was delivered, but was again rejected by all the

Estates except the Peasantry, because it restricted individual rights. It

was observed that the peasant support of the bill was due to the wide

spread of the disease in the countryside.351

Both physicians and members of the Estates argued that poverty

was in some cases the reason for people getting infected with the dis-

ease, and that it also prevented them from proper care. In 1815, the
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349 Presteståndets protocoller, vol. 3-4, 1817-1818, April 4, p. 410. Swedish: …i ett Borgerligt Sam-

hälle ingen våda är så stor, att den kan föranleda lagar, genom hvilka medborgerlig frihet och

den enskilda husrätten skulle suspenderas.

350 Bondeståndets protocoller, vol. 4, 1817-1818, April 7, pp. 120-21; Borgareståndets protocoller, vol.

2, 1817-1818, May 29, p. 2667. Presteståndets protocoller, vol. 3-4, 1817-1818, April 4, pp. 411-

21; Ridderståndets och Adelns protocoller, vol. 4:2, 5:1, 1817-1818, April 4, pp. 231-37.

351 Riksens Höglofl. Ständers Allmänna Beswärs- och EkonomiUtskotts Betänkande, March 13,

1818, no. 123 in Bihang till protocollen, vol. 8:2, pp. 811-20; Presteståndets protocoller, vol. 5,

1817-1818, May 27, pp. 198-99; Borgareståndets protocoller, vol. 2, May 29, p. 2667; Ridderstån-

dets och Adelns protocoller, vol. 6:2, 1817-1818, May 29, pp. 663-65; Bondeståndets protocoller,

vol. 5, 1817-1818, May 25, pp. 170-71.
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Estates acted upon a proposition from the King in Council, suggesting

that fiscal revenue would be used to finance medical care for venereal-

ly diseased persons without proper means. It was recommended that

the counties should decide on the amount of the revenue to be

exempted from their inhabitants, and meanwhile voluntary revenue

was issued.352 The problems with voluntary revenues were soon

realised, and in 1817 it was settled that a mandatory fee would be

issued. Every citizen registered for census, disregarding sex and in-

come, were to pay a set fee, the so-called kurhusavgift. This made

Sweden the first country to offer free medical care for patients

suffering from venereal disease.353

In the Estates the attitude towards the proposal was generally po-

sitive. The Peasantry observed, however, that a proportional fee

would be more appropriate, because some of the poorer peasants

would find the fee too heavy. And since the disease was more trou-

blesome in some parts of the country, the fee ought to be proportio-

nal to every county’s greater or lesser need of kurhus.354 Nevertheless,

the Estates voted for a mandatory fee, and the fee of 3 Skilling a year

was to be paid by all citizens.355
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352 Bihang till Riksståndens protocoller, no. 3, May 29, 1815, pp. 595, 597-601.

353 Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, pp. 142-43; Malmroth, “Om de smittosamma”, pp. 21-22;

Christer Knuthammar, “Sjukvård under ändrade förutsättningar: Finansiering och förvaltning

av svenskt sjukhusväsende 1850-1873”, in Hammarström et al. Ideologi och Socialpolitik, pp. 225-

26; Lundquist, Den disciplinerade, pp. 61-62; Thyresson, Från Franzoser, p. 88; Baldwin, Conta-

gion and the State, pp. 402-4; Lundberg, Care and Coercion, pp. 97-101.

354 Rikets Höglofl. Ständers Stats- och Bevillnings Utskotts Utlåtande, no. 157, April 2, 1818 in Bi-

hang till Riksståndens protocoller, vol. 4:1, 1817-1818, p. 687; Utdrag af Protocollet hållit hos Ri-

kets Höglofl. Ständers Stats- och Bevillnings Utskott, May 10, 1818 in Bihang till Riksståndens

protocoller, vol. 4:2, 1817-1818, p. 1440.

355 Riksens Höglofl. Ständers Stats- och Bevillnings Utskotts Hemställan om slutlig åtgärd, June 10,

1818 in Bihang till Riksståndens protocoller, vol. 4:3, 1817-1818, p. 1755-57; Lundberg, Care and

Coercion, p. 98-101; Torgny Höjer, Sockenstämmor och kommunalförvaltning i Stockholm fram

till 1864 (Stockholm, 1967), p. 119-20.
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R e q u e s t s  f o r  a  R e g u l a t i o n  i n  S t o c k h o l m

The national legislation of 1812 was considered to be insufficient,

when the incidence of venereal disease still seemed to increase.356 On

November 22, 1830, the Office of the Governor of Stockholm wrote

to the Royal Health Committee, suggesting an intensified co-opera-

tion between the police and the city physicians. The Royal Health

Committee agreed, and it was decided that when infected persons

were unwilling to be taken to hospital, the police should assist. It was

also to be investigated by whom, and to whom the disease might have

been transmitted. There are examples showing that the police occa-

sionally had been carrying out such measures, but they seem to have

been very arbitrary.357

Apart from an attempt at regulating women in Stockholm in

1835 (further discussed in chapter 9), as it seems an attempt at a di-

rect import of European practices, the development which promp-

ted activity apparently was the state of affairs within the military,

rather than within the population at large. The commander-in-

chief of the Stockholm garrison in 1837, wrote to the King in Coun-

cil and requested that measures be taken against venereal disease.

The letter was submitted to the Royal Health Committee, the Office

of the Governor and the first city physician. In its report the Office

of the Governor attributed the increase of infected individuals to the

spread of vagrancy rather than supporting the idea, suggested by the

first city physician, that public dances were the main source of trans-

mission.358 None regarded the soldiers themselves as the source of

contagion. The Office of the Governor recommended compulsory
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356  The actual application of the circular in Stockholm will be discussed in chapter 9.

357 Protokoll och registratur 1830, Polissekreteraren, BI, ÖÄ, SSA, p. 3, Nils Staf, Polisväsendet, 

p. 417. Cf. Bidrag till frågan om sättet, p. 14; Wistrand, Några drag af Bordellväsendets, p. 92.

358 Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, pp. 234-37; Underdånigt betänkande, p. 345; Staf, Polisväsen-

det, pp. 418-419; Lundquist, Den disciplinerade, pp. 64-65. Cf. Harsin, Policing Prostitution, 

p. 260.
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inspections. In 1837 the Royal Health Committee suggested that the

1812 circular should be interpreted so that the guilds were to see to

the health of journeymen, obviously concerned that journeymen

were not inspected properly.

T H E F A C T O R Y G I R L S

The most fundamental changes in the proposal from the Royal

Health Committee concerned women. Venereal disease was gender-

ised – at least by the Royal Health committee, which gave clear

guidelines to where action should be taken. The Royal Health Com-

mittee supported the proposal of compulsory inspections from the

Office of the Governor.359 It suggested that inspections on women

working at inns, coffee-houses and taverns should be mandatory

and take place once a week instead of when an infection was

suspected. Furthermore, the Committee suggested that

… such inspections should also be carried out on loose and lecherous women,

that Factory-owners should be given authority, in their capacity as masters, to

keep an eye on their female workers and their morals.360

The Royal Health Committee focused on working class women –

women who by them were considered promiscuous, women without

work, but also women working in the factories. These women were

in a sense acting as free citizens and lacked a patron, a master, who

guarded their morals. This patronage should be given to their
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359  Staf, Polisväsendet, p. 418.

360 The Royal Health Committee’s letter to His Majesty, dated March 23, 1838; Rådsprotokoll och

föredragslistor, statsrådsprotokoll i ecklesiastikärenden, Statsråds och allmänna berednings-

protokoll 1839, vol. 116, Allmänna verk m.fl. Skrivelser till Kunglig Maj:t, Riksarkivet (RA). The

document is kept together with the report from the Attorney General, dated August 24, 1838.

Cf. EIa, Polissekreteraren, Kungliga brev och departementsskrivelser, 1835-1839, 19 February

1839. Swedish: …sådan besigtning äfven borde ske å lösa och liderliga qvinnor: att Fabriksid-

kare måtte tillförbundas att i egenskap af husbönder, hafva upsigt över sina arbeterskors sedlig-

het. Cf. Hygiea, vol. 9, no. 3, 1847, p. 178-89.
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employer.361 Furthermore, the committee argued that women were

most responsible for transmitting the disease. Through the journals

of the lock hospital for 1836, information had been supplied to the

committee which stated that 199 women had been admitted during

the year, and the number of men at the same hospital plus those at

the military hospital added up to 423. This led the Royal Health

Committee to conclude that

… the Venereal Poison is chiefly generated and reproduced by the female sex.

[…] it is found that the number of infected of the male sex is four times the num-

ber of infected women, from which follows, after an approximate calculation,

that every diseased woman on the whole has forwarded the disease to four people

of the male sex. For the hampering of the spread of the venereal diseases it is thus

primarily urgent to detect in time its possible existence in the female sex.362

According to the quote the Royal Health Committee presupposed

that the infection was transmitted by women. Women were promis-

cuous; although the number of infected men was higher than the

number of infected women, this was explained by the women’s as-

sumed lax sexual morals. Furthermore, the Royal Health Committee

ignored suggestions that a larger number of groups should be in-

cluded under the statutes (such as guilds performing inspections on

their journeymen). 

Earlier proposals had been class-biased and had, at least on a nor-

mative level, subjected both men and women of the lower classes to
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361 A similar proposal was issued in Paris by a physician in 1851. Harsin, Policing Prostitution, pp.

252-3.

362 The Royal Health Committee’s letter to His Majesty, March 23, 1838; Allmänna verk m.fl. Skri-

velser till Kunglig Maj:t, RA. Swedish: ...Veneriska giftet alstras förnämligast hos och fortplantas

af qvinokönet. [...] ...så funnos att antalet af mankönet upgå till 4 gånger antalet af smittade qvi-

nor, hwaraf och följer efter approximativ beräkning att hwarje smittad qvina öfver hufvud med-

delat sjukdomen åt fyra af mankönet. För hämmandet af veneriska sjukdomens utbredande är

det således i första rummet angeläget, att dess möjliga tillvaro hos qvinokönet i tid uptäckes. My

emphasis.
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inspections. The medical knowledge of the early nineteenth-century

had claimed that as the disease was spread through sexual inter-

course, it could be transmitted equally by men and women. The

Royal Health Committee did not explicitly state from which class

these promiscuous women came. However, when the Attorney

General had the final saying in the matter, it became clear that only

certain kinds of women were in question – loose women. At the

same time the Attorney General noted the difficulties of defining

loose and lecherous women as a group, and stated that 

… to this class of Women should not be attributed others than those who, in the

way the Royal Ordinance of the 29th of June 1833 states, have through their own

negligence been without legal employment, and who after receiving orders have

not been able to or have not wanted to get lawful means of living.363

Here it is explicitly stated that loose women were women lacking

employment, irrespective of their behaviour and morals; if they

were lecherous or sold sex. Thus, the lack of legal employment de-

fined a woman as a possible source of contagion, not necessarily her

behaviour. Nevertheless, it was known that the disease was most

commonly transmitted by sexual intercourse, and as it seems also the

Attorney General presupposed that unemployment induced pro-

miscuity in women, and thus these women would pose a greater risk

of spreading the disease.364 In an additional paragraph, the Attorney
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363 The Attorney General to King in Council; Rådsprotokoll och föredragslistor, statsrådsprotokoll

i ecklesiastikärenden, Statsråds och allmänna beredningsprotokoll 1839, vol. 116, Allmänna

verk m.fl. Skrivelser till Kunglig Maj:t, RA. Swedish: ...till denna class af Qvinnor icke må hän-

föras andra än de, som på sätt Kongl. Förordningen den 29 juni 1833 omförmäler, genom eget

förvållande blifvit försvarslösa, och efter erhållne föreliggande föreligganden, icke kunnat eller

velat med laglig sysselsättning sig förse.

364 Harsin, Policing Prostitution, p. 30 mentions that “Almost from the beginning of the regulatory

system the police had warned of the distinctions to be made between women who were prosti-

tutes and women who were merely guilty of moral lapses; it seems likely that this distinction was

often ignored.”
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General mentioned the occasional inspection of journeymen, and

the complication these gave rise to because of the journeymen’s

more respectable citizenship:

Owing to the Circular of 1812, the Office of Governor could command Jour-

neymen’s inspection on certain occasions. But since there are also several persons

of the middle class belonging to this group, people with good education and

manners, for whom the inspections would be both embarrassing and unneces-

sary, another way of order might perhaps be possible…365

Journeymen had been included in the 1812 Circular as possible

bearers of the disease. Over time, this group of people had gained a

better status in the Swedish society and were thus to be exempted

from the ordinance, or they were at least to be subjected in a way that

did not offend them. Their master should, through the regulations

concerning indentured servants, pay for the cure of his infected

journeyman at the lock hospital.

Finally, there was a proposal of coercive care. The Attorney Gene-

ral wanted to exempt merchant sailors from this measure, but he

could see no obstacle to “proclaim such a regulation concerning ser-

vants at inns and Public places”366 He did not want to support the

proposal of forbidding public dances for the working class. This

would contradict general laws of letting the citizens seek their own

pleasure, a right that should not apply only to the better educated

classes.367 It seems as if the Attorney General regarded restrictions on
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365 The Attorney General to the King in Council; Allmänna verk m.fl. Skrivelser till Kunglig Maj:t,

RA. Swedish: Med anledning av 1812 års circulaire skulle Öfverståthållare Embetet visserligen

kunna anbefalla Gesällers besiktigande å vissa tider; Men då till dem höra äfven flere personer

af medelklassen, som äga bildning och goda seder, och för hvilka alltså visitationerne skulle wara

både motbjudande och onödiga, torde en annan utväg måhända kunna vidtagas…

366 The Attorney General to the King in Council; Allmänna verk m.fl. Skrivelser till Kunglig Maj:t,

RA. Swedish: att meddela en sådan föreskrift hvad tjenstefolk på wärdshus och Näringsställen

beträffar.

367 Staf, Polisväsendet, p. 419.
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attendance at public dances as a greater encroachment on the rights

of the members of the working class, rather than forced medical in-

spections.

T h e  R o y a l  L e t t e r  o f  1 8 3 9

The pursue of the prevention of the venereal diseases in Sweden was

decided in February 1839. A Royal Letter to the Office of the Gover-

nor in Stockholm stated that the Circular of 1812 would remain in

force and that the police were to be given extended authority:

1. that You, while supervising the observance of already existing statutes, are

authorised, according to what is stated in these statutes and what You have

stated, to take those Police measures, which in a forceful way may contribute to the

curing of the venereal disease within the Capital, and on which We expect your

humble notice.

2. that in consideration of the additional measures for accomplishing this pur-

pose that You may consider appropriate, but for whose decree Our gracious or-

dinance is required, You are requested to submit a humble proposition to us. On

which We graciously instruct You to humbly obey.368

So, as it is stated in the first paragraph, the already given instructions

would remain in force, but the police could from now on assist the

physicians in the capital. This shows an awareness of the fact that

many citizens were unwilling to subject themselves to inspections.
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368 Kungligt brev till överståthållaren 1839, Kungliga brev och departementsskrivelser 1835-39, Po-

lissekreteraren, E1a, ÖÄ, SSA. Swedish: 1, att I, jemte noggrant vakande öfver redan gällande

författningars efterlefvnad, ägen att, med ledning af hvad i dessa stadgars och hvad I anfört, utan

uppskof vidtaga de Police åtgärder, hvilka på ett kraftigt sätt kunna till veneriska smittans häf-

vande inom Hufvudstaden bidraga, och hvarom Wi förvänta Eder underdåniga anmälan. 2, att

i hänseende till de ytterligare åtgärder för ändamålets vinnande, hvilka I kunnen anse lämpliga,

men för hvilkas påbjudande Wårt nådiga förordnande erfordras, I bören till oss inkomma med

underdånigt förslag. Hvarom Wi Eder till underdånig efterrättelse i Nåder förständiga. Em-

phasis added.
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The second paragraph could be interpreted as giving the local

authorities a little leeway in taking their own decision as to what

measures to choose in their fight against the disease. On the other

hand, it is explicitly stated that these measures had to be sanctioned

by the King in Council.369 The letter is very unclear in its formula-

tions, and it is difficult to see these extended authorities pointing in

any particular direction, but the fact that the ordinance was pre-

ceded by an earlier proposal of intensified action towards loose

women, gives basis for the assumption that the police intervention

and possible further actions would be aimed at women.370 On July 29

in the same year, it was also decided that the troops of the garrison

in Stockholm were once a week to be inspected for venereal disease.371

Thus, it would seem that the initial request of more forceful meas-

ures by the chief-in-command at the Stockholm garrison had also

led to more severe instructions for the military.

C o n t r o l l i n g  Wo m e n

T H E 1 8 4 7  R E G U L AT I O N O F L O O S E W O M E N

During the discussion of extended powers for the police in the late

1830s, there had been attempts to establish brothels in Stockholm –

one of the earliest attempts to import parts of the French regulation

system which among other things meant establishing municipal

brothels. These imported measures, lacking ground and tradition in

the local municipality failed, which meant that the only regulation

the city could rely upon was the 1812 circular and the ordinance of

1839. However, in 1847, the first ‘proper’ regulation, exclusively
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369  Cf. discussion in chapter 6.

370 Underdånigt betänkande, vol. 1, p. 345, Staf, Polisväsendet, p. 419; Welander, Bidrag till de vene-

riska, p. 235. 

371 Underdånigt betänkande,vol. 1, p. 323; Lundberg, Care and Coercion, p. 185.
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concerned with women, was launched.372 This was the first official

step towards instituting municipal by-laws, exclusively regulating

women. The previous focus on both men and women, which in a

sense was emphasising the question of public order in combination

with concerns vis-à-vis an infectious disease, was overruled by by-

laws concerned with disease and morals.

The City Committee (Stadsnämnden) approved of a proposal

from the kurhus in Stockholm and a new city regulation was estab-

lished on April 1, 1847. The first three paragraphs in this regulation

contained instructions pertaining to the administration of the mea-

sures to be undertaken. The city was to be divided into two districts,

and in each district an inspecting physician was to be employed.

These physicians were responsible for inspecting all women who ap-

plied or were sent for inspection by the police or other authorities,

such as the congregations. Lists of women working at inns and in

“public houses under special police supervision” were to be set up.373

Women who could be suspected of leading a lecherous life and

women, who had been admitted for “self-inflicted” disease at the

kurhus, should be inspected at least once a week, and if any of them

did not appear for their inspection appointment, they would be re-

ported to the police.374 An earlier version of the proposal had included

a paragraph stating that the women were obliged to carry a health

certificate with them, a book where the results of the inspections

were noted. Nevertheless, previous experience had shown that these

books were used by inspected women as an ‘evidence of trade’; i.e. as
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372 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, Eira sjukhus, A1a, SSA, November 9, 1846; Underdånigt be-

tänkande, p. 29; Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, pp. 241-43. This will be further discussed in

chapter 5 and 6.

373 Protokoll och registratur, Stadsnämndens arkiv, A1, 1847, January 25, reg. 431. Swedish: all-

männa ställen, som stå under Polis Styrelsens speciella tillsyn.

374 Regarding sailors, it was stated that the captain of the ship should report any infected members

of his crew to the captain of the port. Protokoll och registratur, Stadsnämndens arkiv, A1, 1847,

January 25, reg. 431. See Appendix 3.
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a license to solicit. Thus, when the proposal was under consideration

at the kurhus, the board strongly advised against the idea.375 Even if the

document focuses on women of different categories, the common

denominator is an assumption of unemployment and, as a con-

sequence of that, a disorderly lifestyle among the women concerned. 

The document specifically mentions ‘loose women’, but there was

no strict definition of what it meant by that denomination. It is

worth noticing, however, that no paragraph in the document sug-

gested that people of different trades within the city were to be in-

spected. In the Swedish context, this meant a break with the earlier

tradition, although opinions to that content had been expressed for

almost a decade. Furthermore, the authorities did not explicitly la-

bel these women as involved in commercial sex.

T O W A R D S T H E R E G U L AT I O N O F 1 8 5 9  
–  I N D I V I D U A L I S I N G V I C E A N D D I S E A S E

The 1847 regulation in Stockholm was different from other Euro-

pean regulations in at least two respects: it did not include brothels

in the system and it did not encompass any rules as to how these

women were to conduct their living – this was to come later. Instead,

it could rather be seen as just a medical ordinance – although with

application only to women. The by-law was carried out according to

its statutes, but it does not seem to have had the desired effect on the

incidence of venereal disease in the city. In a sense the medical

statutes were regarded as a failure, and the question soon was whom

to blame for this: was it the kurhus, the inspecting physicians, or the

police force? This was also discussed in the Swedish Society of Medi-

cine (Svenska läkaresällskapet) in the early fifties and mid-fifties.376
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375 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, Eira sjukhus, A1a, SSA, December, 15; Wistrand, Några drag

af Bordellväsendets, p. 92.

376 Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, pp. 245-246; Malmroth, “Om de smittosamma”, p. 31. This

will be further discussed in chapter 6 and 7.
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The Office of the Governor had requested the kurhus to present pro-

posals for a new regulation, but nothing happened. In 1858, the

matter was handed over to the police authorities.377 In its memorand-

um the police pointed out the problem as being the formulation of

the by-law itself, and thus the regulation was blamed for the situation

at hand. On the basis of this police memorandum the Office of the

Governor decided that a new regulation had to be established.378

The new regulation consisted of two parts. The first part concer-

ned the regulation of loose and lecherous women, and the second

part the administration of the inspection bureau. The medical sec-

tion, under supervision of the chief physician of the kurhus, con-

sisted of two inspecting physicians, appointed by the kurhus. The

police section, which consisted of one superintendent and two

officers, was supervised by the Office of the Governor, but their task

was to co-operate with the rest of the police force.379

The first paragraph characterises those who were to be inspected,

without using the word prostitute or attaching any commercial char-

acter to the sexual activities. However, the medical profession had al-

ready in the late 1830s stated that women, regardless of whether they

were paid for sex or not, were chiefly responsible for the disease.

Thus, only commercial sex would not cover the risk group, but any

promiscuous sexual behaviour among women in the city had to be

controlled. However, realising the impossibility of imposing a con-

trol of such kind led to the conclusion that a certain group of women

had to be singled out:
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377  Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, p. 244.

378 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, Eira sjukhus, A1a, SSA, February 17, March 10, 1859; Under-

dånigt betänkande, pp. 32-33. This will be discussed in chapter 6.

379 Särtryck Stadgar och föreskrifter till förekommande af den veneriska smittans utbredande i hu-

fvudstaden Gifne i Stockholm den 15 april 1859, Stockholm 1862; Staf, Polisväsendet, p. 420; We-

lander, Bidrag till de veneriska, p. 249; Lundquist, Den disciplinerade, p. 70; Malmroth, “Om de

smittosamma”, p. 32.
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Each and every woman, who is engaged in lecherous living, is obliged, at least

once a week […] to submit to a medical health inspection. In case she omits to

report herself, she will be charged by the Office of the Governor for Police Busi-

nesses [the police department], if she at a previous inspection, has been con-

victed for lecherous living.380

Thus, women’s lechery would be condoned as long as they appeared

at medical inspections, otherwise they would be charged according-

ly. Not only women working in certain places, possibly suspected of

indecency, should be inspected; by 1859 all women ‘engaged in le-

cherous living’ were to be inspected. This entailed an increased indi-

vidualisation of vice, where any woman could be suspected of wan-

ton behaviour, not only if she belonged to a certain workgroup. Le-

chery was no longer connected to certain places.

In some countries in Europe it was common to issue identity

cards for these women, for instance in France, but also in Den-

mark.381 The city authorities of Stockholm refrained from issuing

health cards because of earlier experiences, and registered women in

ledgers instead. When they were registered, the women were given a

copy of the regulation, and this copy already had the woman’s name

and year of birth printed on it.382

Woman, submitted to medical inspections, is to be registered in a certain Book,

in which, after a presentation of her birth certificate, the woman’s Christian name

and her surname are registered, her known aliases, her age, her place of birth and

her living quarters, her parents and earlier employments, her looks and living

conditions and information about previous diseases and possible stays at lock

hospitals […] if the woman leaves the city she must notify the inspection bureau.
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380 The whole 1859 regulation is in original in Appendix 3 and thus none of the paragraphs will be

translated here.

381 See Appendix 3 for the Parisian regulation of 1878. Only the first paragraph is included. See

Flexner, Prostitution, pp. 405, 418 for examples of this in the Berlin regulations. For an opposite

approach, however, see the regulation for Vienna, p. 431.

382 See also Malmroth, “Om de smittosamma”, p. 33.
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The procedure of registration described in the second paragraph

of the regulation signals an attempt to exercise thorough control –

not only the women’s present conduct, but also their history and

previous life were of importance. Furthermore, the woman was for-

bidden to leave the city without giving due notice at the inspection

bureau.

The third paragraph dealt with the inspections; these were to be

carried out at the inspection bureau, free of charge. There was a pos-

sibility to be inspected in private, if a woman did not want to appear

at the bureau. This possibility was offered also in other European

countries. However, that was not free of charge, and to be inspected

in one’s own home was more expensive than to go to the inspecting

physician’s private practice. If a woman did not appear at one of

these appointed private inspections; she would be brought to the in-

spection bureau. An inspection bureau had been set up already in

1847, but in 1859 it was a joint operation between the inspecting

physicians and the newly established Prostitution Bureau police, or

the prostitution police as it was to be called.383

Except for some local adaptations, the fourth paragraph is a copy

of a paragraph to be found in almost all European regulations of pro-

stitution at the time. The paragraph is concerned with the preven-

tion of any behaviour that might attract customers. In reality this

meant that it was allowed to be a public woman, as long as the

woman did not attract attention in public:

A Woman, who is thus noted and registered, is ordered to conduct a quiet and

silent living; not to leave the door to the building in which she is living open af-

ter certain hours, to not through an open window or otherwise from the
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383 Från mörkaste Sverige eller Polisens, Rättskipningens och Fångvårdens afslöjade hemligheter af

Hevreka (Stockholm, 1892), p. 50; Malmroth, “Om de smittosamma”, p. 32; Prostitutions-byråns

verksamhet och nytta. Inledningsföredrag af Selma Billström vid kvinnokommitténs af d. 5 febr.

diskussionsmöten i KFUM och folkets hus den 19 och 29 april 1909 (Stockholm, 1910), p. 9.
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building call out to passers by or in any other way make a notice of herself, to not

show herself by a lit candle in the windows (those should be provided with shut-

ters, jalousies or blinds); to be dressed in a decent way when appearing at public

places and not to attract attention through indecent clothes; not to roam about

such public places in a group; not to stop without a cause, not to address people

or through outcries or gestures try to call attention to herself; not to stay out-

doors after eleven o’clock at night during any season of the year; to submit to in-

spections at set times and to report any signs of disease and to submit to the care

of the lock hospital if any such signs of disease are detected.

The paragraph included explicit instructions on how to be, when to

be, and where to be a public woman. This version of the Stockholm

paragraph had not been adjusted to the local conditions in the sense

that no reference was made to certain streets or places where the

women were not allowed to be. Those rules were communicated

orally, or listed on posters inside the wall of the prostitution bureau.

In 1859 extramarital sex was still a crime according to the natio-

nal law, and lacking a proper employment was regarded as a case of

vagrancy. Conducting prostitution as an occupation was ruled out

by the above statutes. Nevertheless, paragraph five of the regulation

postulates what Jill Harsin has called the ‘catch 22’ of the regulation

of prostitution:

If a woman neglects to observe the above mentioned regulations […] and if she

after being cautioned by the superintendent, does not correct herself, she will,

besides being fined according to the law where such is given, be warned in the

chamber of police, and after a new offence be kept in a good manner and order

through appropriate penalties. If she nevertheless is caught committing offences,

she will be treated according to the Royal Statutes on lack of legal apologia and

the poor laws of the realm, and be sentenced to work at the public workhouse or

at the spinning house for a period of two months to one year.

This paragraph was the legal ground for the regulation. The regula-

tion rules had to be obeyed, or the vagrancy or the poor laws would

148
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be applied as grounds for incarceration. However, as long as these

women abided by the set regulations, their way of living was condo-

ned. When they overstepped the boundaries, other laws were

applied. The Swedish historian Tommie Lundquist shows that when

the regulation was to be established in Norrköping, a textile and a

garrison town on the south eastern coast of Sweden, its police super-

intendent expressed doubts about the legal grounds for establishing

the system. Thus, he avoided putting the regulation on paper, in

order not to give it an official imprint, and thus also avoiding

critique.384 Concerning the French regulation system, Alain Corbin

observes that “… the penitentiary system must above all ensure that

the prostitute respects the by-laws. What is to be condemned is not

so much the exercise of prostitution as disorder.”385

The final paragraph stated what possibilities a woman had to

leave a regulated life. Parents to women from out of town were con-

tacted when the women had their first encounter with the bureau,

and sometimes parents contacted the bureau, and took responsibility

for their daughters. Another possibility within the system was that

someone else took the responsibility for the woman and provided for

her, either by giving her work, or by supporting her. Marriage was

also a possibility, but the future husband was checked out before this

was approved of, and he was not always found appropriate.386 After

being submitted to consideration at the kurhus, this regulation was

issued on June 1, 1859. 

T H E R E V I S E D R E G U L AT I O N O F 1 8 7 5

During the years from 1859 till 1875, there was a shift in the con-

ceptualisation of the women thought of as in need of control. By
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384  Lundquist, Den disciplinerade, p. 196-97.

385  Corbin, Women for Hire, p. 14.

386  Inkomna skrivelser, Prostitutionsbyrån, EI, 1859-1918, ÖÄ, SSA.
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1875, the women who were to be regulated seem to have been easy to

define, and the caution we can notice in the early drafts of the 1859 re-

gulation is no longer visible. The 1859 regulation was in force during

sixteen years, and over the years certain adjustments occurred in prac-

tice. In 1875, some of these adjustments were also incorporated into the

final revision of the regulation. One important addition was a change

in the definition of the women who were to be subject to control. For

the first time a commercial character of promiscuous sex was men-

tioned in the description of the women who were to be inspected:

As a prostitute is considered each and every woman who has been proved to be

leading a lecherous life as a profession.387

The women who were registered in 1875 were regarded as profes-

sional public women. However, during the period from 1859 a

system of inspecting women without registering them had de-

veloped, and thus different grades of promiscuity seems to have

been incorporated in the system. By 1875 the adaptation to the con-

tinental system continued, and the authorities issued health cards for

the women concerned, on which the dates for examinations were

noted.388 The earlier fear that women would use their card as a

licentia practicandi had by then lost its importance.

In the 1875 revision, the number of inspections was increased to

twice a week, and even more frequently if deemed necessary.

Furthermore, the regulated women were not allowed to receive

visitors who “were obviously youths”.389 The women’s possibilities to

move freely in public places were further restricted, and they were
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387 Malmroth, “Om de smittosamma”, p. 197. Swedish: Såsom prostituerad anses hvar och en kvin-

na, som bevisligen idkar skörlefnad såsom yrke.

388 However, this seems to have been common before the revision, since there are examples of these

’books’ earlier in the 1870s. Diverse anteckningar om personalen, 1870-79, Prostitutionsbyrån,

ÖÄ, SSA.

389 Malmroth, “Om de smittosamma”, p. 199. Swedish: …som uppenbarligen tillhöra gosseåldern.
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… not to loiter in those public places of the now mentioned character: restau-

rants, cafés, public inns or other such places, which the police office has prohi-

bited prostituted women to visit, also not to sit on seats in the theatres declared

forbidden by the office of the police.390

The quote points to another contradiction guiding the lives of public

women. Although being officially registered, officially inspected,

and thus officially sanctioned public women, they were not official-

ly allowed in public spaces. According to the 1875 official regulation

no particular streets or public places were forbidden for them. How-

ever, the need to circumscribe particular streets was met by addi-

tional regulations, displayed at the bureau, or spoken instructions.

The additions forbade the women to travel by carriage to the inspec-

tion bureau by way of certain streets, and if they walked to the bureau,

they could not pass through the area around the royal castle. Further-

more, certain other streets were prohibited, especially loitering on

the sidewalk in front of the Opera house and certain hotels.391 The oral

instructions concerned certain restrictions as to where the women

were allowed to be residing, and certain allowances for some women

to be medically inspected less than twice a week.392
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390 Malmroth, “Om de smittosamma”, p. 199. Swedish: ...att icke uppehålla sig å de allmänna platser af

nu omförmälda beskaffenhet, restaurationslokaler, kaféer, värdshus eller andra dylika ställen, hvil-

ka polismyndigheten förbjudit prostituerad kvinna besöka, likasom ock att ej å teatrarna intaga de

platser, i afseende å hvilka sådant förbud blifvit af polismyndigheten meddeladt. These inhibitions

regarding theatres and public places can also be found in other European regulations. Flexner, Pro-

stituton, p. 416 (Berlin), p. 423 (Hamburg), Melby, “Prostitusjon og kontroll”, p. 22 (Oslo).

391 Malmroth, “Om de smittosamma”, p. 56. Another rule, difficult to interpret for a 21st century ob-

server, was the prohibition for women not “…to pass their right-hand sidewalk while walking in

the street. Swedish: … vid gående å gata passera sin högra trottoar. The probable interpretation is

that it had something to do with the traffic, going to the left, to make it difficult for women to be

picked up by passing vehicles, or that the women could not leave the block by crossing the street.

After the turn of the century there was some debates in the papers, where the priesthood found

it offensive to see the regulated women pass by in fancy clothes in fancy coaches, and step out

just before the bureau and walk the last stretch. Stockholms Dagblad, 20 February, 1902, in

Okatalogiserat tryck, 1902, SSA.

392 Ibid., p. 56. These streets were Storkyrkobrinken (which is where the consistory was located),

and Trångsund.
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This was the final revision of the regulation in Stockholm. By that

time, the regulation system was already questioned in other Euro-

pean countries, and the abolitionist movement was spreading over

the continent from its original country, England. Corbin states that

the challenge to the political authorities by the progress of liberalism

made police repression more difficult to uphold at the same time as

there was a new permissiveness towards public sexuality. This con-

tributed to the crumbling of the regulation system in France after the

1870s.393 In Sweden, however, a number of towns introduced their

first regulations in the 1870s, and 1880s, or even in the 1890s.394 In

Sweden, Stockholm kept its system the longest. There the regulation

system remained until 1918, when the Lex Veneris replaced it. 

When the Lex Veneris was introduced, it in a sense meant a return

to the old tradition of general inspection. The law stated that infect-

ed persons had to submit to free treatment, which in a sense pre-

supposed that they themselves gave notice if they were infected,

rather than trying to hide their disease. The patient was under no cir-

cumstances allowed to interrupt a treatment without permission

from the responsible physician. In case it happened anyway, the phy-

sician could (and should) try to recover the patient for treatment,

and could report him to the health inspector (sundhetsinspektör);

force could be used if necessary. This was to be carried out by the po-

lice authority. Furthermore, the physician was under obligation to

find out from whom the infection could have been communicated,

and inform the health inspector, who in turn had the obligation to

inform the person in question.395 Although in a more elaborated
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393  Corbin, Women for Hire, p. 19.

394 Lundquist, Den disciplinerade, passim; Malmö 1874; Lund 1877; Helsingborg 1877; Sundsvall

1880; Norrköping 1882; Falun 1880s; Kristianstad 1890. Gothenburg introduced the regulation

system in 1865.

395 Ibid., pp. 406-7; Thyresson, Från Franzoser, pp. 156-57; Baldwin, Contagion and the State, pp.

407-8; Lundberg, Care and Coercion, p. 214.
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fashion, the Swedish state now returned to its earlier course of action.

It left a European system of municipal by-laws to return to a system

in which all citizens, regardless of sex and status, by law were re-

sponsible for their own and thus the whole country’s health.

T h e  ‘ C a t c h  2 2 ’  o f  t h e  R e g u l a t i o n  
o f  P r o s t i t u t i o n

The regulated women in Stockholm in the nineteenth century were

caught between two national statutes. However, the municipal

authorities were willing to overlook the fact that prostitution was not

regarded as a proper job, and that these women thus lacked ‘legal

apologia’ and also fornicated – at least as long as the women lived by

the rules concerning ‘loose and lecherous women’. If they did not,

they were classified as vagrants, and then the therefore appropriate

regulations were applied to them. The contradictions between the

1859 regulation of prostitution and the 1734 law concerning forni-

cation and the regulation of legal apologia (vagrancy) were clearly

visible in paragraph five of the regulation. The paragraph stated that

if a woman did not abide by the rules as to her conduct and the com-

pulsory medical inspections, she was at a first instance to be fined. If

she continued to commit offences (and according to the prostitution

registers, these could be of various kinds), she would receive a warn-

ing. If she still did not adhere to the regulations, she would be con-

victed to the correction house. During the regulation period 1859-

1918, there were no penalty measures in the regulation system itself,

but the vagrancy law was used as such. If a woman was a first of-

fender she was sentenced to four months of forced labour.396 Jill
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396 Underdånigt betänkande, p. 176; Lundquist, Den disciplinerade, p. 93. Cf. Ebba Pauli, Samhäl-

lets åtgärder mot lösdriveri och prostitution. Yttrande med anledning av förslaget till ny lösdrivar-

lag (Stockholm, 1925) on the discussions concerning prostitution and vagrancy when the 1885

law was revised.
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Harsin, studying the early regulation period in Paris, has observed

that the regulated women were left outside the law. The formulation

of the French regulations effectively hindered the women from

doing anything to breach the contract with the state, since their law-

lessness impeded them from support as citizens.

In Sweden the regulated women were registered at the inspection

bureau after showing their birth certificates, issued by their parish

priests. In the final revision of the prostitution regulation, however,

the women were required to leave their certificates at the bureau,

thus indeed loosing their citizenship in a very literal sense. They

were not permitted to leave the city without giving notice to the bu-

reau, and as they had no papers to prove their identity they ran a

considerable risk if they absconded from the bureau and the city. All

they had as proof of their identity was the health card of the bureau,

where their regulation numbers as public women, their names and

their medical states were noted.397 When a regulated woman was ar-

rested or taken into the lock hospital, she was supposed to be given

enough time to go to her lodgings and pick up her belongings. This

was not always the case in real life, and sometimes the women found

themselves without belongings after a period at one of the institu-

tions.398 Their rights as citizens, to hold property and to be able to

protect their belongings, were ignored.

Laurie Bernstein states that in Russia the regulations simply

meant further constraints on people already living in bondage. In

other countries, she claims, the regulations restrained free women.399
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397 Lundquist, Den disciplinerade, p. 422; Malmroth, “Om de smittosamma”, p. 63, where it is sta-

ted that the birth certificate is returned to the women after her inscription. This was in 1910.

398 Johannesdotter, Den undre världen, p. 76. Cf. Malin Hård, Problemet glädjeflickan: Ett allvarsord

(Stockholm, 1928), p. 58, where one of the interviewed public women wants the twentieth-century

regulation system back. “Then we had some peace. If you abided by the regulations, you were safe.

Now… now you’re apprehended as soon as you cross a street. Swedish: Då hade vi då litet lugn. Om

man skötte sig efter förordningarna, så gick man säker. Nu… nu tas man ju bara man går över en gata.

399 Bernstein, Sonia’s Daughters, p. 21.
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In England, the concern had been whether the Acts violated consti-

tutional or moral principles, or both. The civil rights of women were

in focus in the English debate, whereas the Scots prided themselves

of a voluntary system.400 In the Swedish parliament, the debates con-

cerning the regulation system in the late 1880s expressed concern over

the use made of the vagrancy law on regulated women. However,

rather than commenting on these women’s unability to act as citizens

under these constraints, the complaint concerned the displacement of

the vagrancy law itself when it was used to organise vice.401 Mary

Gibson sums it up when she states that “…components of state

control greatly outweighed protection of civil rights for prostitutes.”402

C o n c l u s i o n

Recently, two major works on venereal disease and its treatment in

Sweden in the nineteenth century have been published. In a compa-

rative fashion, Peter Baldwin discusses different approaches to differ-

ent contagious diseases in Europe: Germany, France, England and

Sweden (or more precisely Scandinavia). Anna Lundberg focuses

her study on Sweden, and her case studies concern two smaller

towns in Northern Sweden. Both these scholars to a varying degree

emphasise the unique approach of the Swedish government, accord-

ing to which both women and men were medically examined for

venereal disease. Baldwin calls the Swedish approach “the Scandina-

vian Sonderweg”, whereas Lundberg calls it very different from that

in other European countries.403 Baldwin describes the development
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400 Walkowitz, Prostitution and Victorian Society, pp. 77, 81. Under the Glasgow system, the entry

into the Magdalene homes or lock hospitals was supposedly voluntary — thus they did not vio-

late the civil rights of these women. Mahood, The Magdalenes, p. 138.

401 Underdånigt betänkande, vol. 1. p. 104; Baldwin, Contagion and the State, p. 366.

402 Gibson, Prostitution and the State, p. 30.

403 Peter Baldwin, Contagion and the State, p. 400; Lundberg, Care and Coercion, p. 9.
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as a continuing process, in which the elaborated regulation system,

in force for seventy years, is looked upon as a running parallel to the

national non-gendered system. By the time the regulation system

was introduced, the ‘sanitary statism’, as he calls it, had narrowed its

focus, and the introduction of the regulation system was not jar-

ring.404 Local regulations overruled national legislation still in force,

and represented a turn in a continental direction. Lundberg points

to the adaptation of the regulation system to local particularities; it

was easier, she argues, to rely on earlier Swedish legislation than to

enforce acts similar to those existing in the rest of Europe.405

This chapter has shown the development from the early Swedish

attempts to fight the venereal disease on a national level to a muni-

cipal regulation system in Stockholm in the mid-1870s. Decisions

were taken in Parliament, and the discussions concerned the coun-

try’s welfare, at the expense of some of its citizens’ individual rights,

but also on their behalf. However, contrary to Peter Baldwin’s as-

sessment, the first attempts at a regulation were seen as jarring, at

least among the citizens of the Swedish capital. When the military in

Stockholm, like in many other countries prompted action in the late

1830s, the answer from the local authorities was to establish muni-

cipal brothels. Only a couple of years earlier there had been attempts

at regulating women, but they caused protests and commotion

among the citizens, and so failed. These events have only been

briefly mentioned here and will later on be discussed in more detail,

but the attempts show that the municipal authorities were willing to

import a system which not yet had any ground in the Swedish dis-

course. To introduce officially sanctioned brothels in a country

where the religious concerns and especially the legal sanctions for

extramarital sex were still important in people’s lives was too
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404  Baldwin, Contagion and the State, pp. 404, 406.

405  Lundberg, Care and Coercion, pp. 184, 190.
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provocative for the citizens of Stockholm. However, as both Baldwin

and Lundberg observe, when the first regulation was introduced in

1847, the system was indeed an adaptation to Swedish circum-

stances, and the whole package according to European standards

was not introduced. The first regulation did not contain any spatial

restrictions, nor demands for total registration of the women’s lives.

This by-law stated mandatory medical inspections for loose and/or

lecherous women, and the women had to attend weekly medical

examinations. When the regulation was revised and elaborated in

1859, ordinances concerning the women’s behaviour and move-

ments in the city were added. This paragraph concerning the

women’s movements in space and time, and their allowed be-

haviour, was with little variation a standard paragraph in most regu-

lations of prostitution in Europe. The year before, in 1858, women

could apply in court to receive full citizenship and become ‘citizens

under the law’. However, the regulation of prostitution that followed

restricted certain women’s lives, and they could not decide over their

own bodies. In 1875, these statutes were further elaborated and a de-

finition of a “prostituted woman” was incorporated into the regula-

tion. The final revision also took away the literal evidence of citizen-

ship, since the women had to leave their birth certificate at the

prostitution bureau when they were registered as prostitutes. The

regulation of prostitution was technically in force until in 1918.

157
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C h a p t e r  5

MEN AND VENEREAL DISEASE 
– INSPECTING SOLDIERS

It is highly remarkable that not one

voice has been raised against these

compulsory [inspections] of ten thou-

sands of men, while there have been

numerous outcries because some hund-

reds of lecherous women have been

submitted to the same kind of inspec-

tion in the name of the public good.*
Edvard Welander, “Till belysning af

prostitutionsfrågan” 1889

I n t r o d u c t i o n

When a woman was registered, she did not enter a profession, but a

state of being, similar to being enlisted, argues French historian

Alain Corbin. There were similarities in the station of the soldiers

and the public women and a close connection between the two

groups, and the circumstances of their conscription. The similarities

are only convincing, however, when the comparison is made between

soldiers and women who registered voluntarily.406 Mary Gibson

argues that enlisted men occupied a very different legal status than
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* Edvard Welander, “Till belysning af prostitutionsfrågan”, 1889, p. 152. Swedish: Det är högst

egendomligt, att ej en enda röst höjts mot detta tvång för 10,000-tals män, under det en massa

klagorop utstötts derföre, att ett eller annat hundratal af lösaktiga qvinnor i det allmännas in-

tresse blifvit underkastadt samma slags besigtning.

406 Alain Corbin, Women for Hire, p. 30. However, in cases of vagrancy forced conscription could

happen in Sweden, at least until 1824.
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members of the civil society, since their rights were restricted by mili-

tary discipline.407 Their subjection to medical inspections was not re-

quired by their civil status, as in the case of regulated women, and thus

not an exact parallel to inspections of loose or public women. Corbin

observes that the development of a national army in France, and the

setting up of barracks, changed the location of certain maisons des

tolérances, when the proprietors of these establishments moved close to

military barracks. However, this connection was not always wanted by

the military, or the authorities supervising regulated prostitution. In

Stockholm, the so-called Ladugårdsgärdet, a training camp for the

military, was one of the areas where women would be apprehended if

they could not give sufficient reasons for being there. In England, con-

temporary observers noted that the army’s demand for unmarried men

to be enlisted (which would make them mobile) increased disorder

within the troops, and as a consequence immorality. It was self-under-

stood that unmarried men would consort with regulated women.408 In

both England and Sweden, all the cities introducing the Contagious

Diseases Acts or regulation systems were military bases or ports.

French physicians proposed regular inspections of the army, the

navy, workers and vagrants in 1872, but the British Commission of

the Health of the Army expressed an opposite opinion in 1857. It re-

commended a discontinuance of the genital examination of soldiers,

because it ruined the men’s self-respect and was medically ineffi-

cient.409 Some researchers have observed that troops were often

forced to undergo physical examinations for venereal disease; the

lower ranks of the military “… also underwent periodic examination

and required treatment for venereal disease.”410 Nevertheless, in
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407  Gibson, Prostitution and the State, p. 24.

408 Corbin, Women for Hire, p. 57; Walkowitz, Prostitution and Victorian Society, pp. 73-74. Cf.

Bernstein, Sonia’s Daughters, p. 92.

409 Walkowitz, Prostitution and Victorian Society, p. 74; Corbin, Women for Hire, pp. 27, 199, 202.

Cf. Harsin, Policing Prostitution, p. 259.

410  Gibson, Prostitution and the State, p. 24. 
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most cases these researchers base their assumptions of periodically

undertaken examinations on secondary literature, i.e. reports from

physicians, scientific articles etc. Sources actually proving that

periodic examinations were undertaken are rare, and earlier research

often refers to regulations prescribing inspections of soldiers.411 I

have investigated the very scarce medical material that is left from the

Stockholm garrison to see whether there is any evidence of inspec-

tions being undertaken.

M i l i t a r y  I n s p e c t i o n s  i n  S t o c k h o l m

During the 1830s the number of venereally infected soldiers at the

Stockholm military hospital increased; for the period from 1833 to

1836 an increase of 50 per cent was mentioned. Regarding the in-

crease between the period 1831 to 1839, contemporary observers

even mentioned an increase of 500 per cent.412 Like his English col-

leagues, the Swedish military physician Peter Olof Liljewalch (1807-

1877) observed in 1839 that before that time the soldiers had been

older and often married. He argued that the new habit of enlisting

young men who were discouraged to marry was one of the reasons

for the increase in infections, since it was assumed that they had

sexual intercourse with unmarried women, some of them public

women and venereally infected. However, the military medical
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411 Corbin, Women for Hire, p. 272 n62; Walkowitz, Prostitution and Victorian Society, p. 73 n14;

Gibson, Prostitution and the State, p. 27 n33; Bernstein, Sonia’s Daughters, p. 240 n18; Welan-

der, De veneriska sjukdomarnas, pp. 123-25.

412 “Rapport öfver de med veneriska sjukdomar behäftade sjuke, som blifvit vårdade på Kongl. Gar-

nizons-sjukhuset i Stockholm år 1836”, Svenska Läkaresällskapets Nya handlingar, vol. 2 (Stock-

holm, 1838), p. 209; Staf, Polisväsendet, p. 417; Peter Olof Liljewalch, Rapport öfver veneriska

sjukdomens förhållanden å Kongeliga Allmänna Garnisons-sjukhuset i Stockholm under år 1839

(Stockholm 1841), p.1. The figures of infected patients that were treated are 105 in 1833; 154 in

1834; 241 in 1835 and 356 in 1836. Staf mentions 100 cases in 1829 which rose to 423 men in

1836, whereas Liljewalch mentions that 83 patients were cared for in the Stockholm military

hospital in 1831, which increased to 520 patients in 1839. 
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police was not to be blamed for this, stated Liljewalch, rather it was

the civilian medical police’s inability to “…stifle the poison in its

original sources…” that was the reason for the high number of in-

fected soldiers.413 Evidently and according to this contemporary wit-

ness, a medical police of some sort was operating in Stockholm in

1839 – although inefficiently if we are to believe Dr. Liljewalch.414 The

increase in incidents was probably rather shocking for the military

authorities, because the period 1822-1826 had been characterised by

a decreased number of infected soldiers over the whole country. In

combination with new instructions for county physicians, the Royal

Health Committee now issued forms to be filled out to different

hospitals in the country, including the military hospitals.415 The

reports from the hospitals showed that the number of venereally in-

fected patients at the garrison hospital and the hospital of the Royal

Navy in Stockholm steadily decreased.416 It was noted that although

the origin of the disease among civilians mostly was due to their

living together in crowded lodgings, the venereal infection among

soldiers mostly originated from sexual intercourse.417 Although a

number of different symptoms and cures for the disease were men-

tioned in these reports, no regular inspections were referred to.

Earlier diseases other than venereal infections seem to have posed a
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413  Liljewalch, Rapport öfver veneriska, p.1. Swedish: …qväfva giftet i dess ursprungliga källor.

414  The attempts of an early medical police will be discussed in chapter 9.

415 Alfred Hilarion Wistrand, Författningar angående medicinalväsendet i Sverige (Stockholm,

1860), p. 217.

416 Kongl. Sundhets-Collegii Circulair-Bref till Läkarne vid de i Riket befintelige Militär-Sjukhus,

Läns-Lazaretter och Kurhus, meddelade Resultaterne af de till följd af Collegii Circulär-Bref d.

2 Dec. 1822 inkomne Rapporter, rörande de vid nämnde Inrättningar år 1826 vårdade med Ve-

neriska Sjukdomar och Saltfluss behäftade sjuke; jemte ett Sammandrag af sådane Rapporter

ifrån och med år 1822 till och med 1826 (Stockholm, 1827).

417 “Kongl. Sundhetscollegii sammandrag af de till följd af collegii circulär-bref d. 2 dec. 1822. In-

komne rapporter, rörande veneriska sjukdomar och saltfluss år 1826; jemte ett sammandrag af

sådane rapporter ifrån och  med år 1822 till och med år 1826”, Svenska läkaresällskapets hand-

lingar, vol. XI (Stockholm, 1827), p. 362.
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larger problem in the garrison. A report in 1812 describes problems

largely connected with malnutrition and bad hygiene.418

The Royal Circular on venereal disease from 1812 discussed mea-

sures concerning soldiers, in the army as well as in the navy. These re-

commendations were also included in the 1819 duty statutes for the

army, so that whenever troops had received orders for service, the

men were to be inspected at the beginning and the end of their

service period. These statutes would not be applied on the garri-

soned troops.419 Nevertheless, after the increase of infected soldiers in

the 1830s, the commander-in-chief of the Stockholm garrison re-

quested further measures. The Royal Health Committee regarded

women as the most probable group for spreading the disease. How-

ever, alongside women, soldiers and journeymen were looked upon

as probable carriers.420 A Royal Letter in 1839 stated that the garrisons

in Stockholm should be medically inspected once a week.421 The

same held for the navy. The inspections were to be carried out by the

military physician, and did not involve the city doctor or the police

authority.422

During the nineteenth century the soldiers were not very popular,

neither among the working class people nor among the upper

classes in the Swedish society, and to submit this group to medical
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418 “Berättelse till Kongl. Sundhets-Collegium, om Stockholms Garnisons sjukhus år 1812”, Sven-

ska läkaresällskapets handlingar, vol. 1, 1813, p. 132.

419  Underdånigt betänkande, vol. 1, pp. 322-23; Malmroth, “Om de smittosamma”, pp. 12-13.

420 In England, the military return also reported a steady increase in venereal disease among the

troops, and the same happened in Italy. See for instance Walkowitz, Prostitution and Victorian

Society, p. 49; Gibson, Prostitution and the State, p. 24.

421 Kungliga brev och statsdepartements skrivelser, Polissekreteraren, 1839, EIa, Överståthållarens

arkiv, SSA; Wistrand, Författningar, p. 335. See also Hygiea volume 3, 1841, p. 147, and Direk-

tionsprotokoll med bilagor, Eira,1838, April 9, A1a, SSA.

422 Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska sjukdomarnes, p. 123; Underdånigt betänkande, vol. 1, p. 323.

423 Jan Dahlström, “Uppförande och socialt anseende”, in (ed.) Gunnar Artéus, Ett militärt stads-

proletariat: Studier av garnisonsmanskapets levnadsförhållanden i 1800-talets Stockholm (Stock-

holm, 1988), p. 83. This was probably also a result of the earlier tradition of forcedly subscri-

bing vagrants to military duty. Cf. Carl Hellström, Om Stockholms garnison samt borgarebeväp-

ning från äldre till nyare tid (Stockholm, 1907), p. 114, 117.
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inspections would thus have been politically possible.423 In this

respect, the question of class seems to have been more important

than the question of gender when deciding which groups were to be

submitted to inspections. But were these inspections as rigorously

enforced among the soldiers, as they were later to be among the

regulated women?

T h e  E x t e n t  o f  t h e  I n s p e c t i o n s

It is difficult to establish to what extent inspections of soldiers actu-

ally were carried out and if they occurred with any regularity. The in-

spections of women were meticulously documented, and when the

system in Stockholm was at its height these inspections were carried

out twice a week. The documents that I have looked through for the

Stockholm regiment, Kungliga Svea Livgarde, give no evidence of

records being kept of possible regular inspections.424

That inspections were carried out could possibly be derived from

the fact that some soldiers each year were submitted to the Garrison

Hospital to be treated for venereal disease. However, this could also

indicate that the soldiers themselves discovered the infection and

applied to their regiment physician, who in turn remitted them to

the Garrison Hospital.
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424 According to the archivist at Stockholm Krigsarkiv (KA) there are few records from the first half

of the nineteenth century, especially regarding the activities of the military physician. Neither

do records from the Garrison hospital supply any information of incoming reports of inspec-

tions carried out at the different regiments. Handlingar gemensamma för flera avdelningar. In-

skrivningsjournaler 1835-1837 vol 5, 1846-1848 DII; Direktionen CII Diarium över inkomna

handlingar 1812-1817 vol 1, 1817-1835 vol 2, Garnisonssjukhuset i Stockholms arkiv. Kon-

ceptjournal för kasernsjukvården 1855-1860 CII; Rulla över rapport och sjukförslag 1851-1856

CIII; Rulla över rapport och sjukförslag 1864-1873, CIII, Arkivet för Stockholm Kgl. Svea artil-

leriregemente Läkaravdelningen, KA, Stockholm. 
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Figure 5:1 Venereally infected soldiers at Allmänna Garnisonssjukhuset 
1822-1875

Source: Lundquist, Den disciplinerade, p. 50.

In the years 1837-1841 there was an increase in admitted patients at

the hospital which could indicate that regular inspections had begun

to be carried out; i.e. more infected soldiers were detected and sent

there. On the other hand, it was the increase in 1837 that made the

commander-in-chief request further regulations in the first place.

An account from the late 1880s claims that regular military inspec-

tions had been undertaken since 1839. Inspections of the enlisted

men, i.e. the standing army, were carried out once a week, and at

other regiments men were at least inspected on the day of subscrip-

tion and departure.425 Figures for the same period at one of the regi-

ments in Stockholm, the Kgl. Svea Artilleriregimente, show a slight
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425  Edvard Welander, “Till belysning af prostitutionsfrågan”, Hygiea vol. 51:3, 1889, p. 152.
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increase of infected soldiers during the years 1868-1870, and then the

trend is going down again. These figures might indicate that inspec-

tions were undertaken, but may just as well indicate that the soldiers

themselves sought care (see table 1, Appendix 4).

In 1880, the former second physician at the battalion Svea Livgar-

de Edward Edholm (1831-1913) wrote a book on the health condi-

tion in the Swedish army. As for the incidence of venereal disease, he

states that it had been high, especially in Stockholm, between 1866

and 1875. He goes on to say that medical inspections were under-

taken once or twice a month, and that there were seldom attempts to

hide the infection or run away from the inspections. However, he

also states that the disease was “…commonly looked upon with

great irresponsibility by the men.”426 Despite his acknowledgement of

the irresponsibility of the soldiers, he claimed that “…a number of

loose women roaming about” Ladugårdsgärdet were to blame for

transmitting the disease to the soldiers. He further noticed that al-

though action had been taken against “this evil”, there had been no

decrease in the number of infected men.427 It is not quite clear if

Edholm refers to the women or to the venereal disease when he

speaks of “this evil”. Another physician, Anders Kullberg (1832-

1882), suggested health inspections of enlisted men as one measure

among others to stop the spread of venereal disease. However, he also

saw the non-inspected women as the real source of infection; women

the enlisted men met in the Djurgårdsbergen and in the vicinity of the

Svea Garde barracks (the barracks of the Stockholm regiment).428
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426 Edward Edholm, Svenska härens helsovård med särskild hänsyn till de militära etablissemangen

(Stockholm, 1880), p. 385 Swedish: …denna betraktas i allmänhet af manskapet med stor lättsin-

nighet

427 Ibid., p. 385 Swedish:  …en mängd kringstrykande lösa qvinnor/ …detta onda.

428 Anders Fredrik Kullberg, “Om prostitutionen och de verksammaste medlen till de veneriska

sjukdomarnes hämmande, med särskildt afseende fästadt på förhållandena i Stockholm”, Svens-

ka Läkaresällskapets Nya Handlingar, vol. 5:1 (Stockholm, 1873), pp. 105, 108. Cf. Edholm,

Svenska härens, p. 385.
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The idea, and possible practice, of military inspections was aban-

doned towards the end of the century. In 1901 it was claimed that on

the one hand there had been no attempt to abolish the inspections

of soldiers, but on the other hand no statistical evidence as to their

actual good had been delivered.429 The same writer gives an example

of how the inspections were supposedly carried out, and also ex-

pressed his doubts about their efficiency. Once or twice a month,

always on a Sunday, a quarter of an hour before the troops were to

attend church the men were

… speedily marching past the physician with partly uncovered genitals; that 

3-400 men could not be subjected to a proper examination during this short time

is obvious…430

The inspections were inefficient because too many men were in-

spected in too limited a time, which was probably the reason why

military inspections had partly been abandoned.431

The nineteenth century belief in the extended good of the regula-

tion system, rather than military or other inspections, can be illu-

strated by the following statement from 1866 by inspector Johan

Henrik Lindgren at the prostitution bureau. He is asking the kurhus

for an extra bonus to his constables with the motivation that at the

1866 conscription only one young man had been found infected

with secondary syphilis. This, argued Lindgren, was an effect of 

…the aforementioned personnel’s busy hunt for discovering infected women

and presenting [them] for inspection.432
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429 Edvard Welander, “Huru kunna motarbeta de veneriska sjukdomarnas spridning?”, Hygiea, vol.

63:1, 1901, p. 683.

430 Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, p. 124. Swedish: …defilerade truppen i största hast, med del-

vis blottade genitalia, förbi läkaren; att 3-400 man ej kunde underkastas en verklig undersök-

ning på denna korta tid, är själfklart.

431 Cf. Underdånigt betänkande, vol. 1, p. 328.
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The well-being of the troops seems to have been achieved by de-

tecting infected women, and not primarily by inspecting the enlisted

men themselves. Whether or not Lindgren knew that military medi-

cal inspections were supposed to be undertaken, he was convinced

that the inspection of women was the main explanation for the good

health of young men and soldiers.

M e n  a n d  Ve n e r e a l  D i s e a s e

There are pamphlets from this period of time which discuss vene-

real disease in relation to men in general, and not only in connec-

tion to soldiers and public women. I have found only a few pam-

phlets directly addressed to men in general, and all of them are pre-

cautionary in their approach. However, all of them see intercourse

with medically controlled public women as the prime method to

protect men from the disease. A pamphlet from 1837 stated that the

only way for men, besides being prudent and sensible, was to have

intercourse with public women. This writer does not seem to think

of public women as a source of contagion, rather he deplored the

fact that

… these persons do not exist in such an amount that would be necessary to not

run the danger of being infected. Their small number and the stream of men is

often so considerable, that this fatal consequence rarely fail to come.433

This quote illustrates a fairly early example of the idea of prostitution
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432 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, Eira, June 9, 1866, A1a, SSA. Swedish: …bemälte personals

verksamma spaningar att upptäcka och till besigtning inställa smittade quinnor.

433 [Karl Zehman], Ungkarls-Läkaren, en Oumbärlig Rådgifvare för Unga Män, som vilja skydda sig

mot Galanteri-sjukdomar eller befria sig derifrån (Stockholm, 1837), p. 11. Swedish: …dessa

personer ej finnas i så stor mängd som nödigt vore, för att icke löpa fara att smittas. Deras ringa

antal, och tilloppet af manspersoner är ofta så betydligt, att denna förderfliga följd väl sällan ute-

blifver. Reference courtesy of David Tjeder.
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and public women as a safeguard against venereal disease. However,

this may also illustrate the opinion that also men can be seen as a

possible source of contagion, infecting the public women if – the

public women were many more it would alleviate the pressure on the

few existing, and thus enhance protection.

Two other pamphlets are at least pseudo-medical in their ap-

proach: they contain detailed descriptions of symptoms and how to

best detect them. Both writers claim to be physicians. Both pam-

phlets are translations from German, but popular enough to be

published in several editions in Swedish as well as in German. The

titles of both works also address men directly as their audience.434

The first pamphlet, published in 1815 and again in 1826, and

written by Friedrich Neumann, argued that there were hardly any

precautionary measures to be undertaken. Condoms, for instance,

not only made intercourse “…unnatural, lessen its pleasure

[…but] instead of stopping contagion, they only increase and

spread the danger.”435 Public women were on the one hand a great

source of contagion, but on the other hand the group in which the

examinations proposed by the writer could most easily be con-

ducted. The suggestion was that since public women were subject to

state protection, the state also ought to prevent transmission of

contagion. This should be accomplished through inspections of

public women in public houses. However, not only did the women

try to hide their infection, Neumann claimed, but the medical in-

spections were often so casual and superficial that the only safe

method was to avoid “suspicious” places altogether, or to be very
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434 Friedrich Neumann, Högst nödig handbok för gifta och ogifta manspersoner, eller: Huru kan man

med visshet öfvertyga sig före samlaget, om en Qvinna har venerisk smitta eller ej? (1815, Stock-

holm, 1826); Fredrik Richter [Karl Georg Heinrich Westphal], Underrättelser för Manspersoner

innehållande vad som är nödigt att veta om den Veneriska Smittan (Stockholm, 1826), 2nd trans-

lated ed.

435 Neumann, Högst nödig handbok, p. 38. Swedish: …onaturligt, förminska dess behag […utan] i

stället för att hindra smitta, öka de och utbreda snarare faran derföre.
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cautious in the selection of the women one chose to have inter-

course with. This could be done through keeping an eye on the

most obvious symptoms such as skin blemishes, disarrayed

clothing, and rooms in disorder et cetera. This could be easily done

while maintaining a light conversation, and if it did not give satis-

factory information, the “first caresses will give sufficient oppor-

tunity to get nearer to the truth.”436 Thus, the precaution men could

undertake to protect themselves was to inspect the opposite sex be-

fore having sex. Contraceptives were considered unnatural, and to

abstain from sex altogether was not at issue in this pamphlet.

In 1826 a lengthier work appeared which was an answer to the ear-

lier pamphlet. This writer was also German, and in many instances

it offers similar guidelines as were presented in the earlier work; in

fact, some passages in the essay come across as plagiarism, where

only a few words have been altered.437 One the one hand, the writer

Fredrik Richter disagreed with Neumann, arguing that there was in-

deed a number of contraceptive measures a man could make use of.

One the other hand, similar to Neumann, he stated that the superior

precaution was to inspect the woman with whom a man wanted to

have intercourse. He argued that the medical control of public

women was, if not perfect, at least sufficient. However, as even phy-

sicians some times did make mistakes, he cautioned men to be care-

ful in their choice of women, offering the same signs of recognition

of the disease as Neumann had. That the same precautions had to be

undertaken when having sex with women who were not public was

self-evident. Nevertheless, Richter saw the complications with such
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436 Ibid., p. 40. Swedish: …första caresserna tillfälle nog att komma sanningen närmare på spåren.

Descriptions on other pages in the same pamhplet give detailed information about symptoms

of different venereal diseases.

437 See for instance Neumann, Högst nödig handbok, p. 38 compared to Richter, Underrättelser, p.

55 and 66. Moreover, the difference in choice of words may also be an effect of using different

translators.
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a procedure, since to imply that a lady was infected would be seen as

“…an unforgivable insult, and immediately destroy all intimate

affairs.”438 Indeed, the safest way of avoiding venereal disease would

be only to have sexual intercourse within wedlock, but, as Richter

stated, bourgeois circumstances did not allow everyone to marry,

and as it was unhealthy for men to abstain from sex, they thus had to

seek it in the safest possible places.439

A substantial difference between the two studies was that Richter

was in favour of contraceptives, whereas Neumann was not. He

agreed with Neumann that condoms were unnatural and gave less

pleasure, and sometimes even communicated the disease, but he

also gave examples of other contraceptive measures. Different kinds

of oils could be used on the genitals in order to clog the pores and

certain lotions or tinctures could be used to “harden” the genitals,

these were decoctions on oak- or china-bark, and both decocts also

contained alcohol. Others were decocts on vitriol, alum. These tinc-

tures should be used in daily washing of the genitals, in order to

“harden” the genitals against venereal disease, and there were

detailed washing instructions. However, this may also have been an

attempt on behalf of the writer to spread ideas of common hygiene

among his readers. The remedies Richter recommended his male

readers to use after intercourse was to wash the genitals with a soap

solution, or to use solutions containing mercury.440

The best protection for men against venereal disease in general

seems on the one hand to have been only to have extramarital sex

with public women, since they underwent some sort of public

control (at least in Germany at the time). On the other hand, men

had to be mindful of these women, since the medical control of
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438 Richter, Underrättelser, p. 65. Swedish: …en oförlåtlig förolämpning, och genast tillintetgöra allt

förtroligt förhållande.

439  Ibid., p. 45-65.

440  Ibid., p. 71-79. China was of the root of a Chinese herb of the Smilax family.
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women could not give full protection and any women would try to

hide an infection. No medical check-ups for men are suggested, and

nowhere it is said that also men ought to be careful not passing on a

disease to women. The focus is on the protection of men’s health.

The fact that two of these pamphlets were translations from German

illustrates the lack of a Swedish discourse on the subject. However,

the fact that the studies were indeed translated and printed in two

editions suggests an early demand for this kind of literature. Of

course, no pamphlet offering advice to women would touch upon

these matters, since contrary to the reality some women were living

in, the ideal was an innocent and motherly woman.441

A n  E x c u r s i o n  
–  S i m i l a r i t i e s  b e t w e e n  R u s s i a n  a n d

S w e d i s h  M e d i c a l  I n s p e c t i o n s  o f  M e n

According to the regulation in Russia men had to undergo inspec-

tions for venereal disease – much in the same manner as the Swedish

authorities had regulated. As far as I have seen, these two countries

were the only ones with a more general, non-gendered approach to

inspections. Together with the geographical vicinity and the rural

character of both countries this might suggest an exchange of ideas,

especially since after the peace in 1815 conscious efforts were made

to improve the relations between the two countries.442 The rural

character of both countries at the time may also partly explain the

similarities in attempted control. However, I have not been able to

find evidence of any organised exchange of professional medical
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441  Cf. Qvist, Konsten att blifva, pp. 30-34. 

442 Alexander Kan, Sverige och Ryssland. Ett 1200-årigt förhållande (Stockholm, 1996), pp. 108-110.

See also Kerstin Abukhanfusa ed., Water cities. Saint Petersburg - Stockholm (Stockholm, 1998)

for long standing connections between St. Petersburg and Stockholm in areas such as architec-

ture, city planning and science.
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knowledge between Russia and Sweden, nor between Stockholm

and St. Petersburg in particular.443

The early development of the Russian system is remarkably simi-

lar to the development of the Swedish national law on regulating

venereal disease. In 1843 the Medical Department of the Ministry of

Internal Affairs in Russia issued a questionnaire and requested in-

formation from all provincial governors about the frequency of

venereal disease in their province and, as we have seen, the same

procedure was used in Sweden.444 The Russian authorities received

about the same answers to their questionnaire as the Swedish had:

just as in Sweden forty years earlier, women were not solely to

blame, but soldiers, seasonal labourers and poor people in general

were believed to spread the infection. Some governors in Russia pro-

posed medical examinations of men, not of women, but the Medical

Department declared that women were to be regarded as the main

source of infection.445 As we saw earlier, the Swedish Royal Circular

from 1812 did include certain men from the lower classes under the

force of inspection. The Attorney General, however, excluded jour-
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443 On June 14, 1853, a report from Dr. G. Crusell in St. Petersburg which had been remitted to the

Kungliga Vetenskapsakademin, (the Royal Society of Science) regarding a new treatment of

syphilis, was discussed in the Swedish Society of Medicine. However, the Society found this

treatment neither new nor better, rather the opposite. Förhandlingar vid Svenska läkaresällska-

pets sammankomster, vol. XI 1852 - 1853. Over the years a number of Russian physicians, or

physicians practising in Russia (mostly in St. Petersburg) were members of the Swedish Society

of Medicine. The earliest member, Louis de Desbout (1746-1814), became a member already in

1813. He was a military physician, a surgeon at the Russian admiralty. Until 1881, thirteen

Russian physicians were members of the Swedish Society of Medicine, four of them were mili-

tary physicians. Svenska läkaresällskapet 1808-1908. Porträtt och biografier (Stockholm, 1909),

pp. 477, 494, 498, 503, 506, 509, 513, 549, 556, 557, 560, 561, 569. None of these physicians is

mentioned in Bernstein’s study on Russia.

444 Bernstein, Sonia’s Daughters, p. 19.

445 Ibid., p. 19; Nils Thyresson, Från franzoser till AIDS: Kapitel ur de veneriska sjukdomarnas histo-

ria i Sverige (Stockholm, 1991), p. 65, Edvard Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, p. 49. On the

Royal Health Committee see Lisa Öberg, Barnmorskan och läkaren. Kompetens och konflikt i

svensk förlossningsvård 1870-1920 (Stockholm, 1996), pp. 251-55, although the subject is mid-

wifery and childbirths.
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neymen from this circular, and made it their masters’ responsibility

to have their journeymen inspected.

In 1851, the Russian government extended the regulations on ve-

nereal disease to include male factory workers who could be suspec-

ted as potential carriers of venereal disease. These men were from the

urban lower classes and serfs.446 General inspections of factory wor-

kers were to take place, but seem to have been conducted in a fashion

reminding of military inspections. The inspections were to take place

twice a year, and a worker in Moscow describes the procedures:

On pay-day, in the paymaster’s office, a doctor would be seated next to the

bookkeeper while he paid us. We would line up, undo our pants, and show the

doctor the parts of our bodies he needed to see. The doctor, after tapping it with

a pencil, would tell the bookkeeper the results of his “examination”, whereupon

the bookkeeper would hand us our pay. Although there were probably quite a

few workers at the factory who were infected with venereal disease, I do not

know of a single instance when the doctor found such a person during these me-

dical examinations.447

Laurie Bernstein does not say for how long these examinations were

going on, whether they stayed in the regulation and became obsolete,

or whether they were excluded at a later stage. It does seem, however,

like in the case of Swedish military inspections, that these inspections

were rather casual.448
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446  Bernstein, Sonia’s Daughters, pp. 23-24.

447 Ibid., p. 24. The quote comes from Reginald E. Zelnik, trans. and ed., A Radical Worker in

Tsarist Russia: The Autobiography of Semen Ivanovich Kanatchikov (Stanford, 1986), pp. 51-52.

However, it does not say from what year the quote is taken.

448  The extent of inspections of male vagrants in Stockholm will be discussed in chapter 9.
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C o n c l u s i o n

There are substantial differences in the implementation of medical

examination between the groups being inspected, i.e. the soldiers,

the vagrants, and the women. In Sweden, certain groups of workers

were subjected to the 1812 Royal Circular and had to undergo

medical inspections. After the 1847 medical regulation in Stock-

holm, only two groups had to be inspected – loose women and

enlisted men. 

For enlisted men, the inspections were part and parcel of the mi-

litary discipline, just as exercising and marching. Once they were

discharged, their days of being inspected were over. For the women,

the order of things was reversed. Women who served at the tables in

public houses under police supervision and women who had been

detected to spread the disease were to be inspected. However, cont-

rary to militaries that were inspected after they were enlisted, women

became ‘enlisted’ after their first inspection. A number of women

had to submit to inspections against their will, and after attending an

inspection, some women were regulated because they could not

prove that they had a regular employment, or because they behaved

suspiciously according to the authorities.

There were also economic differences between the groups. When

women were found to be infected, they were forced to seek care at the

kurhus. During their stay there they had no income, could perhaps not

pay their rent, and risked losing their job. Soldiers received treatment at

the military hospital and full payment during their period at the hospi-

tal.449 Some civilian men were inspected in connection with arrests for

criminal offences, but they were not registered for recurring inspections. 
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449 Underdånigt betänkande, vol. 1, p. 324. However, a report in the Hygiea in 1849 states that the

Belgian army had severe regulations for soldiers who hid their disease. If the disease was kept

secret for more than four days, the soldier would lose his pay during his time at the hospital, and

would after treatment be sent to the arrest for a fortnight. Hygiea, no. 7, vol. 11, 1849, p. 437.
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Another difference is the public character of the inspections of

women. The enlisted soldiers were inspected in the garrison they be-

longed to, where the entry was restricted, and no publicity existed.

The women, both before and after the actual regulation of 1859, had

to attend the inspections at the special inspection bureau in the

heart of the city. The bureau was located in the vicinity of the Police

Office and the Office of the Governor, in a densely populated area of

the city. Only if women paid extra, could they have the privilege of

being inspected without public exposure. 

Finally, the greatest difference between the two groups was the stig-

ma that over the period became attached to the women. With time

syphilis became synonymous with prostitution, and the regulated wo-

men were looked upon as a so-called “seminal drain”, one that would

limit the dangers of venereal disease.450 Prostitution became necessary,

and with it came the necessity to control the public women. The

stigma attached to the inspection of women can be illustrated by the

opinion among the physicians themselves at the time. Only a year

after the regulation of prostitution was established in Stockholm, the

inspecting physicians asked for a pay raise. Their arguments were that

“…those discomforts connected with the position and their loss of

practice in general” because of their position as inspecting physicians

at the bureau, had to be compensated.451 The stigma of the disease and

of the women seems to have been rubbed off on the physicians. If the

same kind of inspections of enlisted men did occur, they do not seem

to have caused any contempt, and some of the physicians, previously

employed at the kurhus later took up positions as military phy-

sicians.452
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450  Harsin, Policing Prostitution, p. 88; Baldwin, Contagion and the State, p. 360.

451 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, Eira, October 11, 1860, AI, SSA. Swedish: …de med tjensten

förenade obehag och förlust af praktik i allmänhet. Cf. Harsin, Policing Prostitution, p. 11.

452 Svenska läkaresällskapet, pp. 135, 137, 159. See for instance Carl Mauritz Nyman, Alfred Hila-

rion Wistrand. Anders Erik Lundberger held positions as a physician at several regiments

parallell to his position as a assistant physician at the kurhus.
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PART III

DISCOURSE ON 

PROSTITUTION
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Part three of this study has been called ”Discourse on Prostitution”

and includes chapters 6 and 7. The intention is here to show how dis-

course changed and developed within the municipality, the police

force and the medical profession – all of them institutions being or

becoming increasingly involved in the control of women’s sexuality. 

Chapter 6 discusses how the municipality of Stockholm and the

police force argued concerning public sexuality. The early attempts

at regulating public sexuality in the 1830s in Stockholm stand out as

a municipal initiative, influenced by the French model. These at-

tempts failed, however, and the regulations that came to follow were

locally adapted to a larger degree. The political implications of

establishing this system can be seen, and it is argued that modernity

carried with it an idea of an increased control of women’s sexuality.

In some areas women’s civil rights were extended, but control over

their sexuality increased. This chapter also intends to show the

growing powers of the police force especially during the second half

of the century.

In Chapter 7 the topic is the discourse of the physicians. It will

show how their interest in matters concerning venereal disease and

its connection to prostitution grew within medical discourse over the

century, to culminate in the 1850s. Before the 1850s examples of

these discussions seemed to be largely influenced by international

discourse. The chapter also discusses how the concern about prosti-

tution as a cause for venereal disease also came to encompass moral

and spatial concerns; to regulate prostitution was not only a medical

question. The political influence of the medical profession became

more evident during the century. The chapter will also show how the

need to categorise women became more important during the

second half of the century, and how the commercial and professio-

nal aspects of prostitution became more and more emphasised.

178
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C h a p t e r  6

THE CITY AUTHORITIES, 
THE POLICE AND REGULATIONS

…the police is the only institution

which is unknown by the rest of the

society and the policemen the only pro-

fession, whose lives the other groups

and classes do not know of, nor care

for.*
Ivan Sandahl Den Hvita fläcken: Bilder ur

den svenska polisens liv (Malmö, 1920)

I n t r o d u c t i o n

The medical profession has often been regarded as the prime mover

in the process of regulating prostitution. Some scholars refer to Bri-

tain as an example, where the physicians did take an active part in

promoting the Contagious Diseases Acts. Most likely, this had to do

with the comparatively late introduction of the Acts in England

compared to other European countries. The Australian historian

Mary Spongberg argues that already in the 1830s prostitutes became

a “cause of ever greater concern in medical literature”, and physicians

manipulated ideas about the causes of venereal disease to present a

picture of the public woman as necessarily infected.453 Frank Mort
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* Swedish: … polisen är den enda institution som är okänd av det övriga samhället och polis-

männen den enda yrkesgrupp, vars liv de övriga grupperna och klasserna icke känna till och ej

heller intressera sig för.

453 Mary Spongberg, Feminizing Venereal Disease: The Body of the Prostitute in Nineteenth-Century

Medical Discourse (New York, 1997), pp. 6, 13. Nevertheless, her reference for stating the grow-

ing importance of the public woman in medical discourse is the work of Parent-Duchâtelet.
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and Judith Walkowitz argue that public anxiety had been focused on

prostitution from the 1840s by studies made by evangelical clerics

and physicians.454 As these scholars point to, within the medical pro-

fession there was a concern for a possible connection between

prostitution and venereal disease.

In the Swedish context, no medical discourse on prostitution and

venereal disease was established until in the 1850s and 1860s, and the

physicians seem to have monopolised the discourse on prostitution

– but not until later, during the latter half of the century.455 By then,

most countries had already made attempts to control ‘loose’ or

public women, and thereby, venereal disease. Few studies, although

discussing the establishment of regulations, have hitherto had its

emphasis on the introductory phase. The emphasis has rather been

on the second half of the century, and hence the role of the medical

profession has been in focus. Although physicians participated in

the discussions concerning venereal disease, the initiative to actual-

ly introduce regulations in many cases came from public servants.

Harsin argues that the regulation of prostitution in Paris started

as a simple administrative measure by the police, but it was in con-

nection with its prime theoretician Parent-Duchâtelet, that the sys-

tem was fully elaborated.456 The Kasernierung in some German cities

was originally a police initiative, and in Italy the regulation was

established on the Prime Minister’s initiative. Linda Mahood states

that the Scottish system was introduced before the physicians had

even discovered a connection between sexual intercourse and vene-

real disease.457 Thus, the actors participating in the introductory
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454 Frank Mort, Dangerous Sexualities, p. 69; Walkowitz, Prostitution and Victorian Society, pp. 32-

33.Cf. Nead, Myths of Sexualities.

455 See chapter 7. Cf. Johannisson, Den mörka kontinenten, p. 59. Johannisson, although investigat-

ing Swedish medical discourse, is not referring to Swedish medical literature for the early period.

456 Harsin, Policing Prostitution, pp. xvi, 7.

457 Evans, “Prostitution, state and society”, p. 110; Gibson, Prostitution and the State, p. 13; Mahood,

The Magdalenes, p. 20.
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phase seem to have been manifold. Were there any debates concern-

ing venereal disease and prostitution within these different authorities,

like there were discussions within the medical profession?

The German historian Peter Becker claims that the German and

French discourse was different from the English. In German and

French discourse, the police took an active part in the discussions.

Becker argues that although the police shared a common belief and

interest with other debaters, i.e. that of preventing a moral and

physical contagion to spread into society through prostitution, they

also claimed a special expertise, exclusive to the police. The police

was the only professional group which could have “comprehensive

and expert knowledge about the cultural and social dynamics within

the world of prostitution and particularly about the lives and careers

of prostitutes.”458 Their expertise was grounded in practical experi-

ence, which enabled the police to take an active part in the discussions.

The main participants in the decision-making preceding the regu-

lations in Stockholm were municipal, administrative and controlling

bodies – the Office of the Governor, the City Committee and the

Police. These different bodies entered the discourse on venereal dis-

ease, prostitution and its control at different stages – and with vary-

ing force. In comparison with the medical discourse on prostitution

and venereal disease later on, the discussion within the city authori-

ties of Stockholm was very limited. However, as will be demonstrat-

ed, the first attempts at regulating women and introducing munici-

pal brothels were not preceded by any discussions at all; in fact, the

decisions to take these measures do not seem to have been registered

in the official files. How is that to be interpreted? Absence of written

evidence of discussions does not necessarily mean that there was no
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458 Peter Becker, “Weak Bodies? Prostitutes and the Role of Gender in the Criminological Writings

of Detectives and Magistrates in 19th Century Germany”, manuscript for publication in Crime,

History & Societies, 1999, p. 3.
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discussion. This does not give full support to the idea that these ear-

ly measures were copied from the models on the continent, but may

suggest that this divulsion from a Swedish tradition of inspecting

both sexes was at least strongly influenced by continental ideas.

T h e  O r g a n i s a t i o n  o f  t h e  C i t y

Sweden was divided into counties, run by governors and the gover-

nor was the King’s, i.e. the central government’s representative with-

in the local community. Stockholm was a county in itself, and thus

the governor of Stockholm had a double function in that he was

supposed to see to the city’s interest in relation to the central

government, while also representing the government.

In 1776 a new instruction was issued for the Office of the Gover-

nor in Stockholm, which meant an expansion of the governor’s ad-

ministrative areas. Different areas of responsibility, previously dealt

with by separate city authorities, were transferred to the Office of the

Governor, among these the police and the poor relief departments.459

The magistrates and the burghers jointly administered the city trea-

sury, and the governor was one of the representatives of what later

was to become the borough treasury.460 In 1862 there was a reorgani-

sation of the administration and municipal laws were established.

It has been mentioned that the Governor highly influenced certain

changes in the city’s governance. Although representing an old order,

the governor Jakob Wilhelm Sprengtporten (1794-1875) has been

characterised as a liberal, and in many instances took a different

stand than the government.461 When he was appointed governor in
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459 K. Gustaf A. Sandström, (ed.), Överståthållarämbetet 1634 16/10 1934 (Stockholm, 1934), pp.

142-43; p. 160; Ulla Johansson, “Huvuddrag i Stockholms förvaltningshistoria 1672-1814”,

Stockholms stads arkivnämnd och stadsarkiv årsberättelser vol 6, 1988:33 bilaga 7, p. 47.

460 Torgny Höjer, Stockholms stads drätselkommission 1814-1864 och Börs-, bro- och hamnbyggnads-

kommitterade 1815-1846 (Stockholm, 1953), pp. 10-11.

461 Staf, Polisväsendet, pp. 374-76.
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1830, he began modernising the city. He kept contact with the 

Swedish ambassador in Paris, who wanted to supply Sprengtporten

with information of the state of affairs in Paris. The ambassador

argued that the greatest obstacle for the Governor’s attempts at

modernising the capital was a lacking municipal spirit within the

bourgeoisie, and even a lack of ideas of what would be a correct

municipal spirit. The ambassador in France stated that since the

municipal organisation of Stockholm had for so long been un-

changed the city had dropped astern of the progressive municipal

civilisation thriving in other countries.462 Sprengtporten wrote to the

ambassador that he wanted to reorganise the police force in Stock-

holm and would need the compiled regulations of Paris. It cannot be

decided whether the Governor eventually had access to the French

regulations, but the subsequent reorganisation of the police force

reminded very much of the French establishment of divisions.463

Although a direct import of foreign advice and practices cannot

be validated by the empirical documents, a continental influence

seems probable. When the police force was modernised in 1850, the

King in Council appointed Carl Olof Brink to investigate the prison

and police organisations in London, and apparently there was a

readiness to take into account different ideas and solutions in other

countries.464 Furthermore, Stockholm seems to have been regarded as

backward, old and uncivilised. This could perhaps be amended by

introduction of new regulations and a modern control system –

both regarding the police itself and, later on, its control of lecherous

women.
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462  Löwenhielm till Sprengtporten May, 23, 1831, in Staf, Polisväsendet, p. 378.

463 Ibid., p. 378.

464 The report was subsequently printed. Carl Olof Brink, Berättelse om Londons polis på Kongl.

Maj:ts allernådigaste befallning afgifven till herr öfverståthållaren (Stockholm, 1851).
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S TA D S N Ä M N D E N –  T H E C I T Y C O M M I T T E E

Until 1844 the poor relief had been administered by a committee

within the Office of the Governor, with the Governor and represent-

atives from the parishes as its members. Directories were established

within the parishes, and their activity was clearly influenced by relief

system for the poor in Hamburg, with registers of the poor, house

calls, food rations etc.465 In 1844, the City Committee (Stadsnämn-

den) was established, and during its existence between 1844 and

1864 it administered the poor relief.466 The committee was a central

organisation for the entire city, with eight sub-committees based on

the parishes. It was divided into two sections, one for controlling the

general relief of the poor, and the other for policing “order”. The

latter was supposed to take care of the immigration of people into the

city, and to control those citizens who lacked proper employment.

The committee’s members were the Governor, the pastor primari-

us467, the chief of police, the first city doctor, and representatives for

the cathedral chapter (konsistorium), the magistrate, the congrega-

tions, and other caring facilities.468 The committee was dissolved

when the municipal reorganisation was carried out in 1864.

Municipal hospitals were intimately related to the poor relief, and

these hospitals were primarily established to care for the poor. In

1814, the kurhus in Stockholm was organised, and the poor relief

committee covered the costs for establishing the institution.469 In

1822 a state allowance of 1 000 Riksdaler Banco (Rd. Bco) was handed
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465 Torgny Höjer, Sockenstämmor och kommunalförvaltning i Stockholm fram till 1864 (Stockholm,

1967), p. 84.

466 Joseph Müller, Fattigvården i Stockholm från äldre till nyare tid (Stockholm, 1906), pp. 215-16.

The committee was reorganised in 1864 in connection with the municipal reorganisation.

467 Pastor primarius was the vicar in the congregation of Nicolai (Storkyrkan), and the chairman

of the Stockholm consistorium, i.e. the cathedral chapter.

468 Müller, Fattigvården, p. 176. The facilities were the Public Orphanage, the Danviken Hospital

and the Prins Carl’s Correction Facility for Poor Children. 

469 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, November 16, 1819, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. Welander,

Bidrag till de veneriska, p. 156; Müller, Fattigvården, p.  98; Höjer, Sockenstämmor, p. 118.
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over to the kurhus, and this amount was paid yearly until 1850.470

Until in the 1830s, the funds from the poor relief committee played

an important role in the  finances of the kurhus –it made up a third

of its income – and until in the 1840s representatives for the poor

relief committee were members of the board of the kurhus.471

In 1874, the responsibility for the Prostitution Bureau and for the

kurhus was transferred to the Health Committee (Sundhetsnämn-

den, later Hälsovårdsnämnden).472

T H E P O L I C E D E P A R T E M E N T

In 1776, the city police was reorganised alongside the reorganisation

of the Office of the Governor itself, and the police authority was in

this process transferred to the Office of the Governor. A special po-

lice department was established. One of the most notable changes

was the creation of a position as Police Commissioner (polismästare),

second in command after the Governor himself.473 The police was di-

vided into three corps: the city corps, the fireguard, and the police.474

The new police regulation for the first time established a patrolling

police. Still, the police force was badly organised, and its employees

were mostly recruited from the working class. There were numerous

complaints of policemen being guilty of misdemeanours while on

duty. Drunkenness and departing from the patrolling route were

common complaints.475 In 1802, the police were given additional
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470 Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, p. 157, SSA Eira A1a Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, July 2,

1822.

471 Höjer, Sockenstämmor, pp. 118-19, n4.

472 Renskrivna protokoll, June 10, 1874, p. 99, A1, Stockholms stads hälsovårdsnämnd, SSA; Stock-

holms stadsfullmäktiges beredningsutskotts utlåtanden och memorial 1874, No. 54 (bihang no

25), pp. 2-10, 7-8.

473 Hjalmar von Sydow, Om Stockholms rättskipning, polis och fångvård (Stockholm, 1897), p. 260;

Nils Staf, Polisväsendet, pp. 41-53; Johansson, “Huvuddrag i Stockholms, p. 47.

474 Höjer, Sockenstämmor, p. 282.

475 Cf. Björn Horgby, Den disciplinerade arbetaren: Brottslighet och social förändring i Norrköping

1850-1910 (Stockholm, 1986), pp. 97-99.
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discretionary powers. Cases concerning workers in the factories be-

came a police matter, instead of being handled by the Manufacture

Assembly (hallmanufakturen) , and the workers could be flogged

according to the law of patronage or husbandry (husaga). Earlier the

police could flog single servants, but according to the 1802 regula-

tion, the police “…gained nearly unlimited power over the labouring

population in the capital.”476 During the early nineteenth century,

the citizens looked upon the police force with suspicion, and so did

the city authorities of Stockholm. Its possible knowledge of, and in-

volvement in, the coup d’état in 1809 and its failure to cope with the

von Fersen murder and the following riots in 1810 were two in-

cidents fostering a lack of confidence.477 Violence against the working

class people and the poor and arbitrary arrests had made the popu-

lation in Stockholm generally hostile towards the police.478

Not until in 1839 were local police offices established where

people could seek help. Until then the citizens had had to approach

the policeman in the streets or in his home in order to report a crime,

or to find assistance.479 There were numerous complaints from the

public and the organisation of the police was far from efficient. In

1850, the police underwent an extensive reorganisation. The new

organisation was based on geographical districts, the number of

policemen was increased and their pay raised. The policemen also

had to carry uniforms and weapons. Stockholm was divided into ten
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476 von Sydow, Om Stockholms rättskipning, p. 264. Swedish: …vann ett nästan oinskränkt välde öf-

ver hela den kroppsarbetande befolkningen i hufvudstaden.

477 Staf, Polisväsendet, pp. 312-14, 324, 328.

478 Polisen och pöbeln Förestäld i frågor och svar Ungt folk enfaldeligen att förehålla (Stockholm,

1818), p. 3 where the author questions what he thinks is the police’s way of sending fallen girls

straight to the spinhouse, rather than letting the mothers know about the young girls’ behaviour

in time to save them.

479 von Sydow, Om Stockholms rättskipning, pp. 264-66; Sandström, (ed.) Överståthållarämbetet, pp.

142-43; Sven Sperlings “Violent Criminality and Social Control during Stockholm’s Industria-

lization”, Scandinavian Studies in Criminology, 1976:7, pp. 125-46. The relationship between the

public and the police force will be discussed further in chapter 10.
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police districts and into more geographically correct nine districts in

1855.480 It has been suggested that the Governor played an active role

in the reorganisation of the police.481 It has also been pointed out that

the Parisian and Danish police organisation heavily influenced the

reorganisation of the police in Stockholm.482

It was part of the new police regulation to aid in the fight against

venereal diseases. In 1851, the police received instructions to assist

the inspecting physicians according to the regulation of ‘loose

women’, established in 1847.483 In 1856 the Governor suggested that

a police aide-de-camp was to be appointed, primarily to instruct

and oversee the policemen. His additional duties were, among other

things, to supervise the fight against venereal disease. The aide-de-

camp had eight men under his special command.484 The detective

section was established in the beginning of the 1850s. It had juris-

diction all over the city, and its main assignment was to detect crime,

whereas the patrolling police, assigned to different districts, had to

keep order. In 1859 the prostitution bureau was established as an

additional section within the police force.485 Parallel to the establish-

ment of regulations concerning the police’s professional status,

there also followed instructions on how public women were to

behave and act according to their ‘profession’. 
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480 Ferlin, Stockholms stad, p. 1231; Anders Sjöberg, “Den odisciplinerade konstapeln: Polismäs-

taren och poliskåren i Stockholm 1850-1880”, unpublished BA thesis, Department of History,

Stockholm University (Stockholm, 1998), p. 13. 

481 Höjer, Sockenstämmor, p. 284; Sandström, (ed.) Överståthållarämbetet, p. 144.

482 Nils Staf, “Polisverket i Stockholm 1850-1950” in Polis: Utställningskatalog med anledning av po-

lisens 100-års jubileum. Katalog. Stockholms stadsmusum (Stockholm, 1950), pp. 32-3; Staf, Po-

lisväsendet, p. 53. Staf notes that Axel von Fersen commented upon the similarities between the

new police force in Stockholm and foreign police forces in his memoirs.

483 Orderbok, November 25¸ 1851, no. 13, pp. 4-5, BIII, Äldre poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA. 

484 von Sydow, Om Stockholms rättskipning, p. 270; Bengt Järbe, Polisen i Stockholm förr och nu (Sol-

na, 1975), p. 96. Järbe states that there was a special division created in 1856, consisting of two men.

485 von Sydow, Om Stockholms rättskipning, p. 283; Staf, Polisväsendet, pp. 474. Already in the be-

ginning of the century, the police acted according to the 1812 Royal Circular, but also tried to

carry out regular inspections in the 1830s. This will be discussed in chapter 9.
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Figure 6:1. The Administration of Prostitution Control during the 1800s

The Office of the Governor
The City Committee 1844

The Police Department The Kurhus

The kurhus and the police carried out an arbitrary co-operation 

until the inspection bureau was established in 1847. 

The office of the governor, and the city committee were the 

organisatorial bodies supervising the control.

Inspection Bureau 1847

The inspection bureau was established at two different locations,

handling different areas of the city. The co-operation between 

physicians and police was to be formalised, but remained arbitrary.

The Prostitution Bureau 1859

In 1859 the Prostitution Bureau was established, and an organised 

co-operation between physicians and police began. The staff at the

bureau consisted of 2 inspecting physicians and one or two attending

police officers. The physicians reported to the kurhus. The vice squad

within the police consisted of one inspector, 3-9 constables. In 1874

the Prostitution Bureau was placed under the authority of the Health

Committee (Sundhetsnämnden).

Most policemen were men from the working class, and not until

1876 was there any education for policemen. In the early twentieth

century around 75 per cent of the force was made up of former sol-

diers. Together with new recruiting policies the police force changed

and became more professionalised, which, in turn, widened the dis-

tance between the police and the working class.486 The task of the po-

lice had changed from being a weapon against revolutionary at-

188
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tempts in the city to pure prevention of crime.487 It was after the

police reorganisation and its formation as a profession that the

police force participated in the discussions on loose women and

prostitution – as well as influencing the organisation of prostitution

according to professional guidelines. 

Traditionally, the administrative police in Stockholm handled the

so-called police cases, and the governor acted as judge. Serious

criminals were remitted to the magistrates’ court, and the police

authority handled minor cases. However, the police commissioner

argued that the establishment of a court for minor cases would speed

up the processing of the cases. In 1869 a special police court was

created to hear minor cases concerning breaches of regulation, alco-

hol offences, and minor violent crimes. The administrative court still

handled vagrancy.488 The City Committee, the kurhus and the police

were all institutions having a part in the organisation and supervi-

sion of loose and lecherous women and venereally infected patients.

N o  Wr i t t e n  O r d e r s  
–  t h e  E a r l y  N i n e t e e n t h  C e n t u r y

During the first half of the nineteenth century, there were no discus-

sions on how to stop the spread of the disease within the city’s ad-

ministration. The Royal Circular from 1812 seems to have deter-
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486 Sperlings, “Violent Criminality”, 1976:7 p. 7; Ivan Sandahl, Den Hvita Fläcken: Bilder ur den

svenska polisens liv (Malmö, 1920), pp. 171, 295-6, is a documentary fiction, where the main

character is a former military who educates himself to being a policeman, after the turn of the

nineteenth century. It also shows the closeness between the policemen and the working class in

the city. Cf. A. Westberg, Trettioåtta år som polisman: minnen och anteckningar (Halmstad,

1915) which treats the small town Halmstad, and [John Kasselli], Bakom storstadspolisens kulis-

ser (Stockholm, 1919).

487 Sperlings, “Violent Criminality”, p. 7. Cf. Clive Emsley, The English Police: A Political and Social

History (1991, London and New York, 1996), pp. 103-6.

488 Sven Sperlings, “Violent Criminality”, 1976:7, p. 134.
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mined how Stockholm chose to deal with the task of controlling the

disease. Secondary sources claim that the Office of the Governor in

Stockholm had additional comments to the circular which had been

sent in to the Swedish Society of Medicine (Svenska Läkaresällska-

pet). The letter was forwarded to the Society by the city physician

Fredrik Fröberger (1762-1824). It stated that in order to detect

women who spread the disease, the governor requested that the phy-

sicians within the society should “…when an infected man requests

help, through him try to detect where that person is, from whom the

contagion was contracted.”489 The patient was to be persuaded to in-

form on the infected person’s whereabouts so that the police autho-

rity could find her, so that “…such a female person […] may after

proper inspection, without harming her reputation, if the circum-

stances so require, be remitted to a kurhus or another appropriate

cure.”490 This letter is not mentioned in the day-books of the Office

of the Governor, nor in the printed volumes from the Society of

Medicine. It is unclear whether this was carried out at all, and later

in the century it was discussed within the medical profession to

what extent they were to inform on patients.491 However, this may be

seen as an early example of how the city authorities were involved in

trying to influence the course of controlling venereal disease in spe-

cific directions – focusing on women.

The Office of the Governor wrote to the Royal Health Committee

in 1830 and suggested that the co-operation between the police and

the city physicians should be intensified. This was agreed to, inten-
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489 Frithiof L. Lennmalm, Svenska Läkaresällskapets historia 1808-1908 (Stockholm 1908), p. 18.

Swedish: …då någon smittad karl anhåller om hjälp, genom honom söka utforska hvar den per-

sonen finnes, ifrån hvilken smittan bekommits.

490 Ibid., p. 18. Swedish: …en dylik qvinsperson […] efter vederbörlig besiktning utan att blifva

skadad till sitt rykte, om omständigheterna det fordra, förskaffas till kurhus eller annat tjenligt

botningssätt. For a discussion of the word kurhus see chapter one.

491 Hygiea, 1853, vol. 15:6, p. 355.
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sification seems to have occurred and police officers aided the city

physician in taking the often unwilling patients to hospital.492 Many

of these instructions seem to have been issued verbally. After the

police was reorganised in 1850, the police constables met with their

district supervisor every day. They received their instructions, both

orally and in writing. Before 1850, the instructions were issued arbi-

trarily, and not always written down. This seems to have been true

also for the Governor’s instructions to other personnel in the city ad-

ministration. 

In 1835 there was an attempt to establish regular inspections on

public women in order to detect venereal disease. It is difficult to

assess from where the initiative came. The board of directors at the

kurhus noted in early November 1835 an increase in the number of

patients with venereal disease. From the minutes, it seems as if the

board had discussed the matter earlier, and possibly also sent off a

memorandum to the Governor, although no such memorandum

has been retrieved in the archives. On November 3 the board noted

that the Office of the Governor had already taken action in the

matter.493 This is contradicted by a much later account which relates

to the city physician stating in 1835 that the instructions regarding

regular medical inspections had been given verbally by the Governor.

The women to be examined were to be noted in a special book,

rather than in the ordinary patient registers of the city physician’s

practice. Whoever took the original initiative, secondary sources

claim that the records of the poor relief committee indicate that in-

spections were being undertaken from late 1835 through 1837.494

That the conceived increase in venereally infected patients would

prompt some kind of action is understandable. However, the
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492 Protokoll och registratur 1830, Polissekreteraren, B1, Överståthållarens arkiv, SSA, p. 3, Staf, Po-

lisväsendet, p. 417.

493 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, November 3, 1835, Eira, SSA.
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interesting thing is that the authorities diverged from the 1812 Royal

Circular without further ado, and wanted to restrict the inspections

solely to women, rather than increasing the inspections of both

sexes. That these kind of gendered inspections were already carried

out in other countries may have influenced this decision.

As I have mentioned before, the city in the late 1830s tried to

establish municipal brothels. The documents about this attempt are

scarce, at least when it comes to official sources. The attempt is men-

tioned by many, but the sources are either biased or give their state-

ment much later than 1838, which was when the attempt was under-

taken.495 One source – very antagonistic to brothels – mentions that

the whole enterprise was based on an oral agreement between the

Governor and the chairman of the Stockholm cathedral chapter, the

pastor primarius. According to the same source, this agreement

could not be publicly acknowledged, or the unofficial support of the

pastor primarius would be denied and consequently withdrawn.496

Bernhard von Beskow (1796-1868), the then secretary of the Swedish

Academy (Svenska akademien), claimed that one third of the income

made by the women in these brothels went directly to the city’s ex-

chequer.497 There are other sources that claim that the city physicians
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494 Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, pp. 235-36. Cf. Protokoll och registratur, January 25, 1847, AI,

Stadsnämndens arkiv, SSA. The archive of the first city physician is incomplete: the protocols

are missing, and incoming documents are only registered from 1874. CII Diarier över inkomna

handlingar 1874-. There are concepts, but they are missing for 1835, 1840-41, 1844, 1846-7,

1850-51. In the remaining documents there are no notes on venereal disease. Koncept 1832-

1869, B1a, Förste stadsläkarens arkiv, SSA. I have also investigated the registers of the Elders of

the Bourgeois in Stockholm, but found no efforts at regulating venereal disease or loose women

in their records. Protokoll och föredragningslistor, AIa1, 1809-1839, Register till borgerskapets

äldstes protokoll, AIb, 1840-1856, Borgerskapets äldstes arkiv, SSA. 

495 Handlingar till diariet, March 15, 1858, no. 300, 1859, EIII, Polissekreteraren, ÖÄ, SSA; Per An-

ders Lewin, Om prostitutionen och de verksammaste medlen till de veneriska sjukdomarnes häm-

mande, med särskildt afseende fästadt på förhållandena i Stockholm (Stockholm, 1873), pp. 92-

97; Nils Johan Ekdahl, Om osedligheten i Stockholm och dess botemedel En tidsbild (Stockholm,

1866); Wistrand, Några drag af Bordellväsendets. This attempt will be discussed in chapter 8.

496 Ekdahl, Om osedligheten, pp. 30-31.

497 Bernhard von Beskow to Esaias Tegnér, April 17, 1838, Svenska Akademiens handlingar 47, p 163.
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were involved in examining the women at the brothels, and that the

police was in charge of maintaining order.498 The lack of written

sources on the subject of brothels may indicate a wish to keep the attempt

concealed. Brothels had no tradition in Sweden, and to keep brothels was

a criminal act according to the law of 1734.500

The Archive of the Office of the Governor (Överståthållareämbe-

tets arkiv) has been sorted and some documents have been destroyed,

deliberately or by mismanagement.499 Thus the lack of written docu-

ments for this early period may very well have to do with either of

these circumstances. However, there are also statements claiming

that the Governor gave oral instructions – both regarding the medi-

cal inspections of women in 1835 and regarding the establishment of

municipal brothels in 1838. The lack of organisation within the Go-

vernor’s office and the police may be one possible explanation why

these instructions were oral. Another reason could be that an oral in-

struction might avoid public scrutiny and criticism of the fact that

certain citizens would be forced to undergo inspections, just on the

basis of that they were suspected to be infected or sick – a suspicion

that seemed to be directly related to their sex. Besides, there was no

motivation for the sole focus on women; within the medical profes-

sion women had not yet been given the full blame for syphilis. 

T h e  A n s w e r  t o  t h e  C o m m a n d e r - i n - C h i e f

In 1837 the commander-in-chief of the garrison of Stockholm had

complained to the Governor. In his complaint the commander-in-

chief discussed the increase in incidence of venereal disease among
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498 Ekdahl, Om osedligheten, pp. 35-37; Protokoll July 29 1851, vol. 9, Förhandlingar vid Svenska lä-

karesällskapets sammankomster; Handlingar till diariet 1859, no. 300, EIII, Polissekreteraren,

ÖÄ. SSA; Bergstrand, Svenska Läkaresällskapet, p. 297; Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, p. 240.

499 See Appendix 2.

500 Sveriges rikes lag gillad och antagen på riksdagen år 1734. Faksimilupplaga (Malmö, 1981), p. 170.
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the soldiers, and the complaint was forwarded to the Royal Health

Committee by the Governor. The Committee noted that it was

aware of the increase in incidences in Stockholm and requested that

the Office of the Governor should report on what had been done to

improve the situation.501 It seems as if the Office of the Governor did

not respond, and the Royal Health Committee claimed that it could

not recommend any measures before it knew what had already been

done to resolve local problems in Stockholm. In October 1837, there was

a harsh reminder from the Ministry of Education and Ecclesiastical

Affairs: an explanation was immediately requested from the Go-

vernor.502 This request seems to have prompted things, and according

to the office day-book the Governor replied with a memorandum on

November 18. There is also a memo of a report from the city physician

to the Governor no earlier than October 12.503 The actual memo-

randum or report from the Office of the Governor has not been found

in the archives.

The result of the memorandum seems to have been the Royal Let-

ter of February 1839, which more or less stated that the Royal Cir-

cular of 1812 was still in force and to be respected. A month later the

King in Council requested the Office of the Govenor and the city

police department to submit a report regarding the steps they had

taken after the Royal Letter had been issued.504 The second para-

graph of the Royal Letter of 1839 stated that if the Office of the

Governor had any suggestions on how to stop the disease, it should

submit its request to the King in Council.505 This might be inter-

preted as a snubbing of the Governor for his attempt to establish
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501  Handlingar till diariet, April 29, 1837, no. 413, EIII, Polissekreterarens arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA.

502 Handlingar till diariet, October 21, 1837, no. 413, EIII, Polissekreterarens arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA.

503 Polissekreterarens diarium, April 29, 1837, no 413, CI, Polissekreterarens arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA.

504 Polissekreterarens diarium, March 16, no. 207, 1839, CI, Polissekreterarens arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA. The

relevant documents for case 207 are missing from Handlingar till diariet, 1839, EIII, Polisse-

kreterarens arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA. 

505 Kungligt brev till överståthållaren 1839, Kungliga brev och departementsskrivelser 1835-39, Po-

lissekreteraren, E1a, Överståthållarens arkiv, SSA.
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municipal brothels the year before. However, the paragraph could

also be interpreted as the city being given extended authority in its

efforts to control the disease, and so was admonished to take a more

active part in the organisation.506 One substantial change was that the

Governor, from April 1839, became the permanent chairman of the

board of the kurhus. Until then the president of the Royal Health

Committee had been the chairman. The first city physician was also

on the board.507 The change had been a request from the kurhus,

since the Governor was the highest chief of police, and the co-ope-

ration with the police was important in the effort to supervise and

control venereal disease. From the 1840s and onwards, all matters

concerning venereal disease and law and order within the city

became more and more an area of municipal decision-making.

D a n c i n g  a n d  D e p r a v i t y

When the City Committee was first established in 1844, one of its first

assignments concerned the kurhus. The hospital had a large outstanding

debt, and it was discussed whether this debt would be remitted or not,

which it finally was in 1846.508 During the first years of its existence the

committee’s agenda was dominated by matters concerning the poor-

house in the city. The increase in incidences of venereal disease in the city

was generally explained by reference to the lack of space at the kurhus

and its bad finances. It was stated that the Provisional Hospital would be

let up for male patients, and that the City Committee would transfer the

costs for this to the already outstanding debt of the kurhus.509
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506  Cf. discussion in chapter 4.

507 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, April 9, May 7, 1839, A1a, Eira sjukhus, SSA.

508 Protokoll och registratur, December 21 and January 8, 1843, September 28, 1846, AI, Stads-

nämndens arkiv, SSA.

509 Protokoll och registratur, December 15, 1845 reg. 71, and January 22, 1846, AI, Stadsnämndens

arkiv, SSA.
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In September 1846, the City Committee noted a lack of beds at the

kurhus, in combination with the fact that patients had to be remitted

to the Provisional Hospital.510 In connection to this the problem of

lechery and lack of order within the city was being discussed. The

Committee claimed that the disorder in the city had lately increased,

and that the public dances were to blame. These dances were

“…without any interference from the police held at taverns and

other public places”.511 Implicitly the police were criticised for not

taking action and maintaining public order. Public dances were

arranged for people of lesser means, the Committee claimed, and de-

cided that the question of public dances was to be submitted to the

section within the City Committee dealing with public order. At

least there should be restrictions of the opening hours, argued the

board of directors, and of the for “…virtue and public order other-

wise disturbing depravity”.512 A month later, after due consideration

in the section within the Committee, it was suggested that a memo-

randum should be submitted to the Office of the Governor.

The Committee memorandum argued that if, like in many

foreign cities, organised public amusements for the refreshment of

the lower classes were to gain tradition in Stockholm, it would be

beneficial for all the inhabitants. The current state of affairs only

meant that people attended unorganised dances, neglected their

work and thus were becoming less skilled workers. These dances had
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510   Protokoll och registratur, August 24, September 28, 1846, AI, Stadsnämndens arkiv, SSA.

511 Protokoll och registratur, September 28, 1846, AI, Stadsnämndens arkiv, SSA. Swedish: …utan

hinder från polismyndighetens sida, hållas på krogar och andra allmänna ställen. The question

of dances as possible sources of contagion had been raised already in 1784 by the police com-

missioner Henrik von Sivers. Staf, Polisväsendet, p. 83.

512 Protokoll och registratur, September 28, 1846, AI, Stadsnämndens arkiv, SSA. Swedish: …sed-

ligheten och den allmänna ordningen eljest störande lastbarheten. There are no documents on

the subject in the Stadsnämnden’s section on order. Ordningsavdelningen, AIII, Stadsnämnden,

SSA. In 1837 the first city doctor had expressed his concern over public dances in connection to

the complaints from the commander-in-chief of the Stockholm garrison. Koncept 1837, B1a,

Förste stadsläkarens arkiv, SSA. Cf. Staf, Polisväsendet, p. 410.
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a bad influence on the workers’ economy and morality, and, added

the Committee, this moral decline had without doubt caused the in-

crease in venereal disease in the city. The Committee made a clear

connection between public dances and promiscuous sex. The me-

morandum suggested that, in the name of order, morals and health,

the permission to organise dances was to be restricted and that the

dances end before midnight. As far as possible, only individuals of ir-

reproachable reputation should be granted the privilege of attending

the dances, and the police should keep the order at these places.513

The memorandum was sent to the Office of the Governor in No-

vember, 1846, but stated nothing about wanting to control solely

women in the name of vice, “individuals of irreproachable reputa-

tion” could be both men and women, and thus the reproachable

ones seem to have been of both sexes as well. 

The Governor had furthered the memorandum from the City

Committee to the kurhus, and the answer came in January the

following year. By that time the Governor had been the chairman of

the kurhus board for six years. The first official proposal in Sweden

reminding of the continental tradition of medical examination of

women, came from the Governor. His proposal was voiced openly in

a public forum and taken to the minutes. Interestingly, it was also

taken to the minutes that the Governor himself had suggested to the

board of the hospital that, in other ways than the City Committee had

proposed, try to militate against venereal disease. The proposal re-

ferred to was most likely not the idea of restricting the public

dances, because in later minutes the Governor approved of these

suggestions and issued restrictions according to the recommenda-

tion of the City Committee.514 In his presented proposal, the Gover-

nor suggested that special inspecting physicians would be appointed

and that inspections of women suspected to be infected would be

197

513 Protokoll och registratur, November 16, 1846, reg. 75, AI, Stadsnämndens arkiv, SSA.
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carried out. That would “according to Lord Baron the Governor’s

thoughts highly contribute” to stifling the disease.515 The influence of

foreign practices is evident, and both the first city physician and at

the kurhus physician supported the Governor’s proposal.

The Governor played an important role in these events. He was on

the board of both the City Committee and the kurhus. When he pre-

sented the proposal from the City Committee he made it clear to the

board that he did not agree, and expressed his own views and final-

ly presented a proposal of his own. The Governor’s personal power

seems to have been strong, and from what it seems, he exercised it

according to his own wishes. As we saw earlier, there are indications

of the Governor being personally involved both in the attempts to in-

troduce regular inspections of women in 1835 and to issue privileges

for brothels in 1838. The Governor planted his ideas in fora where he

had a governing position, and perhaps also where he thought his

ideas would grow. The kurhus responded positively to the idea,

whereas the City Committee was on a different track.

In January 1847 the kurhus presented an elaborated medical re-

gulation to the City Committee, which caused lengthy discussions.

Two measures were suggested: firstly, an extra funding for the hos-

pital for a period of three years, and, secondly, medical inspections

of certain women. The formal suggestion that physicians should in-

spect a set group of women was discussed at length. Some members

of the board wanted to submit the matter to other authorities within

the Office of the Governor, while others were ready to take a stand
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514 Protokoll och registratur, January 25, 1847, AI, Stadsnämndens arkiv, SSA. It was noted that all

licences that were issued for keeping dances should be noted in a special day-book. In its answer

the kurhus referred to a memorandum from September 28, 1846. That was the date the issue of

dances and lack of space at the hospital was first discussed in the City Committee. Thus, there

seems to have been another memorandum sent off to the kurhus the instant the matter was dis-

cussed, while the matter was also further treated within the City Committee. This has not been

retrieved in any of the archives.

515 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, November 3, 1846, A1a, Eira sjukhus, SSA. Swedish: …efter

Hr. Baron Öfv. Ståthållarens tankar i hög grad bidraga…
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immediately. The Governor, who was acting chairman, let the ques-

tion of submitting the matter to other authorities for consideration be

decided by vote. The answer was “…predominantly no, mixed with

some yes”.516 The Governor continued, in defence of his and the kur-

hus’s proposal, and asked the Committee if it did not consider the

suggested medical inspections of women to be necessarily called for.

He stated that the proposed measure could also be seen as beneficial

for the poor. Two members of the Committee replied that this ques-

tion could only be answered after further investigation by physicians. 

Figure 6:2 Number of patients with venereal diseases at civilian hospitals in
Stockholm 1822-1876

Source: J.E. Johansson, “De smittosamma könssjukdomarnas utbredning i Sverige 1822-
1906”, in Underdånigt betänkande, vol. 3, p. 5.
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516 Protokoll och registratur, January 25, 1847, AI, Stadsnämndens arkiv, SSA. Swedish: …öfver-

vägande nej blandadt med några ja. Cf. Protokoll och registratur, January 25, 1847, reg. 431, AI,

Stadsnämndens arkiv, SSA.
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Two representatives, one of them was the first city physician, also on

the board of the kurhus, answered that prophylactic measures

against the venereal disease were called for, and thus a prompt deci-

sion was needed. After this remark, the proposition from the hospi-

tal was approved of, although not unanimously. Two months later,

on April 1, the first large-scale regulation exclusively with women as

its target, was introduced in Stockholm. The first medical regulation

in Stockholm seems to have been pushed through in a great haste.

Two months after the proposal was first presented in the City Com-

mittee in January 1847 it was decided upon and established in the

city. The year before trade restrictions had been lifted for women,

and to be a “loose woman” seems no longer necessarily have meant

lacking proper employment – the obstacles for this had been some-

what alleviated. Instead, to be a ‘loose’ woman seems to have implied

a need for medical control. Being ‘loose’ seems to have meant living

promiscuously. 

It is noteworthy that the considerable increase in the number of

patients with venereal diseases during the period 1836-1841 (as can

be seen in figure 6:2), did not continue into the following period.

Thus, when the City Committee and the kurhus board proposed a re-

gulation of loose women, the number of venereally infected pa-

tients, according to official statistics, was actually decreasing – cont-

rary to what was stated by the authorities.

A  P r o s t i t u t i n g  Tr e a t m e n t  1

When the medical regulation of loose women from 1847 was estab-

lished, the City Committee had agreed to pay the sum of 1,200 Rd

Bco yearly to the inspection bureau for a duration of three years. This

would constitute the pay for the two inspecting physicians and the

cost of the facilities where the inspections were to take place. The

audits for the City Committee in 1847 took up costs and other

200
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questions regarding the inspections of loose women. It was observed

that during the nine months that the inspections had been going on

(April-December 1847), 4,822 healthy women had been inspected.

The auditors commented that among these women, not everybody

had lost all virtue, and some women had

… had to subject themselves to one for the decency such a prostituting treatment

as an inspection […], in which cases the inspections must be a moral torture,

contradicting decency.517

The auditors argued that among the inspected women there were

also women who were not supposed to be there, i.e. virtuous women.

They claimed that arbitrariness was at hand and that it would have a

negative effect on decency and morals. At the same time, this shows

that the auditors also believed that some women would be less ‘pro-

stituted’ by the treatment, i.e. those already prostituted. The auditors

suggested that midwives should instead do the preliminary exami-

nations, and that the physicians would be called upon only when a

woman was found to be infected. This would perhaps also avoid the

cost of certain facilities for the inspections, they argued.518

The audit caused some discussion in the board of the City Com-

mittee. One member remarked that since the inspections were pro-

phylactic, they had to be carried out by physicians. The police com-

missioner held a lengthy speech, in defence of the efforts made by the

police. He stated that only women who had already made them-

selves known for lecherous behaviour had been submitted to in-

spection. These women had “thus already stepped over the bound-

aries of decency…”, and no complaints of misconduct in connection

201

517 Unnumbered audition to the protocol, Protokoll och registratur, November 6, 1848, AI, Stads-

nämndens arkiv, SSA. Swedish: … underkastade en, sedlighetskänslan så prostituterande be-

handling som en besigtning, […] i hvilket fall besigtningen måste blifva en moralisk tortyr, mot-

verkande sedlighet.

518 Protokoll och registratur, November 6, 1848, AI, Stadsnämndens arkiv, SSA. 
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with the inspections had been filed.519 In fact, the police commis-

sioner affirmed, the inspecting physicians had complained that the

police did not bring enough women to the inspection bureau. After

this discussion, the City Committee decided that no further action

would be taken on the basis of the audit. When the kurhus received the

same audit, its board observed that the auditors had misinterpreted

the figures; the number 4, 822 did not refer to the number of women,

but to the number of inspections.520 They decided to correct the

numbers to avoid further reproach from the auditors. There were no

further complaints from the auditors, nor from the City Committee.

Until the dissolving of the Committee in 1864 there were no more

discussions concerning the inspections of women. Although an in-

crease in the discussions before the establishment of the 1859 regu-

lation of prostitution could have expected, there is no sign of that.521

After the first medical regulation had been passed, there seems to

have been nothing further to discuss. The regulation of 1859 was not

even sent to the City Committee for consideration; by the late 1850s,

the issue of controlling women for venereal disease had become an

area of expertise for the medical profession. However, paradoxically,

it was not until then, when the matter seems to have become a

question for physicians, that women were spatially regulated.

Dances had been restricted earlier, but those restrictions had been

connected to the lower classes of lesser means, not directed against

loose women in particular. The 1847 regulation was only concerned

with medical inspections, whereas the 1859 regulation of prostitution

included medical inspections in combination with spatial restrictions.

However, when the City Committee withdrew from these matters con-

cerning venereal disease and loose women, the police entered as an

important actor who until then had been virtually absent.
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519 Protokoll och registratur, November 6, 1848, AI, Stadsnämndens arkiv, SSA. Swedish: …således

redan öfverträdt sedlighetens gräns.

520 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, November 7, 1848, A1a, Eira sjukhus, SSA. 
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T h e  1 8 5 8  M e m o r a n d u m

Until the late 1850s, the police had been at the receiving end, receiv-

ing orders on how to exercise control regarding individuals suspect-

ed of venereal disease.522 However, before the revision of the 1847

regulation the police was asked to present its view of the present

situation and to report to the Office of the Governor. The Governor

had submitted the question of a possible regulation of prostitution

to the kurhus, and its board was supposed to elaborate a proposal.523

No proposal was ever produced at the kurhus, and by the end of

1857 the matter was handed over to the police authority.524 Although

discussions had taken place at the kurhus, the board had not

managed to prepare a proposal. The police, however, answered

timely in March 1858 with an elaborated memorandum, and this

must be regarded as the first detailed proposal for a regulation of

loose women – both spatially and medically.525
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521 Discussions touching the subject of venereal disease were rather monetary – it seems as if the

kurhus was unwilling to pay back what was seen as a debt for the three first years of inspections.

The case went to the court of appeal, but the debt was finally written off. Protokoll och regi-

stratur, February 16 and December 20, 1852; December 12 1853; April 10, October 30 1854;

April 21, July 28, 1856; June 29 1857, AI, Stadsnämndens arkiv, SSA.

522 See for instance Handlingar till diariet, no. 413, April, 29 1837, EIII; Diarium no. 207, March

16, 1839; CI, Polissekreterarens arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA.

523 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, December 13, 1855, A1a, Eira sjukhus, SSA. The matter had

already been discussed at the Swedish Society of Medicine.

524 Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, pp. 247-48. Cf. the minutes of the kurhus for the period 1855-

1859, where the only discussion concerned a report handed in by the resident physician to the

Royal Health Committee rather than to the office of the governor. This might indicate a wish to

keep the question within the medical profession, which will be discussed further in the follow-

ing chapters. Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, May 4, 1857, A1a, Eira sjukhus, SSA.

525 Handlingar till diariet, March 15, 1858, no. 300, 1859, EIII, Polissekreteraren, ÖÄ, SSA. Although

written in 1858, the memorandum is filed under 1859, which has caused complications for ear-

lier researcher when trying the find the document. Cf. Staf, Polisväsendet, p. 423 n163; Lund-

quist, Den disciplinerade, p, 70 both refer to secondary literature and Järbe, Polisen i Stockholm,

p. 75 gives no references at all.
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L A C K O F C O N T R O L O R I N S U F F I C I E N T R E G U L AT I O N S ?

The memorandum presented by the police did not only contain a

proposal, but also touched upon a number of subjects, as well as it

delivered a historical report of earlier efforts. The number of patients

with a venereal disease had increased at the kurhus during the last ten

years, and the memorandum stated that it had to be 

… shown whether the now lamented evil has its cause either in the discussed re-

gulation’s greater or lesser appropriateness and purpose or in the lack of control

or supervision of its application.526

The quote questions that the increase in venereally diseased patients

necessarily has to do with the police being lax in its execution of the

regulation, and it hints that it might as well depend on the formula-

tion of the regulation itself. Although this memorandum has to be

seen as a breaking point in the participation of the police in the con-

trol of venereal disease and prostitution, there are still traces of sub-

ordination in its felt need to defend itself from allegations of insuf-

ficient control. In an overview of previous regulations, it was stated

that the 1812 circular, because of “…the impossibility of executing

some of those regulatives, made them soon forgotten or obsolete”.527

The only paragraph actually enforced was the one concerning in-

spections of loose women at inns and taverns. Without any special

regulations being in force, the 1812 Royal Circular was more or less

carried out until the regulation of 1847, since the Royal Letter of

1839 added nothing new to already existing measures, the police
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526 Handlingar till diariet, March 15, 1858, no. 300, 1859, EIII, Polissekreteraren, ÖÄ, SSA. Swedish:

…visa huruvida det nu öfverklagade onda har sin orsak antingen i berörde föreskrifters större

eller mindre lämplighet och ändamålsenlighet eller uti bristande Controll eller eftersyn vid de-

ras tillämpning.

527 Handlingar till diariet, March 15, 1858, no. 300, 1859, EIII, Polissekreteraren, ÖÄ, SSA. Swedish:

…overkställbarheten af en del af dessa stadganden gjorde att de snart kommo i glömska eller

blefvo antiqverade.
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confirmed. The memorandum claimed that the number of beds at

the kurhus was sufficient and that the increase in infected individu-

als rather had its explanation in the inspection procedures.

S E P A R AT I N G B E T W E E N W O M E N A N D W O M E N

The increase of venereal disease had to do with how the inspections

were carried out, the police claimed. Women shunned the kurhus

and tried to avoid inspections. In the inspection facilities all kinds of

women were gathered at the same place; both 

… the scum of the female inhabitants in Stockholm, often drunk and clothed in

rags, as well as such women who not yet had barren themselves of all shame or

abandoned all, at least exterior, signs of female value and modesty.528

This gathering of all sorts of women had done harm to the groups of

decent women being inspected– both at the inspection bureau but

also in public places, in the street where decent women were being

ridiculed by the ’scum’, or at least so the police claimed. The women

who wanted to avoid this situation paid the inspecting physician to

be examined privately, and the cost had become as necessary an ex-

pense as paying the rent for these women. Whether these inspections

were carried out properly or not was difficult to ascertain, stated the

memorandum, and might be a contributing factor to the increase in

venereal disease – i.e. the medical profession was to be blamed.

The reasons why a woman was a prostitute in the first place also

differed, the memorandum claimed. The dividing line seemed not to

be whether women were virtuous or not, it was rather a question of

geography. One third of the inspected women came from Stock-
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528 Handlingar till diariet, March 15, 1858, no. 300, 1859, EIII, Polissekreteraren, ÖÄ, SSA. Swedish:

dräggen af Stockholms qvinliga befolkning, ej sällan berusade och höljde i trasor, än äfven så-

dane qvinnor, som ännu icke afklädt sig all blygsel eller öfvergifvit alla åtminstone yttre tecken

på qvinligt värde och modesti.
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holm, and the reason for their prostitution, the police said, was “… in-

sufficient control and care in their younger years”, i.e. their families

were to blame. 529 The girls from the countryside, however, were more

gullible, but also more trustworthy, according to the memorandum.

Procurers lured them into prostitution when they came to Stockholm

to seek employment which they could not find in their villages. The

country girls wanted to earn their living, but innocent as they were and

unaccustomed to the life in the city they were tricked into prostitution.

Thus, although both girls from the city and girls from the countryside

could end up in prostitution, the explanation was not the same.

The police did not favour the often-debated idea of Kasernierung

or a brothel system. Not only were brothels contradictory to Swedish

law, but they were also immoral and against the wishes of the inha-

bitants of Stockholm, the police argued. An informal tolerance sys-

tem as the one of coffee-houses existing at the time was preferable.530

According to the memorandum, the necessary road to fighting the

disease was the medical examination, on which “…the brothel sys-

tem is anyway basically footed.”531 The police objected to the brothel

system, not because of its questionable prophylactic effects – these

were rather probable – but because the police did not want the dis-

order that came with such a system.

The proposal for a new regulation from the police suggested that

the inspection bureau should be placed under police authority. The

highest command should be the Police Commissioner, but his exe-

cutive body should be an inspector, assisted by two constables from

the detective squad.532 The bureau should be adjoined to the already
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529 Handlingar till diariet, March 15, 1858, no. 300, 1859, EIII, Polissekreteraren, ÖÄ, SSA. Swe-

dish:…bristande tillsyn och vård i de yngre åren.

530 Cf. Emsley, The English Police, p. 77.

531 Handlingar till diariet, March 15, 1858, no. 300, 1859, EIII, Polissekreteraren, ÖÄ, SSA. Swedish:

…bordellväsendet dessutom hufvudsakligen är fotadt.

532 Handlingar till diariet, March 15, 1858, no. 300, 1859, EIII, Polissekreteraren, ÖÄ, SSA.
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existing inspecting facilities. Whether this meant that the police

wanted full control is difficult to say; the elaborated proposal from

the Office of the Governor suggested a joint venture between the

physicians and the police, which meant the kurhus and the Office of

the Governor. The inspection bureau was divided into one medical

and one police department.533 With minor changes the proposed re-

gulation was approved by the kurhus.

The police in Stockholm was poorly organised during the first

half of the nineteenth century. This in part explains its lack of parti-

cipation in the discussions of regulative measures regarding ‘loose’

women. The police was the executive body in this question, under

orders to track down women, and to bring venereally infected per-

sons to the physicians. The chief of police defended the police force

against charges of arbitrariness when the 1847 regulation was new.

The reorganisation of the police in 1850 led to an increased self as-

sertion within the police corps, and as a result of its own professio-

nalisation, the police force participated in the institutionalisation of

prostitution and contributed the transformation of a group of

women into a group of professional public women.

T h e  P r o s t i t u t i o n  B u r e a u

The prostitution bureau was established in 1859, but the section was

not until in 1864 registered in the police budget as a special divi-

sion.534 When the prostitution bureau was established the police did

no longer participate in the discourse on prostitution. Rather, it re-

turned to defending itself against allegations. In 1864, the prostitu-

tion bureau proposed for a new regulation for the police personnel.

Most likely this proposal had to do with its reorganisation as a
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533  Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, p. 249.

534 von Sydow, Om Stockholms rättskipning, p. 283.
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special division within the police force and with the new municipal

organisation. Attached to the proposal is a supplement called

“Notes regarding those remitted to the kurhus.”535 Included is a de-

tailed list of all the steps taken and notations done by the police

when women were remitted to, and discharged from, the kurhus.

The list adds up the steps taken to “16 times”. Underneath this an-

notated list, the comment “is this not control?” is written.536 Again,

it seems, the police was criticised for being too careless in its control

of regulated women and for their treatment of the women when

they were transported to and from the kurhus. In the eyes of the

police, sixteen control instances were enough.

In 1878 the police got a publication of its own, the Polisunderrät-

telser. To begin with, it was primarily used as a tool for communica-

ting information about criminals between different police stations in

the country, and not until in the early twentieth century were there

any debates in the publication.537 In 1897, a former Chief of Police,

Hjalmar von Sydow (1862-1932), wrote a short history of the police

in Stockholm. In our context, it is interesting to note, that by that

time the obligation of the police concerning prostitution was de-

scribed as

… to keep watch over women, who publicly prostitute themselves; no so-called

secret prostitution exists in Stockholm. The purpose of this control is twofold,
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535 Anotering om de till Kurhuset remit., Diverse anteckningar om personalen, 1863-1869, FIV,

Prostitutionsbyrån, ÖÄ, SSA.

536 Anotering om de till Kurhuset remit., Diverse anteckningar om personalen, 1863-1869, FIV,

Prostitutionsbyrån, ÖÄ, SSA. Swedish: Är inte detta controll?

537 Anna Wester,“Den svenska polisens självbild och dess syn på brottslighet. En granskning av

svensk Polis-Tidning 1904-1954”, unpublished term-paper, Department of Economic History,

Stockholm University (Stockholm, 1999), p. 8 argues that it was not until the reorganisation of

the journal and the establishment of an organisation for the police, that they actively took part

in discourse. I have investigated the first years of its publication, and found no discussion on

prostitution, only issuing of descriptions of certain women and notations of when women

moved between different cities. Polisunderrättelser 1878-1880.
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partly to stop young women who have gone astray to fall into professional le-

chery, and partly to set up certain barriers for the licentiousness of the women

who have debauchery as their exclusive income.538

That women who were professionally prostituted also were to be in-

spected is mentioned, but that was only seen as a secondary obliga-

tion to the police. By the turn of the century the primary responsi-

bility of the police was to keep a controllable group of professional

public women by keeping young women off the streets, and keeping

the already public within certain acceptable limits.

C o n c l u s i o n

The early attempts to regulate only women are interesting in the

light of the earlier Swedish practice of medical control of both sexes,

based on the idea of a connection between disease, poverty and mo-

bility, rather than gender. The efforts to control solely women broke

with this tradition. The first attempt in this direction came in 1835,

the second in 1838 (mentioned briefly here), and they can be seen as

examples of official (or “semi-official,” in the case of brothels)

efforts, on behalf of the authorities to establish a medically controlled

public sexuality. These ideas were part of the overall gendered power-

structures in the nineteenth centruy, but the ideas of how to imple-

ment these thoughts in municipal practise seem to have been im-

ported from the continent. The first regulation came in 1847. On the

national level, women’s civil status was improved by the abolish-

ment of previous limitations, but in the year after new restrictions on
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538 von Sydow, Om Stockholms rättskipning, p. 283. Swedish: att hålla uppsikt å kvinnor, som of-

fentligen föra ett sedeslöst lefverne; någon s.k. hemlig prostitution existerar icke i Stockholm.

Ändamålet med denna uppsikt är tvåfaldig, nämligen dels att hindra unga kvinnor, som kom-

mit på afvägar, från att förfalla till yrkesmässig skörlefnad, dels att sätta vissa skrankor för ty-

gellösheten hos de kvinnor, som uteslutande lifnära sig genom lasten.
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women’s sexuality were imposed on a municipal level, in the capital,

without causing any extended discussion within the authorities or in

public.

American historian Laurie Bernstein argues that the introduction

of a regulation system in St Petersburg in the 1840s had political im-

plications.539 It was a way to standardise and bureaucratise the Rus-

sian society, in a sense to modernise it. Swedish historian Gunnel

Karlsson has shown that when a regulation system was introduced in

the second largest city of Sweden, Gothenburg, in the 1860s it was

argued that such a system would enhance the status of the city.540

During a period with severe laws and conservative politics in use of,

for instance, vagrancy, the Governor’s position concerning venereal

disease and prostitution could perhaps be seen as both conservative

and liberal. Still a small-town in character, Stockholm had only

around 90,000 inhabitants at the time when the first regulation was

introduced, the system could be seen as giving the capital a cosmo-

politan touch. Thus, on the one hand, the efforts by the authorities

to regulate women, regardless of their status as citizens or individu-

als, seem to be residues of a conservative ideology. On the other

hand, the effort to copy continental measures, to import new ideas

even if they were contradictory to Swedish customs and laws, indi-

cate a wish to perhaps make Stockholm a modern metropolis. Mo-

dernity seems to have been connected with law and order in the

society, which meant controlling women’s sexuality in public, but as

a consequence of that also in private. 

The contradictions of a modernity, encompassing on the one
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539 Bernstein, Sonia’s Daughters, p. 16. Cf. Stang Dahl, Barnevern og samfunnsvern, pp. 105-10, for

a discussion of the import of ideas on child protection and custody in Norway in the 1880s.

Stang Dahl argues that an import of an idea produced abroad, reproduced in Norway by Bern-

hard Getz, who had professional ties abroad, and accepted by judicial authorities in Norway.

Getz was also involved in discussion on decriminalising prostitution, and was influenced by the

new positivistic criminology of the 1880s. Melby, “Prostitusjon og kontroll”, pp. 114-15.

540 Karlsson, “Så skapades prostitutionen”, pp. 99-100.
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hand conservative, static and class-biased approaches and on the

other liberal but gender-biased characteristics, could perhaps be

seen as “united within one and the same person, or one and the

same institution”.541 The Governor of Stockholm played an import-

ant role in this development, and may be seen as a symbol of it.

However, it is important not to overemphasise the role of one single

individual, and it is obvious that many others supported him in his

decisions. There are striking similarities with the development

abroad, which may suggest an import of some continental gendered

ideas. The Governor of Stockholm was interested in foreign munici-

pal affairs, especially those in Paris. In the 1840s public dances were

considered a problem, and again the foreign example was used as a

model for how to organise things for the better in Stockholm. 

The police force came late into the discussion of prostitution; not

until the introduction of the regulation of prostitution in Stock-

holm in 1859 did the police force voice its own views. By that time,

the police claimed to have the necessary practical experience to deli-

ver an expert view of how to organise the control of prostitution in

the best possible way. That the police force was a latecomer into dis-

course, may also be explained by its role in the municipal organisa-

tion. The police force was practitioners, a profession of rank and

files, used to serving the municipality. By the 1850s, however, and

perhaps thanks to its reorganisation, the force seems to have gained

professional poise and become an active part in the discussions on

prostitution and its control. The first proposal on how to regulate

prostitution in Stockholm came from the police. The professionali-

sation and organisation of the corps furthered an organisational

approach to prostitution as well. In this process, the municipality

seems to have trusted the police department, more than it trusted the

medical profession.
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541 Arne Melberg, Realitet och utopi. Utkast till en dialektisk förståelse av litteraturens roll i det bor-

gerliga samhällets genombrott (Stockholm, 1978), p. 28.
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C h a p t e r  7

TO CONTROL AND CURE – THE
PHYSICIANS AND THE PUBLIC WOMEN

You remember that we often spoke of

syphilis. It was our favourite topic at all

possible occasions, it interested you as

much as it interested me.*

Bref om syfilis af Dr. John Björkén

1864.

I n t r o d u c t i o n

Although French physicians seem to have had a strong impact on the

discussions about venereal disease and its treatment among other

European physicians, prostitution and venereal disease was not

much discussed before the establishment of the Parisian regulation.

The regulation in Paris was silently introduced as an administrative

measure. At the same time, a dispensary was set up for the medical

inspection of women. The decision to establish the regulation was

municipal, and it seems not to have been preceded by extensive me-

dical writings on the subject.542 However, it was in France Philippe

Ricord (1800-1889) practised, the physician who in 1838 established

syphilis and gonorrhoea as two different diseases. Alexandre Parent-

Duchâtelet’s book on prostitution was posthumously published in
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* Hygiea vol. 26:10, 1864, p. 377. Swedish: Du erinrar dig att vi resonerade ofta om syfilis. Det var

vårt älsklingsämne vid alla lägliga tillfällen, intresserade dig lika mycket som mig. 

542 Harsin, Policing Prostitution, pp. 7-8.
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1836.543 Although he was a physician, Parent-Duchâtelet’s book was

a sociological study of public women in Paris rather than a medical

study. It took him eight years to write. American literary historian

Jann Matlock argues that although his initial aim was to propose re-

form for public women, his study became “a guidebook for those

who wished to hold [the women] fast in the regulatory system.”544 A

number of French studies appeared in its wake.

Britain established its Contagious Diseases Acts in the 1860s, and

they had been preceded by a thorough medical discourse on the subject.

Historian Frank Mort argues that the focus on sexuality among early

nineteenth century environmentalists was part of a general concern for

the morals of the urban working class. The focus on female sexuality

came around the 1830s-40s, according to Mort. But with the Contagious

Diseases Acts came a new and precise discourse on prostitution, with

impact on the representations of female sexuality.545 Mary Spongberg

argues that women already from the late fifteenth century had been

seen as principally responsible for spreading venereal disease. She

argues that the change occurring in the nineteenth century was that not

all women were considered possible communicators of the disease, only

women who showed clear signs of physical and mental degeneracy.546

This would point in the direction of public women. Spongberg draws

heavily on the writings of John Hunter, who wrote his treatise, On the

Venereal Disease, in 1786. However, she also emphasises the influence

from Parent-Duchâtelet in the late 1830s.547
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543  Ibid., p. 256; Matlock, Scenes of Seduction, p. 23.

544 Matlock, Scenes of Seduction, p. 23.

545 Mort, Dangerous Sexualities, p. 73. Cf. Mahood, The Magdalenes, p. 30. Jeffrey Weeks, Sex, Po-

litics and Society: The Regulation of Sexuality Since 1800 (New York, 1981), p. 20, states that from

the 1850s onwards prostitution and venereal disease entered Parliamentary debates.

546 Spongberg, Feminizing Venereal, p. 1, and chapters 1 and 2. Cf. Kathryn Norberg, “From

Courtesan to Prostitute: Mercenary Sex and Venereal Disease 1730-1802” in Linda E. Merians

ed., The Secret Malady: Venereal Disease in Eighteenth-Century Britain and France (Lexington,

1996), p. 39.

547 Spongberg, Feminizing Venereal, pp. 36-37.
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Unlike Spongberg, Lynda Nead and Frank Mort see new in-

fluences appearing in the medical discourses in the mid-1800s. Nead

argues that many authors of books and pamphlets in medicine had

an evangelical background. Thus, these medical publications were

full of religious and moral ideology.548 However, there were also pro-

fessional strategies behind this discourse. Nead argues that as a stra-

tegy in the process of the ratification of the Medical Act in 1858, the

Lancet (the British medical journal) chose to print articles that en-

dorsed what was the conventional myth of an inevitable downward

process of fallen women.549 Mort argues that the 1830s saw a begin-

ning of the professionalisation of medicine, where liaisons with the

state gave rise to social medicine and a new area of expertise.550 Thus,

both these researchers connect discourse on prostitution to the pro-

fessionalisation process of the physicians – physicians identified the

problem, and also had the solution. The problem was venereal

disease, and the solution the introduction of the Contagious Diseases

Acts.

Britain and France show two slightly different patterns when it co-

mes to medical discourse and prostitution. Whereas the road to

regulation in France came through a municipal decree, followed by

Parent-Duchâtelet’s work on prostitution and its control, Britain ex-

perienced a different course of events. When the Contagious Diseases

Acts were passed they were firmly based in medical discourse.

In Sweden, the municipal authorities made the first attempts at
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548 Nead, Myths of Sexuality, p. 145. Nead mentions Michael Ryan and William Tait as examples of

writers who combined medical and religious rhetoric. Cf. Walkowitz, Prostitution and Victori-

an Society, pp. 32-33.

549 Ibid., p. 147. The physician William Acton had challenged the view of a downward process in

his work Prostitution Considered in its Moral, Social and Sanitary Aspects in 1857. He had stated

that there was no predestined downward trend that necessarily ended in destitution and death.

550 Mort, Dangerous Sexualities, p. 27. Cf. Noel Parry and José Parry, The Rise of the Medical Pro-

fession: A Study of Collective Social Mobility (London, 1976), p. 116; Michael Moran and Bruce

Wood, States, Regulation and the Medical Profession (Buckingham, 1993), pp. 34-38.
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regulating prostitution, perhaps influenced by the measures intro-

duced in France. However, when this happened in the late 1830s,

Sweden already had an established tradition with a different ap-

proach to venereal disease. Venereal disease was not gendered in the

Swedish medical discourse in the early nineteenth century, and both

men and women were submitted to general medical examinations.

Although early eighteenth century writings on venereal disease had

affirmed its communication through intercourse, women had not

been pointed out as the only source of contagion.551 In fact, sexual

intercourse was only one of several possible ways of communicating

the disease according to late eighteenth and early nineteenth century

publications on the disease.552 The different approach in Sweden has

been explained with reference to the rural character of the country

at the time; the disease was connected to the agrarian poor rather

than to the urban working class, unlike in more urbanised societies.

Fighting the disease became part of a wider discourse on how to in-

crease and strengthen the nation’s population. This made Sweden, in

Peter Baldwin’s words ‘first among nations’, to establish free hospital

care for venereal disease by a per capita taxation.553 This would enable

the poor to seek care, and so be beneficial for the nation, it was

argued. Urbanisation began in Sweden on a larger scale only in the

second half of the nineteenth century, and during this period the ap-

proach to venereal disease changed. From being seen as a problem of

the rural poor, it became a disease of the urban immoral, as Swedish

historical demographer Anna Lundberg has shown. Lundberg

points to the lack of emphasis on promoting medical knowledge of

venereal disease in Sweden – not until in the 1870s were there any

Swedish specialists in venereology.554 The French venereologist Phi-
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551  Lundberg, Care and Coercion, pp. 55-6, 58; Thyresson, Från Franzoser, pp. 29-36.

552 Ibid., p. 63.

553 Baldwin, Contagion and the State, p. 403. This was discussed in chapter 4.

554 Lundberg, Care and Coercion, p. 58. 
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lippe Ricord heavily influenced the Swedish medical discourse in the

early nineteenth century, when focus was on treatments and symp-

toms of the disease. The eighteenth century had seen pamphlets and

writings on venereal disease intended for the general public, but by

the 1840s a new professional vocabulary began to develop.555 The

field narrowed and only a few ‘experts’ participated in the discus-

sions. The terminology changed and was largely copied from

French, British and German medical discourse.556 The discussions

still concerned the diseases themselves, their symptoms and their

cures. During the 1850s, however, the discourse on venereal disease

began to intertwine and become interchangeable with the discourse

on prostitution.

This chapter will discuss the development of ideas on prostitution

within the Swedish medical discourse.557 It will reveal that the early

nineteenth century discourse only showed a few examples of con-

nections being made between venereal disease and women as sole

communicators. The study by Parent-Duchâtelet was known to at

least some of the Swedish physicians, but not enough established to

trigger any general discourse on prostitution and venereal disease

before the 1850s. In the late 1850s, when the second regulation was

to be introduced in Stockholm, the physicians had gained ground,
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555 Thyresson, Från Franzoser, pp. 49-60. Cf. Johan Adolph Wadström, Korta underrättelser för all-

moge och tjenstefolk, om orsakerne til veneriska smittans kringspridande, faran af desz döljande

samt sjukdomens allmännaste känneteken (Linköping, 1796). Certain information was also pro-

vided in some almanacs, see for instance Almanach för året efter frälsarens Christi födelse, 1814.

(Stockholm, 1813)

556 Lundberg, Care and Coercion, p. 84.

557 Thus I will not discuss the large issue of women and their sexuality depicted within medical dis-

course. There is numerous work on this subject, see for instance Jordanova, Sexual Visions;

Elaine Showalter, Sexual anarchy: gender and culture at the fin de siècle (New York, 1990);

Cynthia Eagle Russett, Sexual Science: The Victorian Construction of Womanhood (Cambridge,

MA, London, 1989). For Scandinavian circumstances see Hjördis Levin, Testiklarnas herraväl-

de: Sexualmoralens historia (Stockholm, 1989); Karin Johannisson, Medicinens öga (Stockholm,

1990); Johannisson, Den mörka kontinenten; Bente Rosenbeck, Kroppens politik: om køn, kultur

og videnskab (København, 1992); Jarrick, Kärlekens makt.
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and discussions of prostitution expanded, especially within medical

discourse. By that time physicians did not restrict themselves to

purely medical issues, but expressed their views on what they saw as

the moral and spatial problem of prostitution.

A  P r o s t i t u t i n g  Tr e a t m e n t  2  
–  Pu b l i c  E x p o s u r e  o f  Fe m a l e  Pa t i e n t s

The kurhus in Stockholm was established in 1814, but did not until

in 1819 have the necessary funds and means to receive any pa-

tients.558 On the board of directors were the chairman of the Royal

Health Committee, who also acted as the permanent chairman of the

board, representatives of the city, especially those handling the poor

relief, and representatives from the county. The resident physician

seems to have attended the meetings now and then. In 1839, the

Governor of Stockholm became the permanent chairman of the

board.559 During the early period of its existence, the every-day

maintenance of the hospital was the main topic of the board’s dis-

cussions. In March 1825, however, two articles in the local news-

papers caused disturbance at a number of meetings.

The two newspapers publishing the two linked articles in 1825

were the Anmärkaren and the Argus.560 The first article appeared in

the Anmärkaren on March 19, 1825, and argued that what it called
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558 Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, p. 156. The hospital was named the Eira in the twentieth cen-

tury, thus the name of the archive.

559 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, December 3, 1824; April 9, 1839, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv,

SSA. This was discussed in the last chapter.

560 The Anmärkaren appeared 1816-1829, and went from witty mocking of certain individuals to

criticising mismanagement of governing and policing. The Argus has been characterised as a

mixture of radicalism and conservatism, and was one of the most influential newspapers in the

1820s. Svensk uppslagsbok, vol.1 (Malmö. 1948), pp. 1091-92; Fredrik Böök, Fredrik Ceder-

borgh: Minnesteckning (Stockholm, 1925), p. 233; Nils Sylvan, Svensk realistisk roman 1795-

1830 (Stockholm, 1942), pp. 225-27; Qvist, Kvinnofrågan, p. 120; Rosengren, Tidevarvets geni-

us, p. 17.
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“public institutions” played a part in the destruction of morals in the

society.561 The article related the tale of an 18-year-old girl who had

been admitted to the kurhus. As so many others she had given her

“tribute to human frailty”, stated the article.562 However, her down-

fall may have come faster than that of others, because “nature had

been generous on her birthday.”563 Implicitly it was the story about a

beautiful girl who probably had had sexual intercourse without

being betrothed or married, and who had contracted syphilis, so

that she had to seek help and cure at the hospital. Nevertheless, it was

her stay at the kurhus that finally corrupted her. The girl had been

submitted to public exposures within the hospital, the article

claimed. Exposure to members of the medical profession was neces-

sary, and should take place, but in this case also other members of the

public had been present. The girl had been exposed several times to

“the curious looks of a crowd of men, whose close acquaintance to

the authority [the resident physician] had granted them this

pleasure”.564 It was this constant exposure that finally made the girl

loose her virtue, it was concluded. A week later this article was fol-

lowed up in the Argus, where it was stated that the results of the daily

practice at the kurhus were recorded in the patient registers and

printed in the documents of the Swedish Society of Medicine (Sven-

ska läkaresällskapet). Thus, it was “as superfluous, as it is thoughtless

and cruel, to prostitute the patients, with the aim of making these

results public to often very profane eyes”.565 This author agreed with
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561 Anmärkaren, no. 22, March 19, 1825, p. 92. Swedish: …publika inrättningar / Bidrag till blyg-

samhetens historia.

562 Ibid., p. 92. Swedish: …gärd åt den menskliga svagheten.

563 Ibid., p. 92. Swedish: …naturen har warit frikostig på hennes födelsedag.

564 Ibid., p. 92. Swedish: … en hop nyfikna herrars blickar, hwilka en närmare bekantskap med ma-

joriteten [kurhusläkaren] förskaffat detta nöje.

565 Argus, no. 26, March 30, 1825, p. 104 Swedish:…således lika öfwerflödigt, som det är obetänk-

samt och grymt, att prostituera patienterna, i afsigt att göra dessa resultat åskådliga för rätt pro-

fana ögon.
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the previous that this exposure was killing every sense of modesty

and virtue in the patients.

These two articles were of course discussed at the board meetings.

When questioned about these procedures, the resident physician

Carl Gustaf Osbeck (1766-1841) answered that he as a matter of

principle invited well-known persons to have a look at his patients,

if they, for scientific or moral reasons, had expressed a wish to get

more information about the venereal diseases. Invited persons had

been “…[c]ounty governors who marshal kurhus in the provinces,

parents and teachers, who have brought youngsters with them”.566

Thus, the argument was that these public exposures were arranged

as a deterrent, so that young men would know what awaited them if

they engaged in intercourse with certain women. After this explana-

tion, the board’s reaction was in favour of these public exposures.

Only one member of the board was against, the representative from

the poor relief committee, Captain Westin. 

At the next board meeting, Captain Westin presented a written

statement, where he harshly condemned the public exposure of

female patients, adding that this was only possible because they were

poor. He stated that the patients admitted at the lock hospitals

should to be treated as pauvres honteux, “or, so charitable an estab-

lishment for the ill-treated members of the society would also be-

come a punitive institution”567 The board noted that their decision

was already made, and Captain Westin’s letter was attached to the

minutes without further notice. Thus, the only person objecting to

these public exposures of the patients was a board member who did

not belong to the medical profession, but represented the poor relief
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566 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, April 7, 1825, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. Swedish: [l]ands-

höfdingar som ega att disponera öfver kurhusen i provinserne, föräldrar och Lärare, som med-

fört ynglingar.

567 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, May 5, 1825, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. Swedish: … så vida

icke denna, för vanlottade samhällsmedlemmar välgörande inrättning tillika skall förvandlas till

en straffanstalt.
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of the city. He seems to have objected to the narrow medical view of

what was really a humiliating experience for the patient. However, it

is noteworthy that Westin waited with his objections until it was too

late to act in the matter, and that his objections only applied to class

and not to gender; the fact that it seems to have been only young

women who were publicly exposed was not criticised.

Public, and supposedly necessary, medical exposures of regulated

women occurred in France and England as well. Jill Harsin quotes

from Parent-Duchâtelet when he recollected his memories from

being a medical student. He had not forgotten

…the profound impression made on the prostitutes by the examination and de-

monstration of their maladies before a large audience. All, without exception,

even including the most shameless, would blush…”568

Parent-Duchâtelet was surprised that public women could experi-

ence humiliation. Public exposures of patients were not uncommon

in the early years of medicine. Physicians brought patients to the

meetings of the Swedish Society of Medicine to get their colleagues’

second opinion. These public exposures in the Society ended in

1869.569 However, the exposures of women, especially supposedly

public women, had a titillating quality of voyeurism.570 The indeed

public exposure, i.e. not only to other physicians, of women at the

kurhus in the 1820s shows signs of voyeurism under the guise of

prophylactic deterrence.

Fourteen years later, in 1839, an anonymous article appeared, this

time in the liberal newspaper the Aftonbladet, written by a physician

protesting upon the proposal from the Office of the Governor (dis-
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568 Parent-Duchâtelet, De la prostitution, vol. 1, pp. 119-20, quoted in Harsin, Policing prostitution,

p. 96.

569 Lennmalm, Svenska Läkaresällskapets, p. 353.

570 Cf. Spongberg, Feminizing Venereal, p. 47.
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cussed in chapter 4 and 6), where it was suggested that loose and le-

cherous women were to undergo weekly mandatory medical exami-

nations. The article doubted the benefit of general inspections, be-

cause the disease was still spreading although such inspections had

been undertaken in the countryside. The writer complained over

the liberties taken by the police in its attempt to arrest infected indi-

viduals, and noted that even innocent individuals feared the police.

And still 

… the streets in the capital are at night crowded with lecherous and highly inso-

lent female persons; still a number of places are notoriously known as places of

debauchery; still the evil of which everybody is complaining is increasing.571

Insolent women roaming about the city at night and numerous

places where the vice thrived were possible results of an inefficient

preventive law, thus it had to be abandoned. Nevertheless, the writer

suggested that if inspections were extended to include all individu-

als who worked in the factories and at home much would be gained.

Such inspections could only be undertaken on a voluntary basis,

and it would in fact be “…less humiliating for the male sex to sub-

ject to such a common precaution” if the inspections were general.572

These measures should be combined with repressive actions against

persons who knowingly had communicated the disease. On the one

hand then, this article asked for harsher action than had until then

been applied. On the other hand, it argued that the authorities had

no right to intrude into individual homes. According to the writer,

the proposal he criticised suggested that women ‘living by them-
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571 Aftonbladet, no. 76, April 3, 1839. Swedish: …hvimla hufvudstadens gator nattetid af liderliga

och i hög grad oförskämda qvinspersoner; ändock omtalas flera tillhåll för utsväfvningar såsom

notoriskt kända; ändock ökas beständigt det onda, hvaröfver man klagar.

572 Ibid., Swedish: …mindre förödmjukande för mankönet, att underkasta sig ett sådant allmänt

försigtighetsmått.
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selves’ were to be inspected, and it was “self-evident, that the police force

does not have any right to enforce visitations in private homes.”573 Public

houses were a different matter, however, and at inns, taverns and other

such places inspections ought to take place once a week, which was in

fact already stipulated according to the 1812 Royal Circular, the article

reminded. Domestic servants should also be submitted to inspections. 

As many other writers on the topic, this writer wavered between

different solutions; the problem was to avoid encroaching upon in-

dividual rights while still protecting the general health of the socie-

ty. The solution to the problem seemed to be to inspect groups al-

ready having limited access to citizen rights. Intruding into citizens’

private homes was impossible, but when individuals became pa-

tients, they in a sense belonged to science. Their bodies were no

longer ‘private property’, and could be publicly exposed.

T h e  E u r o p e a n  I n f l u e n c e  
–  U n t i l  t h e  E a r l y  1 8 5 0 s

In the early nineteenth century, venereal disease and its control were

to a great extent discussed by French and later English physicians.

Swedish physicians were influenced by these discussions, mainly by

travelling abroad, and by reviewing or discussing foreign literature.

Travels dominated during the first half of the century. The foreign li-

terature mentioned during this early period mostly concerned clini-

cal studies and discussions of syphilis and its treatment.574 The travels

decreased during the second half of the century, while the import of

foreign literature in medicine became more rapid. Most important,

however, was the fact that a national medical discourse on venereal
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573 Ibid., Swedish: …faller likväl af sig sjelf, att polismakten icke eger någon rättighet att påbjuda

visitationer i enskilda hus.

574 Lundberg, Care and Coercion, pp. 70-83. Cf. Hygiea volume 1, no. 1, 1839. This was the first issue

of the journal.
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disease had emerged in Sweden in the second half of the century.

Swedish physicians no longer needed to go abroad to get new ideas

on treatment and control of venereal disease. 

The Swedish Society of Medicine was constituted in 1808 and was

located in Stockholm. The work within the society did not proceed

until after a couple of years, because of the wars on the continent. The

wars meant that no literature in medicine could be received from

abroad, and the physicians who had founded the society were busy

educating barber surgeons for the wars.575 Starting in the summer of

1811 the society met every second week, a routine that continued un-

til in 1906.576 Its proceedings are printed in several series of volumes,

sometimes overlapping, and contain discussions concerning cases,

autopsies, remedies, diseases et cetera. The association very early

won support and possibly also trust and respect from the authorities,

and subsequently financial support from the Swedish state.577
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575  Lennmalm, Svenska läkaresällskapets, pp. 51, 71-72.

576 Ibid., p. 116.

577 Ibid., p. 109. 

The Swedish Society of Medicine in session. After an original by Carl Larsson
(1880).
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When the Royal Health Committee in 1811 undertook an investi-

gation among the country’s physicians concerning venereal disease,

the Society was asked to process the answers and produce a written

record.578 Some answers from the physicians were published in the

early 1800s. There were varying opinions among the Swedish physi-

cians as to how the disease was spread. Some blamed the sailors,

who visited the ‘lowest taverns’, got infected and continued to spread

the disease after their coming home.579 The presupposition seems to

have been that infected and promiscuous women populated these

lowest taverns. Others assume that rascals and lecherous women

had brought the disease to the country. However, as Anna Lundberg

observes, the compiled results point to a view of the disease being

communicated by the agrarian poor. The disease was seen as a result

of cohabiting rather than as a result of sexual intercourse.580

In some, but few, cases venereal disease is related to public sexua-

lity already in the early 1800s, but there are no discussions on the

topic, only observations. In 1815, for instance, there is a résumé of a

Danish debate concerning the possible use of the Prussian brothel

system in Copenhagen.581 Parent-Duchâtelet’s book was available in

Sweden as early as in 1843 at least. Yet, the study was never men-

tioned, nor reviewed in the Hygiea, the society’s journal and the

authoritative medical source at the time. The book was referred to in
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578 Hilding Bergstrand, Svenska Läkaresällskapet 150 år: Dess tillkomst och utveckling. En återblick.

(Lund, 1958), p. 274; Lennmalm, Svenska läkaresällskapets, pp. 135-37. Bergstrand states that it

has to be considered as rather peculiar that the very newly founded association was asked to pro-

cess this information. However, the Royal Health Committee’s most prominent members, C.E.

von Wiegel and David von Schulzenheim, were both founding members of the Swedish Socie-

ty of Medicine and very favourable towards the new society, and early established an informal

co-operation between the two associations. Lundberg, Care and Coercion, p. 70 points to the

strict governmental control of physicians in Sweden.

579 Svenska läkaresällskapets handlingar, vol. 2, 1815, p. 93. Swedish: uslaste krogar. In most coun-

tries the disease’s origin has xenophobic characteristics. See appendix 1.

580 Lundberg, Care and Coercion, pp. 64, 84-84; Svenska läkaresällskapets handlingar, vol. 2, 1815,

pp. 116, 123; vol. 11, 1827, p. 362.

581 Svenska läkaresällskapets handlingar, vol. 2, 1815, pp. 10-11.
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a polemic debate about the brothel system between two Swedish

physicians. Augustus Timoleon Wistrand (1807-1866), the military

physician in Stockholm in the 1840s, wrote a leaflet in support of the

brothel system in 1843. He was well acquainted with the European

literature on the subject, and referred to works by doctors Michael

Ryan, Friedrich J. Behrend and Parent-Duchâtelet, all of them

writing on prostitution and disease during this period.582 Wistrand’s

argument, which was that secret prostitution had to be controlled

because it was the greatest threat to the public health, was to become

very common in the debate later in the century.583 This control could

be achieved through a brothel system, and an implicit argument

seems to have been that if medically controlled and supervised

women could be offered, customers would rationally choose them

instead of clandestine public women.

Later in the same year Pehr Jacob Liedbeck (1802-1876), the pri-

son doctor in Stockholm, criticised Wistrand. He argued that so far

the experiences of brothel systems had not sufficiently proved their

beneficial effect on reducing venereal disease. Liedbeck referred to

Parent-Duchâtelet in a manner that suggests that he was also well

acquainted with his work.584 Thus, Parent-Duchâtelet’s book seems

to have been known within the Swedish medical profession, and the

silence about it in the material from the Swedish Society of Medicine

is probably rather due to the overall lack of writings on prostitution
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582 Cf. Spongberg, Feminizing Venereal, pp. 114, 122, 127, 212 n29. The works referred to is most

likely Michael Ryan, The Philosophy of Marriage in Its Social, Moral and Physical

Relations…(London, 1837); Friedrich J Behrend wrote Die Prostitution in Berlin und die gegen

sie und die Syphilis zu nehmenden Massregeln: Eine Denkschrift, im Auftrage, auf Grund amtlicher

Quellen abgefasst (Erlangen 1850) but Wistrand mentions untitled articles.

583 Wistrand, Några drag af Bordellväsendets, p. 17. This argument was also used in the French de-

bates. Cf. Harsin, Policing Prostitution, pp. 254-55.

584 Pehr Jacob Liedbeck, Reflexion öfver Doctor Wistrands skrift: ”Några drag af Bordellväsendets His-

toria m.m.” (Uppsala, 1843), pp. 3, 11. When the brothel system was discussed in detail in the

early 1850s the European influence is evident. This will be discussed in the next chapter.
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during that period. When discussions took off in the 1850s, the

book may have appeared too old to be referred to.585

The aim of travels abroad by Swedish physicians seems to have been

to gather information about how physicians could act in matters of

state medicine and public health, which would thus include prostitu-

tion. Some physicians published their travel accounts in the Hygiea or

informed the society about their trips at the society’s meetings. In 1844

two physicians travelled the continent: Axel Gabriel Carlsson (1804-

1888), appointed resident physician at the kurhus the same year, and

Augustus Timoleon Wistrand. Carlsson pointed out that he financed his

trip abroad with private means, thus suggesting an intense professional

interest in the study of venereal disease since he was willing to pay for his

trips through private funds, rather than abstaining from travelling

when the kurhus did not pay for his trip. He went to Copenhagen,

where he drew the conclusion that the low rate of venereal disease in that

city, with a population three times as big as that of Stockholm, could

only be explained by the efforts of a “…rigorous and vigilant medical

police”.586 Wistrand made a journey to Europe in the years 1844-45,

travelling to France and several of the German states. The aim of his trip

was to investigate the public health policy.587 He stated that France had

relatively few coercive health statutes compared to the German states. In

France even the syphilitics could “according to their own choice, let

themselves be cured or not. Only the filles publiques are subjected to

certain police measures.”588 These travels were undertaken just before the

establishment of the regulation of loose women in Stockholm 1847.
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585 However, the second edition of the book in 1857 reached Sweden almost immediately. The Swedish

Kungliga Biblioteket and the Hagströmerbiblioteket (the medical library at the Museum of Medical

History (Medicinhistoriska muséet Eugenia in Stockholm) hold no editions earlier than 1857.

586 Förhandlingar vid Svenska läkaresällskapets sammankomster, vol. 14, October 16, 1856, p. 3.

Swedish: …sträng och vaksam sundhetspolis.

587 Svenska Läkaresällskapets Nya handlingar, vol. 5, 1846-47, p. 81.

588 Svenska Läkaresällskapets Nya handlingar, vol. 5, 1846-47, p. 180. Swedish: …efter behag låta

bota sig eller ej. Endast filles publiques äro underkastade serskilda polisordningar.
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Before the regulation was introduced there were thus three

studies displaying a medical interest in prostitution: a review from

1815 of a Danish study on the Prussian brothel system and two

pamphlets from the early 1840s on the subject of brothels as a

potential vanguard against venereal disease. At a much later date, two

physicians claimed that they had travelled the continent in the early

1840s, gathering information on how the control of venereal disease

and prostitution was organised. It is noticeable that all the journeys

in search for information on the system on behalf of the physicians

were undertaken after the first municipal attempt to regulate women

in 1835 and to introduce municipal brothels in 1838. Furthermore,

there was no comprehensive debate on the subject in the Society of

Medicine until after 1850, when the first regulation was already

established.

I n t r o d u c i n g  t h e  1 8 4 7  
M e d i c a l  R e g u l a t i o n  i n  S t o c k h o l m

Many members of the Swedish Society of Medicine were residents in

the capital.589 Considering the large number of physicians from

Stockholm in the society, it is remarkable that there are no printed

discussions in the Society on venereal disease and its control pre-

ceding the regulation. The few examples related above had mainly

discussed brothels, and not the question of regular inspections. In

1847, a ten-year-old document had been printed in the Hygiea. It

was the report from the Royal Health Committee which had led to

the 1839 revision of the earlier national statutes (discussed in
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589 Lennmalm, Svenska läkaresällskapets, p. 247. In 1839 the Swedish Society of Medicine consisted

of 110 foreign members and 177 Swedish members. Of the Swedish members 81 were located

in Stockholm, and 96 in the countryside. In 1856 the number of Swedish members had de-

creased to 162, although the representation of Stockholm physicians had increased relatively 

to 92.
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chapter 4). The editor of the journal remarked that this ten-year-old

document could serve as a “suitable ‘padding’, since it touches upon

one of the most important medical political issues of the day”.590

Although being one of the “most important political issues”, it was

not followed by any discussion. For the members of the society the

foreign examples may have been evidence enough of the efficiency

of regulation and thus the matter did not need to be further dis-

cussed.591

The only evidence of mentioning the topic of prostitution before

the establishment of the 1847 regulation in Stockholm is one nota-

tion in 1845. Axel Gabriel Carlsson had in 1844 reported about the

care at the kurhus which had led to a very short exchange of views re-

garding the capacity of the police to control the communication of

the disease.592 Ten years later Carlsson mentioned that he, after his

trip to Copenhagen around 1844, had submitted a proposal to the

Governor on how to improve the current situation in the city.593

When he took up his position at the kurhus in 1843, he had imme-

diately carried out a number of changes. He also stated that he was

very much involved in the creation of the statute of 1847. It is unclear

if and in what way Carlsson influenced the Governor, since the report

he claimed to have submitted has not been retrieved in the archives.

No discussion of the control of ‘loose women’ is known to have

occurred at the kurhus until in November 1846, when a memo-

randum from the City Committee was discussed and the Governor

suggested another course of action than the one proposed by the
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590 Hygiea, vol. 9, no.3, 1847, p. 178. Swedish: lämplig “spaltfyllnad”, då den vidrör en af de vigti-

gaste medico-politiska frågorna för dagen. My emphasis.

591 One additional fact that probably contributed to the lack of interest from the society was that

cholera was again a problem in Stockholm. In 1847 reports concerning its state in Russia were

printed in the society’s journal and in 1848 the association was certain the epidemic would hit

Sweden.

592 Förhandlingar, vol. 3, April 29, 1845; Hygiea, vol. 7, 1845, pp. 413-15.

593 Förhandlingar, vol. 14, 16 October 1855.
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Committee (discussed in chapter 6). In its answer to the committee

the kurhus suggested that the emphasis needed to be put on prophy-

lactic measures rather than on cure.594 The kurhus prepared the draft

for the regulations, and in December the board passed the proposition

with minor changes. In its letter to the City Committee the board

claimed that if these regulations were upheld “… the number of in-

fected women would soon be considerably reduced and consequent-

ly, since the disease is chiefly transmitted by them, a noticeable change

in the intensity of the disease will occur.”595 This is one of the first

examples of a connection between venereal disease and loose women

being communicated by representatives of the public health system.

The initiative behind the regulation in Stockholm came from the

City Committee rather than from the medical profession, and the

Governor played an important role in both the City Committee and

the kurhus, and especially, it seems, in the formulation of the regu-

lation of 1847. The few who showed an interest in the subject of pro-

stitution discussed the brothels as a vanguard, which was common

both in the German states and in France. However, a modified ver-

sion of what seemed to be a European standard regulation of prosti-

tution was introduced in Stockholm – excluding the brothels and the

supervision of public women in the streets as an official part of the

control system. The medical profession cannot be said to have acted

as a driving force in this respect; rather it responded to the initiatives

taken by the municipality. The political motive to organise a control

system seems to have been stronger than the medical considerations.

The draft of the regulation formulated by the end of 1846 seems to
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594 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, November 3, 1846; December 28, 1846, A1a, Eira sjukhus ar-

kiv, SSA.

595 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, December 28 1846, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. Swedish:

…antalet af smittade qvinnor snart betydligen förminskas och följaktligen, då sjukdomen ge-

nom dem hufvudsakligen fortplantas en märkbar förändring uti sjukdomens extensitet äga

rum.
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argue along the lines of an undefined group of unemployed women,

or women employed in certain public places, being chiefly respons-

ible for spreading the disease – and these women were to be singled

out for control.

T h e  M e d i c a l  D i s c o u r s e  a f t e r  1 8 5 0  
–  Wo m e n  a n d  G i r l s  a s  t h e  S o u r c e  o f

C o n t a g i o n

There is a difference between the first half of the century and the

second half. During the first half of the century there are only a few

examples of a discussion about prostitution, whereas the second

half, especially the decade after 1850, gives evidence of an ongoing

discussion. The discussions occurred at the meetings in the Society,

rather than in the scientific articles in the Hygiea. Nevertheless, we

can be rather sure that these discussions would still be known and

considered important in the medical community at large, since the

records from these proceedings were printed together with the

separate issues of the journal. The establishment of the 1847 regu-

lation seems to have inspired, or perhaps legitimised an intense dis-

cussion of venereal disease and women. A gendered nature of the

disease seems at this point to have been taken for granted, and

especially the solution of a control focusing solely on women. 

In the early 1850s, the topic of young girls were discussed twice.

In 1851, Dr. Carlsson from the kurhus related a case story. A six-year-

old girl had recently been admitted to the hospital with venereal

symptoms. Carlsson stated that “[i]nformation had been given that

she, after contracting the disease through attempted coitus, had had

sexual intercourse with three or four other persons”.596 Carlsson
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596 Förhandlingar, vol. 9, July 29, 1851. Swedish: Det hade blifvit upplyst, att hon, efter ådragen

smitta genom försökt coitus, haft samlag med 3 eller 4 andra personer.
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further mentioned that young women sold themselves knocking

doors on private houses under the pretence of selling fruits and

bakery. This led to idleness, theft and lechery. However, Carlsson

also mentioned that the considerable number of infected young girls

at the hospital might mirror a popular belief that ‘virgins’ could cure

venereal disease. If an infected individual had sexual intercourse

with an untouched person, the disease would pass to that other

person. The use of children or young girls and boys for this purpose

ensured that they were untouched.597 In 1852, Carlsson continued his

discussion of children and of different categories of women. Both

women and children were in some ways responsible for spreading

the disease, he argued and paradoxically, he seems to have given the

children a greater responsibility.598 Young girls between 6 and 16

years old communicated the disease, by knocking doors to sell

things, which gave these children the opportunity to “…tread the

road of immorality and lechery”.599 The majority of girls remitted to

the kurhus belonged to this category, according to Carlsson, and it

was terrifying to hear “…these children, often with horrible impu-

dence, tell how they spend their lives”.600

Adult women were also responsible for communicating the dis-

ease. They were of two kinds. One belonged to the group of women
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597 The belief that diseases could be ridded by giving them to an untouched person, had been dis-

cussed as early as 1746 by Carl von Linné in his Västgöta-Resa. Inger Wikström-Haugen, “Syp-

hilis in Sweden About 1800”, XXXVII Congreso Internacional de Historia de la Medicina 31 agos-

to-6 septiembre 1980 (Barcelona, 1981), p. 692. Cf. Om veneriska smittans utrotande, p. 9, where

children were sought out since they were sure to be untouched. This was also a concern in the

anonymous article in the Aftonbladet in 1839, where it was argued that the infected patients

should be kept from healthy individuals, since especially women increased their sexual activity

if they knew they were infected as a way to rid themselves of the disease. Aftonbladet April 3,

1839. 

598 Förhandlingar, vol. 14, March 4, 1856.

599 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, March 11, 1852, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. Swedish: …be-

träda sedeslöshetens och liderlighetens bana.

600 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, March 11, 1852, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. Swedish: …ofta

med ohygglig fräckhet omtala huru de tillbringa sitt lif.
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who were lured into lodging with older women, who would take half

of what “…these unhappy victims may earn”.601 This story had been

told by patients who 

…have not yet been to that degree hardened that not a solemn language can

bring them to their senses, and who often, when released, seem to be deter-

mined to take another path.602

One kind of women had not yet been hardened, and could thus be

redeemed and rehabilitated through the efforts undertaken by phy-

sicians and others. However, that one kind was not yet hardened

points to the fact that there was yet another group of women of per-

haps another character. Some women had been “unfortunate”

enough to be infected, and had to be given a chance to be saved from

a lecherous life, and this could be achieved if the women were ap-

proached in time. Other women, it seems, were already hardened

and were beyond reach, and perhaps also given the sole responsibi-

lity for their situation. If they were believed to have gradually become

hardened, or were such from the beginning, is unclear. Carlsson can

be seen as an example of the often very contradictory views of

women and their sexuality a person can hold at the same time. On

the one hand, he saw children as impudent and in some ways

accountable for their own misery. On the other hand, some grown-

up women, who one might assume would be given more responsi-

bility for their situation, were seen as lured into prostitution. 

That the society also was to blame is indicated by Carlsson’s refe-

rence to the stigmatising effects of the hospital care itself. Having
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601 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, March 11, 1852, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. Swedish:

…dessa olyckliga offer kunna förtjena.

602 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, March 11, 1852, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. Swedish: …icke

hunnit blifva till den grad förhärdade att icke ett allvarligt språk kan bringa dem till besinning,

ock hilka ofta vid utskrifningen synts fattat den föresatts att beträda en annan bana.
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been remitted to a kurhus could have profound consequences for

women. Some women could not get any new jobs when it became

known that they had been treated at the hospital. They saw no other

way out than to “…against a heavy cost lodge with people who made

it into an industry to, for their own profit, lead young girls on the

road of crime and lechery”.603 Thus, argued Carlsson, the treatment

of venereal disease should be undertaken at special wards within

general hospitals. Otherwise the mere treatment at stigmatised

institutions would force women into prostitution. However, better

and lesser women still had to be separated. Women with some

decency left had to be separated from less honourable women, so the

hardened women would not influence the other group of women.604

Women who voluntarily applied for care had to be separated from

those who were brought by the police. The treatment would be equal,

but both in standard and costs these two wards would be different. 

Men did not have to be separated in the same way. Men suffered

more from the disease, and could not communicate their disease as

easily and often as women were able to.605 Furthermore, as they did

not “…practise whoring as a means of sustenance”, no protection of

‘innocent’ seemed to be called for.606 Carlsson’s suggestion of separate
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603 Förhandlingar, vol. 14,October 16 1855, p. 7. Swedish: mot dryg afgift inhysa sig hos menniskor,

hvilka gjort till en industri, att för egen vinning inleda unga flickor på brottets och sedeslöshe-

tens bana.

604 Ibid., pp. 8-9.

605 An interesting quote which claims that the supposed pain seemed to be easily looked over comes

from a letter from Guy de Maupassant to a friend, written in 1877: “I’ve got the pox! at last! the

real thing! not the contemptible clap, not the ecclesiastical crystalline, not the bourgeois cox-

combs or the leguminous cauliflowers - no - no, the great pox, the one which Francis I died of.

The majestic pox, pure and simple; the elegant syphilis… I’ve got the pox…and I am proud of it,

by thunder, and to hell with the bourgeoisie. Allelujah, I’ve got the pox, so I don’t have to worry

about catching it any more, and I screw the street whores and trollops, and afterwards I say to them

‘I’ve got the pox’. They are afraid and I just laugh.” Sale catalogue of autographs from the Hôtel

Drouot (20 November 1984), letter no. 219. Letter from Guy de Maupassant to Robert Pinchon,

2 March 1877, quoted in Claude Quetel, History of Syphilis (1986, Baltimore, 1990), pp. 128-29.

606 Förhandlingar, vol. 14, 16 October 1855 p. 9. Swedish: …begagna horeri som födkrok.
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care for different kinds of women had been turned down by the

board at the kurhus on the basis that it would be contradictory to

current hospital regulations.607 Yet, only four years later, the regu-

lation of prostitution was established, a regulation which was based

on a legal inconsistency, and which not only divided women into

different wards, but also stated where these women could move

about in the city. Women who had been admitted at the kurhus or

were submitted to inspections were of a less virtuous character, who

at any moment would fall into debauchery and prostitution. The

physicians based their arguments on the belief that women could be

divided into different categories, and these categories were not based

on their medical status, but on their moral standing. 

T h e  Po l i t i c a l  Po w e r  o f  t h e  M e d i c a l
P r o f e s s i o n

In the 1850s, when prostitution was taken to the agenda, it remained

an often debated topic for almost a decade, the discussions were

loaded with moral arguments and ideological overtones, as well as

medical arguments. It was plainly stated that venereal disease and

prostitution were connected, and arguments to the effect that the

disease was brought on by prostitution, and prostitution alone,

sometimes appeared. By the end of the 1850s, venereal disease was

no longer a problem of the agrarian poor, but connected to urban

female immorality. It was believed that the influx of people to the

cities, and especially of single women who prostituted themselves,

had spread the disease. Within the medical profession, the physicians

were firmly convinced that something had to be done about prosti-
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607 This proposal which is a résumé in the documents of the Swedish Society of Medicine has not

been found in any of the archives. It is stated that the proposal had circulated among the members

of the board of the kurhus but that it was never discussed at a meeting, which is probably why

it cannot be retrieved in the sources. Förhandlingar, vol. 14, 16 October 1855 p. 10.
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tution. By that time the physicians were aware of their importance as

a profession, and of their impact as a political pressure group. At

stake was a moral responsibility for society at large, and this was a

question for the physicians. It was their responsibility to wake up the

rest of society, making it see its responsibility and the hazards of not

regulating prostitution. The justification for taking action against

prostitution was underpinned less by medical arguments, although

the connection between prostitution and venereal disease was con-

stantly voiced, and more often by arguments of a moral and spatial

character.

Sometimes the moral indecency seemed to be reason enough to

regulate. It was “horrifying to see, how lecherous women, in hoards,

in evenings and at night roam around the streets of Stockholm”.608

Thus, measures ought to be taken just to fight public indecency in the

streets. Axel Gabriel Carlsson was concerned that immorality and

thus venereal disease would get a firmer grip on the society.609 In a

discussion in the Society of Medicine in 1855 another physician no-

ted that this issue was of great importance and did not only concern

the physicians, but demanded

… the serious attention of every right-thinking citizen, and their forceful parti-

cipation. To achieve this, however, agitation is needed, – a measure the forceful-

ness of which is familiar to the Society since last year, when a number of impor-

tant issues were in question.610
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608 Förhandlingar, vol. 14, 16 October 1855, p. 5. Swedish: …fasaväckande att se, huru liderliga

qvinnor på aftnar och nätter flocktals stryka kring Stockholms gator.

609 Förhandlingar, vol. 13, September 25, 1855.

610 Ibid., Swedish:…hvarje rättänkande medborgares allvarliga uppmärksamhet och kraftiga med-

verkan. För att åstadkomma detta, fordras dock agitation, – ett medel hvars kraft Sällskapet hade

sig bekant sedan föregående år, då åtskilliga allmänt vigtiga ämnen varit i fråga. I have not seen

anything that could indicate what the previous agitation may have been. It may refer to the dis-

cussions on cholera in 1853.
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The medical profession is described as a political force; potent

enough to influence how the municipality was to act. The Society

argued that the most important means of agitation would be a public

narrative of the problem, and the society decided to write a petition

that would be submitted to the Governor. Although it was decided

that Axel Gabriel Carlsson would have the main responsibility for

preparing this petition, it was observed that it most likely would be

unpleasant for a person to present the statement alone.611 The im-

portance of having the Society as an organisation behind public and

political agitation was noted.

In the report to the Governor prostituted women as such were ne-

ver mentioned, only prostitution as a phenomenon. The Society sta-

ted that lately, i.e. in the mid-1850s, unmarried women had been al-

lowed to settle in the capital, without having a proper employment.

This had led to an increase of prostitution which in “…an exception-

ally foul way [was] challenging decency, [but] experience has also

shown that this evil cannot be extinguished”.612 The quote refers to

earlier experiences, which is most likely the regulative measures un-

dertaken in other European cities. They served as models of showing

how the problem could be controlled.613 The quote also exemplifies

the arguments along the lines of prostitution as being “a necessary

evil”, since it could “not be extinguished”. It was argued that venereal

disease was more frequent in Stockholm than elsewhere in the

country, and the Society suggested that a committee should be
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611 Förhandlingar, vol. 14, 16 October 1855 pp. 10-11.

612 Förhandlingar, vol. 14, November 13, 1855, pp. 38-39. Swedish:…högst vidrigt och anständig-

heten sårande sätt [men] erfarenheten har äfven lärt, att detta onda icke kan utrotas.

613 In 1854 Pehr Henrik Malmsten (1811-1883) professor of medicine, had held a lecture on “…

the excellent way the prostitution system is organised [in Berlin], and the so-called Sittenpoli-

zey is managed.” Förhandlingar, vol. 12, 1854, September 25. Swedish: …det utmärkta sätt,

hvarpå derstedes [i Berlin] prostitutions-väsendet är ordnadt och den s.k. Sittenpolizey hand-

hafves. The same doctor Malmsten also promised the society to write and present a small essay

on the subject, but no such essay has been found in the sources, and has not been referred to in

any of the volumes.
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appointed to formulate a proposal on how to curb debauchery and

venereal contagion in the capital. The members of that committee

ought to come from the consistory (the clergy), from the magistrate,

and from the Swedish Medical Society.614 The physicians took the

initiative to determine how the control of prostitution and venereal

disease was to be carried out. In December 1855 the Governor re-

ferred the petition to the kurhus where a group was appointed to

elaborate a proposal for regulative measures.615 The public agitation

of the Society seemed to have worked, and was also publicly

acknowledged. In March 1856, Carlsson was invited to the Stock-

holm Priest Society (Stockholms Prestsällskap), and the association

expressed its gratitude to the Society of Medicine for its efforts in this

important question.616

The connection between prostitution and venereal disease was

clearly manifested in an article from 1857. The article, entitled Pro-

stitution, was published in the Hygiea. There Claës Nilsson (1821-

1863), who had been assistant physician at the lock hospital in the

early 1850s, described different regulation systems in Hamburg,

Copenhagen, Berlin and Paris.617 In order to control the spreading of

venereal disease, prostitution had to be supervised, he argued. It

could not be forbidden, since it was necessary, but a medical and

spatial control would have beneficial effects on the frequency of the

disease. Nilsson clearly established that it was “…commonly known

[that the] main source for syphilis is prostitution”.618 The writer did

not argue for this opinion, but his statement that it was “commonly

known” shows that this assumption was a prerequisite for the medi-
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614  Förhandlingar, vol. 14, November 13, 1855, p. 40.

615 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, December 13, 1855, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA.

616 Förhandlingar, vol. 14, March 4, 1856.

617 Svenska läkaresällskapets nya handlingar, vol. 10, 1857, pp. 268-69. Cf. Lennmalm, Svenska Lä-

karesällskapet, p. 142.

618 Ibid., pp. 268-69. Swedish: allmänt erkändt [att] hufvudkällan för syphilis är prostitutionen.
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cal profession at the time: prostitution communicated venereal dis-

ease, but as prostitution was “a necessary evil” which neither could,

nor should, be extinguished, it had to be regulated – both to keep

order in the society, but also to give men a safe outlet for their sexu-

al urges (which, as the argument went, would protect respectable

women), which would thus bring the disease under control. 

Po l i c i n g  P r o s t i t u t i o n  –  T h e  P h y s i c i a n s
a n d  C i v i l  S e r v a n t s  J o i n  Fo r c e s

The kurhus never reacted to the petition from the Swedish Society of

Medicine, nor did it manage to prepare a proposal for the regulation

of prostitution. The matter was finally submitted to the police

authority by the end of 1857.619 Prostitution was not discussed at the

kurhus until in spring 1857, and the discussion concerned a report

from the new resident physician, Doctor Carl Mauritz Nyman

(1816-1882). He reported upon what he saw as the problem of pro-

stitution and had submitted his report to the Royal Health Commit-

tee. Nyman questioned the twenty year-old statement from the

Royal Health Committee which claimed that all women in domestic

work were a source of contagion.620 This could not be corroborated

by the kurhus statistics, he wrote, instead the kurhus records gave

evidence of another reality. Women from the working class were sel-

dom infected, and the greatest source of contagion were public

women, and any control measures ought to be restricted to that

group alone.621 Nyman criticised the coercive methods that had been

applied so far and the less-than-humane treatment of women in
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619  Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, pp. 247-48.

620 Rådsprotokoll och föredragslistor, statsrådsprotokoll i ecklesiastikärenden, Statsråds och all-

männa beredningsprotokoll 1839, vol. 116, Allmänna verk m.fl. Skrivelser till Kunglig Maj:t,

Riksarkivet; Hygiea volume 9, 1847.

621 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, May 4 1857, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA.
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order to bring them under both medical and police control. A decent

treatment of these women would make them see the benefits of their

submission to inspections:

By humane treatment the prostituted woman in Sweden as well as in other

places, would soon become aware of her own benefits with this inspection, and

finally this refractoriness in her shall disappear, which so far has made fruitless

even the fiercest police measures in this matter.622

A reorganisation of what was an inefficient control was needed, accord-

ing to Nyman, one that made women realise that these controls were for

their own good. However, Nyman also emphasised the advantages with

a medical police – a humane treatment seemed not to exclude police

supervision; some women could not be trusted to see their own good.

In February 1859, there was a discussion at the kurhus regarding

the memorandum from the police force. The first meeting (an extra

ordinary meeting) started with a reading of the memorandum. Af-

ter that followed a discussion which lasted for several hours and led

to an adjournment. The discussion was not taken to the minutes.623

A month later, a new discussion took place. The topic to be dis-

cussed was specified as “…the organisation of further measures

against the communication of venereal disease in the capital by pro-

stituted women”.624 It was not a matter of deciding if the control of

prostitution was appropriate or not, it was a matter of how to

organise it. The category to be controlled was identified from the
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622 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, May 4 1857, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. Swedish: Genom en

human behandling skulle den prostituerade quinnan i Sverige likawäl som annorstädes, snart

bringas till insigt om sin egen fördel wid denna besigtning och då skall slutligen hos henne den

tredskhet försvinna, hwilken hittills gjort äfwen de strängaste polisåtgärder i detta afseende

fruktlösa.

623 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, February 17, 1859, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA.

624 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, March 10, 1859, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. Swedish: ytter-

ligare åtgärder mot Veneriska smittans spridande i Hufvudstaden genom prostituterade qvin-

nor.
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outset. The proposal from the police force was more or less ap-

proved on, but some alterations were suggested – and some of them

were contradictory. 

Questions of individual rights and freedom of movement in the

city space, rather than medical enquiries, were commented upon.

The kurhus expressed concern for the problems of separating differ-

ent groups of women from each other, very much like the Attorney

General did more than twenty years earlier: the difficulty was how to

single out which women were to be subject to the regulation. The

final paragraph seems to have been a compromise between the pro-

posal and the commentaries:

… to submit to inspection a woman not belonging to the category of women that

should be inspected would be the worst of insults. The utmost caution is there-

fore necessary, and maybe it would be wise to change the wording “as is known”

[to be lecherous] to “a woman who reports herself, or whom the Office of the

Governor for Police businesses is convinced of is engaged in a publicly loose and

lecherous living.”625

As it seems, the kurhus wanted to avoid the stigma that would be the

consequence of pointing out the women as being ‘known’ as leche-

rous, and asked for additional evidence of the women’s guilt – either

through evidence submitted by the police, or through the women

themselves. If they did not report when infected, they could be

forced to submit to inspection. The board noted that this change was

made as a safeguard for the personal freedom and in consideration

of the mistakes that could be made. It also shows the need to catego-
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625 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, Memorandum to the minutes of March 10, 1859 A1a, Sjuk-

huset Eira, SSA. Swedish: […] att underkasta en qvinna besigtning är den svåraste skymf som

kan tillfogas henne om hon inte skulle tillhöra de cathegori som bör besigtigas. Den yttersta var-

samhet är därför härvid nödvändig, månne det inte derför “veterligen” bör ändras till “som sig

sjelfmant anmäla eller antas Öfver Ståthållare Embetet för Polisärenden blifvit övertygad om att

offentligen lösaktighet och liderlighet vare…”
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rise women; a recurrent theme within the medical discourse during

the 1850s. Forced inspections would be an ‘insult’ to respectable

women, which indicates that another category of women might find

these inspections less degrading. Forced subjection to medical in-

spection also contradicted the concern of the resident physician at

the kurhus two years earlier: that a “humane treatment” of women

should be beneficial to the control of venereal disease. Another sug-

gested rule in the proposal was the prohibition for women subjected

to the regulation to leave the doors to their apartment buildings

open. The board noted that it would be difficult to prove who had left

the door open. Yet, this paragraph remained in the final regulation.

The board of directors was also concerned about how the super-

vision would be carried out in the streets, and in some cases the sug-

gested methods from the board were harsher than the rules pro-

posed in the police memorandum. A number of these amendments

were never included in the final regulation. Among other things, the

kurhus wanted a prohibition for women to mark out their quarters

by using certain colours on their curtains and blinds. It also sug-

gested that the women should not be allowed to live together in the

same room, and not be allowed go out during lunch hours, 12-14

p.m.626 In the autumn and in wintertime, taverns and pubs closed at

10 p.m. In those seasons the curfew for public women should be set

at 10 p.m. (rather than at 11 p.m.), because after the closing hours the

women became increasingly dangerous for the lonely, inexperienced

and sometimes inebriated night wanderer, even more than when

they were under “the control of public business”.627 The suggestion

that public women were not supposed to live together in the same

room (for fear of tribadims or brotheling) was later imposed.628
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626 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, Memorandum to the minutes of March 10, 1859, A1a, Sjuk-

huset Eira, SSA.

627 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, Memorandum to the minutes of March 10, 1859, A1a, Sjuk-

huset Eira, SSA. Swedish: controllen af den allmänna rörelsen.

628 Johan A. Unman, Osedligheten i Stockholm (Stockholm, 1865), p. 9. Cf. discussion in chapter 8.
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Another detail was a request that “… brothels; Coffee-houses; and

taverns should be especially controlled”, and their licenses revoked if

they turned out to have un-inspected women among their em-

ployees.629 The unofficial brothels seem to have been a well-known

and unquestioned fact. None of these suggestions was included in

the final draft of the regulation.

However, the board’s suggested change in the fourth paragraph of

the regulation, concerning women’s possibility to move about in the

city, was in fact included. The minutes stated that the board wanted

to add the formulation “not to roam about such public places in a

group and not to stand there without a cause”. The police had a less

restrictive formulation; presumably because it saw the problems

with supervising the women in the city, and the police was the force

that had to do so.630 From 1859, the police force and the physicians

participated in a joint venture of controlling and supervising prosti-

tution.

R e c u r r i n g  “ S i l e n c e ”

The establishment of the regulation system in 1859 meant that the

physicians’ agitation and discussion on prostitution abated. They

had achieved their goal – controlled prostitution was the best pro-

phylactic of venereal disease. Once the regulation system was estab-

lished it seems to have run according to institutional guidelines. In

1865, the City Council (Stadsfullmäktige), most likely in connection

with the municipal reorganisation, criticised the care of venereal

patients and its organisation. A period at the kurhus stigmatised the

patient, and made it difficult for the person in question to get an em-
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629 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor March 10 1859, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. Swedish: …Bor-

deller, Caffehus och krogar böra synnerligen öfvervakas.

630 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, March 10 1859, A1a, Sjukhuset Eira, SSA. 
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ployment afterwards. This was commonly known, argued the City

Council, and made people avoid seeking cure for their infection.

This especially concerned “…the young women who came [to

Stockholm] every year and fell victim to seduction”.631 The women

became infected with venereal disease, but they were too afraid of

being stigmatised by their time at the kurhus to seek care. This stig-

matisation, stated the City Council, could be avoided if the treatment

was carried out in general hospitals. The criticism was an echo of ear-

lier arguments for integrating syphilitic wards in general hospitals.

The Swedish Society of Medicine had been asked to consider the

proposal, and found that it could not support it. Rather than allevi-

ating the stigma of venereally infected patients, syphilitic wards

within general hospitals would stigmatise the entire hospital and

prevent other patients from seeking care, argued the Society. Wards

for venereal patients at general hospitals were common in the

countryside, but this could not be used as an argument for establish-

ing the same model in Stockholm. The circumstances were different

in the capital, and such a ward must be treated as “…an arrest: at

least the prostituted women could not leave it whenever they wanted

to.”632 Although different opinions were heard in the discussion that

followed, the Society decided that their official answer would not be

in favour of the idea of syphilitic wards in general hospitals. 

The most adamant spokesman in support of the City Council

proposal was, not surprisingly, Axel Gabriel Carlsson. The physicians

who worked in close contact with syphilitic patients seem to have

had another opinion of the stigmatising effects than physicians of

other specialities. However, syphiliology was not a speciality in the
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631 Förhandlingar vid Svenska läkaresällskapets sammankomster, January 10 1865, p. 4. Swedish:

…den qvinliga ungdom, som årligen från landet [kom till Stockholm] och fölle offer för förfö-

relse.

632 Förhandlingar vid Svenska läkaresällskapets sammankomster, January 17, 1865, p. 13. Swedish:

…en arrest: de prostituerade qvinnorna åtminstone få ej lemna det, då de vilja.
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same way as for instance surgery. Anna Lundberg argues that Sweden

had no experts in the field until in the 1870s. The disease in a sense

seems to have been stigmatising for the physicians as well. Interna-

tional research claims that it was common that physicians were not

examined on their knowledge on venereal disease when graduating

from medical school, because it might have been embarrassing for

them.633 The inspecting physicians in Stockholm very soon after the

system was introduced asked for a pay-raise to compensate for their

general discomforts and the lack of general training in the field of

medicine that their position brought with it.634 In the last revision of

the regulation in 1875 the inspecting physician of the bureau, Ernst

Ödmansson (1831-1910), argued that the possibility of house calls

ought to be abolished. Against a certain fee, women who did not

want to appear at the inspection bureau could either visit the in-

specting physician in his home or private practice, or the inspecting

physician could make house calls in the women’s homes. Aside from

the impossibility of undertaking a proper examination, Ödmansson

argued that the practice was highly improper, that it was “humilia-

ting for the physician in his duty.”635 Although participating in dis-

course on how to stop venereal disease and prostitution, the physi-

cians apparently wanted to have as little as possible to do with it in

practice.

There are few examples of any principal discussion about prosti-

tution and its control during the period between the 1860s and the
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633  Harsin, Policing Prostitution, pp. 257-58.

634 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor¸ 11 October, 1860, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA.

635 Renskrivna protokoll, September 25 1874, p. 157, Litt. B, A1, Stockholms stads hälsovårds-

nämnds arkiv, SSA. Swedish: …det humilierande för läkaren i denna tjenstgöring. In the earli-

er regulation of 1859 it had been stated that payment for these separate inspections had to be

made to the bureau in advance, not directly to the physician. This may have been one way of

avoiding corruption, but also another example of the fear of corruption in connection with the

regulated women; the payment for inspections had to go through mediators. Cf. Harsin,

Policing Prostitution, p. 11.
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early 1880s. Mainly, the purpose of these discussions was to compare

the effects of the Swedish regulation system to those achieved in

other cities.636 In 1881 a discussion started that would go on for

several years. The Swedish Society of Medicine had been asked to

give their official view of the regulation system. The request came

after a petition from the Swedish national branch of the organisation

the British, Continental and General Federation, an organisation

working for the abolishment of prostitution.637 The Swedish branch

handed over its petition to the Governor of Stockholm demanding

an abolishment of the regulation and that prostitution was to be

fought rather than controlled. In its answer to the petition the

Swedish Society of Medicine defended the regulation system.638
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636 Review of J.Garin De la police sanitaire et de l’assistance publique dans leurs rapports avec l’ex-

tinction des maladies vénériennes, Hygiea vol. 30, 1868, pp. 6-90. Another principal discussion

that was undertaken in the late 1860s was a discussion on the possible necessity of a brothel sys-

tem in Stockholm, and in Sweden at large. This will be the topic of the next chapter.

637 Förhandlingar vid Svenska läkaresällskapets sammankomster, January 25, 1881, vol. 39, p. 15. In

the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, female pressure groups were formed to agitate

against the regulation of prostitution, and also against the trafficking of women. These feminists

were active all over Europe, but Josephine Butler who started the Ladies National Association

(LNA) initiated the campaign in England. The association, formed in 1869, worked against the

Contagious Diseases Acts. Later the British, Continental and General Federation was formed and

submerged with the LNA. Josephine Butler was the leader of both organisations. This organisa-

tion had national branches all over Europe, and the Swedish branch was organised in 1878. This

will be briefly touched upon in the epilogue.

638 The debate was to continue in the late 1880s and also into the early twentieth century, when the

question of a regulation system was discussed in Parliament. After the Swedish official investi-

gation of the regulation system was presented in 1910, the discussion was renewed. Cf. Hygiea

– Svenska läkaresällskapets förhandlingar, 1889, vol. 51:1, 51:3; 1890, vol. 52:3; 1901, vol. 63:1,

vol. 63:2; vol. 64:1, vol. 64:2; 1903, vol. 65:1; 1911, vol. 73:2; 1912, vol. 74:2; 1913, vol. 75:1. It is

interesting to note that the Italian physicians at the same time began to question the whole regu-

lation system and its benefits. Instead some of them suggested voluntary general inspections.

Gibson, Prostitution and the State, pp. 168-69.
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A  C o n c e p t u a l  C h a n g e  W i t h i n  t h e  M e d i c a l
D i s c o u r s e

“ N O T A S P O L I T E A S P R O S T I T U É E ”

During the nineteenth century, a conceptual change occurred in the

way of describing women engaged in illicit sexual intercourse. The

most apparent change is that a commercial element became an in-

creasingly important characteristic when describing these women. In

1843, the physician Augustus Timoleon Wistrand discussed the con-

cept prostitution. The word was difficult to use in a Swedish context,

he stated, because the Swedish language lacked appropriate words to

describe the phenomenon:

…“prostitution” which is used by French and English writers, is difficult to ade-

quately represent in Swedish. To offer sexual services for payment, to prostitute, to

trade oneself et cetera does not in our language correspond to this special con-

cept […] the words whoring, whore et cetera may appear coarse to our ears, al-

though it is completely corresponding, and even if not as polite as prostitution,

prostituée, it is adequately articulate.639

Wistrand noted that prostitution was a polite word for whoring, and

went on to argue that the Nordic peoples had not yet been so refined

that they used polite names to denominate yet the lowest. It is diffi-

cult to ascertain whether Wistrand was ironic or not. His own

solution in his pamphlet was to use a number of concepts, such as

lechery, prostitution and brotheling.

Although not exclusively using the word prostitution, Wistrand
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639 Wistrand, Några drag af bordellväsendets, pp. 7-8. Swedish: Uttrycket “prostitution” hvilket af

Franska och engelska författare begagnas, är svårt att rigtigt återgifva på Svenska. Att gifva sig

till pris, att prostituera sig, att utbjuda sig o.s.v. motsvarar ej ännu fullt ut hos oss detta egna be-

grepp […] orden horeri, hora osv är för våra öron nog groft, ehuru det är fullkomligt motsva-

rande, och ingalunda så artigt som prostitution, prostituée, ehuru det är tillräckligt uttrycksfullt.
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was very clear over the commercial character of the phenomenon he

described.640 He made a clear distinction between public women

who were outside the realm of citizen rights, and other women who

more or less acted as harlots, but still pretended to be respectable,

and who demanded protection:

A lecherous woman is nevertheless not exactly the same as an avowed harlot: the

latter is a woman who is publicly known to offer coitus for compensation. She is

beyond the law of common morals and decency; a lecherous woman, however, does

not wish to be seen as such, but feigns outer decency and claims still the rights and

the protection which a woman is granted. An avowed harlot, on the other hand, is

excluded therefrom and puts herself under a completely different protection,

namely the police force, and cannot complain over rape or violations of decency.641

In this quote Wistrand epitomises the paradoxical and contradicto-

ry character of the institutionalised double standard, although may-

be unintentionally. He points to the fact that public women were be-

yond the law, not only the law of ‘common decency’, as he puts it, but

also stripped of their rights as citizens, as they had to depend on the

benevolence of the police. The same civil laws did not apply to pub-

lic women and to other women. 
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640 Ibid., p. 8. Swedish: skörlefvnad, prostitution, bordell-väsen. The famous Swedish author and

radical journalist Carl Jonas Love Almqvist (1793-1866) used the concepts “prostitute herself”

regarding the bourgeois marriage, but this was a paraphrase of Mary Wollstonecraft. In his criti-

cism of the double standard in the newspaper the Dagligt Allehanda in 1839, he ironically used

the word luder (a derogatory word for whore) and ‘loose’ in his article. Karin Westman Berg,

Studier i C.J.L Almqvists kvinnouppfattning (Stockholm, 1962), pp. 336-41. See also Almqvist’s

criticism of male double standard in CJL Almqvist, Samlade skrifter, Törnrosens bok: Om folk-

nöjen, vol. 9, (1839, Stockholm, 1921), pp. 195-98.

641 Wistrand, Några drag af bordellväsendets, p. 10. Swedish: En liderlig qvinna är dock egentligen

ej detsamma som en erkänd sköka: den sednare är nemligen en sådan, som är offentligen erkänd

att för betalning kunna uppfordras till coitus. Hon står utom lagen för vanlig sedlighet och an-

ständighet; en liderlig qvinna deremot vill icke anses för en sådan, utan affekterar yttre anstän-

dighet och gör ännu anspråk på de rättigheter och det skydd, som tillkommer qvinnan. En er-

känd sköka deremot är en derifrån utesluten person som ställer sig under ett helt annat beskydd,

nemligen direkte under polismaktens, och kan icke klaga öfver våldtägt eller brott emot an-

ständigheten.
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Wistrand’s main point was that avowed public women physically

were more trustworthy, as they had to undergo medical inspections

(at least in his proposed brothel system). Thus, they would not com-

municate the disease. The problem with lecherous women was that

they were illicit public women, and did not undergo any medical in-

spection. Men contracted venereal disease from these “…venal

women, who, without being publicly prostituted, pursue the same

trade under the guise of love tangles”.642 Thus, both categories acted

in the same way but only the women in one of them acknowledged

their public character, whereas the others denied it.

E A R L Y ‘ P R O F E S S I O N A L S ’  
–  W O M E N I N M U N I C I P A L B R O T H E L S

The distinction between lecherous and public women was not only

made in the pamphlets, but also in the physicians´ practice. In 1838,

Stockholm attempted to establish municipal brothels. The two brot-

hels were called the Stadt Hamburg and the London. The women

working in these brothels seem to have been regarded as profes-

sionals. They were referred to as ‘London-girls’ or as coming from the

London or the Hamburg, or ‘the whorehouse in the city’, for

instance. In one case a woman was referred to as a fille publique, i.e.

with the French term.643 Regarding a woman in the early 1830s the

same physician noted that the woman “who is a public gay girl, can-

not tell from whom she got the infection and for how long she has

been sick”.644 The question was from whom these women had con-

tracted the disease, not to whom they may have passed it on. The
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642 Ibid., p. 17. Swedish: …fala qvinnor, hvilka, utan att vara offentligt prostituerade, drifva samma

yrke under form af kärleksintriger.

643 Sjukjournaler 1838, pp. 623, 813; Sjukjournaler 1839 pp. 529, 962, 1118, 1119; Sjukjournaler

1840, pp. 118, 332, 338, 408, 507, 580, 600, 757, D1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA.

644 Sjukjournaler 13 January 1831, D1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. Swedish: …som är en allmän

glädjeflicka.
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security of medically controlled public women was taken for granted.

However, this rested upon an assumption that the infection was

reported or detected right away. In the case of a ‘London-girl’ who was

sent to the kurhus for the first time, the physician’s reaction was the

opposite. This woman admitted that she had been sick for three weeks,

and the physician asked himself: “How many has she infected during

that period?”645 It was taken for granted that women in brothels meant

to enhance a control over the disease. The fact that a woman could be

employed at a brothel and yet be infected for three weeks before being

detected refuted this idea. Public women were expected to behave

according to certain rules when they acknowledged their profession. 

These more or less professional public women were contrasted to

lecherous women, who were promiscuous but, with Wistrand’s

words, “feigned outer decency”. In the 1830s, a number of female

patients at the kurhus were registered as “female persons”, rather than

with their work title, which men with the same symptoms were.646

Some of these ‘female persons’ were given additional comments,

such as “lecherous way of living”, or “as the patient is lecherous she

cannot state when she was infected”.647 One woman was admitted for

the third time, and the physician noted that she had “so fallen into

lechery that she betakes herself with anyone.”648 This woman was

‘fallen’, i.e. she once had other moral standards but lost her virtue.

One woman who was admitted at the kurhus denied that she had had

intercourse at all, and the physician noted that 
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645 Sjukjournaler 1839, p. 962, D1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. Swedish: Huru många har hon under

den tiden smittadt?

646 Sjukjournaler 1830, D1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. Of the 469 admitted patients during 1830,

(225 women), 15 women were labelled qvinspersoner. This concept was often used derogatory.

647 Sjukjournaler 1830, p. 46, D1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. Swedish:…liderliga lefvnadssätt.

/…som patienten är liderlig kan hon ej uppgifva när hon blifvit smittad. See also Sjukjournaler

1839, pp. 356, 782, D1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA.

648 Sjukjournaler April 30 1831, D1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. Swedish: …så förfallit till liderlighet

att hon oförfogat beblandar sig med hvem som hälst.
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[a]lthough she is a big whore she does not want to admit that she through inter-

course has contracted the disease, but says her throat started aching a fortnight

ago.649

The woman claimed that her disease had not been contracted

through sexual intercourse, but her assurance was disregarded; the

physician knew that she was a ‘big whore’. Another woman, sent to

the kurhus by the police, claimed that she had only had sexual inter-

course with her fiancé, who was not infected. However, it was noted

in the kurhus patient registers that, since a police officer had noticed

her “…out late in the evening, she was referred to us as a suspect.”650

These women seem to have been living in a ‘twilight zone’. They were

regarded as promiscuous, although their own statements said other-

wise. The contradictions in the perception of these women are apparent.

On the one hand, these women were not far enough fallen to be public

women, but far enough to be considered lecherous and disrespectable.

On the other hand, they were met with less sympathy than their ‘pro-

fessional sisters’ – being promiscuous without asking for money seems

to have been worse than being a public woman. If the women had only

admitted that they were public women, they would most likely have

been treated differently in the patient registers. In a paradoxical way, it

would seem that the admittance to being a public woman meant a

moral upgrading in the eyes of physicians. Publicly avowed harlots were

recognisable and did not hide or denounce their profession. This made

them identifiable and controllable. Lecherous behaviour was uncon-

trollable and threatening both to the morals and to the public health.

The assumption of the physicians was that no “twilight zone” existed –

women were either public or private, i.e. the sexual contract was upheld
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649 Sjukjournaler 1839, p. 750, D1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. Swedish: Ehuru hon är en stor hora så

vill hon ej tillstå att hon genom samlag ådragit sig sjukdomen, utan säger sig för 14 dagar sedan

fått ondt i halsen.

650 Sjukjournaler 1840, p. 110, D1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. Swedish: …ute sent på aftonen blef hon

såsom misstänkt hitremitterad.
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through either prostitution or marriage. The existence of women be-

longing to neither category was not feasible to them. 

F R O M ‘ L O O S E ’  T O P R O S T I T U T E

When the regulation of 1847 was established, there was no substan-

tial change in the vocabulary. The regulation concerned ‘loose and

idle women’, women with self-inflicted venereal disease, and women

working at inns under police protection. The broad and general de-

finition opened the door for negotiations as to which women were

to be inspected. When the women were noted in the first inspection

registers, their occupation was also registered: seamstress, laundress,

waitress et cetera. However, only a year later this procedure was

abandoned, and by 1848 the women were only registered under

their name. By then all registered women were considered to be

permanently ‘loose and lecherous’ and not just in between jobs.

Thus, to add an occupational title was unnecessary.651

It is impossible to tell if a general ‘lack of sexual morals’ was

enough to qualify for inspection, or if actual remuneration for

sexual intercourse was needed as evidence. The kurhus physician

noted about a woman that since she was: “ belonging to the loose

women living by themselves, she cannot account for her disease.”652

To ‘live by oneself ’ implied that a woman was a public woman,

which would explain why the woman could not account for her dis-

ease. ‘To live by oneself ’ seem to have implied a professionality just

as ‘London-girls’ had done ten years earlier.

Not until after the regulation of prostitution proper, can a real

change in vocabulary be observed – or, more precisely, the year be-

fore. In 1858 the resident physician at the kurhus noted women as

prostituée in the journals. His use of the French term points to the in-
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651  Offentlig besiktning, 1847-48, DVIa1, Prostitutionsbyrån, ÖÄ, SSA.

652 Sjukjournaler 1848, p. 335, D1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. Swedish: …såsom hörande till de lösa

för sig sjelf boende qvinnorna, kan hon ej redogöra för sin sjukdom.
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fluence of the French system. In 1858, 57 per cent of the women at

the kurhus were characterised as prostituée, and in the next year 71

per cent of the female patients were classified as prostituerade.653 By

then the Swedish word for prostitute was used. From the 1860s the

Swedish word prostituerad was used exclusively. Nevertheless, there

was still no clear definition of how the authorities decided whether

a woman was a prostitute or not. In the patient journals of 1861 one

woman was noted as “prostit” and “maid” had been written under-

neath. The woman was at first seen as a public woman, but somehow

she must have managed to convince the physician that she was

not.654 Guilty until proven innocent seems to have been a guiding

rule, and thus it was more important to control all women who

could be suspected of lechery rather than to rely upon their own

statements.

A distinction was still made between the unfortunate and the

guilty, and there was still a need to treat these two categories separate-

ly. The taste for luxury and pleasure also helped in the downfall of

women. In a study from 1869 it was noted that seamstresses and

factory girls who first prostituted themselves only occasionally, got a

taste for pleasures and then 

…their moral sense is blunted and they throw themselves into the arms of pro-

stitution; which now become their occupation […]. When the first step is taken,

it first goes step by step, and then faster and faster down the slippery slope.”655
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653 Sjukjournaler 1850, 1858, 1859, 1871, D1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. Sampled material. Al-

though this in Sweden was during the years of rapid industrialisation with increasing numbers

of unemployed women migrating to the capital and many of whom may have engaged in pro-

stitution, the increase also is a result of a labelling process. In 1850 no women were noted as pro-

stitutes and in 1871, 75 per cent of the female patients were registered as prostitutes.

654 Sjukjournaler 1860, p. 19, D1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA.

655 Svenska Läkaresällskapets Nya Handlingar, serie 2, vol. 5:1 1873, pp. 84, 82. Swedish: …deras sed-

lighetskänsla förslöas och de kasta sig in i prostitutionens armar, som numera bli deras yrke

[…]. Sedan första steget är taget går det först småningom, sedan allt fortare utför den slippriga

branten.
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When the taste for luxury was given the upper hand over the moral,

the fall downward seems to have been inevitable for these women.656

A “taste for pleasure” pulled them to fall, i.e. a wish for a more lux-

urious life than could be achieved as a factory worker. The desire for

pleasure seems to be part of the moral weakness; the wish for a

better life was to rise above their position. Economic circumstances

are here partly seen as the explanation for these women’s downfall.

The problem was that the women did not resist, and aspired to more

than their position in life allowed them.657

In 1855, the physicians were worried about the fact that “… so-

called loose women who formerly had to report to the police now are

freed from that obligation.”658 It meant that the number of clandes-

tine loose women would increase. However, after the regulation of

prostitution proper in 1859, the discussion about clandestine prosti-

tution decreased. Women who would possibly be subjected to the

regulation were seen either as public women, or as unfortunate,

fallen women. The fallen women should admit their true position,

and both categories should be subjected to inspection. However,

whereas the unfortunate could still be reformed, the hardened pri-

marily needed control.

In 1874, the administration of the Prostitution Bureau was trans-

ferred to the authority of the Public Health Committee (Sundhets-
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656  Cf. Nead, Myths of Sexuality.

657 See however Per Axel Lewin’s work Om prostitutionen where he argues that a number of socie-

tal reforms would eradicate prostitution (discussed in chapter 8). When the Swedish Society of

Medicine in 1889 voted on the question of whether keeping the regulation system or not, 86 of

the 87 present physicians supported Dr. Edvard Welander’s proposal in favour of the system. The

physician holding an opposite view was P.A. Lewin. The regulation system was a child of its time,

he argued, and could possibly help in detecting the disease, but did not prevent the spread of it.

The system was also offensive to humanity. Hygiea, vol. 51, March 3, 1889, pp. 42 and 53 espe-

cially. Cf. Lundquist, Den disciplinerade, p. 343.

658 Förhandlingar vid Svenska läkaresällskapets sammankomster, October 16, 1855 p. 4. Swedish:

…s.k. lösa qvinnor, hvilka förr måste anmäla sig i polisen, numera äro derifrån befriade.
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nämnden/Hälsovårdsnämnden), and in the revised regulation the

word prostitute was incorporated for the first time. However, this

had to be proved: “[a]s a prostitute is considered each and every

woman who has been proved to be leading a lecherous life as a

profession.”659 This in a sense narrowed down the possibilities of

arbitrariness – at least theoretically.

C o n c l u s i o n

As demonstrated in this chapter, the medical profession during this

period of oncoming industrialisation in Sweden developed from

being a dispersed group of practitioners to becoming a strong group

of professional experts. During the first half of the 1800s, venereal dis-

ease was believed to be related to the rural poor and communicated

in a number of possible ways. There were no experts on venereology

in Sweden until the 1870s. However, although no elaborate discourse

on prostitution can be noted before 1850, there are examples of a dis-

course connecting public women with venereal disease. It is note-

worthy that this discourse to a large extent seems to have been in-

fluenced by the information and impressions gathered by physicians

travelling abroad. But these travels and discussions did not occur

until after the first municipal efforts to regulate only women had

been undertaken in the late 1830s. The 1847 regulation in Stockholm

was a municipal initiative as well, but the kurhus board was in favour

of the proposal. In the journal of the Swedish Society of Medicine,

the Hygiea, the most influential Swedish journal in medicine, this

municipal measure, however radical and breaking with a long tradi-

tion of medical inspections of both sexes, only caused a reprint of a

ten-year-old document, although the new introduction to the
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659 Malmroth, “Om de smittosamma”, p. 197. Swedish. Såsom prostituerad anses hvar och en kvin-

na, som bevisligen idkar skörlefnad såsom yrke.
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article stated that the issue was one of the most politically important

medical topics of the day. 

In the 1850s there was a shift and discussions about prostitution

as a problem became frequent within the Society of Medicine. The

issues touched upon both moral and spatial concerns regarding pro-

stitution, as well as medical aspects. The physicians, especially

through their professional organisation, the Swedish Society of

Medicine, seem to have regarded themselves as a political force, with

both the power and the duty to influence public opinion in the

matter of prostitution. Still, it was the police in Stockholm who first

suggested a new regulation on prostitution in 1858. The kurhus, the

lock-hospital in Stockholm, in considering the proposal, interest-

ingly enough commented mainly on the spatial order of the regula-

tion, not the medical issues. Thus, in a sense the medical profession

can be said to have extended its area of expertise to police matters of

supervision and control of law and order in the capital, where the

physicians now regarded themselves as legitimised experts with a

duty to express their opinions. The ‘problem of venereal disease’ had

become a ‘problem of prostitution’, and in the control of prostitution

the physicians advocated a system of brothels as a safeguard against

the spread of venereal disease, since medical control could easily be

exercised within such a system. The police, on the other hand, re-

garded brothels as a disturbance of the public order in the city.

The need to categorise the women who were to be subjected to

control was a continuing and intensifying process over the century.

A clearly demarcated group of women, easily recognisable and con-

trollable needed to be separated to make the regulation system fea-

sible to carry out. Although the authorities showed a certain appre-

hension of intruding into private homes, and of subjecting women

to control, the idea that certain women had to be controlled in order

to stop the disease seems to have become almost an axiom once it

was introduced. The problem was how to single out the women who
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had to be subjected to this control, how to distinguish between

public and private sexuality, and between public and private

women. 

The increase in the attempts to classify women into different

categories can also be seen as a consequence of the physicians’ own

professionalisation process. With the physicians’ wish to exert influ-

ence through their expert opinion, which would enhance their pro-

fessional status, it became necessary to be able to identify the

problem that needed remedy. In this case, certain women were seen

as the source of contagion for venereal disease, and as in other

diagnoses, the exact cause of different symptoms had to be detected.

This meant a categorisation of the women who were to be control-

led. Over the century a commercial element crept into the concep-

tualisation of the women who required control. They were no long-

er referred to by their occupational title but simply called prostituées;

later substituted by the Swedish word “prostituerad”. In this process,

the view of prostitution as a necessary evil also began to grope its way

into the vocabulary of the medical profession.
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PART IV

POLICING PUBLIC WOMEN
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This part of the study includes three chapters. Chapter 8 discusses

brothels, and is different in character from the other chapters in this

study. Like chapters 6 and 7, it covers the whole research period of

this study, i.e. the period from the 1810’s to the 1880s. However, it

also analyses the discourse on brothels, i.e. studies attitudes and

opinions regarding the brothel system within the medical profession

and the police force, and discusses some of the social aspects of

brotheling, aspects of every day life, and conflicts that arose. There

were attempts to import a brothel system to Stockholm, and the

chapter discusses the considerations behind these attempts. The

chapter is thematic in character, mostly because of the scattered ma-

terial at hand.

Chapter 9 covers the implementation of control of venereal

disease in the period covered by the Royal Circular of 1812 and the

1847 regulation, i.e. during the period 1812-1858. The aim of the

chapter is to cover the early, fairly unorganised, period of control,

which preceded the development of a more systematised gendered

view of how the disease was communicated. This view of a gendered

communication in turn lead to gendered measures of control. This

chapter will also show the often conflicting views among the police

and the physicians.

Chapter 10 discusses the Prostitution Bureau from its establish-

ment in 1859 to its height in the 1880s. It will show how the focus

shifted from controlling a disease to controlling public women in pu-

blic space. Medical concerns seem to have become secondary. The

chapter will also describe the effects of the system on the women who

were encompassed by it, how it affected their ways of coping with a

regulated life, their ways of living et cetera. Further more, the chapter

will discuss the attitudes among “ordinary people” towards public

women and the regulation system, analysing anonymous complaints

and the pamphlets being published on the subject.
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C h a p t e r  8

BROTHELS IN STOCKHOLM 
– A SYSTÈME DE TOLÉRANCE

En dam av ädel vandel

som står i tobakshandel,

hon sjunger mellan kaggarna

i Ljunglöfs mörka bod. 

[…]

Jag är den unga rosen

som doftar friskt bland snus,

konstapeln och matrosen

de vädra kring mitt hus.*
Erik Axel Karlfeldt “Sång med positiv”,

Flora och Pomona (Stockholm, 1906)

I n t r o d u c t i o n

According to French historian Alain Corbin there are four types of

nineteenth century descriptions of brothels, and in general they

reflect the fantasies of those providing them. The descriptions

appearing in fiction constitute the first kind, and the second is those

provided by specialists such as policemen and physicians; often pro-

regulationist and influenced by stereotypes derived from Parent-
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* A lady of virtuous character

tending a cigar shop

she sings among the kegs

in Ljunglöf ’s shady store 

[…]

I am the young rose,

a fresh scent among the snuff,

the constable and the sailor

they loiter around my house.*
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Duchâtelet. The third type consists of personal accounts narrated by

individuals and clients, often with a taste for scandal or erotica. Finally,

we have the accounts written by journalists, polemicists and publicists,

often abolitionists with little experience of brothels, and influenced by

stereotypes of the horrible life lived there. Corbin regrets the absence

of memories written by the women in brothels, but in his research he

has had access to some registers at the brothels, letters from inmates,

and files on brothel keepers for the last quarter of the nineteenth cen-

tury.660 The sources in the case of Stockholm and for a much earlier pe-

riod are not by far as rich. The main reason is that brothels were ille-

gal during the whole research period, in fact never legalised in Sweden.

The attempt to establish two communal brothels in Stockholm in

1838 was only ‘semi-official’, and the material is very scarce – as a cri-

minal act it was understandably kept more or less undocumented.

The opinion within, for instance, the police in 1858 was that not only

were brothels illegal, but they were neither wanted by the Swedish

people. It declared that brothels had “…no tradition [in Sweden] and

are not appropriate for the disposition of the people, as they are not in

agreement with [the people’s] concept and wishes.”661

Stockholm in the early nineteenth century was a city with a great

number of taverns and pubs. Nineteenth century observers and ex-

perts seem to agree that many of these establishments also worked as

illicit brothels, or at least places were sexual services could be

bought.662 The 1910 official commission on the regulation system
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660  Corbin, Women for Hire, pp. 53-54.

661 Handlingar till diariet 1859, no. 300, EIII, Polissekreteraren, ÖÄ, SSA. Swedish: Sådana inrätt-

ningar hafva här ingen häfd och lämpa sig icke efter folkets lynne, likasom de icke eller öfverens-

stämmer med dess begrepp och önskningar. The same argument was voiced in a travel book the

year after, although the author also stated that Stockholm was one of the most debauched in Eu-

rope. However, the men were far worse than the women in that respect. Bayard Taylor, Nordisk

resa: sommar- och vinterbilder från Sverige, Lappland och Norrige (Stockholm, 1859), pp. 166-67.

662 Malmroth, “Om de smittosamma”, pp. 27-28¸Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, pp. 234-35; Wi-

strand, Några drag af Bordellväsendets, pp. 91-93.
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agreed with both views. So called ‘official’ brothels, with a number

of women employed were uncommon, but there were many varia-

tions on that theme. For example, the owner of a building let women

rent rooms to an unreasonably high rent, and at times there was

even a common room where the women could meet their clients be-

fore the transaction. These places were called “girls’ places”. Party-

hotels, where a party of two rented rooms by the hour, was another

example. However, the more officially sanctioned institution, with

organised and regular medical check-ups was unusual, and most

likely only existed for a short period in the late 1830’s.

The public character of the establishment was a common charac-

teristic of the brothels. Whether enclosed and inconspicuous or

brawling and exaggerated, it was open to all, although catering for

customers from different classes, and the women were public and

supposedly available to everybody who could pay. The police officers

had access to the premises at all times, and the hours the women were

allowed outside were restricted. The contradictory character of the

public houses is obvious. On the one side, the brothels were the wo-

men’s private space, in a sense their home. On the other hand, the wo-

men’s public character also made their private space public and their

lodgings became common grounds, a public house. The only time the

women were private, were when they were outside – in public space.

But public space, like public time, was also restricted. Certain streets

were off the limits, and the women had to be indoors at a certain hour.

Corbin states that the French maisons de tolérance were commer-

cial private enterprises. The head of the brothel was often a woman,

usually a former public woman who had saved enough to set up her

own establishment. Corbin also states that the women who entered

the brothels seldom were beginners. They had usually worked in the

streets as registered or independent public women.663 The records
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663  Corbin¸Women for Hire, pp. 63-69.
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from the two semi-official brothels in Stockholm in the late 1830s

show that the women were very young, but this does not necessarily

mean that they were inexperienced. As Corbin also mentions, the

number of prostituted women who remained outside this control

system was always larger, and the ideal enclosed bordello never

existed in its purest form.

As we saw in Chapter 3, more or less organised brothels existed in

the other Scandinavian countries. Denmark even incorporated the

arrangement of brothels after a French fashion in their regulation

system. In this perspective it is interesting to note the apparent resist-

ance to brothels in the Swedish capital. Can the attempt to establish

brothels in Stockholm be seen as an attempt to import the “axis” of the

regulation system? Why did this attempt with (semi-)official brothels

fail, and why were no new attempts in that direction made? This chap-

ter will discuss these questions, and also look at the attitudes towards

brothels within different groups of the society. Through court materi-

al we will also get a glimpse of the life at a brothel in the 1830s.

T h e  e a r l y  1 8 0 0 s

A Swedish physician when travelling in Germany, got the following

reaction from a German colleague when he explained that there

were no brothels in Sweden: “Aber um Gottes willen! Wie machen

die Schweden es denn. Huren sie überall in den Häusern herum?”664

However, houses of ill repute did exist, but not in any official capa-

city. A Swedish physician in favour of controlled brothels, argued in

the 1840s that, in practice, brothels already existed in Sweden:
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664 Hilding Bergstrand, Svenska Läkaresällskapet 150 år: Dess tillkomst och utveckling: En återblick

(Lund, 1958), p. 297. English: But my God! What do the Swedes do then? Are they whoring in

the houses everywhere? The physician who met this reaction was G.A.Landgren, a regiment phy-

sician, at the kurhus in Nyköping during the period 1835-57. It is not known when he travelled

Germany.
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… Sweden is a land of maids and waitresses, and every better or lesser inn is in

reality a secret, uncontrolled brothel. Yes, in many places, for instance in many

of the taverns in Stockholm, the maids’ wages and maintenances are calculated

on their extra income from fornication, or their so-called tip.665

This physician, Augustus Timoleon Wistrand, commented upon

what he thought was the paradox of not having officially sanctioned

and medically controlled brothels, but acknowledged unofficial bor-

dellos. The authorities overlooked that prostitution did exist at inns

and taverns. Prostitution was often counted on as a part of these wo-

men’s means of sustenance, and their wages were set accordingly. This

only furthered venereal disease, argued Wistrand, since the disease

grew in those places, and would spread if not medically controlled. 

In Stockholm, there were large numbers of taverns, coffee-houses

and pubs during the early decades of the century. Some of the wo-

men working as waitresses in these establishments were perhaps also

soliciting. They could not be arrested, because they had a job and the

criminal law on extramarital intercourse was difficult to apply.666 Al-

ready in 1785, the Royal Health Committee had suggested that inns

and taverns should be inspected as a main source of infection, but no

steps were taken in that direction until in the circular of 1812. The

first paragraph in the Royal Circular of 1812 stated that the infection

was often spread at inns, and therefore assistant bailiffs should take

action when the disease was detected.667 Such actions were also car-
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665 Wistrand, Några drag af Bordellväsendets, p. 91. Swedish: …Sverige är värdshuspigornas land

och hwarje bättre eller sämre värdshus är i sjelfva verket ett hemligt okontrollerat bordell. Ja,

mångenstädes t ex i många Stockholms värdshus, äro pigornas lön och underhåll beräknade att

utgå genom biförtjenster af otukt, eller så kallade drickspenningar. Cf. Carl Fredrik von Schul-

zenheim¸ Tal, om nödvändigheten at genom tjenliga författningar förekomma smittsoter och i syn-

nerhet den veneriske sjukdomens kringspridande; hållit vid præsidii nedläggande d. 2 febr. 1803, i

kongl. vetenskaps academien (Strengnäs, 1811), p. 10, who writes about inns as “…hot-beds for

the venereal contagion.” Swedish: …plantscholor af den Veneriska smittan. 

666 Underdånigt betänkande, vol. 1, p. 343.

667 Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, p. 231.
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ried out at several establishments in Stockholm during the first couple

of years after the circular was issued. Judging from the material,

these inspections were rather arbitrary. In 1814, 152 maids at inns

and canteens in Stockholm were inspected during a period of five

months, fewer towards the end of the period. For example on March

5, 28 maids were inspected, and on the last day of the investigation,

August 11, only two women were medically examined.668 The year af-

ter, 53 maids working at city pubs and taverns were inspected during

a period of two months. Of these 53 women, eight were taken into

custody as infected or possibly infected.669 When a similar inspection

of 24 women working at inns was undertaken in 1818 all women

proved to be healthy.670 A police memorandum in 1858 stated that

only loose and lecherous women were inspected during the first half

of the century. However, the number of inspected women during

these raids is so high, that all women present at these places seem to

have been included in the medical inspections. Thus, in the eyes of

the authorities all women present at these places may have been sus-

pected of being public women – whether they were working there or

just temporarily present at the establishment. Over time these

inspections seem to lose importance, although a memorandum

from the city police states that inspections of that kind were carried

out until in 1837.671 Interestingly enough, the decision to abandon

these inefficient inspections coincided in time with complaints of an

increasing incidence of venereal disease among the enlisted men

from the commander-in-chief of the Stockholm garrison the same

year. The attempt with semi-official brothels came the year after. It

is also noteworthy that although the 1812 Royal Circular ordained
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668 Diarium, 1814, p. 256, CIa1, Äldre poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA; Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska,

p. 229; Nils Staf, Polisväsendet i Stockholm 1776-1885 (Uppsala, 1950), p. 417.

669 Diarium, 1815, p 124 1/2, CIa1, Äldre poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA.

670 Diarium, 1818, p. 451, CIa1, Äldre poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA.

671 Handlingar till diariet 1859, no. 300, EIII, Polissekreteraren, ÖÄ, SSA.
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inspections of a number of groups, the focus in Stockholm seems to

have been primarily on public places.

Some nineteenth century observers seem to have been certain

that some establishments, inns and coffee-houses in the city were

illicit brothels. In the day-books of the kurhus there are sparse notes

on different women who were assumed to have infected male patients.

In 1831 a twenty-year-old bakery worker said that he had been

…infected at the end of last month by a whore on Söder whom he met at a sai-

lor widow’s […] who kept a whorehouse on Tjärhofsgatan in the so-called

Kråkslottet.672

It seems as if the above-mentioned place was a renowned brothel, al-

though not officially recognised. About a waitress it is noted that she

was working at a pub (tracktörställe) in Stora Hoparegränd, which

was one of

... the most visited in the city, [and the patient] cannot say for how long she has

been sick, and should most likely have infected many more than has been done

so far, had she not been arrested by the Police and sent here.673

The physician assumed that this woman was either a professional

public woman, or at least promiscuous enough to keep on spreading

the disease if she was not controlled. Some places seem to have been

known and tolerated as illicit brothels, and there was a general

understanding that soliciting went on there. However, this tolérance
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672 Sjukjournaler 1831, no. 149, DIa, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. Swedish: …blifvit smittad i slutet af

förra månaden af en hora på Söder som han anträffade hos en sjömanshustru […] som lät hål-

la horhus på Tjärhofsgatan i det så kallade Kråkslottet. Söder was one of the islands south of the

actual city centre.

673 Sjukjournaler 1831, no. 162, DIa, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. Swedish: ...en af dem mäst besökte i

staden, [och patienten] kan ej uppgifva huru länge hon varit sjuk och skulle troligen hafva

smittat många flere än hittills skedt om hon ej blifvit gripen af Policen och hitsänd.
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on behalf of the police did not lead to an organised collaboration

between the physicians and the police force. Rather, the attempts at

control were arbitrary and haphazard. The first step towards what

was seen as order was taken in the late 1830s.

“ S e m i - o f f i c i a l ”  B r o t h e l s  
–  S t a d t  H a m b u r g  a n d  L o n d o n

A British author who visited Sweden in 1838 commented on the in-

troduction of municipal brothels in Stockholm. The writer stated

that brothels existed in all large cities, and that they had to be

tolerated. Nevertheless, 

… to openly establish such where they did not exist before, under authority of

government, and as one of its public institutions, for the health or morals of the

people […] appears a trait rather from the history of the twelfth than of the

nineteenth century.674

He goes on to say that the endeavour was scarcely credible, but that

it was maintained all the same during his three years in the city. The

idea was abandoned because the inmates, as he called the women in

the brothels, “…fell victim to the barbarity of the regulations.”675 It

is difficult to ascertain what the writer meant by that remark, as it is

equally difficult to investigate the situation within the city run bro-

thels in Stockholm. The accounts describing the state of affairs are

mostly of the above character, i.e. travellers’ accounts and pam-

phlets, and the official sources give only scant information. It cannot

be established from where the initiative came, in what forums

these questions were discussed, and which groups approved or
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674  Laing, A Tour in Sweden in 1838, p. 115.

675 Ibid., p. 115.
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disapproved of the plan. The minutes from the first city doctors’

archive are missing for the period in question, and the rough drafts

give little guidance concerning the issue of brothels. Several of other

relevant documents from this particular year, 1838, are lost.676 The-

refore, the question is still elusive, although as we will see below,

some actors would much later give their version of the events.

Nevertheless, the brothels did exist for a short period of time.

The military institutions in Stockholm, like in other cities of Eu-

rope, were among the first to demand action against the spread of ve-

nereal disease, as already mentioned. This happened in 1837, and the

Royal Health Committee responded with some suggested measures.

In March 1837 the Committee suggested that more thorough in-

spections should be carried out on the women waiting at inns, ta-

vern, pubs and other such places. These women were no longer to be

inspected when a suspicion of infection was at hand, but be com-

pelled to present themselves on regular inspections. The year after,

two semi-official brothels were established, as it seems in response to

the complaint from the military.677 Incidentally, Alexandre Parent-

Duchâtelet’s influential study had been published in France two years
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676 Förhandlingar vid Svenska läkaresällskapets sammankomster, July 29, 1851, vol. 9; Koncept

1832-1869, B1a, Förste stadsläkarens arkiv, SSA where patient registers and journals do not ex-

ist for this period. The only notations concerning prostitution in the archives of the second city

physician are from the first period of inspections in 1847; Besiktningsjournal för könssjukdo-

mar, 1847, DId, Andre stadsläkarens arkiv, SSA. The minutes from the kurhus are missing for

this year. I have investigated the relevant months (March-April, September), and the registers

where those have been available, in the following archives, without result: Registratur 1838 Äl-

dre kansli BIa, Polissekreterarens arkiv Ö.Ä, SSA; Protokoll och registratur 1838, BI, Polissekre-

terarens arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA;. Sekreterarens diarium 1838. CIIa, Äldre kansli, ÖÄ, SSA. Register till

poliskammarens diarier 1838, CIa2, Äldre Poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA have been investigated and

both the suggested proprietors of the brothels, Anna Carlström and Maria Martell, were found

there, charged with other offences.

677 This connection has also been made by Truls Johan Hartelius, Osedligheten och dess botemedel.

Föredrag hållet i Stockholms arbetareförening (Stockholm, 1874), p. 13. However, as will be dis-

cussed in chapter 9, the police authorities and the first city doctor had already in 1835 attemp-

ted to enforce more or less regular medical inspections of ‘loose’ women.
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earlier. He emphasised the brothel as an efficient way to control pro-

stitution and venereal disease. The physician Wistrand, publishing his

work on brothels in 1843, quoted Parent-Duchâtelet extensively, and

seems to have had a thorough knowledge of his work.678 In the official

sources there is no mentioning of any supposed gratia privilegio for the

two establishments. In fact, if only relying on the remaining official

sources for 1838, the obvious conclusion is that there were no com-

munal brothels. However, Nils Johan Ekdahl (1799-1870), a vicar

who in 1840 was involved in a fight against one of the brothel-owners,

wrote an account of the events more than twenty-five years later. He

there claims that the establishment of the brothels was a private ar-

rangement between the Governor and the Pastor Primarius of Stock-

holm, and neither wanted to give publicity to their agreement.679

The two establishments opened in the week before Easter in 1838,

some time between April 9 and 15, and some contemporary wit-

nesses claimed that the brothels were a success right from the start.680

The number of customers at one of the brothels, the London, was so

large that already on the second day the city physician had to declare

the women “hors de combat, wherefore new recruits have been

demanded from different places, among others 24 [women] from

Copenhagen, since Paris is too far away”.681 If there is any truth to this
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678 Lewin, Om prostitutionen, p. 92n*, seems to think that Parent-Duchâtelet through Wistrand had

an impact on establishing brothels in Stockholm. Lewin seems to have inadequate information

of the chronology of these events, since Wistrand’s book was published in 1843, four years af-

ter the attempt with brothels.

679 Ekdahl, Om osedligheten, pp. 30-31. Ekdahl’s statement must be treated with caution, see further

discussion in this chapter.

680 Staf, Polisväsendet, p. 421. Staf in turn bases his statement on a letter from Bernhard von Beskow

to Esaias Tegnér, April 17, 1838, Svenska Akademiens handlingar. Sam Blixt, Almanacka 1600-

1999 (Oskarshamn, 1985), p. 1838.

681 Bernhard von Beskow till Esaias Tegnér 1822-1835, vol. 1, Ur Svenska akademiens arkiv, p. 163,

17 April 1838. Swedish:…hors de combat, hvarför nya remonter blifvit infordade från alla håll,

bland annat 24 stycken från Köpenhamn, då Paris är för aflägset. Remont was commonly used

concerning young horses and SAOB [R1053] quotes from von Beskow’s letter to describe a

more uncommon use, referring rather to new forces.
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account, it would rather seem that the idea of keeping an enclosed

group of medically controlled women had failed from the start, be-

cause new women had to be ‘imported’. The situation at the other

brothel, the Stadt Hamburg seems to have been similar; the physician

at the kurhus noted about a patient who came from that place that

“…she constantly has to live with men, most likely both with and

without her own accord”.682 Both these brothels were situated in the

Town Between the Bridges, close to the harbour. The Stadt Hamburg

was situated at Järntorget, in the district Trivia, number 33, and was

run by the widow Maria Martell.683 The other establishment, the

London, was first situated on Skeppsbron, next door to the then

secretary of the Swedish Academy, Bernhard von Beskow. It later

moved to Kråkgränd 2, one of the alleys off Skeppsbron.684 Skeppsbron

was at the harbour of Stockholm, where the merchant ships loaded

and off-loaded cargo, and with houses of the patrician families

alongside the embankment.685 The names of the brothels suggest a

foreign impact, but perhaps also a touch of exoticism, or at least of

something distinctly un-Swedish. The official sanction seems to

have consisted in a certain supervision by the police, and in medical

inspections by a physician. However, later sources claim that these

inspections were not conducted properly.686 The demands from the
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682 Sjukjournaler 1840, p. 408, D1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. Swedish: …hon jämt får lefva med kar-

lar, troligen både med och utan egen hvilja.

683 Staf, Polisväsendet, p. 421; Bernhard von Beskow till Esaias Tegnér, Svenska akademiens samling-

ar; Ture Nerman, Crusenstolpes kravaller Stockholm 1938, pp. 227, 273-87. The two brothels are

indicated on map A.

684 Anna Carlström, En modig qvinnas händelserika lefnad Antecknad af Henne Sjelf (Stockholm,

1841), p. 61; Bernhard von Beskow till Esaias Tegnér 17 April 1838, Svenska akademiens sam-

lingar. Staf, Polisväsendet, p. 421, erroneously puts the establishment in Kåkgränd, and so does

Lundquist, Den disciplinerade, p. 66, basing his section on brothels on Staf ’s account. Cf. Bengt

Järbe Krogarnas Stockholm (Stockholm, 1971), p. 89.

685 Staffan Tjerneld, Stockholmsliv: Hur vi bott, arbetat, och roat oss under 100 år, vol. 2 (1950,

Stockholm 1988) p. 185.

686 Förhandlingar vid Svenska läkaresällskapets sammankomster, vol. 9, July 29 1851. Carl Fredrik

Ridderstad mentions a notorious coffee-house that went under the name the Paris.
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military obviously gave an impetus to the local authorities to orga-

nise some sort of control system. However, the radical step to cease

the ongoing controls of women in all public places, and, contrary to

existing laws, establish brothels also suggest an influence of foreign

ideas of control.

T H E L O N D O N C O F F E E - H O U S E

For a novel he was writing, Stockholmsmysterier, the publicist and

writer Carl Fredrik Ridderstad (mentioned in chapter 2) undertook

thorough investigations in Stockholm at the time. Originating from

a small town, Linköping, he spent a number of years in the capital in

the 1840s, conducting what today would probably be characterised

as fieldwork. His book was published in three volumes in 1851, and

is a story foremost about the underworld of Stockholm. His research

material is preserved, and his short notes give an impression of the

alleys towards Skeppsbron, the area in the Town Between the

Bridges where at least one of these two brothels were established:

Österlånggatan – winding – less filthy than prestgatan – crowded with alleys to-

wards Skeppsbron – on one side shops selling clothes. Whores live everywhere.

Room for travellers.687

At least in Ridderstad’s eyes these areas of the city were characterised

by filth and debauchery. Ridderstad lets his book begin in what he

calls “… the now closed, but in its days so famed coffee-house the

London”.688 According to his novel the establishment was
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687 “Förstudier till Stockholms mysterier” nr 27, 12-13, Ridderstads arkiv, Nyköping. Swedish: Ös-

terlånggatan – krokig – mindre oren än prestgatan – fullt med gränder till Skeppsbron – på ena

sidan Klädmäklarbodar. Horor bo öfverallt. Rum för resande. 

688 Carl Fredrik Ridderstad, Stockholmsmysterier (1851, Gideå, 1994), p. 6. Swedish: …det numera

upphörda men på sin tid så ryktbara kaffehuset London.
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…situated almost in the middle of Skeppar Carls gränd, one of these as filthy as

crowded and notorious alleys, running between Österlånggatan and Skeppsbron.

On the outside of the house hung a sign, consisting of a large, green wreath made

of iron-plate; and in its middle there was a lantern.689

Perhaps this fiction had some grounds in what he experienced in

Stockholm, since the London did move from its more prominent

location on the Skeppsbron to one of the back alleys (although

not to Skeppar Carls gränd). Anna Maria Carlström, who ran the

establishment, wrote an autobiography of sorts in 1841, three years

after the brothel had been established. She had been in the business

of inns and taverns long before running the London. Born in 1780,

she was close to sixty years old when she ran the brothel. Although

she never explicitly calls it a brothel, you get the impression from her

memoirs that the London was of a different kind than the inns she

had earlier:

The keeping of which [the London] was not in concordance with my age, be-

cause numerous unpleasant brawls occurred daily, and these dealings so totally

different from what I had been accustomed to, were most fatiguing and my hus-

band declared his great discontent with my accepting it and said that I, an old

woman, ought not busy myself with it…690

Carlström’s account gives the impression that unpleasant brawls

had not been common in the establishments she had previously run,
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689 Ridderstad, Stockholmsmysterier, p. 6. Swedish: [Det var] beläget ungefärligen i mitten av Skep-

par Carls gränd, en av dessa smutsiga, som trånga och vanfrejdade gränder, vilka går emellan

Österlånggatan och Skeppsbron. Utanför huset hängde en skylt, bestående av en stor, grön

krans, förfärdigad av järnbleck, och i vars mitt en lykta satt. There are indications that Öster-

långgatan was still a brothel street in the 1880s. Cf. Franzén, Den folkliga staden, p. 61.

690 Carlström, En modig qvinnas, p. 63. Swedish: Hållningen deraf var visserligen icke öfverens-

stämmande med min ålder; ty mångfaldiga obehagliga uppträden inträffade snart sagdt dagli-

gen, och denne befattning, uti alldeles motsatt förhållande emot hvad jag förut varit van, före-

föll mig högst fatiguerande och min man förklarade sitt stora missnöje deröfver, att jag emot-

tagit den och yttrade, det jag, som gammal, icke borde dermed befatta mig…
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and that she now had to deal with different matters.691 When the

London was situated in Kråkgränd 2, Anna Carlström was still the

proprietor. She had ten maids whom she employed, and they were

also living there. She also supported a young woman. Almost all these

women were in their twenties.692 She also had the former baker Thure

Arenander living in; he was the man who would later be involved in a

battle with the vicar Ekdahl concerning a brothel. Although a great

success according to some, neither of these places lasted long.

T H E AT TA C K O N T H E “ V E N U S T E M P L E S ”

When the Crusenstolpe riots broke out in Stockholm in the summer

of 1838, both the Stadt Hamburg and the London found themselves

in the midst of the rioting mob. The riots were originally sparkled by

the accusation of lese-majesty against Johan Fredrik Crusenstolpe

(1801-1882), a public official, writer and a political pamphleteer,

who was sentenced to three years of hard labour. The day the verdict

was to be pronounced, people had gathered both outside and inside

the courthouse, and afterwards they expressed their dissatisfaction

with the sentence. The political atmosphere in the city was already

filled with tensions of discontent and unrest, especially after a dis-

cussion of the case in the liberal newspaper the Aftonbladet. Research

has argued that the mob mainly consisted of lower middle class citi-

zens. In July, Crusenstolpe was moved from custody to the fort where

he was to serve his sentence. Riots and fighting occurred in the city,

and several people were shot and injured by the military. In the after-

math of these events, in August and in early September, both brothels

were attacked.693 Maria Martell, the manager of the Stadt Hamburg,
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691 The vicar Nils Johan Ekdahl seems to have held a different opinion, and stated in 1866 that Carl-

ström had for several years run similar establishments without official sanction of the authorities.

Ekdahl, Om osedligheten, pp. 31-32.

692 Mantalslängd Staden Östra 1839.

693 Ture Nerman, Crusenstolpes kravaller (Stockholm, 1938), pp. 92, 273-287; Staf, Polisväsendet, p. 392.
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was later summoned to the chamber of police together with the wo-

men living at her place, in order to answer questions concerning

eight broken windows at her establishment.694 After the rioting was

over, the Office of the Governor published a report of the events. The

Swedish liberal newspaper the Aftonbladet commented upon the re-

port, which was quoted in full length. It stated that one house had had

47 windowpanes broken, and 58 smaller and larger stones remained

on the floor inside the house. The Aftonbladet wrote that the house in

question must be “… the Venus Temple at the Jerntorget, where

stone-throwing seems to have been going on for several evenings,

seemingly more undisturbed than elsewhere.”695 The brothel referred

to was the Stadt Hamburg. The newspaper found it remarkable that

the Governor did not comment upon the fact that the brothel seemed

to have been singled out for attacks, nor did he comment upon the

reluctance of the police to take any action. The other ‘temple’, i.e. the

London, the newspaper said, was only attacked because other houses

in the area were. Thus, the mob only singled out the Stadt Hamburg

for its anger. In the next day’s issue, the Aftonbladet claimed that two

different mobs evidently were in action. The mob attacking the brothel

was of a different kind than the one involved in fighting with the

military and the police. According to the Aftonbladet, the mob attack-

ing the brothel only attacked “dead things”, such as houses. The other

mob, involved in fighting, was part of the initial riot on Crusenstolpe’s

behalf, and attacked the police and the military. Or, as the Aftonbladet

described it, it was the unarmed victim of military violence.696

So what were the reasons for the attack on the brothels, brothels

which according to some had been an immediate success? An ano-
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694 Register till poliskammarens diarier, 1838, August 28, CIa2, p. 2048, Äldre Poliskammaren, ÖÄ,

SSA.

695 Aftonbladet no. 42, September 6, 1838. Swedish: …Venustemplet vid Jerntorget der stenkast-

ningen synes flera aftnar å rad fortgått, såsom det vill synas mera obehindrat än annorstädes.

During the period in April when the brothels were established and some time after (April 11-

24) they were not mentioned in the Aftonbladet. Cf. Staf, Polisväsendet, p. 421.
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nymous observer claimed (as did the police force twenty years later)

that the brothels had been “…incompatible with the Swedish national

spirit”.697 Many records produced twenty or thirty years later, claim

that the neighbourhood did not appreciate these establishments,

and that the people “loudly protested“ against the discretionary

police measures.698 One writer argued that situating the brothels in

an already crowded area could only cause disturbance and nuisance.

He maintained that the neighbourhood did not stand for the

commotion that came in the wake of the brothels.699

A number of issues may have been involved in the protests that

took place. On the one hand, the question was for whom these semi-

officially established brothels were intended. Bernhard von Beskow,

writing about the community brothels to his friend, the bishop and

famous poet and writer, Esaias Tegnér (1782-1846), remarked that

the entry fee was quite insignificant, “…2 R. B:co, of which the Sa-

bine Virgin who is letting herself be taken only keeps one third, and

the rest goes to the State Exchequer!”700 That an entry fee of 2 Rd Bco

struck differently among different groups of the male population is

evident. A day-labourer made 0.47 Rdr Banco in 1838, which made
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696 Aftonbladet no. 43, September 7, 1838. Susan D. Amussen suggests that riots by journeymen

against riots in the late 1600s signified the discontent of these men with their civil position; un-

able to marry and not looked upon as fullworthy men. They took out their frustration, not on

their masters but on the public women. However, the riots could also be seen as a protest

against a strict upholding of religious conformity in relation to the lax imposement of laws

against prostitution. Susan D. Amussen, “Manligheten och det sociala systemet under den ti-

digmoderna perioden”, in Anne Marie Berggren ed., Manligt och omanligt i ett historiskt per-

spektiv (Stockholm, 1999), p. 106, n28 especially.

697 Bidrag till frågan, p. 34. Swedish: …oförenlig med Swenska nationallynnet.

698 Handlingar till diariet 1859, no. 300, EIII, Polissekreteraren, ÖÄ, SSA; Lewin, Om prostitutio-

nen, p. 97.

699 Lewin, Om prostitutionen, pp. 96-97.

700 Bernhard von Beskow till Esaias Tegnér, p. 163. Swedish: …2 R. B:co, hvaraf den Sabinska jung-

frun, som låter röfva sig, dock endast erhåller 1/3 del, och resten tillfaller Riks-sparbössan! That

the state exchequer would benefit from this unofficial brothel seems highly unlikely. Rather the

city exchequer may have had part of the income. However, the official figures for 1838 show

nothing of that kind. Originalhuvudbok 1838, GIa1, Stadskamrerarens arkiv, SSA.
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the entry fee worth a little less than four days’ work.701 It was ru-

moured in the newspapers in the early 1839 that the London, by then

situated in Kråkgränd, had had as its guests, among others, the Go-

vernor of Stockholm and high police officials. The madam had evi-

dently had a fête, and it had caused special amusement that the Go-

vernor, who was a married man, had visited the establishment.702

That the city set up brothels catering for only the better-situated

citizens may have caused animosity.

On the other hand, as Walkowitz observes, brothels or lodging

houses in the area might as well have been favourable for the neigh-

bouring business establishments.703 Although the inhabitants of the

brothels may not have been well liked, the establishments them-

selves did bring customers to the neighbourhood. Thus, there may

also have been a conflict of interests between the people living in the

neighbourhood and those who could profit from the brothels.

Furthermore, it was probably a thorn in the flesh for ordinary

people that the authorities approved of, and made money on,

something that was a criminal offence for them. Thus, it would seem

as if some people took their chance in connection with the riots, to

express their discontent with officially sanctioned commercial sex.

What never seems to have been at issue, however, was the question

whether to employ women for public sex was acceptable or not.

It seems as if the semi-official sanction of these places disappeared

shortly after the riots. According to the accounts in the Aftonbladet,

the police authority seemed reluctant to take action against the

stone throwing mob in Järntorget.704 This points to the ambivalence

towards the brothel system among the police throughout the century.
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701  Söderberg et al, A Stagnating, p. 90.

702 Carl Wilhelm Lilliecrona to J.C. von Schoting, February 16, 1838, in Samling Schoting, JC von,

Handskriftsavdelningen, Lund University Library.

703 Walkowitz, Prostitution and Victorian Society, pp. 198, 208.

704 Cf. Franzén, Den folkliga staden, p. 57.
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The police authority preferred a system of tolerance, which enabled

them to supervise the coffee-houses according to their own, unofficial

rules. This is also what was stated in the memorandum from the

police in 1858. The importation of a completely different surveillance

system, without support among the supervising authorities, rather

points to an ambition on behalf of the city administration to copy

over a European tradition.

T H E F AT E O F T H E S TA D T H A M B U R G

–  T H E V I C A R A N D T H E P R O C U R E R

As was stated above, the London moved to one of the alleys off

Skeppsbron and seems to have decreased its number of inhabitants

(if the figure of earlier 24 women living there is to be believed). Ac-

cording to the censuses, there were twelve women living in the Lon-

don both in 1838 and in 1839, and eleven women in 1840. Only one

woman was there during all these three years, and five of the women

were there in 1838 and then again in 1840. The woman who was

there for three years was 20 years old when she began her career in

1838.705 During this period she was also admitted to the kurhus on

three different occasions, and it is noted that since she was at “…the

whorehouse at Skeppsbron, she cannot, from the constant traffic,

state who infected her.”706 Regarding another eighteen-year-old

woman, it was noted that since she is “... in action as often as daily she

cannot tell when or by whom she was infected”.707 It seems as if the

London remained rather quietly in one of the alleys for at least a couple
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705 Mantalslängd Staden östra 1839, p. 28; Mantalslängd Staden östra 1840, p. 49; Mantalslängd Sta-

den östra 1841, p. 50.

706 Sjukjournaler 1838, p. 623, DIa, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. Swedish: …antagen vid horhuset vid

Skeppsbron, kan af den beständiga trafiken ej uppgifva den som smittadt henne. She was also

admitted in 1839, p. 529, and 1840, p. 118.

707 Sjukjournaler 1840, p. 332, DIa, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. Swedish: “... i action som oftast dage-

ligen så kan hon ej berätta när eller af hvilken hon blifvit smittad.
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of years, or as its proprietor, Anna Maria Carlström, noted when she

wrote her autobiography in 1843: “here I now run this inn.”708

Jakob Sjöstedt, the proprietor of the house where the Stadt Ham-

burg was located, requested that its madam, Maria Martell, should be

evicted because of lecherous living, and she willingly agreed to move

the same autumn.709 The information concerning the Stadt Ham-

burg is somewhat ambiguous. It is stated that the establishment was

closed down in 1838, when Martell was evicted. However, in the pa-

tient registers from the kurhus both establishments are referred to as

late as in 1840. The Stadt Hamburg, which in 1840 also went under

the name of “the Arenander establishment”, was then located in the

parish Adolf Fredrik in the north-eastern part of the city, far from its

earlier location. The London-girls came from the City, and the Lon-

don itself was referred to as “the whorehouse in the city”.710 As was

mentioned earlier, a former baker by the name of Thure Arenander

lived-in at the London, together with Anna Maria Carlström and her

women.711 The same Arenander is in 1840 running the ‘Arenander’s

place’ or the Stadt Hamburg. Thus, from the records of that period,

it would seem that the Stadt Hamburg was taken over by Thure Are-

nander, formerly living at the London, some time in 1839, and that

the establishment then moved to another part of the city. In 1839 he

lived at 23 Bryggaregatan, and legally defended four housemaids, all

living at that address, and then moved on to 32 Holländargatan.712

The vicar of the parish Adolf Fredrik, to which 32 Holländargatan

belonged, was Nils Johan Ekdahl. He had been involved in different

matters concerning the city for some years, among other things he
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708  Carlström, En modig qvinnas, p. 62. Swedish: Här idkar jag nu detta värdshus.

709 Diarium, September 7, 1838, p. 2135, CIa1, Äldre poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA.

710 Sjukjournaler 1840, pp. 118, 332, 338, 408, 507, 599 (especially), 600, DIa, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA.

711 Mantalslängd Staden Östra, 1560, p. 28.

712 Mantalslängd Klara 1840 number 1782.
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was on the board of the kurhus and of the City Committee.713 He was

renowned for his moral zeal, and the presence of a supposed brothel

in close vicinity to “his” church led to a long fight between Ekdahl

and Arenander. This is also the main topic of Ekdahl’s account from

1866. His pamphlet contains several ambiguities, contradictions

and mistakes in relating the events. For instance, he claimed that

Carlström was the proprietor of the Stadt Hamburg and Arenander

was running the London. This is a mix-up of events, most likely be-

cause Ekdahl wrote his account more than 25 years after they hap-

pened.714 Furthermore, he was personally involved in the events. He

was also known as a polemicist and wrote several articles on what he

saw as the moral decline of the city and of the Governor. Hence, his

statements must be taken with extreme caution. Fortunately, there is

a substantial court material concerning the fight between the two

men.715

On March 15, in 1840 a parish meeting was held in Adolf Fredrik.

Thure Arenander had not yet moved into the neighbourhood, but

the parish meeting had been informed of his imminent move to the

area, and the meeting was hoping to stop that.716 The meeting

decided to support their vicar in his attempt to stop the parish from
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713 Protokoll och registratur, January 23, 1853; AI, Stadsnämndens arkiv, SSA; Ekdahl, Om osedlig-

heten, p. 19.

714 Ekdahl, Om osedligheten, pp. 31-34. Ekdahl states that the establishment moved to Holländar-

gatan 29, which is wrong. There is further confusion regarding these brothels even in contem-

porary research. Bengt Järbe, Polisen i Stockholm förr och nu (Stockholm, 1975), p. 95, states that

Anna Carlström ran the brothel in Bryggaregatan. Cf. Staf, Polisväsendet, p. 421. Lundquist, Den

disciplinerade, p. 66 (basing his account on Ekdahl and Staf) states that the London moved to

Holländaregatan and was run by Arenander. However, it seems reasonable to assume that this

was indeed the Stadt Hamburg based on the information of the kurhus where these two estab-

lishments are mentioned.

715 Cf. Svenskt biografiskt lexikon, vol. 12, (Stockholm, 1949), p. 584, which mentions that he was

repeatedly in conflict with his peers and authorities at the time.

716 Protokoll i kriminalmål, October 21, 1840, A3A:205, Stadens kämnärsrätt, SSA; Ekdahl, Om

osedligheten, p. 35.
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being polluted, as it were, by a brothel in its neighbourhood.717 The

parish then submitted its complaint to the police authority. Accord-

ing to the minutes from the police, the matter was discussed on May

25, 1840. The police minutes deny that the chief of police had any

knowledge of the matter being discussed before.718

The following day (as noted in the police day-books) Arenander

and his landlord were summoned to the chamber of the police. The

police records only noted that the case was pending, but Ekdahl’s ac-

count of what happened at this meeting is vivid.719 In the chamber of

the police he claimed that the lease on the house should be broken,

and he was supported by the head of the police, which upset Are-

nander. He threatened the vicar, and Ekdahl supposedly returned the

threat by stating that

… did he [Arenander] only shoot and miss once, I would so thoroughly crush

his arms, that he would never again be in a state to shoot at me or any other

honest person; I left it to the police authorities to take these, my words, to the mi-

nutes.720
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717 In the minutes from the meeting Thure Arenander is never mentioned by name, and the docu-

ment is quite general when it claimed that “all of this” (referring to the planned establishment

of a brothel) ought to be quite well known to the authorities. Not even the proposed address of

the brothel was mentioned. The minutes from the parish meeting mentioned that Ekdahl him-

self had confronted the Governor and asked him whether it was true that the establishment was

moving into the vicinity, and the governor had admitted his knowledge of this, according to Ek-

dahl.

718 Ekdahl, Om osedligheten, pp. 35-37; Staf, Polisväsendet, p. 422; Protokoll i kriminalmål, Octo-

ber 21, 1840, A3A:205, Stadens kämnärsrätt, SSA. The court material contains copies of the

minutes of the parish meeting, March 15, 1840 and of the minutes of the meeting held at the

police department May 25, 1840. In the archive the original minutes are not preserved in the file

of the secretary at the time, Telander. Utskrivna protokoll och koncept 1840, not: Telander,

April-December, AIa1, Äldre Poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA. 

719 Staf, Polisväsendet, p. 422; 1840; Diarium 1840, p. 1065, CIa1, Äldre poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA.

720 Ekdahl, Om osedligheten, p. 37. Swedish: Men sköte han bom en gång, så skulle jag så grundligt

krossa hans armar, att han derigenom sattes ur stånd att någonsin mera skjuta hvarken på mig

eller någon annan hederlig menniska, lemnande jag polismyndigheten fritt taga dessa mina ord

till protokollet.
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After this commotion the head of the police had torn the lease into

pieces. The next day, however, the lease was re-established and the

establishment continued to exist, according to Ekdahl.

In order to force the establishment to leave the parish, Ekdahl

then demanded to see all birth certificates of the lodgers at the Stadt

Hamburg. When Arenander refused to conform, he was eventually

being fined. Furthermore, Ekdahl started teaching the catechism to

the women, and according to his own account, he succeeded in con-

vincing the women that they had chosen a road leading to destitu-

tion and they left the brothel. When employing new women at his

establishment, Arenander chose to have them census registered and

living outside the parish, thus effectively stopping Ekdahl from

exercising any control of catechism.721 According to Ekdahl this was

what prompted him to take legal action, and on October 21, in 1840,

he took Arenander to court, accusing him of procuring and keeping

a brothel.

G o i n g  t o  C o u r t  
–  N J  E k d a h l  v e r s u s  T  A r e n a n d e r

The court proceedings became very lengthy and dragged on for se-

veral months, with a number of witnesses appearing in court. It

started with a letter to the vicar from Lars Olof Östman, who claimed

that lechery and procuring took place at 32 Holländaregatan, and

that he could also supply other witnesses who could give evidence.

The vicar filed a complaint against Arenander four days later.722 The

trial started on October 21 with Ekdahl and his counsel attending.
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721 Ekdahl, Om osedligheten, p. 38; Protokoll i kriminalmål, December 16, 1840, A3A:205, Stadens

kämnärsrätt, SSA. 

722 Protokoll i kriminalmål, October 21, November 11, 1840, A3A:205, Stadens kämnärsrätt, SSA.

The letter to the vicar was written on October 6 1840.
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Arenander had excused himself from attending because he had

sprained his foot. However, others gave evidence that they had seen

him up and about earlier that same day.723 On the second court day

Arenander could not attend, because he was under questioning in

the chamber of the police regarding an unpaid debt. When he final-

ly did appear in court he was under guard, since he was imprisoned

in debtor’s jail, as a result of the proceedings in the police chamber.724

Nothing in particular happened on the first real day in court,

except that Thure Arenander denied the accusations. The prison

guard Östman, the prime informer, could not really remember what

he had written or seen, and said that he had based his information

on hearsay. The next day in court, a number of additional witnesses

had been summoned.725 On that occasion Östman corrected his

statement when he was confronted with his own written letter. He

remembered that he had actually been at 32 Holländaregatan in

person on May 16, 1840, and overheard somebody unknown asking

what the price was for spending time with one of Arenander’s girls.

He had seen the man pay the demanded amount, and together with

one of the girls he had gone through an adjoining room into a third

room. Östman had not seen what had happened then, but after a

while the two of them had returned. On another occasion, together

with five of his male friends, he had then seen a number of well

groomed but unknown men, and a number of unknown women

socialising in the salon. The same procedure had taken place as the
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723 Protokoll i kriminalmål, October 21, 1840, A3A:205, Stadens kämnärsrätt, SSA. Arenander was

at least able to go to the chamber of police (or had sent a messenger), because the same day he

himself had filed a complaint against Ekdahl. He wanted him questioned regarding windows

that had been broken at Arenander’s establishment on a number of occasions. Diarium,

October 21, 1840, CIa1, Äldre poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA. The case was postponed several times

until November 14 when it was referred to the Magistrates’ Court (Rådhusrätten).

724 Protokoll i kriminalmål, October 28, November 4, 1840, A3A:205, Stadens kämnärsrätt, SSA.

725 Protokoll i kriminalmål, November 4, 1840, A3A:205, Stadens kämnärsrätt, SSA.
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evening before. Östman’s four friends were also questioned.726 With

some variation, the four of them gave more or less corroborating evi-

dence. They had seen better-looking men and well dressed women

in the salon, taking off into adjoining rooms in pairs. It seemed as

if the men had been there before, since they asked if the price was

the ordinary one.727 Arenander of course denied the accusation, and

claimed that he only got paid for food and beverages, and that all 22

rooms were used for his restaurant business. The women in his

employment only waited at tables.728

On the next day in court Arenander’s staff were to be questioned.

Since the kitchen-boy was only 12 years old, he did not have to appear

and only the waiter Palm was questioned. He said that himself; the

boy and around 5-8 better dressed women had always provided the

service of the establishment. He had never seen lechery or procuring,

and neither had he received money in payment for such. The earlier

witnesses were recalled. They found it remarkable that he had not

noticed anything, especially since the transactions took place right at

the bar he was tending. These witnesses also claimed that the women

had been waited upon, rather than working as waitresses.729 One of

the more informative witnesses was the bookkeeper Daniel Bernhard
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726 Arenander raised a challenge to one of them, Björkman, since he was involved in a legal issue

with Arenander concerning outstanding debts. Since Arenander could not give evidence that the

case mentioned had begun before Ekdahl made his complaint, Björkman could still give evi-

dence until further documentation was given. There was indeed a case where the two men were

involved, but this was pending all through the trial and was not resolved until August, 30, 1842.

Diarium över civilmål 1840–1847, no. 230, p. 61, Norra förstadens västra kämnärsrätt, SSA.

727 Protokoll i kriminalmål, November 11, 1840, A3A:205, Stadens kämnärsrätt, SSA. 

728 An additional witness was questioned, Johan Petter Ingelman, but he denied ever having seen

any procuring or lechery taking place at the establishment. Ingelman was the man that had been

singled out by Ekdahl as the customer buying sex, and at a later stage in the trial he was again

identified as the person who did business with Arenander. Before the transaction had taken

place Ingelman had supposedly stated that he “was in need of girls.” He denied all of this.

Protokoll i kriminalmål, November 11, and December 9, 1840, A3A:205, Stadens kämnärsrätt,

SSA. Swedish: …i behof af flickor.

729 Protokoll i kriminalmål, November 18, 1840, A3A:205, Stadens kämnärsrätt, SSA.
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Löfgren, who had been helping Arenander with his accounts. He had

spent some time at the establishment and gave detailed evidence in the

case. Every afternoon around 4 or 6 p.m., the women had been

summoned to the salon and had returned their keys to Arenander, or

the waiter, and sometimes the women had paid a fine. He had also seen

Arenander keeping separate books on the women, apart from the

ordinary bookkeeping. At one time, Löfgren had followed one of the

men who had withdrawn into one of the separate chambers with a

woman. The key was no longer in the door, and when he knocked and

said that he needed to speak with the man, the woman had opened the

door. The man had been in bed, and asked Löfgren to hold his

conversation, since he “…was laying there for now.”730 Löfgren had

seen no more, but the man had later acknowledged that he had had

sexual intercourse with the woman. The woman’s name had been

Cecilia and she had had dark and curly hair. Arenander stated that he

had had a woman named Cecilia Eklund in his service at that time, but

denied all allegations of procuring or lechery.731

On the same trial date, other witnesses claimed that one woman

named Almina or Alvina had been ‘contracted out’ by Arenander.

One of the grounds for divorce in the early nineteenth century was

adultery, and in some cases these adultery scenes were staged. Two

men had witnessed to the fact that adultery had taken place at the inn

the Mon Bijou, and they had also heard that Arenander was contract-

ing out the woman to the man. The two witnesses seem to have been

paid to act as witnesses in the divorce case.732 Arenander denied all of
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730 Protokoll i kriminalmål, December 9, 1840, A3A:205, Stadens kämnärsrätt, SSA. Swedish: …nu

låge der så länge.

731 The same Cecilia Eklund was in service at the other brothel, the London, in 1839 and again in

1841. Mantalslängd Staden östra 1839, p. 1560; Mantalslängd Staden östra 1841, p. 50.

732 Protokoll i kriminalmål, December 9, 1840, A3A:205; Protokoll i kriminalmål March 15, 1841,

A3A:207, Stadens kämnärsrätt, SSA. A copy of the minutes of the proceeds at Kammarrättens

2nd avdelning, October 1, 1840, was submitted. It concerned a divorce case between Carl Johan

Ulfström and his wife Catharina Ulfström, where adultery committed on September 15, 1840

at the Mon Bijou had been witnessed by Daniel Löfgren and Gustaf Hellström. 
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this. Another witness was the police constable Erik Jäderin, who said

that it was common knowledge that Arenander kept a brothel and

that Arenander himself had not kept this a secret. Jäderin had been

there on numerous occasions, and he had seen Arenander noted in

a book the names of all the women, and how much they owed him

for food. The women seemed to him to be between 17 and 30 years

of age, and he had never seen them waiting at the tables.733 That the

police had constant and unlimited access to the place is evident:

during the period of April 1 and December 16, when Jäderin gave

evidence, he had visited the place around 30 times. Whether this was

part of a municipal control or on the constable’s own initiative, we

do not know. 

The statement regarding the divorce case touches upon both the

private and public sexual contract, and as Carole Pateman suggests,

the man passes back and forth between the public and the private. A

public contract was concluded, i.e. through the procurer Arenander,

with a prostituted woman, to break the private and unwanted con-

tract with the wife. 

The next time the court was in session, in February, 1841, the wo-

men appeared in court. Ekdahl’s acting counsel declined to question

the women, but the court’s acting counsel wanted to hear their tes-

timonies. The women were questioned separately, and for obvious

reasons all of them denied having done anything else than waiting at

the tables. On some occasions they had delivered food or drinks to

customers in the separate chambers. None of the women were em-

ployed at Arenander’s any longer, but three of them were in service

at the London, the other semi-official brothel.734

Ekdahl’s acting counsel gave his closing argument on March 1,
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733  Protokoll i kriminalmål, December 16, 1840, A3A:205, Stadens kämnärsrätt, SSA.

734 Protokoll i kriminalmål, February 8, 1841, A3A:207, Stadens kämnärsrätt, SSA; Mantalslängd

Staden östra 1841, p. 50.
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and the attorney acting for the state supported him in his conclusion

that Arenander had acted as a procurer and kept a brothel. He asked

the court to sentence him according to chapter 57 of the criminal

code for procuring and lechery.735 Arenander gave his closing argu-

ment two weeks later, denying everything and also demanding re-

muneration for being wrongfully accused and slandered.736

T H E O U T C O M E O F A N D A N E P I L O G U E T O

T H E A R E N A N D E R T R I A L

Since no witnesses could verify that fornication or prostitution had

taken place on the premises, Arenander was never convicted of pro-

curing. The court was of the opinion that the evidence was over-

whelming but circumstantial. The court’s secretary held a different

opinion and claimed that the case should be submitted to the court

of appeal. Arenander was fined for foul language used in his closing

argument. The court’s decision was made public on April 5, 1841.737

By that time, the case had been going on for a little more than five

months. Ekdahl claims that he took the case to the court of appeal,

and also to the Supreme Court, but agreed to drop the charges

when he learned that Arenander had died.738 However, the Aftonbla-

det observed that an end was set to a never-ending story as late as in

February, 1844, when the Supreme Court convicted Arenander of

slander, and fined him to 15 Rd Bco and to make a public apology.

The newspaper states that it was his “free speech” in the chamber of
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735 Protokoll i kriminalmål, March 1, 1841, A3A:207, Stadens kämnärsrätt, SSA; Sveriges rikes lag

gillad och antagen på riksdagen år 1734, Faksimilupplaga (malmö, 1981), p. 170.

736 Ekdahl’s acting counsel asked that Arenander’s charges should be left unheard, and demanded

that Arenander should be held responsible for the foul language used in his final argument. Pro-

tokoll i kriminalmål, March 15, 1841, A3A:207, Stadens kämnärsrätt, SSA. 

737 Protokoll i kriminalmål, March 31 and April 1 1841, A3A:207, Stadens kämnärsrätt, SSA.

738 Ekdahl, Om osedligheten, pp. 47-48.
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the police that rendered him the fine.739 The trial got a lot of public

attention, both among ordinary people and in the newspapers, and

it is more than likely that the attempt with semi-official brothels

ended with the trial. I have not seen the Stadt Hamburg nor the

London mentioned in any official sources or pamphlets after 1840.

Ten years later, Ekdahl refers to his victory in his correspondence

with Carl Fredrik Ridderstad, saying that he generally had that good 

fortune, that whatever I point at has at the same instant seen its last moment. /.../

What luck [had] the Brotheling system, which had one of the Nation’s finest men

(Sprengtporten) as its supporter?740

The quote shows that Ekdahl took the full credit of the fact that

Stockholm no more had any brothel system. Rather than being just

an example of the general attitudes towards brothels in Stockholm,

this trial record also is the outcome of the attempt at establishing

brothels in the capital. After this failed attempt the all the more

unofficial system of tolerated coffee-houses seems to have been what

the police and municipalities preferred. However, this system would

also be a source of conflict between the medical profession (the

theoreticians) and the police (the practitioners) during the century.
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739 Aftonbladet, no. 78, April 3, 1844, p. 3. However, this account in the paper did not stop Ekdahl

from asserting that it was his doing that finally sent Arenander packing. According to Ekdahl,

the authorities (unspecified which authorities) had offered Arenander money in return for the

written sanction to keep a brothel. Arenander supposedly accepted this money and immigrated

to Finland, and kept a brothel there for a couple of years. Then he allegedly died “from drun-

kenness and debauchery”, at which time Ekdahl dropped his appeal against him. Ekdahl also

claimed that Anna Maria Carlström was so intimidated by Ekdahl, and feared that she also

would be chased out of the country. Therefore, stated Ekdahl, she returned her brothel licence

and retired. Ekdahl, Om osedligheten, p. 48-49. Swedish: fylleri och andra utsväfningar.

740 Brev från Ekdahl, Nils Johan 1799-1870, kyrkoherde, July 7 1852, Ridderstads arkiv, Nyköping.

Swedish: … lycka, att hvad jag pekar på har med det samma sett sin sista stund. /.../ Hvad lycka

[hade] Bordellväsendet, som hade en af Nationens yppersta män (Sprengtporten) till sin stöd-

jepelare? Sprengtporten was the governor of Stockholm in 1838.
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I n s i d e  a  B r o t h e l

“A S R O U N D A S A P R E T Z E L I N A B A K E R ’ S S H O P ! ”

In the late nineteenth century so-called midnight missions were car-

ried out, in other European countries as well as in Sweden. The mis-

sionaries, often preachers, preached nightly among the outcasts of

the society. Some of them visited brothels and wrote later on about

their experiences in pamphlets and articles, full of social and moral

outrage and in some cases also compassion. In many cases these wri-

ters focused on how little money the women in brothels earned, and

how they were indebted by the brothel system itself. The system of

serving porter or liquor to the customers sometimes meant that the

women themselves were charged. Food and rents were also added up,

and an intricate system of indebtedness was often the consequence.741

Walkowitz gives other examples of lodging houses, where the pro-

prietor sometimes was a woman, struggling to support her family,

and not the exploiting, scheming persons usually pictured in the

nineteenth century pamphlets.742 It is difficult to give an account of

life at brothels in Stockholm. Researchers investigating later periods

have in some fortunate cases found documents from madams and

women working at the brothels.743 I have not come across any such

material concerning Stockholm, and the following section will be

based on other sources.

Regarding the women’s living conditions, the most common view

among contemporary pamphlet writers was that the women were
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741 Lützen, Byen tæmmes, pp. 275-80. Cf. C.M. Heurlin, Iakttagelser under ett års ”Midnattsmission”

eller Göteborgs bordellväsende afslöjadt (Göteborg, 1886); Flexner, Prostitution in Europe, p. 169

742 Walkowitz, Prostitution and Victorian Society, pp. 146-47.

743 Cf. Joel Best, Controlling Vice: Regulating Brothel Prostitution in St. Paul, 1865-1883 (Columbus,

1998); Stephen Longstedt (ed.), Nell Kimball: Her Life as an American Madam (New York,

1970).
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used and lived in a system of indebtedness. An anonymous pamphlet

from 1839 refers to places of vice and debauchery and terrible work-

ing conditions. The pamphlet describes the system of indebtedness,

and concludes that the only way for a woman to free herself from

debt, was to prostitute herself.744 Another pamphlet, dating from

1843, vividly describes horrid working conditions for, among others,

the women in coffee-shops:

The so-called waitresses at the coffee-houses have no pay at all, on the contrary

they are themselves to pay the owner 4 Rd Bco every week, or yearly 208 Rd Bco;

when to this is added expenses for clothing, shoes, make-up, alum etc. necessa-

ry accessories for such [a woman], substantial income is indeed required for the

honour of being a public harlot.745

The substantial income alluded to in this quote was the extra money

that a woman according to this author, had to make as a public wo-

man. Accounts of this kind and those describing the prostituted wo-

men themselves did appear over the century, but more commonly

towards the end of the century.

It is difficult to get an idea of how the prices were set in the

brothels and how much the women could really earn. Bernhard von

Beskow noted that one of the women at the London in 1838 had made

“…27 counters that she had earned and collected during the day.”746

This most likely refers to one Riksdaler Banco, and according to the
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744 Bidrag till frågan om sättet att förekomma den Veneriska Sjukdomen och sedeslösheten särdeles i

hufvudstaden (Stockholm, 1839), p. 12. Cf. Osedligheten i hufvudstaden, p. 9.

745 Johan W Sundborg, Sedlighetens tillstånd och allmänna tonen i hufvudstaden. En väckelse för

Hvar och en i allmänhet samt Vederbörande och Presterskapet i Synnerhet (Stockholm, 1843), p.

17. Swedish: De så kallade uppasserskorna på kaffehusen ega icke ringaste lön; tvärtom skola de

betala sjelfva kaffehus-idkerskan 4 R:dr Banko hvarje vecka, eller för året 208 R:dr Banko; då

härtill lägges utgifterne för kläder, skodon, smink, alun etc. nödigt tillbehör för en sådan [kvin-

na], fordras i sanning ej obetydliga inkomster för äran att vara allmän sköka. 

746 Bernhard von Beskow till Esaias Tegnér 1822-1835, vol. 1, Ur Svenska akademiens arkiv, Swedish:

…27 poletter, som hon under dagens lopp aftjent och inkasserat.
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same source the entry fee was 2 Rd. The woman got a third of that

amount. It cannot be decided how much of this sum she had to pay

in rent, or how much was spent on alcohol and food. Two years later,

in connection to the Arenander trial in 1840, the entry fee seems to

have been the same. One of the witnesses in that trail had asked the

proprietor why the price for having sex with one of his girls was so

high (2 Rd Bco) and why he did not lower the prices. Arenander

allegedly answered: “I cannot, because I would then risk having

lesser people who would cause commotion.”747 On another

occasion he answered, once again being asked about the price that

it was “…2 Rd Bco, as even as a pretzel in a Baker’s shop.”748

An entire night with one of the women working at Arenander’s

cost the double, 4 Rd Banco, but according to Ekdahl, the price for

spending the night was as high as 10 Rd Bco.749 When one of the

guests tried haggling the price, and to pay the rest later, Arenander

said no. He wanted “fair play”, as he put it. The women, according to

one witness, could keep half of their earnings.750 Witnesses stated that

customers were ‘better men’, and that the women were dressed in fine

clothes. The London seems to have been catering for better customers

as well. Bernhard von Beskow assumed that his friend, the well-

known writer Esaias Tegnér, would be visiting him more frequently
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747 Protokoll i kriminalmål, November 11, 1840, A3A:205, Stadens kämnärsrätt, SSA. Swedish:

…jag kan ej det; ty då risquerar jag att få sämre folk, som håller spektakel.

748 Protokoll i kriminalmål, December 9, 1840, A3A:205, Stadens kämnärsrätt, SSA. Swedish: …2

Rd Bco, lika jemnt som en kringla i Bagarboden.

749 Protokoll i kriminalmål, November 11, 1840, A3A:205, Stadens kämnärsrätt, SSA; Ekdahl, Om

osedligheten, p. 60.

750 For references to prices on sexual intercourse, rent at brothels or lodging houses, alcohol et ce-

tera for the period 1880s – 1900s, see Anders Lindblad, “Statistisk undersökning angående

skörlefvande kvinnors lefvnadsförhållanden”, in Underdånigt betänkande, vol. III, pp. 65-67;

Sven Ulric Palme, Den gamla goda tiden (1956, Stockholm, 1970), pp. 103-7; Karl Palm, Mäster

Palms pojke. Minnen från en ungdom i kamp. (Stockholm, 1961) p. 67; Olle Thim (ed.), I sam-

hällets utkant: ur Stockholms sociala historia (Stockholm, 1989), p. 111; Moritz Marcus, “Ci-

garrflickan och normalarbetsdagen”, Social Tidskrift, nr 5, 1908, quoted in Per Anders Fogel-

ström, Okänt Stockholm (Stockholm, 1967), p. 60.
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now that von Beskow had new neighbours and the brothel could be

viewed from his room!751 Whether he implied that Tegnér would wish

to visit the brothel, or merely be satisfied with the view, is unclear.

P R I V AT E Q U A R T E R S A S P U B L I C H O U S E S

Modern Swedish slang for sexual intercourse is to ‘get oneself a num-

ber’.752 The question if the keys to different rooms were marked with

numbers was of great importance in the Arenander trial. Witnesses

claimed that Arenander, or his waiter, kept the keys to the rooms.

These were handed over when the women had a customer, and were

then returned to either Arenander or his waiter when the transaction

was done. One witness stated that there were as many as twelve

rooms, all numbered. A customer was supposed to go to the counter
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751 Bernhard von Beskow till Esaias Tegnér, 17 April 1838, Svenska akademiens handlingar. This

part of the letter is excluded in the printed and published version of the same.

752 Ulla-Britt Kotsinas, Norstedts svenska slangordbok (Stockholm, 1998), p. 141. Swedish: 1, sam-

lag; få sig ett nummer.

A tavern scene in Stockholm, by Fritz von Dardel (c. 1850).
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and ask for the key to the woman of his choice, giving a number to in-

dicate whom he was referring to. Arenander of course denied this.753

In the novel Stockholmsmysterier, Ridderstad described a system of

numbers at the coffee-house the London. The hero in his novel, Paul,

visits the coffee-house, looking for his heroine. He is asking for her

at the counter, and finally persuades the madam that he is not there

to cause trouble. The madam takes out a key from a drawer, and

unlocks a door behind which there is a flight of stairs. The woman

he is looking for is behind door number 4, the madam says. The

woman behind the door refuses to disclose her real name, and states

that she simply is number four. Paul says that it was cunning of the

madam to have given her a number. The woman agrees and tries to

explain. She says that even if she might die, number four can never

die, because

… if anyone should fancy me just a little, it is not really me but number four that

he loves, and there is always a number four. […] Thus, if you think about it, our

guests do not love Anna or Annette or Betty in particular, but a number…754

The woman in the plot refers to a system of anonymity, where public

women were not individuals with a name, but only referred to by

number. Instead of referring to the women by name, they were re-

ferred to by numbers. Again, there is a likeness to enlisted soldiers

(and to prisoners), who also received a number upon entering ser-

vice.755 The woman in Stockholmsmysterier goes on to describe the
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753  Protokoll i kriminalmål, December 9, 1840, A3A:205, Stadens kämnärsrätt, SSA.

754 Ridderstad, Stockholmsmysterier, p. 460. Swedish: …om nu någon skulle fatta liten smula tycke

för mig, så är det egentligen inte mig utan n:o fyra, som han älskar, och numret fylls alltid i […]

Ty om man tänker på saken, så älskar våra gäster inte just Anna eller Annette eller Betty, utan

blott en nummer…

755 Cf. SAOB nummer [N768] where to be a number in the enlisted army often referred to anony-

mity and disregard of individaulity.
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additional meaning of ‘being’ a given number. As the years passed on

and a woman got older, her number would rise correspondingly.

Younger women would fill the position of the lower numbers. Final-

ly, says the woman, she would end up in the street, where she had

once started.

In the regulation system to come, the women were also given a

number, when they were registered and enlisted in public sexual ser-

vice. This number was her identification number, and would follow

her through her period in the system. If she appeared in other regis-

ters, for instance at the police, she would be referred to by her name

but also by her number. It is worth noticing that both in the records

of the Arenander trial and in the novel Stockholmsmysterier it is the

proprietor who is in charge of the keys to the doors. The woman her-

self could not decide over her own quarters and sometimes not with

whom or when she would return there. In the late nineteenth centu-

ry regulation on brothels in Paris it was stated that “in a house of ill-

fame a woman is unable to refuse any man who presents himself”.756

Women in public houses were public women, and their privacy was

non-existent.

The interiors from coffee-houses, cigar-shops and other estab-

lishments serving as brothels are rarely described by the public

women themselves. This is also the case in Stockholm. In his novel,

Ridderstad describes the interiors of what he calls the London:

The staircase leading up to the coffee-house was a true descendent of the alley:

narrow, dark and slippery, without a single window. Finding your way with both

hands, upwards, and whence up... there is only a door in front of you.757
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756  Flexner, Prostitution in Europe, p. 171, n17.

757 Ridderstad, Stockholmsmysterier, p. 6. Swedish: Trappuppgången till kaffehuset var en sann-

skyldig ättling av gränden: smal, mörk och slipprig, utan något enda fönster. Trevande framför

sig med bägge händerna måste man söka sig upp, och uppkommen... har man blott en dörr

framför sig.
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In Ridderstad’s description of criminal Stockholm, the entry to a

place of debauchery is of course slippery and dark, and then the

reader enters the underworld. The entry to the actual coffee-house,

on the contrary, was lighted and there was a counter with a young

woman behind it. He also describes the so-called inner room:

Here, in front of the windows, there were also cinnober red curtains. Opposite,

by the wall, there was a sofa with black leather covers, and on the other sides,

small tables and chairs painted in red.758

The cinnober red curtains seem to have been something Ridderstad

saw when he did research for his fiction, and to have certain lighting

and curtains was later prohibited in the 1859 regulation. In Ridder-

stad’s notes to his research, he has noted that “[r]ed window curtains

are beacons for the sailors”.759

The court material in the Arenander case gives evidence of the

smaller rooms as in another section of the house. Witnesses talked of

a spiral staircase, a long hall, and then a row of rooms. Arenander

himself described the furnishing of his rooms: no blinds but ordina-

ry curtains, a table, two chairs and a sofa and some rooms with a

bed.760 The fact that there were ordinary curtains seems to have been

important to point out, since this would have made it impossible to

signal to the outside (through lights, or especially coloured blinds),

or to hide, what was going on inside the house. The rooms seem to

have been furnished in an ordinary way, and this was also one of the

ideas of some practising brothels – to supply commercial sex in pri-
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758 Ridderstad, Stockholmsmysterier, p. 6, Swedish: Framför fönstren hängde också här cinoberrö-

da fönsterförhängen. Vid väggen mitt emot dem stod en soffa med svart läderöverdag, och på

de andra sidorna stod små, rödmålade bord med stolar.

759 Folie 1, 27(?), [Uppgifter om horhus o dyl], Ridderstads arkiv, Nyköping. Swedish: Röda fön-

ster gardiner äro ledare för sjömännen.

760 Protokoll i kriminalmål, December 9, 1840, A3A:205, Stadens kämnärsrätt, SSA.
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vate surroundings. The idea of Parent-Duchâtelet of clean super-

vised rooms without locks, without any reminders of privacy, was far

from the nineteenth century reality – both in France and in Sweden.

Instead the touch of privacy seems to have become part of the mar-

keted idea, to sell sex in establishments that reminded of private sur-

roundings. The women conversed, drank and sometimes ate with

their customers before making the actual transaction. This could

either take place in the common room, or in the ‘private’ smaller

rooms.

The women lived in these rooms and these were their only private

surroundings. Yet, every afternoon, according to the witnesses, the

women had to hand in their keys to the proprietor, and their

rooms became public.761 Their rented rooms were not their own, but

belonged to the customer and to the proprietor, as did their bodies.

Aside from customers having access to the women’s public/private

quarters, the police and the physicians had access to the public house

at all hours. As we could see in the Arenander trial, a policeman

seemed to have unlimited access to the place. The inspecting physi-

cian of the Stadt Hamburg was supposedly the physician Johan

Ellmin (1797-1865), tending to the poor in another parish. When he

was questioned in the trial, he denied all knowledge of ever setting

his foot in the place. Ten years later, the physician Johan Daniel

Ahlberg (1793-1856) argued that the fact that the brothels in the

1840s had not helped to decrease the frequency of the disease, was in

most cases due to inadequate medical inspections, rather than to the

system as such.762 The women working at the brothels the London and

the Stadt Hamburg were remitted to the kurhus by the police. In

some cases the referral came from the brothel itself, which most
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761 Protokoll i kriminalmål, December 9, 1840, A3A:205, Stadens kämnärsrätt, SSA. Cf. Heurlin,

Iakttagelser under.

762 Förhandlingar vid Svenska läkaresällskapets sammankomster, vol. 9, July 29 1851.
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likely meant that the inspecting physician had written the referral.763

A collaboration between the physicians, the kurhus, the police and

these establishments seems clear. Normally the care at the kurhus

was paid by the mandatory tax. However, some of these women also

paid for the care, which gave them the right to keep their names out

of the registers. It is unclear for what purpose some women wanted

to conceal their identity and it is impossible to find out whether the

women themselves or the brothel paid for their care.764

It is difficult to establish the character of ownership and the fi-

nancing of the Stockholm brothels. The most crucial difficulty is of

course their unofficial, or at times, semi-official character. In France

for instance, official registers were kept. However, it seems clear that

there were other kinds of establishments offering occasional commer-

cial sex, than the regular brothel in Sweden. The cigar-shops in Sweden

were perhaps the closest to what Corbin calls a maison d’abattage. A

nineteenth century writer claimed that such shops were run by an

owner, or by two women taking turns. One woman tended to the shop

in front and the other to the customer in the back.765 This is also what

is implied by the Swedish poet Erik Axel Karlfeldt (1864-1931) in his

poem, introducing this chapter, where a woman of virtuous character

in a cigar-shop was perceived as contradictory. The mere running of

such a shop seems inevitably to have implied that the proprietor, or the

shop-girl, was a working prostitute. An example pointing to this is a

case from 1865, when Johanna Mathilda Johansson wrote to the

chamber of the Police after having been enjoined to submit to medical

inspections. She argued that she was summoned only because she ran

a cigar-shop. That she ran a shop was true, but she wondered if 
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763 Sjukjournaler 1838, pp. 623, 813, 842; 1839, pp. 529, 962, 1025, 1118; 1840 pp. 84, 118, 747, DIa,

Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA.

764 Sjukjournaler 1840, pp. 332, 338, DIa, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA.

765 Osedligheten i hufvudstaden, pp. 5-4.
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… this inevitably presuppose[d] that one is, or should be seen as a lecherous per-

son. Besides, I am very seldom in the shop, since domestic work takes most of

my time; thus I have taken on a girl to manage the shop.766

In the quote Johanna Mathilda Johansson questions the fact that she

as a shop-keeper should be looked upon as anything less than virtu-

ous. The director of the Prostitution Bureau submitted a memoran-

dum to the Chamber of the Police, in which he stated that said Jo-

hansson as early as in 1862 had admitted to being lecherous, and he

also named ten other regulated women whom he stated had been

living with her during different periods. These women had paid up

till 20 Rd a day in rent to Johansson.767 Without deciding which of

these two proponents were closest to the truth, it can be stated that

this type of procuring business was quite common. Address books

from the Prostitution Bureau show that lodging rents were quite

high in Stockholm – at least for these women.768 Pamphlets with

accounts of procurers or madams, often picture them as vultures,

scavenging on the prostituted women. This kind of exploitation

most likely occurred on several occasions, but it is also possible, as

maybe in the case of Johanna Mathilda Johansson above, to see these

madams as former public women, who had become entrepreneurs in

their former profession.769
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766 Utredningar, 1864 – 80, FII, Prostitutionsbyrån, ÖÄ, SSA. Swedish: …detta förutsätter väl icke

ovilkorligen att man är eller bör anses såsom en lösaktig person. Dessutom är jag själf ganska

sällan i butiken, emedan hushållet upptager min mesta tid, hvarför jag antagit en flicka att fö-

restå boden.

767 Utredningar, 1864 – 80, FII, Prostitutionsbyrån, ÖÄ, SSA.

768 Bostadsbok DVb 1859-80, Adressbok DVc 1859-80, Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA.

769 Corbin, Women for hire, p. 64. Cf. Barbara Sherman Heyl, The Madam as Entrepreneur: Career

Management in House Prostitution (New Brunswick, New Jersey, 1979) for a late twentieth cen-

tury account of this.
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S t o c k h o l m ’ s  S y s t e m  o f  To l e r a n c e  
–  C o n f l i c t i n g  O p i n i o n s  a m o n g  Po l i c e  a n d

P h y s i c i a n s

At the same time as the London and the Stadt Hamburg were estab-

lished, a number of other coffee-houses were also officially sanc-

tioned unofficial brothels, some sources say. They were allowed to

employ an unproportionally large number of waitresses, who were

supervised by the police and supposedly medically examined at cer-

tain intervals.770 Carl Fredrik Ridderstad points to such establish-

ments in his accounts of the late 1840s. He mentions an establish-

ment at the corner of Bredgatan and Västerlånggatan, the Paris, a

coffee-shop, with “... 20 whores [who do] not own their clothes [and

there had been] [a]llegations of theft.”771 The same author goes on to

mention several other places by name, and most likely they were

illicit but well known houses of ill repute. 

In 1858 the police issued a memorandum concerning the current

state of affairs in the capital. The coffee-houses in their ‘tolerated’

form still existed, said the memorandum, and had been in existence

since the end of the 1830s. They would still be tolerated, the memo-

randum suggested, but their licenses to serve alcohol ought to be re-

voked. The serving of alcohol on the premises only led to disturb-

ances and violence.772 Restrictions against coffee-houses had proba-

bly been imposed already in 1856. The police day-book notes that af-

ter April 1, in 1857 a number of women running so called coffee-
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770 Handlingar till diariet 1859, no. 300, EIII, Polissekreteraren, ÖÄ. SSA; Bergstrand, Svenska Lä-

karesällskapet, p. 297; Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, p. 240.

771 Folie 1, 27(?), [Uppgifter om horhus o dyl], Ridderstads arkiv, Nyköping. Swedish: 20 ho-

ror./.../Rå ej om sina kläder. Anklagelser för stöld.

772 Handlingar till diariet 1859, no. 300, EIII, Polissekreteraren, ÖÄ. SSA. I have investigated the re-

cords of the proprietors to different establishments, but as expected there were no traces of un-

official special privileges for coffee-houses or other places. Förteckning över krögeriidkare

1834-1849, DIIIa2, Handelskollegiums arkiv, SSA.
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houses had been admonished not to employ more women than

“…for the running of the establishment were necessarily demanded”.773

Although recommending a continued tolerance of coffee-houses,

the police looked upon a genuine brothel system with scepticism.

The police stated that even if coffee-houses still existed, they had not

become very popular among the inhabitants of the city. Further-

more, examples from cities on the continent showed that these estab-

lishments were not visited by the citizens themselves, but foremost

by sailors and visitors to the city. According to the police the situa-

tion was the same in Stockholm, and therefore it would be as useless

as it was morally reprehensible to extend the system of tolerated

coffee-houses into a system of kasernierung.774 On the first day of im-

plementation of the first medical regulation (April 1, 1847), several

of the medically inspected women said that they worked in coffee-

houses. In the column for occupation it was either noted just

“coffee-house”, “maid in coffee-house” or “cleaning in coffee-house”.

In April that year five addresses evidently gathered a large number of

women. One was Kråkgränd 2, which had been the location of the

London.775 All the coffee-houses were located in the Town Between

the Bridges, and in close vicinity to each other. Ten years later, in the

inspection book for the month of July in 1857, some of these

addresses reappear as places of residence among women stating

“coffee-house” as their occupation.776 In the directory for regulated
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773 Diarium, December 4, 1856, p. 2002, CIa1, Äldre poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA. Swedish: … än som

för rörelsens bedrifvande oundgängligen erfordas.

774 Handlingar till diariet 1859, no. 300, EIII, Polissekreteraren, ÖÄ, SSA.

775 Offentlig besiktning 1847-48, DVIa1, Prostitutionsbyrån, Ö.Ä, SSA. Other streets were Öster-

långgatan 9 and 35; Nygränd 8 and Skottgränd 5. On map A, the first three addresses have a high

number of women living there at all three cross-sections.

776 Offentlig besiktning 1857- 1859, DVIa1, Prostitutionsbyrån, ÖÄ, SSA. Nygränd 8; Österlång-

gatan 2 ,9 and 35; Kråkgränd 2 and 9; and Baggensgatan 16 were the addresses given as coffee-

houses. Baggensgatan was a renowned street already in the later eighteenth century. Cf. Söder-

berg et al., A Stagnating, p. 62 n26.
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women during the period June to December in 1859 these same

addresses still have a large number of women residing there.777

It is difficult to find out exactly when these coffee-houses disap-

peared in their tolerated form, but in the late 1860s they had evidently

lost their privileges and were no longer tolerated by the police. The

physician Per Axel Lewin (1821-1891) claims that these establish-

ments were still tolerated in 1859, but by 1868 they had officially

been shut down.778 This fact is also mentioned in an anonymous

pamphlet from 1866, which mentions that a couple of years earlier

the police “extinguished the brothels in Swedish prestgatan, skott-

gränden etc”.779 This author also claims that this measure had been

unwise, because small and inconspicuous brothels still existed. The

records from the Prostitution Bureau during that period show that

some addresses were forbidden area for the regulated women, and if

they were found there they received a warning. The forbidden

streets belonged to the ones earlier perceived as the brothel streets.780

Over the years these particular addresses seem to have become

synonymous with prostitution, or spaces were illicit sex could be

bought.

In the mid 1860s a police regulation stipulated that the regulated

women now had to spread over the city, and no longer could reside in
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777 Offentlig besiktning 1857- 1859, DVIa1, Prostitutionsbyrån, ÖÄ, SSA, Adressbok 1859, DV1b,

Prostitutionsbyrån, ÖÄ, SSA. Österlånggatan 2, 35 and 39; Kråkgränd 2; Nygränd 8; Skottgränd

5, Baggensgatan 16; and Skeppar Carls gränd 6.

778 Lewin Om prostitutionen, p. 107. Cf. Baldwin, Contagion and the State, p. 368.

779 Om och till våra qvinnor Något att tänka på från en man (Stockholm, 1866) p. 33. Swedish: se-

dan utrotade bordellerna på svenska prestgatan, skottgränden osv. The historian Hossein Shei-

ban has shown that the city in the late 1860s sold out the licensing rights to a private company,

under city supervision. This decreased the number of licensed public houses, and the disappe-

arance of coffee-house girls is most likely connected with this development. Cf. Från mörkaste

Sverige eller Polisens, Rättskipningens och Fångvårdens afslöjade hemligheter af Hevreka (Stock-

holm, 1892) p. 70.

780 Diarium 1869, C, Prostitutionsbyrån, ÖÄ, SSA. Kolmätargränd, Österlånggatan, Hoparegränd;

Diarium 1879, C, Prostitutionsbyrån, ÖÄ, SSA, Baggens gata, Österlånggatan (several num-

bers), Kolmätargränd.
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the Town Between the Bridges. Neither were they allowed to live more

than two in the same house, which indicates that the tolerance of

coffee-houses was over. In 1865 an observer affirmed that two years

ago, in 1863, the city authorities had moved all regulated women from

… some of the streets and alleys within the real city of hereto bad reputation, to

all of the capital’s other areas, and stated that no more than 2 or 3 such at the

most may be allowed to live in the same building.781

Aside from a wish to clean up in the city, the above quote also indi-

cates that the measures were based on a fear of tribadism which

obviously had reached the discourse and practices in Stockholm.

From the start the French regulation forbade more than two women

to live together.782 On the continent tribadism mostly referred to a

fear of lesbianism developing among the women, but in the case of

Stockholm the prohibition may as well have indicated that the local

authorities feared an appearance of unregulated brothels.783 A year

later, in 1866, an anonymous pamphlet, in favour of the brothel system,
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781 Unman, Osedligheten, p. 9. Swedish:…några dittills illa beryktade gator och gränder inom den

egentliga staden till hufvudstadens alla öfriga delar, och förordna att ej mer än högst 2 á 3 så-

dana får bo i samma hus.

782 Corbin, Women for Hire, pp. 4,7. Cf. “Förslag till arbetsordning för polispersonalen vid Besigt-

ningsbyrån, May 1, 1869”, Diverse anteckningar om personalen, FIV, Prostitutionsbyrån, ÖÄ,

SSA.

783 In the 1840s Orvar Odd writes about what he states was en vogue among the waitresses in Stock-

holm. They would dress up in male clothes and go along the Norrbro (a common pick-up place

for prostitution, see picture in chapter 9) and “chase night birds”. Swedish: …springa efter natt-

fjärilar. When “a night bird” approached the waitress, she would cough and speak to her in a

hoarse voice: “Hey!!….whereto in such a hurry, my little girl? Swedish: Ähö!!….hvarthän så

brådtom, min flicka lilla? Odd, Med en bit krita, p. 42. Odd does not remark upon this custom

more than to see it as a prank. However, this could indicate women living together as lovers, or,

indeed, women acting as buyers of sex. For a discussion of male homosexual prostitution in

Stockholm during the second half of the nineteenth century, see Dodo Parikas, “Soldatkontak-

ter världen runt”, especially pp. 554-75, and Göran Söderström, “Den manliga prostitutionens

värld”, pp. 191-207, in Göran Söderström, ed., Sympatiens hemlighetsfulla makt: Stockholms

homosexuella 1860-1960 (Stockholm, 1999). Cf. Jens Rydström, “Queer teori och historia”,

Lambda Nordica, vol.2, 1996/3-4, pp. 81-99.
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lead us to believe that there was still some sort of tolerance, or perhaps

official ignorance. The writer wanted more control, but without grant-

ing privileges to these places. They should be decreased in order to

make it possible for the police to exercise control, and to stop young

women from being lured into such establishments. But some estab-

lishments should be kept in order to remove public women from

public places such as the streets. Thus, the police should not

“…really close their eyes, or close them as much as now, but keep a

close check on [the brothels] only pretending to close their eyes.”784

The quote bears witness of the common double standard of that

time. The public women should be inconspicuous, chased away

from public space and the public eyes, be public but invisible, and

practise their profession in an orderly and supervised fashion.

From the 1850s and onwards, the Swedish Society of Medicine in-

creasingly advocated the idea of brothels as a safer way to control ve-

nereal disease. Although the attempt to establish communal brothels

in 1838 was seen as a failure, the failure was due to a combination of

facts: they were few, lacked proper medical attention and were neg-

ligently supervised by the police.785 When the physicians discussed

brothels the tone was professional, it was all about whether brothels

could or could not help decrease venereal disease in the cities. The

supporters of the system held the opinion that a concentration of

vice to one or a few controllable areas would enhance the possibilities

to prevent the disease from spreading. The majority of the phy-

sicians were in favour of brothels, only a few expressed other

opinions.786 In the 1840s the physician Augustus Timoleon Wistrand
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784 Om och till våra qvinnor, p. 42. Swedish: … icke ens blunda riktigt, eller blunda så mycket, som

nu, utan hålla efter [bordellerna] någorlunda bra, och bara låtsa att blunda. Emphasis in original.

785 Förhandlingar vid Svenska läkaresällskapets sammankomster, vol. 9, July 29 1851; Claës Johan

Nilsson, “Om prostitutionen”, Svenska Läkaresällskapets Nya Handlingar, 1857, volume 10.

786 See however Svenska läkaresällskapets handlingar, vol. II, 1815, pp. 10-11, where the brothel sys-

tem of Copenhagen and Germany is criticised.
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saw the attempt with semi-official brothels (however poorly con-

ducted) as the beginning of something new, but that “…an all too re-

spectable and morally rested zeal lays obstacles for such a begin-

ning”.787 He was criticised by his colleague, Pehr Jacob Liedbeck, who

claimed that these semi-official brothels had proved to be of no im-

portance when it came to stopping the disease. Besides, they were not

in concordance with the public will:

Semi-official [brothels] cannot be profitable, we think, which experience has

partly shown. Because against such an establishments something in the soul of

the mob will revolt, something in their deeper sense of justice. Being tolerant, as

they are, these simpler people with their own vices and crimes can nevertheless

not suffer the makings of the state, neither official nor unofficial, when sanction-

ing what they in their own hearts have to condemn. […] Thus, if brothels are to

exist, they will have to be fully official.788

Both physicians were critical to the semi-official attempt made by the

city authorities, but they differed in their assessment of the efficien-

cy of brothels, their possibility to reduce venereal disease and control

vice. Liedbeck was critical, because the brothel system in France did

not show any signs of reducing venereal disease. Although he pre-

ferred official brothels to the double standard practices by the

authorities in Stockholm, he believed that the presence of brothels

would promote vice rather than reducing it. Wistrand, on the other

hand, claimed that those who wanted to visit public women would

probably find their way, with or without brothels. He also firmly
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787 Wistrand, Några drag af Bordellväsendets, p. 92. Swedish:…ehuru ett alltför aktningsvärdt och

på moralisk grund hvilande nit lägga hinder i vägen för denna början.

788 Liedbeck, Reflexion öfver, p 21. Swedish: Halfoffentliga sådana tro vi för ingen del bära sig, och

erfarenheten har till en del bevisat detta. Ty mot all slik inrättning ligger nemligen någonting re-

volterande i sjelvfa packets sinne, i dess dunklare rättskänsla. Fördragsamme, såsom de äro, des-

sa s.k. sämre människor, med sina egna laster och brott, kunna de likväl icke lida, att stat och

regering, vare sig på ett egentligt eller oegentligt sätt, sanctionera hvad de sjelfva i sina hjertan

måste fördöma. […] Skola därföre bordeller finnas, måste de vara fullt offentliga.
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believed that clandestine prostitution was more dangerous than of-

ficially controlled women could ever be. To establish brothels would

ensure control.789

At one of the meetings of the Swedish Society of Medicine in 1851

brothels were a topic. The first city physician, Ahlberg, and the resi-

ding physician at the kurhus, Carlsson, were both in favour of bro-

thels as a way of controlling venereal disease. The other physicians

present did not argue against this view, more than to say that there

was no real evidence that the disease actually had decreased where

brothels were established. If the medical inspections were handled

properly (and Carlsson suggested severe police control and daily

medical inspections), the women in brothels would themselves be-

come cautious.790 Properly managed then, these establishments

might help in controlling the spread of the disease. The European

impact on the Swedish discourse is evident, because these discus-

sions were based on reports on the brothel systems in Hamburg and

Berlin. London was also mentioned, and it was stated that “…both

freedom and force exist in reference to these matters and a good

control is exercised both by the medical police and the physicians.”791

In 1857, two years before the establishment of the regulation of

prostitution in Stockholm, the then resident physician at the kurhus,

Carl Mauritz Nyman, held a different opinion. His arguments were

based on the morals of the Swedish population, rather than on the

possible medical inadequacies of brothels. Possible benefits could

not be assessed, since brothels were against the disposition of the

Swedish people. A Swedish man would not visit brothels, he argued,

but rather women living alone: 
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789 Wistrand, Några drag af Bordellväsendets, pp. 17, 92; Liedbeck, Reflexion öfver, p. 9.

790 Förhandlingar vid Svenska läkaresällskapets sammankomster, vol. 9, July 29, 1851.

791 Förhandlingar vid Svenska Läkaresällskapets sammankomster, vol. 9, July 29, 1851. Swedish:

…både frihet och tvång existera i afseende på dessa angelägenheter och en god kontroll utöfvas

af både sundhetspolis och läkare.
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Most of all, the Swede shuns scandals. He would rather visit the woman living by

herself than go to a brothel, where he would have to fear running into the scum

of society, who here often have nightly orgies in company with the liquor

bottle.792

Thus the establishment of brothels would not promote any decrease

in venereal disease, but rather the opposite since men would turn to

unregulated and uncontrolled women.

Twenty years later, however, the medical opinion seemed to be

more or less unanimously promoting brothels. Every year, the

Swedish Society of Medicine announced a writing contest on a

medical topic. The announced topic on October 5, 1869, was About

prostitution and the most effective means to stop the venereal diseases,

with particular interest to the conditions in Stockholm.793 In May 1872

four contributions were handed in. Two were considered of high stan-

dards.794 Both contributions advocated the establishment of brothels

as means for reducing venereal disease or at least controlling it. One

writer, Anders Kullberg, argued that prostitution was an inevitable

evil and had to be tolerated and controlled. Women in brothels

would cause less alarm than in the streets, and furthermore, women

in brothels were easier to inspect, and to keep under close super-

vision. Brothels should be used both in the name of medicine and

order. He also argued that the inspections on soldiers should be
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792 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, May 4 1857, A1a, Eira sjukhus, SSA. Swedish: Svensken skyr

nemligen framförallt skandalen. Han uppsöker heldre den ensamt boende quinnan, än han be-

gifver sig till en bordell, hwarest han nödwändigt måste frukta, att sammanträffa med dräggen

af befolkningen, som här ofta wid brännwinsbuteljen firar sina nattliga orgier.

793 The year before a European report had been reviewed in the Hygiea. The problem of clandestine

prostitution was discussed, and brothels were seen as an alternative, since women in brothels

were less dangerous. “Bidrag till prostitutionstatistiken för Paris, Neapel, Berlin och Stockholm,

ref av Edward Edholm”, Hygiea vol. 31, 1869, pp. 490-92.

794 Förhandlingar vid Svenska läkaresällskapets sammankomster, vol. 30, September 10 and 17,

1872.
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reinstated, or at least carried out more conscientiously.795 The argu-

ments put forward by the other author, Per Anders Lewin, were

similar. He argued that an enclosed brothel system would secure the

morality among people in the society – respectable women would be

protected from men, and men would be protected from disease.

Lewin also argued that in protection of the women all men who

visited such brothels ought to be inspected.796 Lewin seems to have

been less sure of the inevitability of prostitution and also lists a

number of social reforms which would help up the situation for wo-

men so they did not need to prostitute themselves.797 It is notewor-

thy that the Swedish Society of Medicine awarded Kullberg with the

first prize for a contribution arguing for prostitution as a necessary

evil. Lewin’s study was a combination of social and economic assess-

ments of the situation, not only a hygienic and medical analysis.798

By the end of the 1880’s, when the regulation system was under

attack, the medical opinion had changed. The leading syphiliologist

and defender of the regulation system, Edvard Welander, was

against the brothel system. Welander claimed that women in such
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795 Anders Fredrik Kullberg, “Om prostitutionen och de verksammaste medlen till de veneriska

sjukdomarnes hämmande, med särskildt afseende fästadt på förhållandena i Stockholm”, serie

2, vol. 5:1, 1873, p. 46, Svenska Läkaresällskapets Nya Handlingar.

796 Lewin Om prostitutionen, p. 137.

797 Ibid., pp. 147-48. His suggestions for reducing prostitution are 1, to eliminate unemployment

among women, and to create jobs suitable to their constitution; both concerning their body

strength and their education. 2, an employment agency for women should be set up, and

information of where these agencies were located was to be spread in a sufficient way. 3,

education and Sunday schools should be available for domestic servants and factory-girls,

providing both moral and practical education. 4, public facilities serving cheap food exclusively

for women should be established. 5, concubinage in the guise of common-law marriages should

be stopped, since the man eventually left his common-law wife and children. Every man who was

living in a common-law marriage should be obliged to every month put a certain sum in the bank

for his family in case of his death, or his leaving his family without support.

799 In the 1880s, Lewin was involved in a debate with Otto Westerberg, the chairman of the Ladies

National Association’s Swedish branch, the Federationen, regarding the advantages and dis-

advantages of a brothel system. The debate took place in the Federationen’s journal the Sedlig-

hetsvännen. Cf. Lundquist, Den disciplinerade, p. 326.
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places were forced to work continuously, and thus they were sub-

jected to contagion more often than regulated women working in the

street. Another reason for not establishing brothels was that they

would lead to problems. The brothels often served spirits, and as the

inhabitants of Stockholm were prone to drinking the result would be

a lot of fighting and indecency around these brothels. The most fre-

quent customers in such establishments were sailors and foreigners,

and since Stockholm did not have an even shipping all the year around,

brothels would be of no use, the more so as the city had no tradition of

such establishments.799 Welander wanted to keep the regulation system,

but was no proponent of brothels. It is interesting to note that the

arguments from the person who must be seen as the leading expert

physician on venereal disease of the period echoed those of the police

force forty years earlier. Brothels only promoted vice, disorder,

drunkenness and disease, and the establishments only catered for

foreign sailors. Nor did they correspond to any wish among the people. 

C o n c l u s i o n

Perhaps the establishment of two municipal brothels in the capital in

1838 can be seen as the first, and perhaps only, unmodified attempt

at importing the European regulation system? The brothel was the

axis of the system in France, and when the military in Stockholm

complained that the incidence of venereal disease was too high

among the troops, action had to be taken. Rather than extending or

modifying the system of inspections already at hand according to the

Royal Circular of 1812, the municipality tried another tack and

seems to have turned to France for inspiration. But, because brothels
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799 Welander, “Till belysning af prostitutionsfrågan”, Hygiea, vol. 51, March 3, 1889, p. 147. The

principal argument of Welander’s lecture, however, was that the prostituted women were the

main source of the diseases, and thus the regulation system ought to be kept.
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were forbidden by law, the attempt could not possibly be completely

official, and the attempt was titled “semi-official”. The authorities did

not take the official responsibility for supplying access to public

women, did not acknowledge the existence of a public sexual

contract. The contract was unofficial, running as an undercurrent.

Why did the experiment fail? For a number of reasons it would

seem. On the one hand, this could have been a question of class,

where rioters may have reacted against what they might have seen as

catering sexual services for “better men”, those who could pay. To add

insult to injury, the attempt was also semi-official. On the other hand,

when public women were semi-officially acknowledged by the author-

ities, but perhaps not accepted by the common man, these houses and

these women may have been seen as a legitimate target for rioters. Al-

though the attempt was not completely official, the whole idea of

having public women in the neighbourhood, condoned by the author-

ities, may have upset the people living there. Whatever the reasons, the

authorities never tried that solution again, although the physicians

were in favour of a public brothel system until the end of the 1880s. 

The question of brothels as an instrument of control throws light

on the conflict between the police and the physicians. The police

preferred a system of tolerance, in which the police force itself was

the body, deciding how and when to act, i.e. the police could exercise

their tolerance in an arbitrary manner. An official brothel system

would demand more of control, and it had to be exercised according

to prescribed rules. The physicians envisioned brothels in the man-

ner of Parent-Duchâtelet, places where disease was kept at bay

through rigorous control and regular medical examinations. The

municipalities sided with the police and their ideas of unofficially

tolerated coffee-houses rather than official brothels. The fact that 

coffee-houses were singled out for unofficial control may also indicate

that they were establishments already practising such activities, which

the authorities finally decided to condone. Nevertheless, despite this
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double-standard on behalf of the authorities (not granting an

officially acknowledged status to vice, but condoning it unofficially)

the public character of both the women and these houses is obvious.

The police had access to the houses at all hours, and the life of the

women there seems to have been one of enlisted public women.

To establish brothels as in Paris, for instance, needed an officially

sanctioned approach to vice, to officially acknowledge the public

sexual contract. The authorities in Stockholm were unwilling to do

so. Squeezed between the opinions of common man in the city, the

city police and the medical experts, they preferred a pragmatic

political solution instead of the one advocated by physicians and

exercised in many other European cities. Thus, Sweden did not

import the French system as a whole, while at the same time the

view underlying that system was more and more accepted, i.e. that

public women were needed, but also since they were the source of

contagion, they thus had to be inspected to stop the spread of it.

Although the municipality in Stockholm failed in its attempt to

establish municipal brothels, it seems to have been deeply influenced

by a regulation system that regarded women as the single source of

venereal disease.

308
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C h a p t e r  9

THE POLICE AND THE KURHUS 
1812-1858

Vid Kungsholms strand där Mälarns 

vågor sköljer

en liten del utav vår huvudstad

där står ett gammalt plank som nästan

döljer

en lika grå som gammal husfasad

Du kanske frågar vem som bor därinne

– jo, flickor klädda uti i snövit skrud,

men flickor som glömt bort sitt ädla 

sinne

och brutit mot Guds sjätte bud./…/*
Victor Arendorff Svartsjöfåglar 

in Per Anders Fogelström,

Okänt Stockholm (Stockholm, 1967)

I n t r o d u c t i o n

Researchers have to some extent tried to investigate the early nine-

teenth century period of non-institutionalised control of venereal

disease and of women in Sweden. However, none have systematically

tried to investigate the attempts by the police and by the physicians

to control venereal disease during the first part of the nineteenth
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* At the banks of Kungsholmen, where the waves of Mälaren washes a small part of our capital

there is an old fence that almost covers a just as old greying house facade 

You may ask who lives in there/

– well, girls dressed in snow-white attire 

but girls who have forgotten their virtous character 

and broken God’s sixth commandment/…/
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century.800 The police force in Sweden was still badly organised during

this period, yet was supposed to play an important role in the detection

and control of venereal disease. They were one of the main actors,

pointed out in the Royal Circular of 1812, as one of the responsible

bodies for stopping the spread of venereal disease. The police in Stock-

holm was supposed to collaborate with the kurhus, which was the insti-

tution to receive individuals after they had been arrested, medically in-

spected and found infected. Although a hospital, the kurhus after some

time became a locked institution. The patients were taken there by

force, although some applied freely. The patients were often well

enough to work and did not feel sick, and the loss of income because of

their being forcedly kept at the hospital was often detrimental to already

poor people. During the period investigated here, the remittals of

infected individuals from the city police increased, while those patients

remitted from the parishes decreased. This development brought with

it problems to the institution, since patients who were forcedly remitted

to the hospital protested against this procedure. Physicians, in a sense,

had to act as guardians, something they had difficulties in accepting as a

part of a hospital treatment. However, stigmatisation of the disease, and

all the more common connection with prostitution, made the hospital

less general, and turned it into a specialised hospital, and more and

more into an institution for a morally depraved class of women. 

This chapter will deal with the attempts, by the police and the physicians,

to control venereal disease in Stockholm during the first half of the

nineteenth century, before the regulation of prostitution proper was estab-

lished in 1859. How were the different regulations concerning the fight

against venereal disease upheld in practice? Did the “controllers” abide by

the letter of the law? How did the different authorities involved collabor-

ate? These are some of the questions which are of interest in this chapter.
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800 One exception is Anna Lundberg’s Care and Coercion, where chapter seven is a thorough exam-

ination of venereally diseased 1814-1844 in Härnösand. However, her main focus is not prosti-

tution as a perceived cause for venereal disease, although she does discuss this in her study.
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C o m b a t i n g  Ve n e r e a l  D i s e a s e  A c c o r d i n g
t o  t h e  1 8 1 2  C i r c u l a r

P U B L I C P L A C E S

When the Royal Circular of 1812, designed to detect venereal disease

by supervising the so-called “wandering groups”, was enforced in

Stockholm, it was largely carried out in taverns, inns and coffee-

houses, albeit arbitrarily. There were no regular intervals between the

inspections, and the Circular also stated that medical inspections

were to be carried out when suspicion arose.801 When the inspections

were carried out, the police seem to have played a crucial role, and

the inspection raids have been noted in the police day-books. 

Table 9:1 Men and women arrested for vagrancy, drunkenness, begging, itera-
ted vicious disposition; being in lecherous places, and the number of those ar-
rested being sent to the kurhus 1813-1819. Absolute numbers

Sent to the spin house for Of those arrested remitted
vagrancy, drunkenness, begging, to kurhus as venereally diseased
iterated vicious disposition and
being in lecherous places

Men Women Men and women

1813 74 144 114
1814 63 187 129
1815 68 206 132
1816 93 151 155
1817 162 259 137
1818 114 184 152
1819 56 263 133
Total 630 1 394 952

Source: Summarisk förteckning öfwer Kongl. Police Kammarens i Stockholm arbeten år 1813;
1814; 1815; 1816; 1817; 1818; 1819.
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801  I discussed this in chapters 2 and 8.
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The summary registers at the Chamber of the police for a number of

years give the information that men may have been arrested in these

places.802 One column indicates men and women “sent to the spin

house for vagrancy, drunkenness, begging, vicious disposition and

being in lecherous places”, but the heading gives no information on

how many men (or women) that were arrested for each of those

crimes. Thus, it is impossible to tell how many men, if any, were indeed

arrested in lecherous places. It seems likely that the majority of the

men who were inspected and found venereally infected, were arrested

in connection to vagrancy or drunkenness.803 The recorded raids at

public establishments in search for venereally infected (discussed in

chapter 8), show that only women were arrested.804 Table 9:1 shows

that women were in majority among those arrested for these offences

during the whole period 1813-1819. Some of these arrested individu-

als were infected with venereal disease, and sent to the kurhus. Some

of them were also sent on to other institutions, where they received

treatment at the kurhus wards in these establishments (such as the

spin-house). Unfortunately, the registers do not give any information

about the relation between women and men sent to the kurhus.

A regular control of the public houses was in accordance with the

ordinary police regulation for the police force in Stockholm, and il-

legal presence in cellars, taverns, inns and such places was to be

supervised, together with public drunkenness.805 Thus, these public

places were already under a certain supervision, which from 1812 in-
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802 Johan Söderberg and Arne Jarrick provided these summary registers to me. Only the registers

for years 1813-1819 and 1831 have been found.

803 Summarisk förteckning öfwer Kongl. Police Kammarens i Stockholm arbeten år 1813; 1814; 1815;

1816; 1817; 1818; 1819. Swedish: Till Spinnhuset försände Personer för syssellöshet, synnerlig

begifwenhet på fylleri, tiggeri och itererad wanart samt wistande på liderliga ställen.

804 Diarium, 1814, p. 256; 1815, p 124_; 1818, p. 451, CIa1, Äldre poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA.

805 Ferlin, Stockholms stad, p. 1238; Staf, Polisväsendet, pp. 345-46. Cf. Henderson, Disorderly Wo-

men, pp. 154-65, who discusses the problems of carrying out control in bawdy houses in Lon-

don during this early period.
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cluded looking for venereally diseased women. The Circular also

stated that women and men of a vagrant and ‘loose’ character were

to be inspected, and consequently inspections for venereal disease

were also carried out in connection with arrests for such reasons. 

M E D I C A L I N S P E C T I O N S I N C O N N E C T I O N W I T H A R R E S T S

The early attempts to control venereal disease in accordance with the

1812 Royal Circular were largely carried out in connection with

arrests for vagrancy rather than lechery. The Circular was issued on

June 10.806 Still, 40 per cent of all the inspections of arrested or sum-

moned persons during that year were carried out before June – 25 in-

spections (all on women) had been undertaken before the Circular

was issued. This indicates that practice in Stockholm may have been

similar to that in the countryside; although not performing general

inspections, there were attempts to control the disease through in-

spections. Even if the Circular was non-gendered in its character, the

majority of inspections in connection with arrests concerned wo-

men.807 The total number of arrested or apprehended men for differ-

ent offences in 1812 was 3 447. Of those only one man was inspected.

This was the inspection of the vagrant Carl Magnus Sjöberg. He was

found at night, lying in a haystack. After being inspected by the

physician on September 16, he was two days later put in the care of

the shipmaster Wallander.808
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806 Kungliga brev och departementsskrivelser 1809-1814, EIa, Polissekreteraren, ÖÄ, SSA. Kungligt

cirkulär, Örebro slott den 10 juni 1812.

807 For a table of the ten most common offences involving women in 1812, see table 2, Appendix 4.
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Table 9:2 Medical inspections of apprehended women in Stockholm, in 1812

Offences Cases in which Total number 
medical inspection of cases
was undertaken.
Percentage of total 
numbers of cases 

Suspicion of venereal disease* 27 (100%) 27
Vagrancy, loose women, 

without legal apologia 26 (20%) 124
Misconduct and absconding 

from service 5 (8%) 61
Lechery 4 (30%) 13
Other** 9 (0,4%) 242
Total number of cases 62 (13%) 466

Source: Diarium, 1812, CIa1, Äldre Poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA.
* Included are cases where no inspection is noted, but where the patient was referred straight
to the lock hospital.
** Other: drunkenness (2), feeble-mindedness (2), mendicancy (2), fighting (1), illegal trade
(1), theft, larceny (1)

The most common cause of medical inspections was the suspicion of

venereal disease itself. All 27 women who were arrested on suspicion

of venereal disease in 1812 were subjected to medical inspections. It

is difficult to ascertain on what grounds the women were suspected

in the first place; if the disease was visible or if it was a conclusion
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808 Diarium, 1812, p. 997, CIa1, Äldre Poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA. In per centage of all arrested men,

this one inspection constitutes ≈ 2,9e-4% inspections. Considering the large number of male

offences, there is a risk that I have overseen some inspections on men. The total sum of male

offences over the year has been reached by counting the total number of registered offences, and

deducting the number of cases involving women. Thus, there can also be cases not primarily

connected with male crimes in the sum of 3 447 male offences (such as general fire inspections).

The percentage is thus very uncertain, although it is safe to assume that it was remarkably lower

than the inspections on women. The same procedure has been undertaken on the cross-sections

for 1830 and 1853. 
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drawn from the women’s behaviour, i.e. that they behaved in a way

that made the police suspicious of lechery, for instance. However, in

eight cases the women were also characterised as loose, i.e. unemploy-

ed, and one woman was picked up after information had been given

to the police that she was infected.809 In very few cases are there any no-

tations about where the arrests took place. Thus it cannot be said if

these women were picked up in public establishments or in the streets.

To be medically inspected in connection with being accused of

lacking legal apologia, i.e. being vagrant and unemployed, was the

second most common offence among the women. In fact, all cases

where women were medically inspected were connected with ‘va-

grancy’, in the sense that the offences concerned “disturbing public

order”: absconding from employment, lechery, drunkenness, feeble-

mindedness, mendicancy, fighting, illegal trade, theft and larceny.

Also in those cases where the disease itself was noted as the primary

offence, vagrancy was involved. By the letter of the Circular the

wandering habits of certain groups were to be in focus. However, as

can be deducted from table 9:2 it must also be observed that the

number of cases in which women were not inspected for the above

offences were in all cases except venereal disease much higher.

Furthermore, there were of course a number of women who were ar-

rested for crimes where no medical examinations occurred at all – of

all arrested women in 1812 (987 cases involving women are noted in

the 1812 day-book), only 6 per cent were inspected.

Lecherous women and vagrants were the first two groups to be

mentioned in the paragraph two of the 1812 Circular, but few

offences in the police day-books were primarily connected with leche-

ry. Only 13 such cases with women as the offender appear during the

entire year, and among them medical inspections were undertaken
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809 Diarium, 1812, CIa1, Äldre Poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA. Cases 333, 580, 582, 598, 604, 653, 1155,

1123 and case 690.
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only in four cases. Thus, during this early period there is no direct

link between lecherous behaviour and venereal disease in the way the

inspecting authorities worked.810 One case involved the wife of the

auxiliary troop member Carl Eric Norström, who without her hus-

band’s permission had left their home village and come to Ladu-

gårdsgärdet, where her husband stayed with his regiment. She was ar-

rested as a suspect of lecherous living. With the consent of her hus-

band, and on her own request, she was sent back to Gotland where

she came from.811 According to the day-book she was not inspected,

which is most likely connected with her status as a married woman

– she was under the supervision of her husband and not of the city.

All four cases in which women were arrested for lechery and sub-

sequently inspected have one thing in common: all women were also

said to be without work, or legal apologia.812 Thus, the inspections in

connection with lechery seem to correspond to the pattern at large,

i.e. that it was primarily vagrancy rather than promiscuity that led to

medical inspections as far as the police was involved.

Tr e a t i n g  t h e  Ve n e r e a l l y  I n f e c t e d

T H E O R G A N I S AT I O N O F T H E K U R H U S

The persons who were found venereally infected were treated at dif-

ferent institutions, such as the lunatic asylum and the spin-house,

which also had wards for the venereally diseased.813 The disease

brought with it a stigma; to be infected was shameful and one of the
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810 Diarium, 1812, CIa1, Äldre Poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA, pp. 15, 137, 950, 952, 979, 982, 1058 and

additionally two cases in May. Cases 15, 950, 982 involve two women in each case.

811 Diarium, 1812, p. 979, CIa1, Äldre Poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA. 

812 Diarium, 1812, pp. 127, 325, 461, 1325, CIa1, Äldre Poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA.

813 Ferlin, Stockholms stad, vol. 1, pp. 857-59; Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, pp. 151-52; Eva Eg-

geby, Vandringsman, här ser du en avmålning av världen: vårdade, vård och på Danvikens dårhus

1750-1861 (Stockholm, 1996), p. 25.
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reasons why people did not seek care in the first place, something

which consequently would involve the police in search of those in-

fected. Shame was connected with being “on the cure” (“på kuren”).

Edward Welander, professor in veneorology, stated that venereal

patients were confined to the worst facilities at the hospitals; they

were locked in and in many respects treated as prisoners.814

The kurhus, established in 1814, received patients from both the

city and the county of Stockholm.815 In the first minutes at the kur-

hus it is stated that only patients with venereal diseases should be ad-

mitted.816 It can be seen in a number of ways that the hospital was
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814  Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, p. 147.

815 The kurhus was established in the old spirit distillery on Kungsholmen, opposite the Kungshol-

men church between what are presently the streets Hantverkargatan and Norr Mälarstrand. We-

lander, Bidrag till de veneriska, p. 159, Thyresson, Från fransozer, p. 90. These two writers also

give a detailed narrative of the early history on kurhus in general, but especially in Stockholm.

816 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, November 16, 1819, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA; Hygiea vo-

lume 70:1, 1908, p 11. Patients with other diseases were admitted, especially those with caries

(benröta), and subsequently there was a shortage of beds for venereally diseased patients.

The  Stockholm kurhus (lock hospital), by Vilhelm Pettersson (1888).
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mostly for the poor people. In 1822, the resident physician there

stated that the “…primitive venereal disease had increased […]

among both better and lesser people”, but according to the patient

registers the patients were predominantly working class people.817

Members of the middle class were treated elsewhere, either by their

own physicians, at private practices, in their homes or at other,

general hospitals. The kurhus was partly funded with means from the

city’s fund for relief of the poor and later also financed by the kurhus

tax established in 1817. Journeymen, especially shoemakers and

tailors, were admitted to continue to perform their trade within the

hospital; to be admitted without this possibility would have incurred

too great a loss of income. After 1836, however, they were obliged to

pay a daily fee if they wanted to continue their work within the

hospital.818 In 1824, on public request, the hospital decided that

patients, against a fee, could be granted the privilege of not having

their names and titles taken to the records (although practice differed

on this point).819 Patients who did not want to be admitted on

grounds of being destitute, could from then on be referred to care

without the proper note of admission if they paid a fee. This was

made known by advertising in the newspapers. It was also possible

to get a separate room and special care. Paying patients also had the

possibility to discharge themselves, although this was strongly advised

against by the physicians. The majority of the anonymous patients

were men.820 On the whole, the disease was however connected with

poverty and destitution – the admitted patients were often poor and

the disease was also referred to as “the poor man’s disease.”
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817 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, December 3, 1822, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. Swedish:

…att primitiva veneriska smittan […] så väl bland bättre som sämre personer.

818 Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, p. 172.

819 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, April 6, 1824, March 5, 1828, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA.

820 Sjukjournaler, D1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. Cases no 18/1826 (especially); 184/1848; 500/1848;

231/1858 and 890/1858. 
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T H E V E N E R E A L L Y D I S E A S E D –  C R I M I N A L S O R P AT I E N T S ?

The organisational structure of the kurhus brought with it certain

problems. Patients were sent there by force, and were unable to leave

without the physician’s permission. During the first decades escapes,

thefts and quarrels among the inmates caused troubles. The Royal

Circular stated that vagrants and loose women were to be monitored

and controlled for venereal disease. However, the physicians and

the police seemed to be in disagreement on how to interpret the

statutes.

During the first years, there were continuous discussions at the

kurhus board about whether to accept or not accept patients from

the correction facility in the city. The kurhus claimed that problems

arose from mixing criminals with other patients, and that the hospi-

tal should refuse to admit such patients.821 The Correction Facility

(Korrektionsinrättningen) wrote to the King in Council and com-

plained of the hospital’s refusal to admit patients from that facility.

The hospital replied in a similar fashion as before, with the added

statement that the kurhus was an establishment for free individuals,

and that the admittance of criminals would lead to costs for control

and care that the hospital could not meet.822 The remittal of what

the kurhus regarded as criminals seems to have been a persistent

problem, and in 1841 it was requested that 

…inasmuch as the kurhus is not a repository for arrested people, the Esteemed

Governor, being the high Commander of the Police, should use his Office to pre-

vent this mischief for the future.823
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821 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, April 3, November 13, 1832, February 5, 1833, A1a, Eira sjuk-

hus arkiv, SSA.

822 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, May 5, September 1, 1835, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA.

823 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, September 7, 1841, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. Swedish:

…alldenstund Kurhuset icke är någon förvaringsanstalt för arrestanter, Herr Öfverståthållaren,

såsom Polisens högste Styresman, ville använda sin Embetsmyndighet till förekommande af det-

ta ofog för framtiden.
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The mischief to be prevented by the Governor in his capacity as

Chief of the Police, was the continuing practice to remit patients

who were under arrest for different crimes to the hospital. The

Governor had been the permanent chairman of the kurhus board

since 1839.824 He declared that he had notified the Chamber of the

Police that no persons accused of crimes could be remitted to the

lock hospital. When persons who lacked legal apologia were admit-

ted, it should be registered on their note of admissions if they were

to be sent back to the police after the treatment.825 As late as in 1851,

convicts were still sent to the hospital, and “...[e]ven the women have

recoiled from being placed in the same room as those who were con-

victed several times”.826 By the mid 1850s, the women who were

admitted to the kurhus seem to have been looked upon as of a

different moral character than others, since it was noticeable that

even they were affected by the presence of these criminals; implicitly,

it was inferred, that they would not normally be bothered by this. 

The argument from the board of directors that the hospital was an

institution for free individuals seems quite contradictory, consider-

ing the fact that the Royal Circular of 1812 proposed forced inspec-

tions, and forced admission to the kurhus if a patient refused treat-

ment. The idea of the patients at the kurhus as free individuals seems

to have been largely ignored when iron bars and iron plated doors

were set up at the hospital in the late 1840’s.827
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824  Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, March 22, 1836, April 9, 1839, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA.

825 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, October, 4, 1841, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA.

826 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, October 9, 1851, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. Swedish:..[t] o

m kvinnorna har ryggat tillbaka för att ligga i samma rum som andra redan flera gånger straf-

fade.

827 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, February 6; May 10, 1849, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. The

minutes only state that bars and an iron-plated door had been installed, not when this happened.
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F O O D A N D F I G H T I N G AT T H E K U R H U S

During the first decades most patients at the kurhus were treated

with the so-called diet cure, and lack of food was a constant com-

plaint. The diet cure meant that the patients only had some bread

and a couple of ounces of meat to eat each day.828 In 1843, a monitor

was employed in order to establish some order on the premises, but

only a year later he was warned because he was often too drunk to be

able to conduct his duties properly. The monitor was given leave

upon request in 1845 and a farm hand was employed instead.829 Al-

cohol on the hospital premises was a problem, and staff members

acting as collaborators in supplying food and alcohol to the inmates

were a continuous problem.830

Very early a separation of the sexes in different rooms had been or-

ganised. In 1831, the board of directors requested that patients

should not be able to socialise, especially not men and women, and

it was stated that

…during the whole period at the kurhus the male and female patients should not

be admitted to socialise, but each sex, even the convalescents, should be separa-

ted831

The preceding discussions do not tell whether the separation of the

sexes had to do with the cure itself, or was a measure to stop the

troubles within the hospital. That women and men could still meet

and be able to socialise is evident. The patients were obliged to help

out at the meals by passing out the food. This was one of the causes
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828  Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, December 3, 1824, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA.

829 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, September 5, 1843 and August 9, 1843, A1a, Eira sjukhus ar-

kiv, SSA.

830 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, October 29, 1844, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA.

831 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, February 1, 1831, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. Swedish:

…under hela vistandet å curhuset patienterna icke må tillåtas något umgänge karlar och qvin-

folk emellan, utan att hvardera könet, äfvensom convalescenterne, må blifva åtskiljdt
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of disturbances in the late 1840s. It was also an occasion for men

and women to meet.832 In 1849, the kurhus employed a female bath

attendant. Earlier the female patients had assisted both when men

and when women were being bathed. On several occasions, however,

troubles had occurred when the women were to attend to the men,

and the female patients no longer wished to continue assisting.833

Although men and women were separated into different wards, one

problem at the hospital seems to have been the mixing of women and

men within the hospital. Patients were playing in the yard, men and

women bathed together in the sea outside the hospital, making a

terrible noise and disturbing the neighbourhood. The board

considered the problems to be serious, and finally gates were set up

at the end of the stairs to the male patients.834 The men seem to have

been held more responsible for the troubles within the hospital,

although three women were sentenced to bread and water at the

correction house after being convicted of causing a nuisance within

the hospital.835

The problems continued, and by the end of the 1840s and in the

early 1850s they became troublesome. Hiring a monitor, separating

women and men, gates and iron-plated bars did not seem to help.

The problems not only continued but they increased. Patients kept

on escaping, climbing over the big fence surrounding the yard, went

to taverns in the neighbourhood and also received food-packages

and alcohol from friends and relatives. Usually, the patients were not

allowed to be outdoors, but in the summer of 1848 the rooms were

being repaired, and the patients were allowed to go out and get some

fresh air. The result was that “…great crowds roam around the yard,

singing and brawling [and] by blows and strikes withheld the farm-
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832  Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, December 5, 1848, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA.

833 Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, p. 172.

834 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, July 6, December 7, 1847, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA.

835 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, May 4, 1847, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA.
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hands when they tried to stop the patients”.836 Locks and doors were

broken into. According to the board of directors the more peaceful

patients were harassed into participating, and attacked if they were

not. The whole problem was lack of discipline, stated the board, and

the reason was that these patients could not be threatened with

discharge – all they wanted to do was to leave! The resident physician

stated that the women were often easier to govern, but he also

argued that if the patients were threatened with discharge they

would see their treatment there as a privilege, rather than as a

punishment. The physician’s possibilities of treating the patients could

not depend on the patients’ arbitrary notions and the fact that they did

not care about whether they were discharged or not. The result of the

physician’s claim was that a special room was built; one where the

window was blocked up with bricks and only a small hole was kept for

light and air and the door was iron-plated. It was stated that this room

was for the most violent men.837 An isolation cell had been built. 

With fences and an iron-plated gate and by 1848 an isolation cell,

the hospital more and more resembled a jail for people accused of a

certain behaviour connected with disease – a locked hospital. The at-

tempts at locking the patients up and disciplining them did not

seem to help, because a similar episode happened again in 1849.

Two men escaped, went to a baker and brought back bread and li-

quor. After finishing their late night meal, other patients went out for

more and the whole thing ended with patients singing the night

through until dawn when the police arrived.838 The board took it se-

riously, which led to a number of extra board-meetings. The board

had earlier applied to the King in Council that the patients should be
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836 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, August 8, 1848, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. Swedish: …sto-

ra hopar drifva omkring på gården sjungande och skränande [och] med hugg och slag afhållit

drängarne då de sökt hindra patienterne...

837 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, August 11, 1848, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA.

838 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, February 6, 1849, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA.
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placed under the regulations of husbandry, since that would give the

personnel additional authority. There was no other way than to

meet violence with violence, argued the board. However, their re-

quest had been turned down and the representatives for the county

saw no other solution but to resign from the board, while the

members representing the city remained.839 A much later assessment of

the troubled times around the late 1840s and early 1850s stated that

the problems seem to have ceased after 1850. Around that time a

medical police seems to have been established at the hospital.840 This

development was a direct consequence of the 1847 regulation and

meant both an intensification and an institutionalisation of the

previously informal co-operation between the police and the lock

hospital. However, attempts at regular inspections and the insti-

tutionalisation of a medical police had been undertaken much earlier.

B e g i n n i n g  t o  R e g u l a t e  
–  S t o c k h o l m  i n  t h e  1 8 3 0 s

The Office of the Governor in Stockholm was not satisfied with the

effects of the 1812 circular and wrote to the Royal Health Commit-

tee. The co-operation between the police and the physicians needed

to be expanded, since the disease kept increasing, he argued. It was

suggested that infected individuals who were unwilling to submit to

care would be taken to the kurhus by force. The police would aid in

that respect.841 Earlier research on the police force in Stockholm has

argued that an assistant physician in the early 1830s was employed to

assist the city physician in the medical inspections to detect vene-
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839 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, December 6, 1849, February 7, 1850, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv,

SSA. See also March 7 1850.

840 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, January 8, 1886, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA.

841 Protokoll och registratur, 1830, p. 311, B1, Polissekretereraren, ÖÄ, SSA. Cf. discussion in

chapter 4.
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real disease. This was achieved through the resolution of the

governor.842 It is unclear whether these inspections were to be

carried out in connection with arrests, but such an assumption

seems reasonable.

Table 9:3 Medical inspections of apprehended women in Stockholm, in 1830.
Absolute number and per centage

Offences Cases in which Total number 
medical inspection of cases
was undertaken.
Percentage of total 
numbers of cases 

Venereal disease* 23 (100%) 23
Without legal apologia/vagrant 21 (30%) 71
Lechery 6 (7%) 14
Theft, larceny 6 (7%) 156
Other** 12 (0,7%) 176
Total number of cases 68 (15%) 442

Source: Diarium, 1830, CIa1, Äldre Poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA.
* Included are cases where no inspection is noted, but where the patient was referred straight
to the lock hospital.
** Other: fraud (2), homeless (2), feeblemindedness (2), absconding from/ misconduct in ser-
vice, (2), absconding from institutional care (1), drunkenness (1), fornication (enkelt hor) (1),
not registered for census/ not registered lodgers (1)

As in 1812, the number of cases in which women were not inspected

was much larger in all events, except when venereal disease and for-

nication was concerned.843 In all 23 cases of suspected of venereal

disease medical inspections had been undertaken, and also in the

only case of fornication. Indeed, in all the years included in this in-
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842 Staf, Polisväsendet, p. 417.

843 For the ten most common offences among women in 1830, see table 3, Appendix 4.
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vestigation, the case of fornication in 1830 was the only one. It con-

cerned the spice-huckster Löfman’s divorced wife. On May 1 that

year she had been found lying beside an unknown man in the Jo-

hannes Church Yard, and with him she had fornicated. She was to be

inspected by physicians, and she was later penalised for fornication (en-

kelt hor), and drunkenness. The woman was sentenced for fornication

although she according to the day-book was already divorced. However,

the day-book gives the impression that the couple was still co-habiting,

and she and her ex-husband were ordered to separate.844 The day-book

says nothing of whether the man with whom she had sex was inspected

or penalised. Vagrant women were sometimes inspected for venereal

disease, but only in 30 per cent of all apprehensions for vagrancy.

It would still seem to have been no automatically perceived con-

nection between lechery and venereal disease, when only six of 14 ca-

ses were inspected. In most of the cases when women were arrested

for lechery but not medically inspected, they lacked employment.

The most common resolution was to order the women to find work,

and in case the women had moved into the city from the country-

side they had to go back.845 In the six cases of lechery where women

were inspected for venereal disease, only one woman was primarily

connected with being without work.846 In the other cases the women

were accused of leading a lecherous life, and to keep lodgers, or to be

kept by somebody else. The people who provided rooms for the kept

women were also summoned to the police. In one case when a wo-

man was summoned to the police, she was together with two others

put in custody. All three were lodgers at the smith Löfström’s wife ,

and they seem to have been apprehended at her place. It was also

stated that in order to “practise lechery”, the women had spent time
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844  Diarium, 1830, p. 393, CIa1, Äldre Poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA.

845 Diarium, 1830, pp. 172, 395, 676, 780 and 929, CIa1, Äldre Poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA.

846 Diarium, 1830, p. 917, CIa1, Äldre Poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA.
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at a widow’s house in the city.847 One of the women was admitted to

the lock hospital, the other two to the correction facility.

According to the hospital records of the kurhus for 1830, more

men than women were admitted – 244 men compared to 225 women

during the year.848 However, the same relation concerning the inci-

dence of venereal disease is not mirrored in the police material, where

the number of inspected women by far exceeds that of inspected

men. The total number of inspected was according to the police day-

book of 1830 eight men. A boy was also summoned to the police af-

ter complaints from his former guardian. His guardian complained

that the youngster, Carl Gustav Hillerstrand, could not be persuaded

to find work, but was inclined to lechery and bad habits.849 The total

number of offences in 1830 were 4 706, and of those the female of-

fenders made up 941. Thus, there were medical inspections under-

taken in seven per cent of all cases of women, but only in less than

one per cent of the male cases.850 According to some sources the in-

spections of women increased during the 1830s and in 1835 the first

attempt came at regular medical inspections of women.851

AT T E M P T S AT R E G U L A R I N S P E C T I O N S O F W O M E N

The late 1830s are interesting because during these years the conti-

nental approach was tried out in a twofold manner: in 1835 at-

tempts at regular inspections of women were made, and in 1838 the

city tried to establish municipal brothels. Both these attempts failed,
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847 Diarium, 1830, p. 1019, CIa1, Äldre Poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA. Swedish: …för at öfva liderlighet.

848 Sjukjournaler 1830, D1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA.

849 Diarium, 1830, CIa1, Äldre Poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA. See pp. 187, 698, 849, 950, 958, 1137 (2

men), 1452, 1458. However, according to SAOB [l643] liderlig lecherous can also mean in-

appropriate, to lead a disorderly life, or to be vivacious and insatiable which is probably the cor-

rect interpretation in the case of the young boy.

850 The actual figure is 0,2 per cent male medical inspections. However, see the discussion under

n 808 above.

851 Staf, Polisväsendet, pp. 419-20. Staf claims that the number of inspections, based on informa-

tion in the police day-books, were 31 in 1810, 48 in 1830, and 89 in 1838.
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but during the rest of the century the municipality continued its

efforts to control venereal disease through regulating women. 

In a pamphlet from 1839, it is stated that at the end of 1835 wo-

men who “on good grounds” were suspected of loose living, were

commanded to submit to regular medical inspections. The women

had to carry books with notes on their health condition and latest in-

spection.852 The attempt failed, states the same author, not only be-

cause the police officers were too few, and could not keep track of the

women, but because they were not educated enough to be able to

spot which women to enjoin. And every mistake was an insult to a re-

spectable woman. There were other problems as well, since the en-

joined women had used the inspection book to their advantage and

became “true Bacchantines, who at night organised orgies in the

streets and alleys [and] the Health book was used as an authorisation

in itself”.853 The physician Wistrand noted in 1843 that control of

supposedly public women had been earlier undertaken, and referred

to an attempt to make the women wear black shawls as a sign of re-

cognition, and to keep books where their health status was noted.854

Both these accounts argue that there had been attempts at regular in-

spection and registration of women as early as in the 1830s, and that

the attempts failed due to bad organisation. I have found no official

documents stating that regular inspections were to be undertaken.855

During the early years of its operation, most of the kurhus patients
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852 Bidrag till frågan om sättet att förekomma den Veneriska Sjukdomen och sedeslösheten särdeles i

hufvudstaden (Stockholm, 1839), p. 14.

853 Bidrag till frågan, p. 14-15. Swedish: werkliga Bacchantinnor, som under nätterne anställde orgier

på gatorne och i gränderne [och] Sundhetsboken uppvisades […] såsom en fullmakt af egen art.

854 Wistrand, Några drag af bordellväsendets, p. 48n*. Wistrand gives no exact date, but compares

this experience with Parent-Duchâtelet’s opinion that different marks to single out public wo-

men would only stigmatise them. “One compares with the experience with black shawls in

Stockholm.” Swedish: Man jemföre erfarenheten om de svarta shawletterna i Stockholm.

855 I have investigated the Sekreterarens diarium 1835, CIIa, Äldre kansli, ÖÄ; Polissekreterarens di-

arium, 1835, CI, ÖÄ; SSA. In the series Koncept 1832-1869, B1a, Förste stadsläkarens arkiv, SSA,

the year 1835 is missing.
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were referred to care at the hospital by the parishes, but already in

1838 66 per cent of the patients were referred to the hospital by the

police force.856 As early as in 1834, the kurhus paid gratification to the

police officers in the area around the hospital “similar as the years be-

fore”.857 Thus, a co-operation between the police and the hospital

seems to have existed from an early date, but on an irregular basis.

Whether the keeping of health books and wearing black shawls as

marks of identification were implemented is difficult to ascertain.858

However, the police day-book of 1835 does show that attempts were

made at inspecting women without them being arrested for other

offences, as in the years 1812 and 1830. In October 1835, a woman

was for instance summoned for being suspected of venereal disease,

but this case seems to have been an ordinary case under the 1812

Circular.859 However, a month later a woman for the first time is noted

as refusing to appear for medical inspection. These inspections

may have been going on before that event, without any women

protesting. Sophia Lindström, however, refused to appear for an

inspection by the second city physician Nils Wilhelm af Grubbens
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856 Sjukjournaler 1838, D1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. It should be noted, however, that this is the

year after the Commander in Chief for the Stockholm garrison had complained at the Gover-

nor and asked for harsher measures against venereal disease. 1838 is also the year the semi-

official brothels open in September.

857 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, January 7, 1834, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. Swedish: i lik-

het med föregående åren.

858 Thirty years later a significant number of regulated women wore headscarves when taken to pri-

son, which could be a development of a stigma into a trademark. Of a total of 104 cases of re-

gulated women into the Central Prison during 1865-69, in 80 cases women owned either one

or several shawls or head scarves, often of good value (silk for instance). For those who had none

it cannot generally be said to be an economic question, since the total value of their clothes

ranged from 0 to 18:35 Rdr. However, women of the working class often wore shawls, so this can

not exclusively be seen as an attempt of regulated women to appropriate a stigma and turn it in

to a trademark. In most cases the prison records do not say what colour the shawls had.

Stamrulla 1865-67, 1867-70, DIIIa3a, Centralfängelset å Norrmalms arkiv, SSA.

859 Diarium, 1835, October 29, CIa1, Äldre poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA, p. 1508.
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(1795-1852).860 The day-book does not say anything about Sophia

Lindström being lecherous or without work. She was summoned

and medically examined, only to be found healthy.861 During the

same month, there were two similar cases where women refused to

appear for inspection. When the police came to summon one of

these women she had disappeared.862 In mid-November, there was a

kind of rounding up of women who were to be inspected. On

November 13 and 14, a total of 46 women were summoned to the

chamber of the police because they lacked legal apologia and work.

Among them, 32 were inspected.863 Not only supposedly vagrant

women were inspected, but on some occasions maids were also

summoned for inspections.864 In December that year there are no

notations of inspections, or of women refusing to attend inspections. 

Professor Edvard Welander, writing on venereal diseases in the

early twentieth century, claims that when af Grubbens applied for

the position as inspecting physician at the kurhus in 1847 he stated

on his curriculum vitae that he had been one of the two inspecting

city physicians in the years 1835-1836.865 He had stated that he had

not been paid any additional salary for this undertaking; it had been

within the duty of the second city physician, a position he held at the

time. However, according to the same source, the physician for the

poor, Johan Ellmin, had been granted an annual sum for inspecting

women for venereal disease in another part of the city.866 Thus, different
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860 Nils Wilhelm af Grubbens was the second city physician in Stockholm 1824-1851. Svenska lä-

karesällskapet, p. 79.

861 Diarium, 1835, November 7, p. 1552, CIa1, Äldre poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA.

862 Diarium, 1835, November 14 and 19, pp. 1598, 1621, CIa1, Äldre poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA.

863 Diarium, 1835, pp. 1584-1586, 1594, CIa1, Äldre poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA.

864 Diarium, 1835, pp. 1650, 1651, 1660, 1662, CIa1, Äldre poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA.

865 Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, p. 236. I have not found the application from af Grubbens in

the Eira hospital archives. 

866 Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, pp. 235-36. Johan Ellmin was the same physician who was

heard in the Stadt Hamburg case in 1841, where he was supposed to have acted as an inspecting

physician.
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kinds of sources indicate that these attempts to medically inspect

women were arbitrarily organised. The second city physician and

the physician treating the poor were those in charge of the medical

inspections, but under different salary conditions. Both single

women and groups of women were summoned to inspections, but

the fact that some of the women refused to attend indicate that the

legitimacy of the procedures already at the outset was questioned.

According to these sources regular inspections were undertaken well

into 1836, but there are no records left of these inspections.867

T h e  F i r s t  Tw o  I n s p e c t i o n  B u r e a u x

For another ten years the more or less haphazard measures of

control involving the police and the physicians continued. The

kurhus battled with the organisation within the hospital. Another

problem was the lack of beds at the hospital often commented upon

and also debated between the representatives of the city and those of

the county. In 1846, the bed problem became evident when the

provisional hospital, primarily established to take care of the male

patients, no longer could admit any patients. The provisional hospital

requested that the kurhus expanded its facilities. In connection with

these problems, the board at the kurhus discussed the establishment

of a regulation to control venereal disease.868

When the Inspection Bureau was established in Stockholm in

1847, it had two facilities: number 11, Österlånggatan would cover

the northern district and the bureau at 4 Brända Tomten would

cover the southern district, both addresses located in the Town

331

867  Cf. chapter 6 where the different registration procedures of these inspections were discussed.

868 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, November 11, 27 1840; November 3, 1846, A1a, Eira sjukhus

arkiv, SSA; Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, pp. 166-68. The debate of the board was discussed

in chapter 6.
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Between the Bridges. The physicians Carl Johan Blachét (1813-

1876) and Johan Gustaf Höstman (1805-1880) were employed. In

September 1852 Alfred Hilarion Wistrand (1819-1874) was employed,

the brother of the physician who had expressed his affirmative view

of brothels in the 1840s.869 In 1853 it was decided that only one

inspecting physician was needed to cover the whole city, and the

inspection bureau was moved to 7 Polisgränd, where it then remai-

ned. The new facilities were considered a bit dark, but sufficient.870 In

adjunction to the inspection facility there was also a policlinic for

men, where they could consult the physician.871 According to the City

Committee’s audit for 1848 as many as 325 men had been medically

inspected from April 1 until the end of 1847, and of these as many as

301 (92 per cent) were found infected. During the same period 5 050

medical inspections had been undertaken on women, and 228 women

had been found infected.872 The men most likely applied voluntarily,

and since so many of them were found sick it seems safe to assume

that the infection had progressed far by the time most of them applied.

The principal groups to be inspected according to the regulation

were women in service at public places under special police protection

and loose women who had self inflicted venereal disease. These

women were noted in a register, and they were examined regularly
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869 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, December 15, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA named the first dis-

trict as consisting of the parishes Nicolai, Maria and Catharina, and the second district as Ulri-

ca Eleonora, Clara, Jacob & Johannes, Adolf Fredrik and Hedvig Eleonora. Johan Gustaf Höst-

man was inspecting physician in 1847 and then attained service as a military physician. Carl Jo-

han Blachét was the inspecting physician 1847-1851, and he was also second city physician du-

ring the same period. Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, March 9 and 23, 1847; December 11,

1851; August 10 1852, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA; Svenska läkaresällskapet, pp. 135-36.

870 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, May 12, 1853, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA.

871 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, December 15 and 28 1846, February 2, March 9 and 23, May

4 and September 7 1847, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA.

872 Protokoll och registratur, November 6 1848, unnumbered supplement to the audit report, AI,

Stockholms Stadsnämnds arkiv, SSA. Since the supplement does not state how many women that

were inspected, only the number of inspections, the number of non-infected women cannot be

given.
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every, or every second week. The regulation was introduced from

April 1, and during the same month 199 women were inspected, and,

indeed, the largest single group among them were women working in

coffee-houses and taverns: 31 women (16%) worked in coffee-houses,

and 51 women (27%) in taverns or inns. However, only five women

(2%) stated that they were without any occupation at all, and the rest

of the inspected women (45%) held jobs such as laundress, seam-

stress, maid, spinners, or were living by themselves.873 Of course, the

women may have stated the occupation that they would have had if

they were not unemployed, but since unemployment in other cases

has been noted, it seems more likely that these women were in fact em-

ployed. Thus, the regulation obviously was enforced on other groups

than the regulation paragraphs stated, since none of the mentioned

occupations hardly belonged to “wandering occupations”.874

When the regulation was established, an increase in remitted wo-

men at the kurhus might be expected; an extended authorisation to

control women might also be expected to cause a change in the pat-

tern of remittance to the kurhus. There was indeed an increase in the

ratio of admitted women between the years 1846 and 1847. In 1846,

31 per cent of the admitted patients were women, and in 1847 they

were 43 per cent. Thus, there is a small increase, but not to an extent
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873 Besiktningsbok, 1852-1853, 1853-1855, DVIa1, Prostitutionsbyrån, ÖÄ, SSA. Laundress (7 wo-

men, 3%), seamstress (43 women, 21%), maid (12 women, 6%), spinners (16 women, 8%), or

were living by themselves (6, 3%). The remaining 14 per cent were made up of cleaners, women

in service in the countryside, living with their parents, factory workers, shoe-workers (skokan-

tare) among others.

874 According to Edvard Welander the number of women who were subjected to regular medical

inspections over the years were 174 in 1847, 150 in 1848, 141 in 1849, 135 in 1850, 140 in 1851,

114 in 1852, 130 in 1853, 142 in 1854, 154 in 1855, 159 in 1856 and 166 in 1857. Welander has

not conducted any research of his own, but is copying these figures from the 1858 police

memorandum. Welander is, however, reserving himself against the statistical material that he

presents, but claims it gives a fairly accurate picture. For instance, he states that the number of

regulated women during the first six months in 1859 was 255, but the regulation role states 220

regulated women until December. Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, pp. 262-63; Handlingar till

diariet, March 15, 1858, no. 300, 1859, EIII, Polissekreteraren, ÖÄ, SSA.
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suggesting any exaggerated zeal in remitting women. This ratio is more

or less stable until the year after, but after that there is a steady increase

in the ratio of admitted men. 

Figure 9:1 The relation between admitted men and women at the Stockholm
kurhus 1846-1858. Per centage based on sampled material.

Sources: Sjukjournaler 1846, 1847, 1848, 1850, 1858, 1859, D1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA.

In an overwhelming majority of the cases, the remitting instance

was the police. When no remitting facility was noted (or when a pa-

rish was noted as the remitting authority), this generally meant that

the patients themselves were paying for the treatment and could

have the privilege of not having their names noted in the registers.

The majority of these anonymous patients were men.875 One woman

334

875 3 per cent was paying for their care in 1846, 20 per cent in 1847, 15 per cent in 1848, 24 per cent

in 1850 and 20 per cent in 1858. During all years in the sample, 17 per cent of these paying pa-

tients were women.
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was remitted by the parish Adolf Fredrik and did not pay for her

treatment. However, she was a professional nursemaid, employed at

the orphanage, and the orphanage may have paid for her care.876

The ratio of admitted women at the kurhus increased immediate-

ly after the establishment of the regulation. Even if the increase was

small this can most likely be explained by a sharper attention on be-

half of the police. However, the increase in the ratio of admitted men

from 1850 and onwards may be surprising. One explanation might

be that these men sought cure at the hospital on their own accord,

but the records show that a majority of them was referred to the

kurhus by the police.877 Figure 6:2 showed that there was indeed an

increase in the number of infected individuals at the civilian

hospitals in Stockholm in the early 1850s, but the statistics are

unfortunately not divided according to sex. The same increase can be

seen in Gothenburg at the same period.878 Anna Lundberg has found

similar results for admitted patients at the county hospital in Sunds-

vall in the northern part of Sweden during the 1860s. Lundberg

accounts the increase of men at the hospital to the expanding

industrialisation, which led to a new influx of men to the city.879

However, in the early 1850s in Stockholm, not only the ratio of male

patients increased at the kurhus, but also the number of men being

inspected in connection with arrests.
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876  Sjukjournaler 1847, case 170, D1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA.

877 However, there is also a possibility that if the men applied to the bureau to be inspected, their

referral notes to the hospital would have indicated the police.

878 Johansson, “De smittosamma könssjukdomarnas”, p. 5.

879 Lundberg, Care and Coercion, pp. 230-31.
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M e d i c a l  I n s p e c t i o n s  o f  M e n  
–  Va g r a n t s  a n d  C u l p r i t s  i n  t h e  1 8 5 0 s

Compared to the cross-sections made in 1812 and in 1830, the num-

ber of inspections of men, both in absolute and in relative numbers

had increased by the early 1850s. The next random cross-section in

this study is the year 1853. That year 605 men were medically in-

spected in connection with police arrests, which makes in all 6 per

cent of all arrested men (10,396 men were arrested in 1853). In ab-

solute numbers, the medical inspections of women in connection

with arrests were about the same; 603 women were inspected in

1853. However, when expressed in relative numbers the picture is

considerably different. The total number of arrested women was

3,628 during the same year, and in 17 per cent of the cases medical

inspections were undertaken. Considering the fact that the in-

spection bureau as well was carrying out inspections on women on

a regular basis at this time, the relative number of inspections on

men is even smaller. However, these are still interesting results

compared to other European countries, where the focus seems to

have been exclusively on women concerning control of venereal

disease.880

336

880   This excludes Russian attempts at inspecting men, discussed in chapter 5.
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Table 9:4 Medical inspections of apprehended men in Stockholm, in 1853. Ab-
solute numbers 

Offence Number of cases. 
Absolute numbers

Without legal apologia/loose/ 193
Begging 80
Drunkenness 65
Theft, larceny 49
Disease (unspecified) 41
Homeless 32
Mendicancy (bettleri) 24
Vagrancy (kringstrykande) 24
Not registered for census/ not registered lodgers 12
Service, absconding from/misconduct in 15
Noisiness 11
Various reason (enahanda skäl) 10
Other offences* 49
Total number of cases 605

Source: Diarium, 1853, CIa1, Äldre Poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA.
* Absconding from institutional care (7), assault (6), prisoners moved from another city (5),
fraud (5), venereal disease (4), paupers in public cleaning, misconduct (3), medical inspection,
not attended (2), noisiness (2), passport, missing (2), on due command (på vederbörlig be-
fallning) (2), insanity/of feeble mind (2), in the city without permission (2), work, refusing (1),
fines, transformation (1), trade, illegal (1), improper conduct (1), street cleaning, negligence
(1), illegal opening hours at public houses (1), attempted rape (1).

Concerning apprehended and medically inspected men, there are

no comments alluding to their sexual behaviour.881 Only rarely are

they referred to as “male persons”, the derogatory concept compar-
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881 There was one case concerning attempted rape, and it was commented that the former correc-

tionist, i.e. somebody who had been at a correction facility, Adolf Fredric Drichel, had attempt-

ed to rape his mistress while in a “…drunken state of mind”. After his medical inspection had

been postponed twice, he was released. Diarium, 1853, p. 1791, CIa1, Äldre Poliskammaren,

ÖÄ, SSA. Swedish: … i berusad sinnesförfattning.
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able to “female person”. Instead the men are registered according to

their occupational title or, as in most cases, their former occupa-

tional title. Most men were inspected in connection with lacking legal

apologia. Lechery or any licentious behaviour was not the sole offence

in any case, and the three most common offences causing medical in-

spections were lacking legal apologia, begging, and drunkenness;

they constituted 56 per cent of all male inspections. It is not stated in

the records what kind of disease these men were suspected of.882

So what might be a possible explanation for this increase in in-

specting men for venereal disease in the mid-1800s? The establish-

ment of the 1847 regulation in Stockholm focused on women, and

thus it might be expected that men to a large extent were left out. In-
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882 In 1853, there was a cholera epidemic in Stockholm, and these inspections could have been con-

ducted in connection with the epidemic. However, not one of these individuals, men or women,

was remitted to the cholera hospital. Nineteenth century material on cholera does indicate that

inspections of vagrants were included into the measures taken by the Health Committees

(Sundhetsnämnder) established in the early 1830s to fight the cholera. Research on cholera, ho-

wever, does not mention inspections being carried out as part fighting the disease. Augustus

Timoleon Wistrand, Sundhetscollegii berättelse underdåniga berättelse om kolerafarsoten i

Sverige år 1853, Stockholm 1855, does not mention inspection of the character experienced in

the police day-books. Sven-Ove Arvidsson, De Svenska Koleraepidemierna. En epidemiografisk

studie, Stockholm, 1972; Britta Zacke, Koleraepidemien i Stockholm 1834. En socialhistorisk

studie, Stockholm, 1971, do not mention inspections for cholera in connection with arrests, but

rather house calls and inspections by the physicians in areas hit by the epidemic. See also Carl

Magnus Stolt, Den beprövade erfarenheten. Medicinsk idéhistoria och läkekonst i Boråsbygden

1780-1900 (Borås, 1994), pp. 109-13. In order to establish whether these inspections were

exclusively connected with the year 1853, I did similar cross-sections for the years 1849 and

1856, investigating every other month. Diarium, 1849, CIa1, Äldre poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA,

where the months January, March, May, July, September, November were investigated and in

Diarium, 1856, CIa1, Äldre poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA, the remaining months were studied. In

1849, the number of cases, both male and female, were approximated to 8116, and in 1856 the

number of cases, both male and female, were approximated to 18 246. The approximations were

based on the number of cases on each page multiplied with the number of pages in each

volume. The relative numbers of inspections according to sex cannot be seen since the absolute

numbers of offenders according to sex cannot be decided. The years were slumped by the

computer, setting a limit of ten years around the year 1853. The number of inspections in 1849

was very small, both concerning women and men, although they did occur. During six months

only 26 women and 18 men were inspected. In 1856 the absolute number of inspected men and

women during a six-month period was 62 inspections on women, and 87 inspections on men.
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stead their relative share of the inspections in connection with arrests

increased. Several explanations are possible. One is that a sudden in-

crease in the migration of men into the city prompted the authorities

to take some action. However, the male population of Stockholm in

the early 1850s shows no remarkable increase compared to the

1840s. However, a legal change in 1853 may have been of im-

portance for the increase in medical inspections of men: the revision

of the vagrancy law in 1853. The addition to the law stated that a

person who because of idleness, or an inclination for loitering and

disorderly conduct, did not try to get a proper employment should

be considered a vagrant. In a sense the 1847 regulation in the city

already covered women who fell under this addition to the vagrancy

law, and maybe also men were medically inspected for venereal

disease when being “loose” and disorderly. Since the city already had

an inspecting physician employed, it was no big problem to add

vagrant men to his inspection duties. That the inspections were

already carried out in 1853, the year the revision was established,

seems to be consistent with other examples where practice preceded

laws. However, it must not be forgotten that the regulations of 1847

singled out one group women of a certain kind, for recurrent

inspections, not only in connection with arrest.

A G E N D E R E D T R E AT M E N T O F P AT I E N T S AT T H E

K U R H U S ?

As has been stated, the physicians’ treatment of venereal disease often

corresponded to the presumed moral implications of contracting the

sickness in the first place, and the harshness of the methods were

meant to keep the patient from further immoral activities. Pain and

bodily reactions as a response to different treatments were also taken

as evidence of efficiency.883 If venereal disease was connected with a
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883   Walkowitz, Prostitution and Victorian, p. 55; Lundberg, Care and Coercion, p. 25.
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female lack of morals and lecherous behaviour, also the treatment

might have been structured according to sex. However, the Swedish

physicians seem to have tried to decrease bodily pain, at least during

the examinations. For instance, in 1842, an article in the leading

Swedish medical journal propagated the use of the so called Frickes’

speculum because it caused less pain.884 Furthermore, the registers at

the kurhus show that the applied treatments were not related to the

sex of the patient, but rather to different periods and physicians.

The resident physician at the kurhus Carl Gustaf Osbeck came to

Stockholm in 1810. He developed the diet cure, which was the do-

minating treatment during the first part of the century, both in

Stockholm and at other hospitals in the country. Osbeck remained

at the kurhus until his death in 1841. After his death it was noted that

without any distinction he had treated almost every patient with the

same diet cure and kept poor records of his patients. As soon as he

was questioned he had been “ready to emphasise his 50 year long ex-

perience as the shield behind which he felt the safest.”885 Axel Gabri-

el Carlsson took up the position as the resident physician at the kur-

hus in 1843, where he stayed until 1857.886 The treatment during this

period was characterised by an increase in the use of external medi-

caments, often mercury, in combination with the diet cure. In 1856

Carl Mauritz Nyman entered the position as the resident physician,

and he stayed until in 1866.887 He made his mark by dropping the diet

cure altogether and by combining the external treatment with intake

of iodine pills. 

The diet cure was common during the first half of the century,
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884  Hygiea, vol. 4, 1842, p. 348. The speculum is a gynaecological instrument.

885 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, December 7, 1841, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. Swedish: städje var

färdig att framhålla sin 50-åriga erfarenhet såsom den sköld, bakom hvilken han säkrast ansåg

sig wärnad. 

886 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, January 4, 1842; January 10, 1843, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA.

887 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, January 10, 1856; A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA.
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and was not used at all after 1848. The same pattern can be traced in

the smoke cure. By the middle of the century, the external treat-

ments (different types of salves), often in combination with the diet

cure, was used for a period. After 1850, the externally applied treat-

ment increased. These different treatments were used equally on

both women and men.888 During a period, when the treatment of

syphilis was under constant debate, the treatments fluctuated with

the medical discourse and the professionalisation processes. The

need for these professionals to put their own mark seems to have de-

termined the care at the hospital, not the sex of the patient. 

A f t e r  t h e  M e d i c a l  R e g u l a t i o n  o f  1 8 4 7  
–  C o l l a b o r a t i o n  B e t w e e n  t h e  Po l i c e  a n d

t h e  P h y s i c i a n s

Although there had been an increase in the number of inspected

men in the 1850s, such inspections were still few compared to the

number of women who were inspected. Under the medical regula-

tion of 1847, 130 women went for their weekly inspections at Polis-

gränd 7 in 1853.889 During the year, 5 392 inspections of women were

carried out, which indicates that some women went less than once a

week to the bureau; the figures show 0,7 inspections per woman/

week. On an average, then, these women underwent gynaecological

inspections 41 times a year.
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888 See table 4, Appendix 4. Cf. Richard Wawrinsky, Sveriges lasarettväsende förr och nu: Ett stycke

svensk kulturhistoria (Stockholm, 1906), p. 388.

889 Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, p. 262; Handlingar till diariet, March 15, 1858, no. 300, 1859,

EIII, Polissekreteraren, ÖÄ, SSA.
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Table 9:5 Medical inspections at the inspection bureau in Stockholm, in 1853.
Absolute numbers

Medical inspections Number of cases

Of women 5,392
Of men 80
Total number of inspections 5,472

Source: 1852-1853, 1853-1855, DVIa1, Besiktningsbok, Prostitutionsbyrån, ÖÄ, SSA.

There is reason to believe that the men who were inspected at the bu-

reau presented themselves voluntarily, since in all 80 cases the men

were infected, and consequently remitted to the kurhus. This was

not always the case among the women. 

The police was under orders to help in detecting women who were

to be enjoined, and the inspection of women in connection with

arrests continued. Compared to both 1812 and 1830, it is evident that

venereal disease in the 1850s no longer was the most common reason

for medical inspections to be executed, and it was also stated in the

1851 police order that extra attention ought to be paid to lecherous

women. However, according to the police day-book other offences

such as being without legal protection and vagrancy were more im-

portant when the decision was made whether to inspect a woman or

not. Compared to earlier cross-sections the proportions have changed

radically: in 1812 there were inspections in 22 per cent of the cases

when women lacked legal apologia, in 1830 the ratio was 32 per cent.

In 1853 a total of 69 per cent were inspected (shaded in table 9:6). Not

being inspected in connection with an accusation of vagrancy in the

1850s was an exception, and venereal disease was largely assumed to

be connected with disorderly behaviour.890 This would also be con-

current with the revision of the vagrancy law.
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890   For the most common offences among women in 1853, see table 5, Appendix 4.
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Table 9:6 Medical inspections of apprehended women in Stockholm, in 1853.
Absolute numbers and per centage

Offences Cases in which Total number 
medical inspection of cases
was undertaken.
Percentage of total 
numbers of cases 

Without legal protection/loose/ 246 (68%) 357
Drunkenness 64 (18%) 346
Vagrancy (kringstrykande) 55 (71%) 77
Begging 52 (18%) 289
Disease (unspecified) 48 (98%) 49
Various reasons (enahanda skäl) 26 (28%) 92
Theft, larceny 21 (9%) 224
Medical inspection, not attended 20 (17%) 119
Homeless 20 (62%) 32
Venereal disease 13 (100%) 13
Noisiness 9 (15%) 60
Legal acquisition, lack of 5 (12%) 42
Fraud 5 (21%) 23
Not registered for census/ lodgers 5 (10%) 46
Other* 14 (9%) 156
Total number of cases 603 (31%) 1,925

Source: Diarium, 1853, CIa1, Äldre Poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA.
* Other: mendicancy (3), child negligence (1), absconding from institutional care (3), insult
(2), destroyed property (1), on due command (på vederbörlig befallning) (1), paupers in
public cleaning, misconduct (1), insanity/of feeble mind (1) and absconding from service (1).

Lechery or lecherous behaviour as an offence was no longer noted in

the police day-books. Phrases used in 1812 were “whom to lechery

are addicted”, “conducting a lecherous living”, and in 1830 they were

“conducting a lecherous living”, “lived on lechery”, “conducted a

highly lecherous living”.891 When women in 1853 were described as

being lecherous, it was not for that offence in itself they were appre-

hended, but it was the breaching of order in the city that caused
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action by the police. Christina Borén, Josefina Lindblom and Sofia

Lovisa Josefina Wall were summoned and warned because they

“…through indecent living disturb the domestic peace for the those

living in the same house, no 12 Stora Badstugatan”.892 In two cases,

two women were warned because they were suspected of acting as

landladies to lecherous women. Two women keeping a tavern were

summoned because they at their “…establishment at no 2 Öster-

långgatan make use of lecherous female persons, who far into the

night conduct a noisy and disturbing living”.893 On one occasion the

so-called lecherous women themselves were warned, but not for

being lecherous: on September 30, six women who were described as

being “lecherous female persons” were warned because they had let

ten “male persons” into their building the preceding night.894

Surprisingly enough, no medical inspections were undertaken in

some cases of suspected lechery. In two cases the women concerned

were ordered to report to weekly medical inspections, but nothing in

particular made these two cases special compared to the others in

which no inspections were undertaken or injunctions presented.895

Another case involved women who were primarily apprehended be-
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891 Diarium, 1812, CIa1, Äldre Poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA: Swedish: hvilka på liderlighet begifna (15,

127), öfva en liderlig lefnad (137); Diarium, 1830, CIa1, Äldre Poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA: Swe-

dish: föra en liderlig lefnad (11 and 511), födt sig med liderlighet (165), fört en högst liderlig

lefnad (172).

Diarium, 1812, CIa1, Äldre Poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA: Swedish: hvilka på liderlighet begifna (15,

127), öfva en liderlig lefnad (137)

892 Diarium, 1853, p. 2612, CIa1, Äldre Poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA. Swedish:…genom lättfärdigt lef-

verne stör husfriden för jemte dem i huset no 12 Stora Badstugatan boende personer

893 Diarium, 1853, p. 3124, CIa1, Äldre Poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA. Swedish:…sin krogrörelse i hu-

set no 2 Österlånggatan begagnar liderliga qvinspersoner hvilka till långt in på nätterna föra ett

bullersamt och fridstörande lefverne

894 Diarium, 1853, p. 2763, CIa1, Äldre Poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA. In 1853, there is a greater vari-

ance among the expressions and denominations used: “lecherous living” liderligt lefverne

(2423), “indecent living” oanständigt lefverne (1036, 1214), “indecent and improper living” lätt-

sinnigt uppförande (2388), “wanton behaviour” lättfärdigt lefverne (2612), and “licentious

living” lättsinnigt lefverne (2850, 3346).

895 Diarium, 1853, pp. 1177 and 2388, CIa1, Äldre Poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA.
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cause they “…arrange[d] nightly orgies in their home”.896 Neverthe-

less, the explanation was handed when the names of these women

were run against the registers of women who were commanded to

submit to regular inspections. Fourteen of the in all 23 women were

found listed there, and five of them had stated that they worked in a

coffee-house and other gave as their addresses known houses of ill-

repute.897 Nine women had given seamstress as their occupation.
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896 Diarium, 1853, p. 1526, CIa1, Äldre Poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA. Swedish: …tillställa nattliga or-

gier i sin bostad.

897 Diarium, 1853, p. 66 and 2423, CIa1, Äldre Poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA; Besiktningsbok, 1852-

1853, 1853-1855, p. 48, 305, 311, 313, 314, DVIa1, Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA.

On the Norrbro in the evening by A. Skogman (1849).
The Norrbro was a well-known pickup place.
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However, five of these seamstresses had stated that their address was

14 Prestgatan, a street renown for its many houses of ill repute.898

Thus, although the regulation of 1847 was supposedly a medical

regulation, a group of women of ill-repute had been identified,

found to live in certain places, and been separated to practise prosti-

tution with the benevolent authorisation of the police. They were

regularly inspected, and when apprehended for lechery they would

not be medically inspected because they already belonged to a group

of public women which was inspected at regular intervals and thus

allowed to practice lechery. It is worth noticing, though, that in

1853, when a large number of women were already enjoined to sub-

mit to medical examinations, still 17 per cent of all women offenders

were actually inspected. This is to be compared to 6 per cent of the

men, yet an increase compared to earlier years. As the next chapter

will show, inspections of men were still carried out in the 1860s and

1870s, but in relation to the inspections carried out on regulated

women the number is negligible. 

C o n c l u s i o n

This chapter has shown that medical inspections in order to detect

venereal disease during the first half of the nineteenth century were

largely connected to the breaching of order in public space. The first

decade after the Royal Circular of 1812 showed that women, and

possibly also men, were apprehended in public establishments and in-

spected for venereal disease. Nevertheless, as the century progressed,

the majority of inspections for venereal disease were undertaken in

connection with arrests for other offences. In the first two cross-
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898 Diarium, 1853, CIa1, Äldre Poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA, pp. 2423 and 3446; Besiktningsbok,

1852-1853, 1853-1855, p. 75, 121, 325, 330, 412, DVIa1, Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA. Ot-

her cases were Diarium 1853, pp. 2591, 2612, CIa1, Äldre Poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA; Besikt-

ningsbok, 1852-1853, 1853-1855, pp. 324, 345, 408, 435, DVIa1, Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv, ÖÄ,

SSA, where two women gave the same address, 11 Anckargrend.
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sections in this chapter, concerning the years of 1812 and 1830,

vagrant behaviour and suspicion of venereal disease were the two

most common offences leading to medical inspections. However,

over time vagrancy as an offence seems to have been more and more

connected with venereal disease. In 1812, medical inspection was

undertaken in 22 per cent of the cases of women lacking legal

apologia, in 1830 this had increased to 32 per cent, and in 1853 69

per cent of the suspected female vagrants were inspected. In most

cases the women inspected were arrested because of vagrancy rather

than lechery. In some cases they had been arrested because their

lecherous behaviour disturbed the order. Disturbances, threatening

the order in the city as vagrants were a cause of great concern to the

local authorities at the time.

In the mid-1830s, the municipality attempted to turn the medi-

cal inspections of women according to the 1812 Royal Circular into

inspections carried out on a regular basis. Many women protested

against these measures, most likely because they were unauthorised

in the sense that even women who had legal employment were in-

cluded. The measure seems to have been taken rather arbitrarily.

There are no written records of any discussions preceding the deci-

sion, neither within the police force nor within the medical profes-

sion. It seems as if the attempt at regular inspections of women in

Stockholm in 1835 was an initiative exclusively from the Office of

the Governor. This attempt also points in the general direction, that

far more women than men were inspected for venereal disease over

the century, even if the Royal Circular of 1812 decreed otherwise. 

One surprising result is, however, the rather dramatic increase in

the number of inspected men in 1853. It is interesting, because after

the regulation of 1847 the inspecting authorities might have been ex-

pected to focus mainly on women. The increase in the inspections of

men was most likely related to the revision of the vagrancy law in

1853, which tightened the sanctions against individuals inclined to
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loitering and disorderly conduct.899 Another interesting aspect of

this result is that it shows that venereal disease had not yet been

completely connected solely with loose women’s supposedly pro-

miscuous sexuality. Vagrant men were also considered a source of

infection. Nevertheless, it must be kept in mind that by this time a

group of supposedly loose women had been singled out for regular

inspections, and the same ordinance did not apply to men. The me-

dical regulation of 1847 can be said to have worked as an unofficial

regulation of prostitution, but without paragraphs controlling

women in public space. The majority of the women who were

registered according to the regulation were working as maids and

waitresses at coffee-houses and taverns, but several women stating

other occupations were also regulated. Table 9:7 below shows that in

relative numbers the inspections of women were considerably higher

than the inspections of men during the whole period. 

Table 9:7 Medical inspections of men and women in connection with offences
in 1812, 1830, 1853. Absolute numbers and per centage of total numbers of
cases during the investigated years

Total number Inspected in Total number Inspected in Total number Inspected 
of cases 1812 1812 (per of cases 1830 (per of cases in 1853

centage of cases) 1830 centage of cases) 1853 (per centage 
of cases)

Women 987 62 (6%) 941 68 (7%) 3,628 603 (17%)

Men 3,447 1(2,9 e-4 %) 3,765 8 (0,2%) 10,396 605 (6%)

Throughout the period, the city police collaborated with the kurhus

in Stockholm, although this co-operation was not formalised until

the establishment of the two inspection bureaux in 1847. Different

authorities seem to have had conflicting opinions about what kind
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899   Wallentin, Lösdriveri och industrialism, p. 6.
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of people should be sent to the kurhus. Until in the 1850s, the kurhus

had difficulties in combining the treatment of unwilling patients

with the vision of the kurhus as a hospital, not a prison. This vision

was abandoned, however, and window-bars and guarded gates were

set up. Most patients were in fact during all years in the investigation

referred to the hospital by the police, not by the parishes. Apart

from some years after the establishment of the regulation in 1847,

men were in majority among the admitted patients at the kurhus.

Thus, although we have seen a rather unexpected increase in in-

spections of men by the mid-1850s, the main focus of the policing

institutions during the former half of the century was on women in

public space.

349
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C h a p t e r  1 0

THE PROSTITUTION BUREAU IN
STOCKHOLM 1859-1880

The bureau around […] the Köp-

mangatan these fallen creatures swarm

like blowflies.*
M. Hansén, Den hemliga ligan (Stock-

holm, 1884)

I n t r o d u c t i o n

The second half of the nineteenth century in Stockholm was a period

of change. The economy picked up, the population increased, but

living and sanitary conditions lagged behind, especially in the older

parts of the city. Ideas of how to reorganise the city were voiced

already in the 1860s, and in the 1880s eventually carried out. In

comparison to what the capital had been during the first half of the

century, Stockholm at the time of the establishment of the Prostitu-

tion Bureau was a growing city. In this chapter different traits of the

regulation practice, and the criticism against it, will be discussed.

Certain aspects of the system, and its effect on the regulated women

and the population at large will also be discussed, all in relation to

the new regulation system.

In 1859, a certain division within the police force was established,

called the prostitution or bureau police. This was the second non-re-

gional division within the police to be created; the first had been the

detective force. During the rest of the century, the division remained

very small in comparison to other supra-district divisions. Com-
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*   Swedish: Vid byrån omkring […] köpmangatan svärma dessa fallna varelser som spyflugor.
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pared to the detective division, the bureau’s number of employees was

in the relation of 3 to 5 in 1860 and 9 to 38 in 1890.900 Nevertheless,

with the new regulation in 1859 the bureaucratic organisation of

controlling women was elaborated, at least on paper. The women

were registered twice or even three times in different registers. The

regulation roll (a head register) contained the women’s biographies,

such as information about their previous sexual behaviour, their fa-

mily background etc. This information was also noted in yet another

register, which only contained biographies. The regulation roll was

continually used, and lots of information about the women’s lives

were noted there: number of stays at the kurhus, warnings, when a

woman left and sometimes returned to the city, times spent in pri-

son and so on. The regulated women’s addresses were noted in the

directory, but also contra-noted in a so-called residence-book; the

first organised according to street addresses, the second according to

the women’s names. There were inspection books, kurhus remittance

books, books of warnings and offences et cetera, and at least on

paper the control of these women was absolute.

When the regulation of prostitution proper was established, i.e.

when paragraphs regulating the women’s movement in space,

their behaviour and so on were added to the medical paragraphs

in 1859, the board of the kurhus discussed whether to build up a

new bureau for the medical examinations. It decided to look

around for already existing and sufficient facilities instead.901 In spite

of that, the bureau remained at its old location, 7 Polisgränd. One

modernisation was undertaken, though: gaslights were installed at
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900 Johan E. Johansson, “Statistisk utredning angående reglementeringen i Stockholm 1859-1905”,

in Underdånigt betänkande, vol. 3, pp. 60-61. In 1876 the central division of the police was

established, in 1884-85 the mounted police division and the orderly police division. Anders Sjö-

berg, “Den odisciplinerade konstapeln”, pp. 14-15.

901 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, July 7 and August 11, 1859, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA.
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Domicile of medically registered women in 1847

Domicile of regulated women in 1859

Domicile of medically registered women in 1847 and regulated women in 1859

Domicile of regulated women in 1859 and 1869

All indicated domiciles had three or more regulated women as inhabitants at 
the same time

This map was drawn by Katarina Strömdahl after an original map from 1848.

Map A. The Town Between the Bridges
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the Bureau in 1859.902 In 1874, the administrative responsibility for

the bureau was transferred to the Public Health Committee (Hälso-

vårdsnämnden) and it acquired additional facilities in the same street

(which was by the 1870s referred to as Trädgårdsgatan. The Bureau

is indicated on map A). The police did not participate in the discus-

sions about the regulation of prostitution to any great extent until

1858. As will be shown, the prostitution police had considerable

power to carry out control of regulated women – the police was the

practitioner. The police acted on the basis of the regulations, but the

fuzzy formulation of the regulation opened for arbitrary applica-

tions. During this period, class did not yet separate the members of

the police force and the individuals it was supposed to control. Most

of the police officers came from the working class, and so did the wo-

men and men they arrested. In England, for instance, this led to

conflicts between the two parties.903 Neither there seems to have de-

veloped any ‘police expertise’, like the one in Germany, at least not

during the nineteenth century. As I stated earlier, the police had no

real forum for discussing these matters until its publication, the

Polisunderrättelser, in the early nineteenth century had developed

from a mere publication containing warrants of wanted culprits, to a

journal consisting of more principal and sometimes criminological

discussions.
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902 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, May 12, 1853; September 8, 1859; May 7 and June 11, 1864;

April 26, 1874, A1a, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA. Cf. Prostitutions-byråns verksamhet och nytta

(Stockholm, 1909), p. 8 which places it at Trädgårdsgatan 3 in 1909 and also mentions that new

facilities were to be established in the police house in Kungsholmen. The minutes for April 26,

1874, places the Bureau at no. 5 according to the 1810 order of street numbers. Thus, the

Bureau never moved, but expanded. Nils-Gustaf Stahre and Börje Westlund, Stockholms gatu-

namn (Stockholm, 1992), p. 77-78.

903 Clive Emsley, The English Police. A Political and Social History (1991, London and New York,

1996), p. 77-78, 152.
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Areas where women regulated for the first time in 1869 resided.

View over Stockholm in the 1870s. After an original by Heinrich Neuhas,
printed in Nils Erik Landell, Stockholmskartor (Stockholm, 1992). Additions
have been made by Katarina Strömdahl.

Map B. The Larger City
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The Prostitution Bureau was a joint venture between the prosti-

tution police and the inspecting physicians. However, although the

physicians during the second half of the century participated more

actively in the discussions about prostitution and its control, their

participation at the Bureau was restricted to carrying out medical in-

spections on the women brought there. At the Bureau, the police was

in charge; receiving the women and supervising them in the waiting

room. As we have seen, there were conflicts between the physicians

and the police; they had different views of the best way to control

prostitution. The police wanted an informal system of tolerance,

whereas the physicians promoted brothels. As will be shown below,

not only physicians criticised the police. Women who had been sub-

jected to control complained over how they were treated, and tried

to resist the control. The police was also criticised in public pam-

phlets. Some of these publications also voiced a general concern for

debauchery and prostitution as such.

This chapter is largely organised around three cross-sections:

1859, 1869 and 1879. Two cohort studies have been added: one

covering the year of 1859 and consisting of 220 women regulated that

year. The latter cohort is compared to another, from 1869, con-

stituted of 102 women regulated for the first time that year. This

cohort was chosen on the basis of one of the computer-sampled

years: 1869. The second cross-section year is 1879.904 These cross-

sections cover the police material, which consists of the number of

arrests by the prostitution police during these years. This material

has been complemented with data from the ordinary police districts,

where all arrests involving women during six months each year have

been registered.

355

904   The selection process was discussed in chapter 1.
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E a r l y  S t r a t e g i e s  o f  t h e  P r o s t i t u t i o n  Po l i c e

The prostitution regulation of 1859 was put to work on June 1, and

during its first six-month period the prostitution police managed to

get 220 women regulated. In the regulation roll it was noted that 74

of these 220 women had already been subjected to regular inspec-

tions for several years, some of them since 1852. Other women were

both inspected and regulated for the first time in 1859 – sometimes

both incidents happened on the same day.905

If the registers are scrutinised as to the women’s dates of regulation

and according to where they lived, a pattern becomes discernible. Du-

ring the first two weeks in June, the prostitution police seem to have

registered such women who were already were ‘tolerated’ within the

informal system of tolérance which the police had practised since the

1840s. The registers show that the police during the first fortnight of

the new regulation system visited certain addresses and registered wo-

men en masse. Three or four women were regulated at each place, on

every occasion one of these raids was carried out. On August 21 several

of these places were revisited, and a lot of women who had been absent

the first time the police visited the place, or who were newcomers to

these places, were registered.906 This indicates that practically all women

in these previously tolerated places became regulated.

These public houses were catering for (public) men, but they were

also the private domiciles of the women working there, the home

addresses these women gave when registered by the police. The police

evidently disregarded this fact, and when they were to enforce the regu-

lation of prostitution the police officers seem to have gone straight to

the places they knew were tolerated; probably being sure of finding the
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905  Stamrulla 1 1859-1866, DVa1, Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv, SSA, ÖÄ. Of course, it is also possible

that these women were summoned to the Bureau, but still these summons had to be served by

a police officer visiting the area.

906 Stamrulla 1 1859-1866, DVa1; Adressböcker 1859, DVc; Bostadsböcker 1859, DVb, Prostitu-

tionsbyråns arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA. Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv, SSA, ÖÄ. These addresses were Nygränd

8; Österlånggatan 2; Österlånggatan 35, Kråkgränd 2; and Baggensgatan 16.
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women there, since they both worked and lived at the same place. The

strategy was to do rounding-ups at certain time intervals. Between

June 3 and December 22 in 1859, the prostitution police carried out

eleven raids of this kind. The first three weeks were the most intense,

when 120 women were registered during three raids.907 In July all the

known addresses seem to have been covered. By October the police

approached women who had probably been warned at the earlier

raids. Eight of the fifteen women, who were regulated on October 21,

had to pay a fine. This most likely meant that they had been spotted

earlier and warned either to leave the city or to get themselves a legal

employment. In case they had not obeyed, they were consequently

fined and regulated.908 Over the years, the absolute number of regu-

lated women increased. In the 1880s there were over 700 women

registered as public women in the city. The sharpest increase in regu-

lated women, both in absolute numbers and in relation to the popu-

lation of Stockholm, occurred during the first ten years after the 1859

regulation system had been enforced. As is demonstrated in figure

10:1, there is an additional sharp increase in the number of regulated

women after the 1875 revision of the regulation statutes. However, as

is also clearly demonstrated in the figure, the number of women who

were newcomers to the system was fairly stable during the period,

apart from the large number of women regulated in 1859. On average

94 women per year were regulated between 1859 and 1894. During

this period the smallest number of women that were regulated was in

1865, when 65 women were registered. In 1877, two years after the

revision of the regulation, the highest number was registered: 138 wo-

men. In 1904, the absolute number of regulated women seems to have

been at its largest with 904 women under regulation in Stockholm.909
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907 Stamrulla 1 1859- 1866, DVa1, Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv, SSA, ÖÄ. These occurred during June

3-4; June 15-16 and June 20-21.

908 Stamrulla 1 1859- 1866, DVa1, Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv, SSA, ÖÄ. Cases 195-208.

909 Johansson, “Statistisk utredning”, p. 7.
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Thus, it would seem that over time it became more and more difficult

to leave regulated life, and a group of professionalised public women had

been created. By the mid-century, the public women had seemed to be

everywhere in the city, ‘roaming the streets’.910 Still, their number in rela-

tion to the population at large decreased as Stockholm grew, especially

from 1885 and towards the end of the century.911

Figure 10:1 Number of regulated women in Stockholm, 1860-1894. Absolute
numbers and per 1,000 inhabitants. Five-year intervals.

Sources: Johan E. Johansson, Reglementeringen i Stockholm (Stockholm, 1914), p. 23; Statistisk
årsbok för Stockholm stad, 1905. The population figures and numbers of regulated women have
been computed to give regulated women per 1,000 inhabitants.
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910  Förhandlingar vid Svenska läkaresällskapets sammankomster, 16 October 1855, vol. 14, p. 5.

911 As an interesting contrast to what writers and authorities saw as the increasing lack of morals in Stock-

holm and in the society as a whole, extra-legal family arrangements also decreased during the latter

part of the century. With the industrialisation and the possibility of a steady employment with a steady

income, the working class could afford to follow the bourgeois rules about marriage, and, as a conse-

quence, fewer children were born out of wedlock. Söderberg et al., A Stagnating Metropolis, p. 162.
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C O L L A B O R AT I O N B E T W E E N T H E P R O S T I T U T I O N P O L I C E

A N D T H E D I S T R I C T P O L I C E

By the end of 1869, 617 women in Stockholm were regulated and

enjoined by the police to undergo regular medical inspections. During

that same year 104 women had been regulated for the first time and

22,477 medical examinations had been undertaken. The examination

had resulted in 245 detected cases of venereal disease which necessitated

a remittance to the lock hospital.912 Figures like these could be, and were

also, used by both the advocates and the critics of the system. Advocates

argued that the detection of a low number of infected women showed

the benefits of the system, whereas the critics stated that such figures

showed the uselessness of the system in detecting venereal disease.

When public women were registered for the first time in 1869, the

prostitution police had a different approach than in 1859. Firstly, the

majority of women who were registered had been enjoined to

undergo medical inspections only a couple of days before they were

regulated. This indicates that the police kept women under observation

– all women who moved about in a fashion that was ‘suspicious’. The

debater Johan Unman (1840-1917) criticised the way policemen

used to provoke young women to get mixed up in situations which

made them liable to regulation. In 1865 Unman stated that it was

359

912 The prostitution registers state 102 women registered for the first time in 1869. Stamrulla 2, 1866-

1878, cases 180-281, DVa1, Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA. An additional 191 women who

previously had been regulated were reregistered. These women had either absconded and were

caught, or had returned after a period at the correction house. Over the year, 47 women were

excluded from the lists, 60 women moved, 31 had escaped, 8 had died and 127 women were

arrested. These meticulous reports were handed over to the kurhus and later to the Public Health

Committee at the end of every year. Berättelse angående Stockholms kommunalförvaltning, 1869-

1870, table 38, p. 57. Cf. Från förste stadsläkaren inkomna handlingar 1863-69, EIIb, Stockholms

stads hälsovårdsnämnds arkiv, SSA. The Hälsovårdsnämnden does not count the above categories

as regulated over the year, but I have chosen to use the total numbers, which was also done in the

1910 official investigation into the system. Cf. Johansson, “Statistisk utredning”, p. 7, who uses

the sum total of regulated women except those in jail at the time. I think these contradictory

figures also show the arbitrariness of the system itself, a system which made it unclear on what

terms you were regulated, and what your status were while you were inscribed.
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… especially during the summer, when many of young women during their

time off are outdoors, the police make most of their captures. […] wherever their

observing eyes discover one or two women, they immediately start courting

them, while tempting them to say something improper, a promise of a meeting

and so on. Many a young woman has had to pay for such an utterance during a

treacherous police courting, and consequently been summoned to the police

and there, “without judgement or without being brought to trial”, been ordered to

submit to medical examinations and police observation, or otherwise be sent to

the workhouse.913

There may have been an element of truth to his claim, since provo-

king women into admitting prostitution seems to have been a pro-

fitable business. More or less regularly during the period 1860-1868,

the police constables received monetary gratifications from the kur-

hus for their ardour in detecting what was described as lecherous wo-

men.914 This may have incited such provocations.

Secondly, there are no geographical patterns in the registration

procedure indicating that the prostitution police raided certain

areas on a regular basis. Although some women mention the same

addresses as their domiciles as other apprehended women, they

were never apprehended at the same time at these addresses, and

probably did not live there together. Ten years earlier, most of the

360

913 Unman, Osedligheten i Stockholm, p. 8. Swedish: Det är i synnerhet under sommaren, då en

mängd unga qvinnor på lediga stunder äro ute, som polisen gör sina flesta eröfringar. […] hvar-

helst deras spejande ögon upptäcka en eller två qvinnor, inlåta de sig genast i kurtis med dem,

hvarunder de på allt sätt söka locka dem till något oförsigtigt yttrande, något löfte om ett möte

osv. Mången ung qvinna har för att under en sådan försåtlig poliskurtis oförsigtigt fäldt yttran-

de fått plikta genom att derpå blifva uppkallad i polisen och der ”utan dom och rannsakning”

ålagd att underkasta sig läkarebesigtning och ställa sig under polisuppsigt vid äfventyr att eljest

komma på arbetsinrättningen. Cf. Hvad är polismakt och huru öfvas den hos oss? (Stockholm,

1862), p. 16. Emphasis in original.

914 Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor, Jan 7, 1834; Feb 5, 1852; May 12 and July 7, 1853 (where a

billing came from the Chamber of Police for the detection of venereally diseased women); Dec

12, 1860; Dec 6, 1861; Dec 5, 1863, Dec 10, 1864; June 9, 1866; July 4, 1868, A1a, Eira sjukhus

arkiv, SSA. Cf. Om och till våra qvinnor, p. 31; Unman, Osedligheten i Stockholm, p. 7; Från

mörkaste Sverige, p. 59. Frida Stéenhoff, Den reglementerade, p. 28 observed in 1904 that the

gratifications to the police had ceased.
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women being regulated for the first time had lived in the Town

Between the Bridges, but in 1869 this was no longer the case. Most

women then lived in the areas making up the new commercial

centres of Stockholm, indicated on map B.

Since the number of employees at the Prostitution Bureau was

rather small, it had to rely upon assistance from the ordinary district

police. By 1869, the collaboration between the two police divisions

was well developed. The district police had been under orders to

keep an eye on the women in their own district since soon after the

establishment of the new regulation system. They were responsible

for the control of the women living in their districts, for seeing to

that they abided by the rules, that unregulated women who support-

ed themselves through fornication were reported to the Chamber of

the Police, and for finding and putting an end to procuring.915 During

the former half of the nineteenth century, the routine of the district

police had been to inspect some arrested women for venereal disease,

in connection to certain offences. It still happened that the district

police apprehended non-regulated women and in some cases had

them medically inspected. Their authority to act in this manner is

unclear, but most likely it was based on the police order of 1851,

which stated that ‘loose and lecherous’ women found in the streets

at night could be apprehended, held in custody over night and also

medically inspected in the arrest.916
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915 Wilhelm Kjellgren and J. Tjellander, Stockholms polisförfattningar, i alfabetiskt ordnadt sam-

mandrag, jemte lagstadganden m m (Stockholm, 1861), p. 195.

916 Orderbok 1851-1867, no. 13 November 11 1851, BIII, Äldre poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA.
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Table 10:1 Medical inspections of women apprehended by the district police in
Stockholm, in 1869. A six-month period.

Offence Cases where medical Total number 
inspection was undertaken. of cases
Percentage of total 
numbers of cases 

Lecherous living 8 (53%) 15
Improper living 6 (50%) 12
Loitering 25 (17%) 147
Neglecting medical 
examination 5 (17%) 30

Vagrancy 3 (14%) 22
Deceptive behaviour/
mendacity 18 (9%) 185

Not reporting domicile 3 (9%) 33
Other* 13 (7%) 190
Total number of cases 81 (13%) 634

Source: January, March, May, July, September, November 1869, CIa1, Diarium, Äldre Polis-
kammaren, ÖÄ, SSA.
* breaking regulations, child neglect, forgery, illegal presence in the city, homeless, misconduct,
theft, VD.

As we can see above, medical inspections were carried out in cases

where the offence was lecherous and improper living, loitering,

neglect by already regulated women to appear for their medical in-

spections, vagrancy, deceptive behaviour and neglect to report where

they had their domicile. Concerning offences of lecherous and

improper living, medical inspections were carried out in half of the

cases. When women were arrested for neglecting to attend their al-

ready ordered medical inspections, they were inspected in the arrest

in 17 per cent of all cases of avoiding medical inspection. The re-

maining women were most likely warned, and told to submit to

their regular inspections at the Bureau. Of all cases, these only made

362
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up one per cent, which indicates that the prostitution police now

handled this offence. Only 17 per cent of all the women who were ap-

prehended for loitering, had to undergo medical inspections.

Among the 147 women arrested for vagrancy during this six-month

period only 25 women were inspected. However, among the appre-

hended women who were not inspected, 90 were regulated as public

women, and thus already underwent inspections. This was also the

case with some of the women who actually were inspected in the ar-

rest; 16 out of 25 were already regulated. These 16 women had most

likely neglected their regular inspections, and were thus inspected to

determine whether they were to be sent to the kurhus. Surprisingly

enough, some men were still inspected in the late 1860s. During this

six-month period, 63 cases of male inspections occurred. However,

more than a third of these were men rounded up from the work-

house or the correction facility, and maybe it was suspected that these

men had one or another disease, not necessarily venereal disease.917

Ten years later, in 1879, the figures had changed drastically, and by

that time the Prostitution Bureau was a full-blown bureaucratic ma-

chine, after twenty years in the business. In 1869 22,477 inspections

had been carried out at the Prostitution Bureau and 617 women had

been regulated at the end of the year. In 1879, the number of inspec-

tions undertaken were 19,726, and by the end of the year 650 women

were regulated.918 It would seem that the prostitution police did no

longer need help from the district police to detect loose women, and

363

917 However, of those inspected in April 1847 under the medical regulation, 16 women and 2 men

were summoned from the barracks and inspected for venereal disease alone. Rounded up from

the barracks/workhouse 24; mendacity 7; improper behaviour 7; theft 7; drunkenness 4; other

(disorderly behaviour, upon remittance to the workhouse, forgery, arrested on request, not re-

porting domicile, improper conduct, vagrancy) 14. Total: 63. Diarium, 1869, CIa1 Äldre Polis-

kammaren, ÖÄ, SSA.

918 Berättelse angående Stockholms kommunalförvaltning 1869-1870, vol. 2-3, p. 38 s 57; Berättelse

angående Stockholms kommunalförvaltning 1879, vol. 12, p. 85.
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to supervise the regulated women’s medical inspections. During a

six-month period that year only four women were apprehended by

the district police and medically inspected. The women were ar-

rested for assault, deceptive behaviour and vagrancy. Only one man

was inspected during these six months; his offence was begging.919

However, the co-operation between the district police and the pro-

stitution police continued in the supervision of the regulated wo-

men, especially when it came to apprehending regulated women for

loitering. The prostitution police made the largest number of ar-

rests, and its jurisdiction covered the whole city. The district police

in the 1st district apprehended the second largest group of women.

This was the eastern part of the Town Between the Bridges, which in-

cluded the harbour area, the Skeppsbro. This part of the city was

‘cleaned up’ by the late 1870s, but it still seems to have been regarded

as a ‘red-light district’.920 In the day-book of the district police for

1879, by far the largest category of arrests of women was summons

of regulated women to the Chamber of the Police in order to be warned.

During a six-month period, 399 women were summoned to the

Chamber of the Police to receive warnings for breaking the regula-

tions. The second most common crime was theft, which during six

months led to 63 apprehensions by the police. Thus, as far as the dis-

tinct group of regulated women was concerned, the collaboration

between the prostitution police and the district police continued.

364

919 Diarium, February, April, June, August, October, December 1879, CIa1, Äldre poliskammaren,

ÖÄ, SSA.

920 Utredningar, 1864-1880, FII, Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA. See table 6 in Appendix 4. This

discussion is based on information from 1878, for which year the material was comprehensive.
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B r e a k i n g  t h e  R u l e s  o f  R e g u l a t i o n  
–  Po l i c i n g  P r o s t i t u t i o n

The regulation of 1859 and its complex system of rules circumscribed

the women’s lives.921 Although it was the medical argument of con-

trolling women for venereal disease that was the basis for the regula-

tion system, the system by 1879 was more concerned with controlling

the women’s movements in public space – controlling prostitution

seems to have been the primary task, and impeding disease the

secondary. With more or less success, the regulated women incess-

antly broke the regulation rules. This led to the emergence of a num-

ber of offences which could only be committed by regulated women. 

The first time they committed any of the offences, such as loitering

(against the special ordinances of the regulation), breaking regulations,

neglecting medical inspections or conducting an improper living, most

public women got a warning There was an intricate system of warnings

of different degrees. For a first offence, the woman was given a private

warning (enskild varning), which meant that the police inspector

warned the woman in his capacity as the director of the Prostitution

Bureau. At the second offence she was referred to the Chamber of the

Police and received a second official warning. On her third offence she was

arrested and most often sentenced to the workhouse.922 In the regulation

rolls it is often noted when a woman was warned and given ‘eight days’.

This meant that the woman had eight days to correct the offence for

which she had received a warning; most often this meant to pay a visit

to the inspecting physician.923

365

921  See chapter four in this study.

922 Särtryck Stadgar och föreskrifter, p. 6.

923 When the vagrancy law of 1885 was issued, the same procedure was carried out by the director

of the Prostitution Bureau, but the second warning was issued in his official capacity as a police

inspector according to paragraph 2 and 3 of the vagrancy law. After the second official warning,

the woman was under “probation” for a period of two years. If she was arrested for breaking

regulations during that period she could claim mitigating circumstances. If the court accepted

these, she was given a renewed official warning. A third offence during that period sent her to

the workhouse or the poorhouse. Johansson, “Statistisk utredning”, pp. 48-49.
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Table 10:2 Women apprehended by the prostitution police in Stockholm, 
in 1869

Offence Number of cases and 
per centage of total 
number of cases

Loitering, warned 106 (17%)
Loitering, summoned, enjoined inspection 97 (15%)
Lecherous living, enjoined inspection 93 (15%)
Loitering, arrested 45 (7%)
Vagrancy, arrested 44 (7%)
Loitering, 8 days * 43 (7%)
Against ordinance, in the wrong place 

warned/arrested 32 (5%)
Arrested (offence not specified) 26 (4%)
Neglected medical inspection, arrested 18 (3%)
Neglected medical inspection, warned / 8 days* 18 (3%)
Breaking regulations 17 (2%)
Improper living, arrested 14 (2%)
Improper living, warned/8 days 12 (2%)
Other 70 (11%)
Total number of cases 635 (100%)

Source: Diarium 1869, C, Prostitutionsbyrån, ÖÄ, SSA.
* When women were given a warning they were in some cases given eight days to rectify their
offence, otherwise they would receive an additional official warning, or be sent to the correc-
tion facility.

The most common offence for these women was loitering, which

hardly is surprising. Through loitering, regulated women could get

customers if they did not have regular clients or worked in a coffee-

house. The regulation stated that to “roam about public places and

to stop without a cause, or to call attention to oneself” was strictly

forbidden for these women. By 1869 the system of tolérance was

officially gone, and there were no brothels under police protection.

In 1869 52 per cent of the women apprehended by the prostitution

366
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police were arrested or warned for loitering or vagrancy (shaded in

table 10:2) and only 6 per cent were arrested or warned for neglecting

their medical inspections.

Among the women summoned for loitering in 1869, a sixteen-

year-old girl was warned because of selling fruits and bakery, some-

thing which was associated with prostitution, especially when young

girls were concerned.924 The notes on two other women stated that

they were to be observed in the future in order to find out if they were

lecherous or not, and information regarding these women was to be

collected.925 These cases indicate that arrests were made fairly arbi-

trarily. Neither of these girls nor the two women were regulated, but they

had, according to the police, acted in a way that was connected with pro-

stitution. The two women had most likely been walking about, perhaps

in areas connected with prostitution. Thus, women could be sum-

moned for being at the wrong place at the wrong time. Not all women

who were apprehended by the prostitution police were registered.

Some of them were sent to their hometowns after being apprehended

for lecherous living, and some women were ordered to undergo me-

dical inspections. Those who were to undergo medical inspections

were registered all the same; when some of them were later regulated

their date of being registered for inspections was noted (see figure

10:2).926 Thus, one group of women can be seen as being on probation.

367

924 Diarium 1869, case 98, C1, Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA. Cf. Förhandlingar vid Svenska

Läkaresällskapets sammankomster, vol. 9, July 29, 1851; Från mörkaste Sverige eller Polisens,

Rättskipningens och Fångvårdens afslöjade hemligheter af Hevreka (Stockholm, 1892), p. 54;

Osedligheten i hufvudstaden, dess nuvarande tillstånd, orsaker och verkningar samt botemedlen de-

remot. För tänkande läsare utgifven af en filantropisk förening (Stockholm, 1873), p. 25.

925 Diarium 1869, cases February 18, and March 3 C1, Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA.

926 Later in the century (1897-1918) the Prostitution Bureau had a register where women “who had

not undergone medical inspection or in any other way been registered” were registered, a blatant

contradiction, of course. One example is when a woman was summoned because she had been

in the alleys of Skeppsbron and spoken to several men. She had denied being lecherous and stated

that she supported herself by helping out in families. She was not inspected, but warned and told

not to spend time in the alleys. Förteckning över till byrån hämtade eller kallade kvinnor som icke

undergått läkarebesigtning eller på annat sätt blifvit bokförda, August 8, 1905, DIa2,  C1, Prosti-

tutionsbyråns arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA.
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Figure 10:2 Ways for women to enter regulated life

1) Woman arrested ➔ taken to the bureau, undergone inspection 
➔ proved lecherous or soliciting 
➔ regulated 

2)Woman arrested ➔ taken to the bureau, undergone inspection 
➔ not found lecherous or soliciting 
➔ registered for regular inspection
➔ if detected soliciting or breaking regulations

after this registration 
➔ regulated at a later stage

To be transported home could be disastrous for some women, espe-

cially if they were sent home under custody of the police. One wo-

man wrote to the inspector of the Bureau and asked the good in-

spector to help her

… to travel home on my own means, because I think it is terribly painful to go

home in such a manner [transported by the police], good inspector have mercy

on me and help me.927

The register does not disclose whether this woman was allowed to

travel home on her own.

The prostitution police in the 1860s and the 1870s also arrested

men, but not to any great extent, and not for prostitution. In 1869, one

man was warned for, among other things, procuring. In another case,

a young man was summoned to the chamber of police for selling

pornographic pictures. He ran away and did not appear in court.928

Finally, one man was warned for keeping a cigar-shop in which he was

boarding “lecherous women”.929 No customers were arrested.
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927 Inkomna skrivelser 1859-1918, October 25, 1881, EI, Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA.

Swedish: …så jag får resa hem på Egna medel, för jag tycker det är så förskräckligt svårt att kom-

ma hem på ett dyligt vis, Goda herr Komisarien förbarma sig öfver mig och hjelp mig.

928 Diarium 1869, cases 86, 120-122, C1, Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA.

929 Diarium 1869, case 266, C1, Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA. The address was 6 Lilla Hopa-

regränd, one of the addresses that was off limits for regulated women.
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Table 10:3 Women apprehended by the prostitution police in Stockholm, in
1879 

Offence Number of cases and 
per centage of total 
number of cases

Loitering/ warned 359 (34%)
Loitering in forbidden areas/warned/arrested 169 (16%)
Vagrancy/arrested 72 (7%)
Lecherous living/enjoined to undergo inspections 67 (6%)
Loitering/arrested 65 (6%)
Neglected medical inspection/ 8 days 56 (6%)
Loitering/ 8 days 51 (5%)
Fornication/enjoined to undergo 

medical inspections 48 (4%)
Medical inspection/ arrested or apprehended 28 (3%)
Theft 26 (3%)
Drunkenness 24 (2%)
Disorderly conduct/warned/ 8 days 24 (2%)
Indecent behaviour/8 days/warned 21 (2%)
Other 44 (4%)
Total 1,054 (100%)

Source: Diarium, 1879, C, Prostitutionsbryån, ÖÄ, SSA

By 1879, the prostitution police frequently took action against reg-

ulated or supposedly lecherous women. In 1869, there were 635 re-

gistered cases in which the police had either warned or arrested wo-

men or taken other cause of action. In 1879, the total number of cases

were 1,054. According to the figures from the Public Health Com-

mittee, there were 396 regulated women by the end of that year,

whereas by the end of 1869 there had been 344 regulated women.930
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930 Berättelse angående Stockholms kommunalförvaltning, 1879, årgång 12, table 41, p. 85. The fi-

gures given by J.E. Johansson for 1879 are 660 regulated women at the end of the year. 
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The offences the women were apprehended for were in only a few

cases related to their neglect of medical inspections. In 11 per cent of

the cases, the women were enjoined to undergo medical inspection,

and not regulated at once, and 8 per cent were warned or arrested for

having avoided medical inspections they were already ordered to

submit to. Warnings and arrests for loitering and vagrancy, offences

connected with order in the city’s public areas, made up almost 68

per cent of the total number of apprehensions made by the prostitu-

tion police (shaded grey in the table 10:3). Needless to say, the focus

on order in public space affected all women moving about in the city.

‘Non-regulated’ women would most likely stay off areas where they

could run the risk of being apprehended by the prostitution police,

and they were thus restricted to moving about in other areas of the

city. Thus, the regulation, which by 1879 had been revised (in 1875),

severely restricted all women’s possibilities to move about in urban

space. 

Certain behaviour in the streets was also suspicious enough for

the police. An unmarried woman (i.e. not regulated) had been out

at 11 p.m., both on Fredsgatan and Drottninggatan

… obviously with lecherous intent since she held her skirts so high that her legs

were visible to her knees, to make herself noticed by men in her vicinity, some of

whom she at times walked straight to.931

The woman mentioned by the police held her skirts too high, and

walked straight towards men; seemingly, this was enough to be sus-

pected of prostitution. Acting in public space in any conspicuous

way was in itself suspicious. 
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931 Utredningar 1864-1880, 21 December 1874, District 4, FII, Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA.

Swedish: …synbarligen i lösaktig afsigt, enär höll upp sina på hafda kjortlar så högt att benen

voro synliga tils knäna, för att sålunda göra sig bemärkt af i hennes närhet passerande män hvil-

ka hon stundom gick rätt emot.
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Fr o m  Po l i c i n g  ‘ C l o s e d ’  Pu b l i c  S p a c e s  t o
Po l i c i n g  O p e n  Pu b l i c  S p a c e s

During the first half of the century, the city authorities, the police

and the physicians had attempted to control women in ‘closed’ public

places, according to the 1812 Royal Circular. Later an unofficial

initiative by the Governor of Stockholm had made it possible for

certain coffee-houses to act as brothels. It would seem that the

authorities had a wish to regulate what went on in public houses, or

at least to control the women’s part in it (see chapter 8 and 9). Over the

century, less emphasis seems to have been put on the medical essence

of the regulation, and all the more the focus was on controlling

women’s movement in space.

By the early 1860s, a ‘cleaning up’ of the Town Between the

Bridges was on the municipal agenda. City planners suggested radical

measures that would eradicate the alleys of that part of the city, but

these plans were never realised. The arguments for such drastic mea-

sures were sanitary – sanitary deficiencies led to moral decline, it was

believed.932 The Town Between the Bridges was run down, filthy and

crowded. This was the start-off for a number of plans to reorganise

the city, and the same kind of restructuring occurred in larger cities

on the continent. The municipal reform was carried through in

1862, and the same year a new Governor to Stockholm was appoint-

ed. The Governor excluded the Town Between the Bridges from the

restructuring plans, although some sort of reorganisation was

thought to be needed.933 Although never mentioned in the official

sources, the decisions to close down the tolerated coffee-houses and

move the regulated women to other areas of the city must be seen as

a part of this reorganisation of the city. These changes seem to have
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932 Thomas Hall, Huvudstad i omvandling: Stockholms planering och utbyggnad under 700 år

(Stockholm, 1999), pp. 106-8.

933 Ibid., p. 109.
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occurred some time around the middle of the 1860s. Together with

these changes, it was also decided that regulated women could no

longer live more than two or three together.934

In the late 1860s, the coffee-houses became forbidden territory in-

stead of being controlled areas, and for the regulated women certain

streets were also off limits. The names of these streets were listed in

extraordinary regulations and announced on the wall inside the

Prostitution Bureau. These regulations concerning distinct spatial

restrictions were not made public, which obviously made it difficult

for non-regulated women to be fully aware of which streets to avoid.

It is likely that some of the streets had already gained certain noto-

riousness as unofficial ‘red-light districts’. The day-books of the pro-

stitution police from 1869 do not indicate which streets were actually

forbidden that year. Nevertheless, both non-regulated and regulated

women were summoned or warned for being in the vicinity of

Komötet, Kolmätargränd, Klockgjutaregränd, Lilla Hoparegränd 6

and Österlånggatan 9 – the first category of women perhaps because

they were unaware of the additional regulations, the second because

they knowingly violated the regulations.935 Österlånggatan had for

long been notorious as a ‘red light’ street (noticed already in the

1840s), and all the other streets were alleys off that street. In 1879 ‘to

loiter in forbidden areas’ had become an offence on its own in the

prostitution police day-books, but the addresses were still not made

public or incorporated into the revised regulation of 1875.936 In 1879
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934 Unman, Osedligheten, p. 9; Lewin Om prostitutionen, p. 107; Om och till våra qvinnor, p. 33. This

has not been corroborated by any official material, which is of course not very surprising as the

coffee-house tolérance went against the law on brotheling and procuring. Some of the pam-

phlets mention that the priesthood had been upset over the number of women in the vicinity

of the Storkyrkan, which was said to have influenced the decision to move the women and shut

down some coffee-houses.

935 Diarium, 1869, C, Prostitutionsbyrånns arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA.

936 This was done in other European cities, where the regulations were much more spatially detailed

than the Stockholm regulation. Cf. Flexner, Prostitution in Europe, pp. 416, 423-24, 427-28.
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the restricted areas were the Österlånggatan (numbers 2, 9, 13, 15),

where the largest number of women also were arrested. But other

streets and alleys in the same area were also forbidden territory: Kol-

mätargränd (numbers 3 and 5), Baggensgatan 13, Stora Nygatan 30,

Kindstugatan 5 and Spektens gränd 4.937 Number 5 Kindstugatan

had been notorious, and rumoured to be “…the first large brothel

we have had in the city”.938 Other places regarded as restricted areas

were in front of the Hotel Rydberg or in front of the Royal Theatre.

At the same time as the tolerated coffee-houses were shut down as

an effect of municipal restrictions, there were also other changes.

For one, in the course of the general expansion of the capital, the

number of women and men in the city at large increased and hand

in hand with that there was a growing need to supervise and control

the streets. Secondly, it has been argued that taverns had been an im-

portant pre-industrial public space for the social networking of the

working class. Such places could give information about jobs, or

provide other important necessities, as loans et cetera. These places

also played an important role in the lives of merchants and journey-

men, especially since the housing conditions in many cases meant to

live in crowded homes. These places thus became a refuge, a public

home in a sense.939 During the industrialisation, the taverns lost their

importance – both as centres for information and as a secondary

home. Public places had long since lost their political potential, as

places for public discourse. Consequently, men did not necessarily

spend as much time there as before. This in turn might suggest that

women, regulated or not, no longer looked for their customers there

but in the streets. The decision to shut down tolerated coffee-houses

may also have had that effect, i.e. that both women and men turned
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937 Diarium, 1869, C, Prostitutionsbyrån, ÖÄ, SSA. Neither of those particular addresses which were

forbidden in 1869 and 1879 had any larger groups of women living there, either in 1847 or 1859.

938 Från mörkaste Sverige, p. 67. Swedish: … den första stora bordell, vi haft i hufvudstaden.

939 Söderberg et al., A Stagnating Metropolis, p. 191, especially n61 and n62.
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to the streets. All prostitution contracting between women and men

was removed to the street, where the authorities tried to inhibit it as

much as possible. The unofficial toleration of coffee-houses as

places for public sexual contracting had developed under the indirect

auspices of the municipality. The 1859 regulation of prostitution

was formulated in a way that made it very difficult to act as a public

woman, and the offences in connection with this ‘contracting’ system

increased. Still, the authorities chose to keep the system rather than

abolishing it, and the control of prostitution seemed to have become

a necessary evil.

I n s p e c t i o n s  a t  t h e  B u r e a u

Except in the cases of arrests, inspections were normally undertaken

at the Prostitution or Inspection Bureau. These inspections were,

and had for a long time been, regular gynaecological examinations,

both of formally regulated women and of women who had only

been ordered to undergo inspection without being registered as

public women.

A pamphlet from 1892, critical of the regulation system, gives a

vivid picture of how a woman who was apprehended for the first

time experienced the inspection. She was happy to get out of the

waiting room where she had been forced to spend time with

impudent and garrulous women, but she stopped dead when she

entered the examination room and saw a big horrible examination

chair and the inspecting physician ready to examine her. She also

noticed that the inspecting physician was a man she had often seen

on the Norrbro, which since long had been a notorious pick-up

place for prostitution.940
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940  Cf. von Unge, Promenader inom, p. 44. See also picture in chapter 9.
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Opposite her, on the other side of the big, prison-yellow table in the middle of

the room – there it was – the chair, her eternal horror […] There it was, high and

ugly, one meter higher than the table with a half oval cut in the tattered brown

leather-clad seat and a low, tilted back […] in front of the little staircase leading

up to the seat stood a young man, whom she had often seen on the Norrbro.941

The pamphlet goes on to describe the examination itself: the woman

tries to fight the physician, but finally she has to give in and feels the

speculum against her body. The narrative describes how the woman

soon after the inspection tells herself that there was nothing to it and

if “…I carry the name, I will do the game”.942 This narrative, al-

though written after this research period, is a mirror image of the

story published in the newspaper Anmärkaren in 1825 (discussed in

chapter 7), where a woman was exposed to the views of men, and thus

lost her ‘true virginity of the soul’. When the woman was first expos-

ed to the scrutinising eyes of the physicians, she had not yet lost her

modesty but the public exposure made her fall. The woman pictured

in the inspection room at the Bureau is described as experiencing the

same thing; what made her a public woman was not her own fault,

but the ordeal she was put through by the inspecting physician.

There are few reports of incidents at the Bureau. The number of

women and of inspections and their results were reported monthly

to the kurhus or to the Public Health Committee. The facilities were

by that time run down, and repairing of ceilings and other things was

requested.943 When the Health Committee took over the respon-
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941 Från mörkaste Sverige eller Polisens, Rättskipningens och Fångvårdens afslöjade hemligheter af

Hevreka (Stockholm, 1892), p 60. Swedish: Der midt emot henne, på andra sidan af det stora,

fängelsegula bordet midt i rummet - der stod den ju - stolen - den förfärliga stolen, hennes evi-

ga skräck […] Der stod den, hög och ful, en meter högre än bordet med en halfrund inskärning

i den brunslitna läderbeklädda sitsen och en låg, sned rygg […] framför den lilla trappan, som

förde upp till sätet, stod en ung herre som hon ofta hade sett på Norrbro.

942 Ibid., p 69. Swedish: …bär jag nu namnet, skall jag ock göra gagnet.

943 Renskrivna protokoll August 15 1875, no. 133, A1, Stockholms stads hälsovårdsnämnd, SSA.
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sibility in 1874, the adjoining rooms were rented out to the police

officer who were in charge of the Bureau.944 He was supposed to be pre-

sent at all times and receive the women when they came for their in-

spections. He was the one who received money from the women who

wanted to be inspected at other times than those set up at the Bureau.

He then handed the money over to the physician, as it was perceived

as demeaning for the physician himself to accept money. It was also the

duty of the police inspector to register absentees, new addresses et

376

944 Renskrivna protokoll, December 14 1875, pp. 134-36, A1, Stockholms stads hälsovårdsnämnd,

SSA.

AM Nilsson some time in the 1870s. She was regu-
lated in 1865 at the age of 24. Source: Stockolms
polismuseum.
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cetera. He was to hand in his report to the police inspector every day.945

Three years after the Prostitution Bureau had been established,

additional rules were introduced, and the spatial dimension of law

and order seems to have been of the utmost importance. It was thus

ordered that the police officers in service at the Bureau had to see to

it that the women behaved in an orderly manner on their way to and

from the Bureau and that they did not stop and talk to each other or

to passers-by. Furthermore, they had to 

…politely admonish strangers, especially men, to not stop or in any way in

words or deeds wrong-do, or detain the prostitutes in the hall or in the street.946

An order to chiefly control men in the surroundings of the Bureau

seems to implicate that a habit of watching, and perhaps approach-

ing or ridiculing, the women on their way to inspection had de-

veloped. Judith Walkowitz has observed a similar development and

relates that the inspections of women in Southampton were under-

taken at a place commonly known as the “meat farm”. However,

Walkowitz also gives examples of some of the neighbours making it

a rule to shut themselves indoors until inspection hours were all

over.947

The view of women’s sexual behaviour among the police in the se-

cond half of the century, can be visualised in two echelons. The first

step was taken when the police distinguished between women in

supposed need for medical inspection and other women – dis-

respectable and respectable women. For the police, certain kinds of
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945 Orderbok 1851-1867, April 15 and June 21 1859, BIII, Poliskammarens arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA. The de-

gradation it meant for physicians to accept money from regulated women was also discussed in

chapter 7.

946 Orderbok 1851-1867, April 30 1862, BIII, Poliskammarens arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA. Swedish: …höfligt

anmana främmande personer, i synnerhet karlar, att icke stadna eller på något sätt med ord el-

ler handling förfördela eller uppehålla de prostituterade i förstugan eller å gatan utanför.

947 Walkowitz, Prostitution and Victorian, p. 208.
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behaviour apparently were of a sexual nature, and in need of control,

medical or both medical and spatial. Women outdoors could be

accompanied by too many and various men, or in the company of wo-

men dressed in a certain manner, or perhaps going out with different

men, or maybe talking loud and provocative with their girlfriends.

These manners needed to be controlled. The regulation of prostitu-

tion was formulated in such a way that all women could break the sta-

tutes, just by being in the wrong place at the wrong time. Thus, all

women who were out in the city at night, or even late in the evening,

could be suspected of lecherous behaviour, and in need of regulative

measures. However, this first step only separated between pro-

miscuous women in need of medical examinations and respectable

women, as the police saw it. Thus, some women were registered to

undergo medical inspections, and were thereby under some sort of

supervision but not regulated. They were ‘on probation’; but as soon

as they in one way or another acted suspiciously, they were regulated

and suspected of prostitution (see figure 10:2). This was the second

step, which meant that the police looked upon these women as ‘true’

public women. In the 1859 regulation roll, 60 per cent of the women

were inspected for the first time on their date of regulation. This

means that these women went straight into regulation without any pe-

riod of ‘probation’. It is likely that the women had already been under

supervision by the police, but it is also probable that a system of gra-

dual entering into the regulated life had developed over the century.

The police was acting according to official regulations when they

made official notes on the women in their registers, and it did not

participate in any public discourse on how to regulate prostitution

until in the late 1850s. All regulated women were referred to as pro-

stitutes in the reports from the prostitution police and in the patient

registers at the kurhus. The police were rather specific in their nota-

tions about the women in the day-books, but seldom referred to

them in any other ways than by the abbreviation ‘prost.’ or ‘pr.’, their

378
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names and their number in the regulation registers. There were sel-

dom any additional comments about their sexual behaviour, as had

happened earlier during the century (see chapter 9), the police only

noted their offence. During the former half of the century there had

for instance been notations like “lecherous women”. On the one

hand, different kinds of sexual behaviour were now offences in their

own right, which in a way suggests that the women not were de-

praved but could commit acts of depravity (sedeslöshet). On the

other hand, the women were already regulated and thus defined as

having a different sexual disposition, a view also propagated in

public pamphlets, for instance. However, the investigations and re-

ports from the police often give as little information as the day-

books.948 In these records the label of the offence in itself seems to

have been sufficient information.

T H E P O S I T I O N O F T H E K U R H U S

Any woman found to be infected was still sent to the kurhus. A notice-

able increase in the number of admitted women occurred the year

after the regulation was established in 1859. Then the number of ad-

mitted women decreased, and in the year after the 1875 revision of

the regulation there is only a slight increase of admitted women

compared to four years before the revision.949 The increase in 1860 is

most likely due to the rounding-up technique applied during the

first six months of the regulation in 1859. It is likely that some of the

women for the first time ordered to undergo medical inspection ac-

tually were infected, but it also seems likely that there was an incli-
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948 The actual reports and investigations connected to the day-books are in most cases not pre-

served for the period. See Appendix 2 for a discussion of the source material.

949 Cf. Jessica Andersson, “Den sanitära frågan: Patienter på Eira kurhus i Stockholm 1855 och 1865

Besiktning-Reglementering-Kurhus”, unpublished term-paper, Södertörns högskola (Stock-

holm, 1999), pp. 29-30. Andersson has investigated February, May, August and November in

1865, and the result is that men make up for 55 per cent of the admitted patients that year. How-

ever, she also states that the number of admitted women had increased relatively since 1855.
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nation on behalf of the Prostitution Bureau to remit women to the

kurhus for the slightest symptoms. Better safe than sorry was prob-

ably the guiding light during the first period. Relatively, the number

of admitted men to the kurhus in the 1870s was larger, which it had

also been in 1859 when the regulation system was introduced. In

1860 and in 1866 women constituted a majority of the patients at the

kurhus.

Figure 10:3 The relation between admitted women and men at the Stockholm
kurhus 1859-1876. Per centage

Sources. Sjukjournaler 1859, 1860, 1866, 1871, 1876, D1a, Eira sjukhus, ÖÄ, SSA. Sampled ma-
terial.

In 1859, as many as 80 per cent of the men admitted to the kurhus

were remitted by the police, and the remaining 20 per cent were re-

mitted by the city. All women were remitted to the kurhus by the po-

lice. A problem here has been the extensive use of abbreviations in

the notations, such as ‘st’ or staden (‘the city’). This abbreviation of

staden is also used on a large number of the admitted regulated
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women, with the additional byrå (the bureau) noted afterwards. KP

as an abbreviation for Kungliga polisen (Royal Police) is also used in

connection with the other two abbreviations. Staden is noted as the

remitting institution on a number of regulated women, of whom we

know they were in fact sent there by the Prostitution Bureau. Thus it

is difficult to know whether the men, where the same remitting in-

stitution is noted, actually were remitted by the city or whether the

city and the police in co-operation remitted them. In 1866, still 80

per cent of the men were remitted to the kurhus by the police, but in

1871 all men were remitted by the city, Stockholm, or some other

congregation. In 1876, the registration procedure of patients seems

to have changed at the kurhus.950

The period after 1859 indicates that the kurhus is stepping back

and the Prostitution Bureau is taking over the responsibility. The

kurhus was more active before the establishment of the regulation of

prostitution, and its authority over the police was evident. Although

the Prostitution Bureau was based on a co-operation between the

police and the medical profession, the kurhus was no longer partici-

pating to the same extent as before, but merely provided care for the

infected. Peter Baldwin claims that over time women were not in-

spected because they were suspected of infection – it was “… purely

[because of] their profession, they were to be inspected”.951 The

supervision was wholly taken over by the prostitution police. 
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950 When the new hospital S:t Göran was established in 1888 (at which the position as chief physi-

cian was now combined with the chair in syphiliology) it was discussed whether the public wo-

men were to be received in a certain pavilion. It was suggested that the larger of the buildings at

the kurhus should serve as a hospital exclusively for public women, and from 1889 regulated wo-

men together with the male patients from the county were the only ones who received treatment

at the kurhus. Edvard Welander remarks in his Bidrag till de veneriska that he as the inspecting

physician in 1885 was the director of the ’prostitution ward’ at the kurhus. He does not mention

when this ward was established. Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, p. 171, 252n, 255.

951 Baldwin, Contagion and the State, p. 373.
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R e g u l a t e d  Wo m e n  
–  L i v e s  a n d  L i v i n g  i n  1 8 6 9

As early as in 1847, when the first medical regulation was established

in Stockholm, women who were ordered to submit to inspections

lived in close vicinity to each other – both in the neighbourhood and

in the houses (this is indicated on map A). This was the harbour area,

where the ships loaded and off-loaded their cargo, and where a large

number of sailors would be found – potential customers. The wo-

men gave these addresses to the police when they were asked about

their domicile. On some of these addresses, there were so called

coffee-houses, and it would seem that the women lived at these

places – very similar to a proper brothel system, with public women

living at the brothels. In 1859, the first year of the regulation proper,

the regulated women still lived close together in the same harbour

area.952 In 1869, some regulated women still lived within the Town

Between the Bridges, but not at all to the same extent as regulated

women had done ten years earlier. Some of the addresses in 1859

housing a large number of women still served as domiciles for

women regulated in 1869. It can be seen from the map that certain

addresses had a large number of women living there during all three

cross-sections. These places were most likely ‘tolerated coffee-

houses’. However, in 1869 public women were dispersed over the

city to a much higher degree than they had been both in 1847 and in

1859.953
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952 Cf. Tjerneld, Stockholmsliv, vol.2, p. 190. The result pertaining to 1847 is based on the inspec-

tion book for the month of April 1847. The result for 1859 has been reached by running the

regulation roll of 1859 together with the address books for the first month the women were

regulated. These locations are only valid for one point in time in 1847 and 1859 and not for the

whole year. The mobility of these women was very high, and the women sometimes moved more

than once a month. See table 7 and 8 in Appendix 4.

953 Yvonne Johansson, “Deviance and Collective Identity: Prostitutes in Nineteenth Century

Stockholm” in eds. Theodor Barth & Magnus Enzell Collective Identity and Citizenship in

Europe. Fields of Access and Exclusion (Oslo, 1999). See table 9 and 10 in Appendix 4.
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In 1865 one observer stated that the streets in the Town Between

the Bridges had been loathed and feared, not only by women of the

better classes but by every virtuous woman, also from the lower

classes. He observed further that “since the prostituted women have

now been planted all over the capital, some of the loathing and fear

with which [these streets] were earlier seen have vanished”.954 The

women who were regulated for the first time in 1869 mainly lived in

the districts called Norrmalm and Östermalm (earlier part of Ladu-

gårdsgärdet, the military training grounds).955 These were areas of the

city to be reorganised according to the new city plan, and they had

already developed into new commercial districts.956 The authorities

issued a decree that stated that only two or three regulated women

were allowed to live together at the same address. It is unclear when

this decree was issued, and whether it was made public in any way;

it is only mentioned in pamphlets and never in the police records.

However, it seems to have been issued around the mid-1860s.957

C A R E E R S O F R E G U L AT E D W O M E N –  T H E 1 8 5 9  C O H O R T

In 1869, the women who were regulated in 1859 had been public wo-

men for ten years. Some of these women had already left their regu-

lated life. The 1859 cohort can be divided into four different groups.

Group one stayed less than a year in the regulation system and then

quit life as a public woman, for one or another reason. They were

around the age of 26 when they left the system.958 These women were
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954 Unman, Osedligheten, p. 9. Swedish: …deremot sedan de prostituerade qvinnorna blifvit ut-

planterade öfver alla hufvudstadens delar, har en del af den afsky och räddsla hvarmed [dessa

gator] fordom betraktades skingrats.

955 These addresses were reached by the same method as indicated in n 952. Adressbok 1868-70, DVc,

1869-70 DVc; Stamrulla 2, 1866-1878, cases 180-281, DVa1; Adressbok 1859, DV1b; Stamrulla 1

1859- 1866, Dva1a, Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA. These areas are indicated on map B.

956 Hall, Huvudstad i omvandling, p. 110; Högberg, Stockholms historia, vol.1, p. 88. 

957 Cf. discussion in chapter 8.

958 Of group 1 (62 women) 20 died within two years, 18 were discharged, 9 married and the remain-

ing 15 left town. It is unclear whether these women were regulated elsewhere after their move.
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never punished, i.e. warned or spent time at the correction house,

and they were never sent to the kurhus. Group two stayed six years in

the system, and the women were around 31 years old when they left

it. On an average, they were punished or spent time at the kurhus less

than once per person during these six years. Group one and two

show that 29 per cent of the women left after less than a year and 35

per cent left after six years, together 64 per cent. It is difficult to de-

termine why this group is so large. One possible explanation may be

the novelty of the regulation system. These women lived a life without

rules (other than that of being medically inspected once a week), and

the new system may have had a deterrent effect, making the women

decide to leave it. As we saw in figure 10:1, however, the group of

women that remained within the system became larger over time.

Table 10:4 ‘Career’ of women regulated in Stockholm, in 1859 

Group Age (median) of Years at the Punishments Visits at the Number of 
N=211* last notation in Bureau (average) kurhus (average) women

register (median) and % of N

1. Beginners 26 1 0 0 62 (29%)
2. “Average” 31 6 0,7 0,7 73 (35%)
3. Professionals 40 14 2,1 1 26 (12%)
4. Disorderly 42 18 7,9 8 50 (24%)
Total 211 (100%)

Source: Stamrulla 1, 1859-1866, Dva1a, Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA. 
* The total number of regulated women in 1859 were 220, but due to falling offs the number
is here reduced to 211.

The two remaining groups stayed much longer within the system,

and their life stories were very different. Group three shows a ‘pro-

fessional’ characteristic: the women remained public women for 14

years before quitting at the age of 40. During these 14 years, they

spent very little time at the kurhus, only once on average, and they

384
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also received warnings or other punishments only twice per person.

This group’s limited stay at the kurhus can be explained by two diffe-

rent approaches. Firstly, these women’s assumed professionality may

have brought about a more frequent use of contraceptives, thus

avoiding venereal disease. They may also have had regular customers,

which minimised the infection risk. Their more substantial income

could also have given them opportunity to be privately treated. Se-

condly, the police force may have given these women, abiding by the

rules, extra privileges, such as not having to appear at inspections at

regular intervals, or given them the opportunity to be treated by pri-

vate doctors. Group four could be seen as the opposite to the more

‘professional’ group. These women stayed for 18 years as regulated

women, and they were 42 years old when the last notation about

them was made in the regulation rolls. However, on an average they

were admitted to the kurhus eight times per individual, and they were

warned or spent time at the correction facility almost as many times.

On the one hand, these women’s way of dealing with regulated life

could be interpreted as these women’s difficulties in adapting to the

system. On the other hand, it can be seen as an active way of protest-

ing against rules that circumscribed their lives.

L I V E S A N D L I V I N G O F P R O F E S S I O N A L A N D D I S O R D E R L Y

P U B L I C W O M E N –  T H E 1 8 5 9  C O H O R T

The group called ‘professionals’ in table 10:4 constituted 12 per cent

and the ‘disorderly’ group constituted 24 per cent. I have named

groups 3 and 4 professional and disorderly because when investiga-

ted further different patterns in their ways of living the regulated life

emerge. In 1869, both these groups had been regulated for ten years,

and they seem to have lived in different areas according to how they

approached their lives as public women. All regulated women moved

frequently, but there is a difference between these two groups: the

disorderly women moved far more often than the professionals did.

385
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Among the 26 professional women there are only 57 notations of dif-

ferent addresses, which indicates that on average a woman lived at

two (2,2) different addresses in 1869. The group of disorderly wo-

men on an average moved close to four times (3,7) per person a year.

Another difference regards the data on these women. All 26 women

in group 3 left sufficient data at the Prostitution Bureau for it to be

possible to follow their movements during the whole year, while

group 4 was reduced from a total of 50 women to 37, due to drop-

ping offs.959 This indicates that the disorderly women did not adhere

by the rules that said to give notice at the bureau whenever there were

changes in the women’s addresses or concerning other matters.

Table 10:5 Areas of domicile in Stockholm, in 1869 among ‘professional’

and ‘disorderly’ public women regulated in 1859

Area Professional women Disorderly women
(absolute number of (absolute number of 
notations and %) notations and %)

The Town Between 
the Bridges 14 (24,5%) 51 (37%)

Södermalm 15 (26,5%) 35 (25%)
Norrmalm 19 (33%) 30 (22%)
Östermalm 8 (14%) 18 (13%)
Outside the city or 

illegible 1 (2%) 4 (3%)
Total 57 (100%) 138 (100%)

Sources: Stamrulla 1, 1859-1866, Dva1a; Adressbok 1868-70, 1869-70, Dvc, Prostitutionsby-
råns arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA. The absolute number of professional women is 26 and the number of dis-
orderly women is 37.

There are also differences as to where these groups of women lived.

The largest number of disorderly women, 37 per cent, remained with-

in the Town Between the Bridges. Although the authorities tried to

‘clean up’ the alleys and streets off the Skeppsbron, these areas seem

386
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still to have been part of a sub-culture, attracting the more disorder-

ly public women. Some women belonging to the more professional

group also lived within the Town Between the Bridges, but the larg-

est group, 33 per cent, lived in the new commercial district, Norr-

malm. Around 25 per cent of both groups lived on the southern city

island, Södermalm. Ten years after the regulation system had been

established, the public women were dispersed over the city in a dif-

ferent manner than they had been in 1859. One explanation was of

course the decree already mentioned, but another explanation was

the development of the city itself. When new commercial areas de-

veloped in the new centre of the city, the more resourceful women

seem to have moved along – and to where a more resourceful clien-

tele could probably be found. Other women, who were less ‘adapt-

able’, stayed on in the areas that by 1869 had got a bad reputation.

However, the women still lived in close vicinity to others, to their

neighbours. These neighbours in some cases sheltered and profited

on the women; acting as landladies or procurers, but some of them

were also ‘concerned citizens’, informing on the women to the police.

T H E 1 8 6 9  C O H O R T

The restriction for women to live together, mentioned above, seems

to have been enforced at least among women who were regulated af-

387

959 Dropping offs: 10 women due to insufficient data, and 3 women because they were in prison or
discharged over the year. Cf. Gunilla Johansson, “Motståndet mot reglementeringen” in Gunil-
la Fredelius, ed., Ett onödigt ont (Stockholm, 1978); Gunilla Johansson, “Prostituerade kvinnors
levnadslopp” in Studier och handlingar rörande Stockholms historia VI (Stockholm, 1985); Gu-
nilla Johansson, “Prostituerade kvinnors livschanser: prostituerade kvinnors livschanser i se-
kelskiftets Stockholm: en optimistisk forskningsrapport från en socialhistorisk undersökning
med datamaskin”, Historielärarnas förenings årsskrift (Bromma, 1989/1990), pp. 45-51 whose re-
search shows that some of the regulated women turned to another kind of life after their time
as regulated public women. She managed to follow 293 of the 1 538 women who were regula-
ted during the period 1859-1875, 19 per cent of the women. Of these 293 women 52 per cent
had returned to what Johansson describes as an ordinary life after regulation. See also Johans-
son, “Motståndet mot reglementeringen” in Gunilla Fredelius, ed., Ett onödigt ont (Stockholm,
1978); Johansson, “Prostituerade kvinnors livschanser: prostituerade kvinnors livschanser i se-
kelskiftets Stockholm: en optimistisk forskningsrapport från en socialhistorisk undersökning
med datamaskin”, Historielärarnas förenings årsskrift (Bromma, 1989/1990), pp. 45-51.
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ter its establishment. Among the women who in 1869 were regulated

as public women for the first time, the number of women living to-

gether is much smaller than it was in 1859. 48 per cent of the women

regulated for the first time in 1869 lived together, with or at the same

address as another regulated woman (see table 9 in Appendix 4). Ex-

cept in one case where three women stated the same address, the rest

lived in groups of two persons. In 1859, a total of 65 per cent were

living with other regulated women, and twosomes were then the

smallest unit, while groups consisting of four or five women were

more common.960 Thus, the result indicates that the groups of

women living together in 1869 were much smaller than ten years

earlier, pointing to the restriction for more than two women living

together being enforced.

Another explanation for this pattern may be that when the police

regulated public women in 1859, it regulated women who were al-

ready living in an existing network in close vicinity to each other.

This network had been established before the prostitution regulation

was implemented. In 1869 the prohibition for regulated women to

live together in groups larger than two or three effectively hindered

this kind of networking. However, this kind of networking would

probably have been difficult even without this special decree, since by

1869 the police kept their eyes on all single women, their habits and

their living conditions in a way they had not done before. The decree

seemed to have been applied largely on newly regulated women,

women who had been regulated longer still lived in larger communi-

ties. The more experienced women were most likely those who had

learned how to circumvent and bend the rules, and maybe also had

a working relationship with the police force. They stayed on living in

prohibited areas and together with a larger number of women.

388

960  Johansson, “Unstable Networks”, p. 8, 11.
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H e l p  f r o m  N e i g h b o u r s  a n d  
‘ C o n c e r n e d  C i t i z e n s ’

Supervision and patrolling took up most of the time for the police.

However, the police force also corresponded with both the common

citizens and regulated women. Common citizens supplied the police

with information by reporting women they suspected to be infected,

and supplied addresses to what they saw as illicit brothels. However,

they also show the ambivalent attitudes towards prostitution, whether

it should be eradicated or not, or just brought under control and kept

inconspicuous. This ambivalent perception can also be seen in the

pamphlets on prostitution and vice published during the century.

There were also letters to the police by concerned parents and let-

ters vouching for women, giving them ‘legal apologia’, or asking to

have them deregulated because they had given them work, wanted to

marry them, et cetera. At times regulated women also informed on

each other, or wrote to the police in other matters. Most letters from

regulated women were not written to inform on other regulated wo-

men, however, but to excuse themselves from not appearing at in-

spections, or asking for certain kinds of postponements of appearing.

Similar kinds of expressions are used in the letters, such as ‘humble’,

‘good and kind inspector’ et cetera. Taking into account that most of

these letters were sent off after the women had already missed their ap-

pointment, the letters were most likely attempts to avoid warnings for

misdemeanours they had already committed, and the humble tone

was at the time a standard when writing to authorities.961

The ‘informative’ letters were almost always anonymous; signed

‘concerned citizen’, ‘infected customer’ or with other signatures to

that effect. Most letters tell about women assumed to be lecherous,

i.e. illicit and non-regulated women.

389

961  Inkomna skrivelser 1859-1918, EI, Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA.
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Table 10:6 Anonymous complaints from the public sent to the Prostitution
Bureau in Stockholm 1865-1871

Character of the letter 1865-1871 Undated* Total

Lecherous living, giving addresses 5 37 42
Venereally diseased women, address 5 19 24
Disturbing behaviour in neighbourhood 1 16 17
Illicit brothels 0 7 7
Been approached by regulated women 0 4 4
Information of wanted woman 0 2 2
Letter to a regulated woman 0 1 1
Regulated women informing 0 1 1
Total 11 87 98

Source: Inkomna skrivelser, anonyma 1865-1907, EIII, Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA.
* All undated letters in this chapter are taken from the period 1865-1871, although the archive
signature indicates otherwise.

The second most common information concerns women who, accord-

ing to the letter writer, are infected. The letters do not contain many

derogatory words, especially not considering that the anonymity of the

letters would have given opportunity to such. Some already infected

men turned to the police in order to, as it were, help other sex-buyers

from receiving the infection, but also for revenge. One undated letter

during this period was informative enough, not only giving the name

and address of the woman, but also stating from where the infection

came in the first place. This woman had infected him

… with the clap, which she has got from that Reading Priest or some other

damned preacher to whom she runs during the day, and in the evening she in-

fects honest Iron workers from the factory.962

390

962 Inkomna skrivelser, anonyma 1865-1871, EIII, Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA. Swedish:

…med Dröppel, den har hon fått från den der Läsareprästen eller någon annan djäfla prädikant

som hon springer te på dagen åkså på kvällar smeter hon hederliga Järnarbetare från Wärkstan.
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The infection came from a religious man at the outset, stated this

‘honest worker’. This letter was undated, but signed Gustaf Andersson

‘and many of his comrades’ at the factory. Others showed less perso-

nal indignation, or at least feigned some citizen concern. Another let-

ter informed about an illicit brothel behind the glass-makers work-

shop, and the letter began with the statement that “… the police is a

beneficial institution, and that is why one should help it if one can”.963

However, after giving information about the illicit brothel and one of

the women and her whereabouts, he signed his note with “N. I shall

later inform you who I am, one infected.”964 It would seem that this

person had visited the illicit brothel and was a customer who would

most likely have kept the information from the police, had he not

been infected by one of the women at that particular place. 

Table 10:7 Signatures of anonymous letters sent to the Prostitution Bureau
in Stockholm 1865-1871

Signature Number

Neighbour 5
Friend of order, peace and quiet 4
Assumed name or initials 3
Infected customer; not writing without cause 3
NN 2
A traveller 1
Do not leave this without action 1
Someone who knows 1
Total 22

Source: E II Inkomna skrivelser 1865-1907 Anonyma
Commentary: the signatures in the table have been typified.
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963 Inkomna skrivelser, anonyma 1865-1871, EIII, Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA. Swedish:

…Polisen är en bra Instititution Ock derför bör man hjelpa den om man kan.

964 Inkomna skrivelser, anonyma 1865-1871, EIII, Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA. Swedish: N

Jag skall sedan säga vem jag är en Smittad.
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The signatures used on some of the letters give information on how

these informants wanted to present themselves. Only 22 out of 98

anonymous letters during the period had any kind of signature at all.

The signature ‘disturbed neighbour’ in different variations was most

common. One of these neighbours informed the police of an illicit

brothel, and the letter was very detailed in its information on how to

be let in and out and at what hours, which would suggest first hand

knowledge, or being a very close neighbour. The complaint also in-

cluded a description of the women. The women were 

… such wretches who keep themselves out of inspections by physicians, please

immediately see to these beasts: at night [they] booze and make a ruckus, and

think that there is no law, but everything is the bitch’s fault who runs this pro-

fession.965

This letter is one of the most vehement that I have found during the

period; it not only informs on the location and how to get in, but

also, as shown in the quote, why these women should be brought to

the attention of the police. The women were not to blame, but their

procuress. 

One of the correspondents who wanted a peaceful and quiet

neighbourhood, complained about what seemed to be a ‘hotel bro-

thel’ and pointed out that respectable women were insulted when

they passed by, that the noise went on long into the night, and that

alcohol was being served on the premises. The writer went on to say

that
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965 Inkomna skrivelser, 1865-1907, E II, Anonyma, undated, Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA.

Swedish: …det är så dana krek som håler sig undan besiktningen af läkare var god och med det

första se till ogurena [odjuren] om neterna super och dricker och lefver galna och tror att ingen

lag fins med alt är dock kärigens fel som drifver detta yrke. (Misspells have not been translated

into English).
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… if this is allowed I don’t know, but I assume it is not? And shall this continue

undisturbed by the police, they should at least be admonished to shut the blinds

so this can go on in quiet, without any observations.966

The quote seems to point in the direction that it was just the public

display of vice that was annoying, not the noise in itself. One of the

signatures, placed in the category ‘peace and quiet’, was a little more

elaborated. It stated that “not hatred nor revenge, but only a sense of

justice and order, call forth these lines”.967 This seems to be what

most letters wanted to convey, although hate and revenge at times are

reflected in the letters.

Letters from parents or people who wanted to supply legal apolo-

gia for public women could not be anonymous. These letters were

also of a different character. A letter from the parents of one woman

who was to undergo inspection seemed to have been left unheard.

The parents stated that their daughter was cared for in their home,

and was soon ‘sweltered out’, which most likely indicated that she

had been on a cure for venereal disease. The letter further stated that

their daughter

… through her foolishness she engaged in conversation with some of the so-

called Prostituted Women, who suspected her of trying to trespass into their

Profession, and informed on her to be infected with Syphilis.968
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966 Inkomna skrivelser, 1865-1907, E II, Anonyma, undated, Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA.

Swedish: …Om detta är tillåtet vet jag ej, men jag förmodar att det inte är det? Och skall det fort-

gå oanmärkningsvärdt från polisens sida; torde de åtminstone åtvarnas att fälla ned “rullgardi-

nerna” så att det kan försiggå uti allsköns lugn, utan några observationer.

967 Inkomna skrivelser, 1865-1907, E II, Anonyma, undated, Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA.

Swedish: Icke hat eller hämnd, utan endast rätts och ordningskänsla framkallar dessa rader.

968 Inkomna skrivelser, 1859-1918, June 3, 1867, letter from Christina and Gulbrand Råhe, Stock-

holm, Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA. Swedish: …genom sitt oförstånd gaf sig uti samspråk

med några utaf de så kallade Prostituterade Qvinnor och som misstrodde henne för intrång uti

deras Profition angaf henne för att wara behäftad utaf Syphelis.
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Her parents did not want her to have to be subjected to inspection

among the other women, and enclosed a health certificate, showing

that she was healthy. According to the statement made by the in-

spector in answer to this request, the daughter still had to attend the

medical inspection.

The quote mirrors the fact that the public women by the late

1860s, not only among the authorities, but also among the public,

were seen as a professional group.969 The parents did not want their

daughter connected to this ‘profession’ and thus tried to vouch for

her good behaviour, and that their care would be sufficient. The

quote also shows the view, which perhaps had an element of truth,

that the regulated women tried to protect their profession from out-

siders. By informing on newcomers they protected their market.

C o n c e p t s  o f  P r o s t i t u t i o n  a m o n g  Pu b l i c
Pa m p h l e t e e r s

I have investigated pamphlets whose subject was directly connected to

either prostitution or to vice and venereal disease. Such material is often

very tendentious, but has not been any problem in this case, since the aim

has been to get an image of attitudes to prostitution and to public women

in this kind of material. This material consisted of only nine pamphlets

during the period 1839-1874. Of the nine pamphlets, six were anony-

mous. The medical literature was more abundant, especially during the

second half of the century, but these are not discussed here.970

394

969 SAOB [P1961]. A misspelling in the letter from the parents spells the word profession (Swedish:

profession) as ‘profition’ instead. This indicates the etymological origin of the verb to profit and

the double meaning of the word: a profitable profession.

970 As medical pamphlets I have counted pamphlets that were written by physicians and pamphlets

with a medical approach, predominantly discussing treatments and cures medically. Far more

medical articles and pamphlets than pamphlets of a general character could be found for this

period. Topics concerning prostitution and men’s responsibility are discussed in advice manu-

als as well. In cases when such are used in this study, the material has been handed over to me

by David Tjeder, Department of History, Stockholm University.
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The pamphlet material is too small to allow a study of changes over

time, but it is noticeable that seven of the pamphlets were published

between 1862 and 1874, and only two were published before 1850, in

1839 and 1843.971 The writers often discuss a number of topics within

the same volume. I have focused on issues occurring in more than one

pamphlet, namely men’s responsibility for the existence of prosti-

tution, the reasons for and women’s own responsibility for their

situation as public women, and the responsibility of the police.972

M E N ’ S R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y F O R P R O S T I T U T I O N

Men’s responsibility for the existence of prostitution is often men-

tioned in an implicit fashion. In one case it is for instance stated that

the common want of luxury and comfort leads to celibacy, and as a

consequence those “social evils appear, whose secondary effects are

so much lamented”.973 Although not stating this in so many words, it

would seem as if this author referred to postponed marriages, pre-

dominantly of the middle class, which led to celibacy for men (and

women). This led to men ‘having to’ buy sexual services of public

women, which in its turn led to the secondary effects, i.e. syphilis or

other venereal diseases. The fact that men did not have to undergo

medical inspections or had to live under the same restrictions as wo-

men was in some pamphlets mentioned as highly contradictory. As

early as in 1839 one writer saw fit to remind the authorities that the

1812 Royal Circular not only concerned women but also men, and

thus men should undergo inspections.974 In a pamphlet with the title
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971 Most discussions of women as exclusively debauched seem to be written during the 1880s and

later, although there are earlier examples. Cf. Tjeder, “Playing With Fire”, p. 32 and articles print-

ed in the Sedlighets-Vännen, the journal of the Swedish branch of the NLF.

972 Brothels are also discussed in a number of these pamphlets, but this topic was discussed in chap-

ter 8.

973 Om veneriska smittan, p. 5. Swedish: missförhållanden komma att uppstå, hvilkas sekundära

följder så mycket öfverklagas.

974 Bidrag till frågan, p. 24.
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“About and to our women. Something to think about from a man” it

was emphasised that one of the most important questions regarding

the existence of prostitution was “men’s all too great liberation from

responsibility for their activities to further prostitution.”975 The author

goes on to describe the state of affairs in the streets of Stockholm:

Upon my word, the man is not, as is the woman here in Stockholm, registered

among the prostituted lot if he loiters in public places late at night…976

The quote shows (and questions) that a man in public was not the

same as a woman in public, since for women to be found in public

places could mean arrest. Although this writer argues that men

should take a greater responsibility for their illegitimate children,

and that divorces should be easier to obtain, he still proposed super-

vised brothels.977
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975 Om och till våra qvinnor, p. 27. Swedish: …männernas […] alltför stora frihet från ansvar för

sin verksamhet till prostitutionens befrämjan. This was printed in italics in the original.

976 Ibid., p. 28. Swedish: Mannen han blir minsann icke, liksom qvinnan, här i Stockholm, inskri-

fven bland de prostituerades antal, om han drifver ute på allmänna platser sent om nätterna…

977 Ibid., p. 41, 45. Another pamphlet explicitly directed to men and based on a talk given in the

Stockholm Worker’s Society (Stockholms arbetareförening) in 1874, delivers a mainly religious

solution, and stated that a moral life with the help of God, together with marrying for love

would be a curative to debauchery and vice. It would seem that this talk was directed to the

working man, trying to get him to refrain from engaging in prostitution. Hartelius, Osedlighe-

ten och dess botemedel, pp. 14-16. At the beginning of the twentieth century the connection to

the middle and upper class as seducers of the working class women, and as the demand side in

prostitution was much clearer. In 1905 one anonymous letter came to the Office of the Gover-

nor, stating that “We no longer tolerate that the daughters of the working class […] should be

sacrificed for the debauched men of the upper class. Swedish: Vi tillåta inte längre att arbetar-

klassens döttrar […] skall offras åt öfverklassens utlefvade män. The inspecting physicians were

portrayed as “damned bastard doctors who service on the whore bureau of the upper-class”

Swedish: …djäfla kräk till läkare det är som tjenstgöra på öfverklassens horbyrå. The letter was

signed “a coterie socialists, men and women”. Handlingar angående lösdrivare 1876-1918, FIV,

Polisdomstolens arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA. There were no traces of blaming the middle class in the pam-

phlet by Hartelius. Cf. Arvid Ulrich, Prostitutionsreglementeringen: Några rättsliga och sociala

synpunkter (Sundsvall, 1903), pp. 83-103, and David Tjeder “Don Juans problematiska manlig-

het: förföraren under 1800-talet”, Historisk tidskrift, (2000:3)
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Another writer argues that men’s lack of responsibility had natu-

ral explanations, because

… man is seldom totally lost in debauched living, whereas the woman, when she

gives herself for money, in the same moment wastes her female nature and thus

more or less stops to own a value as a human being.978

It would seem that it was not the act of fornication itself that deva-

lued women, but that the female nature was corrupted by accepting

money for the same act, and in that instance lost all human value.

The writer does not explain why male nature was not corrupted by

the same act. There is uncertainty regarding women’s own respon-

sibility for their fall. On the one hand, women were able to give away

their human value as a mature decision, i.e. they decided whether

they wanted to become public women or not. However, the same

writer also described the women as “…truly rejected”, “unhappy

fallen”, “lost”, indicating that their fall did not necessarily leave outside

possibilities of rescue.979 Contrary to this writer’s earlier statement,

that a woman lost all her human value when accepting money for

sex, he also saw remuneration as a possible way out of debauched life:

If the prostitutes ever so little considered tomorrow, they would easily be able to

collect a capital, which would enable them to sustain an independent existence.

Well-meaning physicians could easily make admonitions in this direction at

times of inspection.980
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978 Om veneriska smittans, p. 10. Swedish: …mannen sällan går så förlorad vid osedligt lefverne,

hvaremot qvinnan, då hon öfverlåter sig mot penningar, i och med detsamma förspiller sin

qvinliga natur och således mer eller mindre upphör att ega menniskovärde…

979 Ibid., p. 11, 12, 14. Swedish: verkligt förkastade, olyckliga sujetter, förtappade.. Cf. Yvonne

Svanström, “The Main Source for Syphilis is Prostitution” in Arne Jarrick, ed. Only Human,

(Stockholm, 2000).

980 Om veneriska smittan, p. 12. Swedish: Om de prostituerade aldrig så litet tänkte på morgonda-

gen, så skulle de lätteligen kunna samla sig ett kapital, som skulle kunna sätta dem i stånd att

förskaffa sig en sjelfständig existens. Uppmaningar härtill kunde lätt, vid besigtningstillfällena,

göras dem af välmenande läkare.
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Thus, the same act, which made these women debauched could also

finally save them from a corrupt life.

P U B L I C W O M E N ’ S O W N R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y

F O R T H E I R S I T U AT I O N

In the pamphlets, women’s reasons for prostitution can largely be di-

vided into two categories: their economic circumstances or their

moral deficiencies. Most pamphlets were largely concerned with the

social and economic circumstances underlying prostitution, al-

though they varied in their perception of these circumstances. One

writer stated that “poverty soon drives all [women] onto the road of

lechery”981, another that “the bad position of the serving class”

forced women to prostitute themselves.982 The young maids’ and

waitresses’ position in society, and their low pay, are emphasised by

several writers; these women’s pay was so low that it seemed to leave

them no choice but to prostitute themselves to make ends meet.983

These writers seem to see women’s decision to prostitute themselves

as a more or less rational decision, based on their economic situa-

tion. Some writers alternated between different but connected mo-

tives behind women’s resolution to prostitute themselves. On the

one hand women’s want of luxury and comfort, and their laziness

were contributing factors which made them too easily sell their bo-

dies to satisfy this need.984 On the other hand, one writer argues that

this need for luxury was a societal problem, and that these women

were not the only ones who fell pray to this temptation. Rather, the

398

981 Sundborg, Sedlighetens tillstånd, p. 16. Swedish: …nöden snart sagdt drifver dock de flesta

[kvinnor]  på lastens bana.

982 Unman, Osedligheten i Stockholm, introduction. Swedish: …den tjenande klassens dåliga ställ-

ning

983 Bidrag till frågan om sättet, p. 12; Sundborg, Sedlighetens tillstånd, p. 17.

984 Om och till våra kvinnor, p. 18; Om veneriska smittans utrotande (Stockholm, 1873), p. 5-6. This

writer was in polemic with two of the others, Ekdahl, Om osedligheten, and Unman, Osedlighe-

ten i Stockholm, 
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reason was religious uncertainty and the split into several different

religions.985 Another writer argues that the pay the maid or waitress

got was not enough for them to get what they wanted in an honest

way.986 Economic circumstances, sometimes combined with lack of

morals, were the reasons behind prostitution.

More clear cut in their analysis of the reasons for the debauchery

in the capital were two other pamphlets. The preacher Ekdahl, dis-

cussed extensively in chapter eight, gave a number of reasons for de-

bauchery in the capital, but the most prominent was the influx of de-

bauched women, women who were guilty of extramarital sex in

their hometowns. This also led to, Ekdahl argued, that the statistics

over children born out of wedlock in Stockholm were misleading,

since a number of these children should rightfully have been born in

the countryside.987 The second pamphlet, written in 1873 and sup-

posedly published by a philanthropic society, discusses extensively

what was perceived as secretly prostituted women, and the ambition

seems to have been to describe these different categories of women.

Their reasons for engaging in prostitution are never explicitly men-

tioned, but there seems to be a presupposition that all women (at

least the working class women) were potential public women. Aside

from different groups of secretly prostituted women, there were also

a range of women who prostituted themselves when they got an op-

portunity. These groups were gallant women at spas who had seve-

ral lovers, and venereal disease spread through them. Women work-

ing in cafés, the majority of seamstresses, shop assistants and sales

women were also prone to prostitution. The majority of factory

girls, working women, servant girls, and finally all women and girl
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985  Om veneriska smittans utrotande (Stockholm, 1873), p. 5-6.

986 Om och till våra kvinnor, p. 25.

987 Ekdahl, Om osedligheten, pp. 7-10. Other reasons for debauchery in Stockholm were easygoing

and thieving men who were disrespected in their hometowns, travellers, the regiments placed

in Stockholm and the habits of the court.
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children selling fruits, soaps et cetera were also potentially clandes-

tine public women.988 Factory girls, working class women and servant

girls did not sell their bodies because they were immoral, according

to the writer, but because their economic situation forced them to:

These [women] do not sacrifice themselves only because of lechery and wan-

tonness, but often because of want of money.989

They were unemployed, stated the writer, and most often infected.

Nevertheless, the women given most attention in this pamphlet

were those who were considered as secretly prostituted on a regular

basis, i.e. street-girls (gatutärnor), women in cigar-shops, and mis-

tresses. The writer focuses on the first two categories, and uses some

of the most common stereotypes concerning ‘prostitutes’ in his nar-

rative and also in a contradictory manner, without this being per-

ceived as a conflict, as it would seem.990

He describes the women as good-tempered, compassionate and

weak-hearted. They would do anything to get their friends in prosti-

tution out of jail, but at the same time would not think twice about

turning in their best friends to the police.991 The women wore gaudy

clothes, as much jewellery as possible, but most women were more

concerned with keeping clean underwear than gay dresses. The wo-

men were compulsive liars and thieves; they had such a lust for lying

that they sometimes “…for the sake of their own pleasure lye them-

selves to harm”.992 However, the writer argues that the habit of lying
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988  Osedligheten i hufvudstaden, p. 2-5, 25-29.

989 Ibid., p. 28. Swedish: Dessa [kvinnor] gifva sig ej till pris för endast liderlighet och lättsinne, utan

ofta af begär att förtjena.

990 Some of these stereotypes are also visible in Swedish fiction from the second half of the nine-

teenth century, for instance  Hjalmar Söderberg, Martin Bircks ungdom ( Stockholm, 1901); Sig-

frid Siwertz, Dikter: Gatans drömmar (1904, Stockholm, 1920). Cf. Germund Michanek, En

morgondröm: Studier kring Frödings ariska dikt (Uppsala, 1962), pp. 49-69.

991 Osedligheten i hufvudstaden, p. 5, 10.

992 Ibid., p. 5. Swedish: för sitt nöjes skull ljuga sig till skada.
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most likely is an effect of the deceitful affection they must show for

their customers, and deception then becomes these women’s second

nature. The women were insatiable in their taste for food and drink

– especially Bavarian ale. They smoked strong cigars; this was an ef-

fect of their “lecherous and unnatural” living.993 Alcohol, on the

other hand, was consumed for another reason: it was commonly

known that it was dangerous to drink alcohol for venereally infected,

and thus the women consumed alcohol to appear healthy to their

customers.994 Thus, addiction to smoking was because of their moral

deficiencies and addiction to drink was for strategic reasons. Final-

ly, the writer shows some surprise over how the medical inspection

makes “… even the old ones always [feel] shame”.995 This pamphlet

is one of the most ambiguous I have come across in the period in-

vestigated here, and it is quite unusual to find such an elaboration of

different stereotypical, and sometimes contradictory, notions stapled

upon each other. The pamphlet closes with the statement that pro-

stitution is necessary.996

The arguments in these pamphlets mirror the view we could ear-

lier see in the conceptual change within medical discourse. To fully

endorse the economic circumstances of the women would be to en-

dorse an immoral behaviour, but at the same time the women’s sup-

posed circumstances seem to give cause for compassion. The impos-

sibility for these writers of fitting their observations into readymade

categories sometimes gave alternative and often contradictory ex-

planations to prostitution. 
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993  Ibid., p. 7. Swedish: …liderliga och onaturliga.

994 Ibid., p. 7.

995 Ibid., p. 8. Swedish: …känna till och med de gamla alltid blygsel.

996 Although anonymous the subtitle of the pamphlet says “For a thinking audience, published by

a philanthropic society.” The society is not named, and it seems that this was just a sales-trick.

Swedish: För tänkande läsare utgifven af en filantropisk förening.
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C R I T I C I S M O F T H E P O L I C E

Critical views of the police were made public in pamphlet form, but

also took a more direct form, in letters of complaints to the Prosti-

tution Bureau. The complaints mostly concerned women who had

been approached by the police and questioned about their ways of

living. Some participants in the debate sided with the police, stress-

ing the difficulties in controlling prostitution on the one hand, and

not making mistakes on the other.997 Others were morally outraged

because of the widespread debauchery in the capital, and supported

the police in its attempt to control it.998

In an anonymous pamphlet, published in 1862 and criticising the

police in Stockholm, the writer tells the story of a fight he had wit-

nessed in an alley in the city. Since he at the same time saw two

police constables standing in the street, he felt safe and continued

walking. 999 Still, the men in the alley attacked him, but before he

could call out for help he noticed that 

… the constables had left their post and were in full pursuit of – two women,

peacefully walking the street until they realised that they were followed by these

guardians of the law, and ran all they could.1000

The writer wanted to convey a picture of an arbitrary police force,

and also of arbitrary regulation rules. While a street brawl went on

unnoticed, two women could be apprehended by the police for

walking in the street late at night. The methods of the prostitution
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997  Om och till våra qvinnor, p. 31.

998 Osedligheten i hufvudstaden, pp. 5, 6, 10-13.

999 In this section additional pamphlets which were directed explicitly against the police force have

been used.

1000 Hvad är polismakt och huru öfvas den hos oss? (Stockholm, 1862), p. 16. Swedish: …hade kon-

staplarna lemnat sitt tillhåll och voro stadda i full jagt efter - tvenne fruntimmer, hvilka gingo

sin väg tyst och fredligt fram tills de sågo sig förföljda af dessa rättvisans handtlangare, då de

togo flygten allt hvad de orkade.
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police were constantly criticised, and had so been since the system

was introduced. Arbitrariness seems to be a keyword in the criticism

of the Prostitution Bureau and its practice. Some argued that the po-

lice were part of the social problem of the capital – their practice of

regulating women for the slightest misdemeanour enhanced debau-

chery. The police were acting like ‘a state within the state’, arbitrarily

delimiting people’s personal freedom. Their authority was ques-

tioned, their right to empower their “… henchmen […] to intrude

in private domiciles, and to forbid certain persons to have their door

open until a certain hour”.1001 The curfew for regulated women at 11

p.m. was questioned; although this regulation was supposedly

aimed at public women, the writer argued, it took little intelligence

to realise that it had little effect and entailed 

… the most obvious violation of personal freedom. To be capable of regulating

in such a way, one has at least to look upon woman as a creature of lesser value

than man, or as a merchandise, which at a certain hour is sent away to a depot,

to the custom-house or to the warehouse.1002

This critic interpreted the regulation as a violation of personal freedom,

and also as a commodification of women. The pamphlet went on to ar-

gue that regardless of the view that prostitution was a ‘necessary evil’, it

was unwise, cruel and unchristian to deprive these women of their

right “…to decide over their time and person”.1003 The regulation only

rid the streets of debauchery, but the evil remained in society.1004
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1001 Ibid., p. 9. Swedish: … hejdukar […] att intränga i den privata boningen, som förbjuder vissa

personer att hafva sin dörr öppen längre än till viss tid.

1002 Ibid., p. 17. Swedish: …den uppenbaraste kränkning af den personliga friheten. För att kunna

så lagstifta, måste man åtminstone betrakta qvinnan såsom en varelse af underordnadt värde

emot mannen, eller rent af som en handelsvara, hvilken man en viss tid hänvisar till nederlag,

till tullkammaren eller packhuset.

1003 Ibid., p. 17. Swedish: …att få bestämma öfver sin tid och sin person.

1004 Similar arguments have been used in criticism against the current Swedish law against buying

sexual services.
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Arguments of this kind, linking the unjust regulation of prostitu-

tion to the rights of all women, became more common towards the

end of the century.1005 On the other hand, it had been one of the ar-

guments in an article in the Aftonbladet already in 1839 (mentioned

in chapter 7), questioning the right of the authorities to enter private

homes in their search for venereally infected individuals.

That there was indeed cause for criticism against the police can be

seen through the few cases of of misbehaviour by the police con-

stables at the Prostitution Bureau, where the policemen’s abuse was

actually noted, and sometimes punished.1006 In one case, a policeman

had assaulted a woman who had been in custody at the Prostitution

Bureau. In another case a police officer had visited two women in

their home, and referring to his authorities he had interrogated

them about their living and habits, during which he had used an

abusive and violating language.1007 One police officer had absconded

from duty for six days, during which he had visited a regulated

woman.1008 The balance of power between the regulated women and

the police officers seems to have been more in favour of the police

towards the end of the century. Allegations of abuse were more com-

mon, whereas the interaction between police officers and regulated

women seems to have been closer in the 1860s. For instance, there are
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1005 Unman, Osedligheten, p. 6; Om och till våra qvinnor, p. 31; Stéenhoff, Den reglementerade, pp.

13, 14, 28; Från mörkaste Sverige, pp. 50, 58-9, 68-9; Prostitutions-byråns verksamhet och nytta

(Stockholm, 1910), pp. 9-10, 12, 16; Karl Åkermark, En brännande fråga: Prostitutionen och Po-

lisreglementet, Några allmänna synpunkter (Stockholm, 1903), p. 11; Ulric Müllern-Aspegren,

Några ord i Prostitutionsfrågan från medicinsk synpunkt (Linköping, 1903), p. 15; Arvid Ulrich,

Prostitutionsreglementeringen, pp. 8, 12.

1006 During the whole period the prostitution police was in practice, 1859-1918, 46 policemen

were employed. 17 policemen received warnings or suspension for improper behaviour while

on duty. Personalliggare 1859-1918, DIII, Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA.

1007 Personalliggare 1859-1918, May 22 1900; March 10 1910 DIII, Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv, ÖÄ,

SSA.

1008 Personalliggare 1859-1918, June 11 1879, DIII, Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA. Policemen

from the district police were also warned for improper behaviour in connection to regulated

women. Cf. Diarium April 21, 1879, case 376, C1 Äldre poliskammarens arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA.
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even examples of regulated women and former constables getting

married.1009 Still, an increase in the amount of complaints and in

cases of police abuse going to court towards the end of the century

might also indicate that the possibility to voice complaints against the

police had increased, while it had not been feasible earlier in the

century. 

By regarding the regulated women more and more as a disorder-

ly group, or as professionals, the police made sure that the distance

was kept between the policemen and the regulated women. Regu-

lated women also distanced themselves, by abusing and attacking

policemen, ridiculing them in the street and at the Prostitution

Bureau.1010 One pamphlet deplores the way the women obstructed

policemen in civilian clothes by 

… making a riot and pretending to be attacked or to be sick, or [the women] fall

to the ground and succeed in subjecting the police to the ridicule and mocking

of the mob.1011

Not only did the women ridicule the police, but they mostly won the

battle as well, the writer states, because they had procurers and

others who supported them in thousands of ways. Regardless of the

support from procurers and others, the policemen were probably al-

most always outnumbered. Although the policemen seem to have

patrolled in pairs most of the time, the women were often in groups
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1009 Stamrulla 1 1859-1866, DV a1, Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA. Case number 104 dereg-

ulated to get married on April 1, 1860; case number 133, deregulated to get married on June

11, 1866. Both men were ex-constables and it would seem that to stay in the force and marry

an ex-regulated woman was impossible. I have interpreted the title constable as referring to in-

dividuals in the police force, but there is a possibility that these could refer to ex-militaries.

1010 Abuse from women occurred earlier as well; in 1867 one woman was sentenced to one year of

hard labour for assaulting a police officer. Stamrulla 1 1859- 1866, case 100, DV a1, Prostitu-

tionsbyråns arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA.

1011 Osedligheten i hufvudstaden, p. 13 Swedish: …ställa då till upplopp och låtsas bli öfverfallna el-

ler att de äro sjuka, eller [kvinnorna] kasta omkull sig på marken så att de lyckas utsätta poli-

sen för pöbelns hån och spe.
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and did not refrain from ridiculing, or perhaps also inflicting bodily

harm on the police officers. In these situations, the police officer most

likely made a calculation of whether arresting the woman was worth

the effort or not, especially if he was alone in the situation. If he risked

injuries or ridicule, the chances were that the women got away.

Over time the distance between policemen and regulated women

widened. One reason is most likely the conscious effort to profession-

alise the police force. In the 1890s, constables were appointed to help

supervise and control their own colleagues in order to lower the rate

of offences within the force. A new recruitment policy led to a new

social structure of the corps, and in 1900 at least 76 per cent of the

police force in Stockholm were former militaries. This was a con-

scious attempt to upgrade the reputation of the corps. Their life-

style changed from working class to a lower middle class, and the

distance between the working class, and thus also from regulated

women, and the police corps grew. The main task of the police also

changed. From being a weapon against revolutionary attempts in

the city, the task changed into pure crime prevention.1012

C o n c l u s i o n

When the regulation of prostitution was imposed in 1859, the police

actions indicate that the authorities were already using the medical

regulation of 1847 as a prostitution ordinance. The registration of

the first women in 1859 show spatial and time patterns; the police

launched registration “raids” in certain areas of the city at certain

time intervals. The police seem to have been mapping an already ex-

isting network of unofficially controlled public women. This chap-

ter has also shown the effects of the system on some of the regulated

women. There it could be seen that two thirds of the women in the
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1012 Sperlings “Violent Criminality: pp. 125-146. Cf. Horgby, Den disciplinerade.
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first regulated cohort in 1859 left regulated life after a maximum of

six years. This result may have had to do with the deterring effects of

a new control system being imposed on an already existing network.

The women who stayed on in their regulated life could be divided

into two groups, one described as professional and the other as dis-

orderly. In 1859 most public women lived in the Town Between the

Bridges, but ten years later they were dispersed over the city, but

were primarily found in the new commercial districts. Statistics also

show that the group of regulated women grew over time.

By the end of the 1870s the Prostitution Bureau had become a

thoroughly ordered bureaucratic organisation. Although it collabor-

ated with the district police and with the kurhus, it was a self-suffi-

cient institution with wide jurisdiction. In the every-day control of

the regulated women the police force was in command. The Prosti-

tution Bureau consisted of both physicians and police officers, but

the chief of the Bureau came from the police, suggesting that the

police force was in charge of the organisation. The collaboration

between the district police and the Bureau was well established and

the Bureau was constantly supplied with information about women

in different districts of the city. The public at large also supplied this

kind of information, and the greatest share of information by far was

supplied by indignant, anonymous informants. The information

was of varying kind, some informants seem to have personal motives

for writing, such as revenge, while others appeared as “concerned

citizens” in their letters. Mostly the letters expressed the view that the

police needed to take action against what was perceived as the

spread of moral decline and indecency in the city and disturbance of

order. More control was asked for. Thus, the system regulating pro-

stitution seems to have been a tolerated and perhaps even a wanted

institution, because it kept the public sexuality under control. 

However, protests were heard in pamphlets, criticising the police

for arbitrary measures in their practice. Although it would seem in the

407
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interaction between policemen and regulated women that the women

at times had the upper hand on an individual level, the system gave the

police a full hand. The letter of the regulation gave wide powers to the

police. The difficulties in applying the regulation, however, gave way

to many arbitrary solutions, which in its turn gave rise to extensive cri-

ticism of the police. However, the critical views of that kind became

more common in the period after the time covered in this study, and

a number of pamphlets also supported the system, voicing the need for

control of prostitution and especially of the public women.

The police reports on the regulated women revealed little of de-

rogatory language. The women were referred to in a matter-of-fact-

fashion as prostitutes, and no allusions to their sexual character or

comments on their moral were made. It would seem that by the end

of the century a group of well-defined regulated women had been

singled out. These women were seen as ‘professionals’, as public

women, and public sexuality was their fundamental characteristic,

making them different from respectable women. Once a woman was

regulated because of lecherous behaviour, her sexuality needed not

to be mentioned again. There had developed a whole range of of-

fences of both a spatial and a sexual character, for which the women

could be arrested. The regulations were so formulated that the lives

of public women were circumscribed, and prostitution itself would

be obstructed. Loitering was by far the most common offence; a ne-

cessary conduct if the women were to get any customers. After the

closure of the unofficial brothel system in Stockholm, prostitution

had moved into the streets, and it was also in the street most arrests

took place. Public women were policed in open public spaces such as

the street, and the unofficial brothels, the enclosed coffee-houses,

were no longer of interest as places for public commercial sex. 

The next chapter will summarise and analyse the results of this

study, and will be followed by a short epilogue about the abolish-

ment of the regulation of prostitution in Sweden.
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C h a p t e r  1 1

CONCLUSION

On a structural, and perhaps ideological level, the presence of a sexual

contract was a prerequisite for a regulation system to be imposed. The

liberal ideas of the nineteenth century emphasised new citizen rights

against the old order, and advocated a society with democratic institu-

tions and a free market. However, the rights of women were overlooked,

both in theory and in practice. The new social contract was far from

gender neutral, rather the subordination of women was built into it.

The regulation of prostitution during the nineteenth century clearly

shows the paradoxes in women’s lives. Under the influence of new liber-

al ideas, the situation for women at large was made easier. Women’s

rights to trade increased, and their rights as citizens, both to hold pro-

perty and to become and act as ‘citizens under the law’, were extended.

Husbandry decreased over the century. However, as the rights of ‘private’

women increased, so did also the control of public women. Within a year

after women had been given the right to become ‘citizens under the law’

after applying in court, the regulation of prostitution was introduced in

Stockholm in 1859. The regulation did not only affect the women who

were forced to live by its rules, but all women were aware of the regula-

tion and had to relate to its existence. Women’s possibilities to move

about in public and how to behave in the city were regulated in a new

manner. By the end of the century the demarcation lines between pub-

lic and private women were clear – at least in the theoretical discourse

concerning the regulation system. Public women were those who re-

ceived remuneration for sexual intercourse. In a sense, one could argue

that respectable private women were seen relationally to public women

– to be respectable encompassed all that public women were not.
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Regulations in order to control prostitution were established in a

number of European countries during the nineteenth century. The

regulation system in France was the model, followed by many other

countries. The French control system included licensed brothels,

medical inspections and a bureaucratic order. Researchers in the field

have given different explanations for these attempts at regulation

with a similar outcome, i.e. control of women. Italian regulations, for

instance, have been seen as means of emphasising unification, a

road to the modern state, underpinning citizen, and thus, nation

stability by controlling possible threats to that stability. The Russian

regulation system has been understood as a way to standardise and

bureaucratise a society; regulation was regarded as a societal reform,

like medical and political reforms. However, in Russia the regula-

tions also meant further control of an already heavily controlled and

burdened proletariat, i.e. the system could very well be seen as a

continuation of serfdom. In a sense, both Russian and Swedish regu-

lations were different from other European regulative systems, at

least in the beginning. To fight venereal disease both countries made

medical inspections of both women and men obligatory in suspected

cases, inspections of men which also continued for a period after re-

gulative measures subjecting only women for inspection had been in-

troduced. However, both countries would later turn exclusively to-

wards a gendered control of venereal disease, which entailed a con-

trol of female sexuality – a control that subsequently prevailed.

Sweden during the early nineteenth century was of rural charac-

ter. The Swedish towns were still small, and industrialisation did not

take off until well into the second half of the century. Extramarital

laws were still severe, although not always enforced in practice.

However, the influence of the church and its laws and the criminal

penalties seem to have affected the norms regarding sexuality. To-

gether with the late urbanisation of the country, this delayed the dis-

course on prostitution in Sweden. It would most likely have been
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difficult to officially condone and legitimise extramarital sex in the

form of controlled prostitution in a country where the norms re-

garding sexuality in general were prohibitionist. Instead of being re-

lated singularly to illicit female sexuality, venereal disease was con-

nected with bad living conditions of the rural poor. The Royal Cir-

cular of 1812 stated that both men and women should be inspected

for venereal disease, and the contagion was connected with different

work-groups; the common characteristic were the wandering habits

of these groups. However, women at inns were also to be inspected.

According to the early records of the police in Stockholm, the efforts

of the police seem to have been aimed at the taverns and inns rather

than at the wandering groups in the city. A number of mostly women

but some men were arrested in those establishments; some to be re-

ferred to the kurhus. During the first years after the circular, police

raids were undertaken to detect possibly infected individuals, but

only women were taken into custody. Thus, although the Royal

Circular was gender neutral, practice was not; both women and men

were to be inspected but in Stockholm, with few exceptions, women

were the only group that was subjected to these inspections. The

first attempts to single out women as the communicators of the dis-

ease were made in Stockholm in the 1830s. The army had com-

plained of an increasing number of infected soldiers, and rather

than elaborating the regulation already in practice, i.e. the 1812 cir-

cular, the answer of the local authorities was to try a different ap-

proach. In 1835 the Office of the Governor tried to impose regular

medical inspections of women, and in 1838 two municipal brothels

were established. Both these attempts failed, mostly because the

public at large objected to them. Women who were supposed to be

inspected protested and refused to comply, and riots against the

brothels most likely made the authorities unwilling to risk another

attempt in that direction. These early endeavours may be seen as at-

tempts to import a system that was working in France and other
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countries, but so far lacked ground in Stockholm. The municipality

refrained from future attempts in the same direction and settled for

an adapted version of the regulation system. Neither the medical re-

gulation of 1847 nor the regulation of prostitution proper in 1859 in-

cluded brothels in its control systems, but unofficially incorporated

so-called “tolerated coffee-houses”. That the Stockholm municipality

was influenced by the French system is indisputable, and the early at-

tempts of the authorities to change the system of controlling venereal

disease had a character of a direct import of undertakings typical of

the French system, such as brothels and regular medical inspections

of women. When these attempts did not work, the authorities settled

for a modified version of the French regulation, adapted to the local

peculiarities of Stockholm. However, as this study has shown, the

control of the citizens in order to fight venereal disease was through-

out the century focused on controlling women. The diaries of the po-

lice in Stockholm show that the number of inspected women, both in

taverns and in connection with different kinds of arrests, was always

larger than the number of men in relation to the total number of ar-

rests. Apart from what seems to have been fairly haphazard inspections

on soldiers, there were never any regular medical inspections of men.

Although there was an increase in the number of men being in-

spected in 1853, this was most likely related to a tightening up of the

vagrancy law and the fact that by then there were two inspecting

physicians hired – an increased control of men could be enforced

without additional economic burden for the city. In 1853 the abso-

lute number of inspected men was higher than the absolute number

of inspected women. However, the number of male inspections in re-

lation to the total number of arrested men was comparatively low,

and much lower than the corresponding figure for female arrests.

Furthermore, at that time there were already ongoing regular medi-

cal inspections of women, which increases the number of inspections

of women in relation to men. 
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Historian Laurie Bernstein argues that in Russia the regulation

system represented a standardisation and bureaucratisation of

Russian society – a political modernisation. The need to better orga-

nise the combating of venereal disease was experienced as impera-

tive. A similar development can be seen in Stockholm. The practice

to concentrate solely on women, rather than to elaborate the existing

regulations concerned with both men and women as their target,

may be seen as an attempt at modernity. Control of public sexuality

through women was part of that modernity. Several large cities had

regulation systems. The control of the working class people was part

of an old system, such as controlling vagrants and other persons

who disturbed the order. The regulation system consisted of new

secular ideas on how to control vice, rather than to prohibit extra-

marital sexuality according to the laws of the church and the state.

Organising society meant to organise the relations between not only

the opposite sexes but also different categories of women – respect-

able, private women and disrespectable, public women. However, in

Sweden this was not until after 1850 expressed in any extensive dis-

course, although already practised. 

The laws concerning extramarital sexual activity probably de-

layed the establishment of the regulation system in Stockholm.

According to the law (until 1864) extramarital sex was prohibited.

However, once the regulation system had been established such

legislation seems to have been overlooked, and the existence of pro-

stitution in Stockholm was acknowledged. Furthermore, as in many

other countries, the laws on vagrancy were applied in new ways as a

penal instrument for the women who were submitted to the regula-

tion system, or as a threat to get regulated women to conform to the

rules of regulation. The laws stated that citizens were obliged to have

a legal employment, and if they did not, they had to be supported by

someone. Prostitution was not considered to be a lawful employ-

ment, still it was condoned as long as the women in concern abode
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by the rules. If they did not, the law of vagrancy was applied, and the

women were sentenced to the workhouse. In a sense the women, as

Jill Harsin argues, were left outside the law, and could not call upon

the police for protection, since the women’s position as lawless but

condoned left them to the tolerance of the police – they could not

refer to their citizen’s rights to be justly treated. The regulation sys-

tem displaced these laws. For the regulated women the only ways out

of their regulated life (apart from absconding) was finding an em-

ployer, employment, a formal supporter or the support of a hus-

band. This meant that women had to leave the public sexual contract

with the state as a willing collaborator, and enter a private sexual

contract as someone’s wife.

The legal foundation of the regulation system in Stockholm was

shaky, and its formulation gave way to different interpretations. This

was reflected in the way the upholders of the system, the police and

the physicians, acted. Over the century there were numerous con-

flicts of interest between the two groups, and they often had different

opinions on how control was best applied. On medical grounds,

many physicians supported an extensive brothel system, and the po-

lice opposed the same because it disrupted the order in the city. The

conflicts were also voiced in the physicians’ complaints about the

lack of control exercised by the police; the police control was needed

for the physicians to be able to apply medical control, it was said. The

discourse on prostitution, which started to develop after the 1850s,

was dominated by the physicians. In the beginning it was heavily in-

fluenced by foreign documentation on venereal disease and control

practices in other countries. During the early parts of the century

Sweden had no experts in venereology, and the kurhus, where the

venereal patients were treated, had been badly organised and re-

minded of a penitentiary institution rather than of a hospital. After

the 1850s, however, the physicians’ position seems to have changed.

They became an influential interest group, well aware of their politi-
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cal force, not only participating in discourse on prostitution, but to

a large extent determining it. Their arguments were moral and con-

trol oriented, as well as of a medical character. Public sexuality had

to be controlled, or at least supervised in a way that protected socie-

ty, and left it unharmed from the consequences of actually having a

public commercial sexuality. Interestingly, it was however the police

who prepared the regulation of prostitution in 1859. The matter had

first been handed over from the Office of the Governor to the physi-

cians, but since nothing happened, it was submitted to the police

force. By the 1850s, the police had been reorganised in the capital,

and seem to have held their own against the physicians. In the physi-

cians’ generally positive reaction to the proposed regulation from the

police, they mainly commented on the issue of order, not medical

issues. It would seem as if the connection between public women and

the communication of venereal disease by that time was taken for

granted, and the only remaining question was how to police these

women in city space. Prostitution was considered a necessary evil

both by the police force and the physicians; the disputes between the-

se groups rather concerned how this necessary evil should best be

controlled. 

The professionalisation processes among both the police force

and the physicians can be seen as running parallel to, but also influ-

encing, the commercialisation and “professionalisation” of prostitu-

tion and public women. Other research has shown that the regu-

lation systems made prostitution into a less transitory stage in wo-

men’s lives. Instead, it became more of a state of being, a profession.

Women who entered prostitution had less opportunities to change

their lives after having been publicly regulated. My study has shown

that this new public intervention into women’s ways of living and

into the way these women chose to use their sexuality was related to

a professionalisation process within the controlling professions, i.e.

among the physicians and the police. The need to identify problems
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and to find the remedies to correct them was part of the professio-

nalisation strategies of these groups. One problem was the increasing

frequency of venereal disease, and the remedy was to control the

public women, both medically and spatially. Over time, however,

the formulation of the problem changed and became one of identi-

fying the true sources of contagion, i.e. public women, and towards

specifying the characteristics of this source in order to be able to

control it. The attitudes to extramarital public sexuality changed

within Swedish society, and so did legislation. Rather than keeping

laws that prohibited extramarital intercourse, these sexual trans-

actions were subjected to control of the state/municipal authorities

to minimise the damages of these sexual relations. 

A commercial element crept into the characterisation of the

group of women to be supervised. The different regulations show a

three-stage development. In the 1847 medical regulation the group

of women that were to be inspected was described as “loose”, i.e.

unemployed, or employed in certain public places. In the regulation

of prostitution proper in 1859, the group of women was described as

“engaged in lecherous living”. Where loose in 1847 could characterise

women who were just unemployed, the addition to be engaged in le-

cherous living in 1859 implied a more specific behaviour connected

to sexuality. In the final revision of the regulation in 1875 it was

stated that “as a prostitute is considered each and every woman who

has been proved to lead a lecherous life as a profession”. This regula-

tion stated that to be “prostitutes” women had to accept money for

their sexual services. By the end of the nineteenth century, the group

to be supervised were professional women, practising public sex for

money. The categorisation of these women became an important

feature of the professionalisation process among the police and the

physicians. 

However, although the first more specific definition of which

women to supervise and control did not come until 1859, practice
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had changed earlier. Women were apprehended for lechery and me-

dically inspected, since there seems to have been a correspondence

between “loose” and “lecherous” in practice long before the 1859 re-

gulation. Furthermore, a group more or less professional women

had been singled out already after the 1847 medical regulation; al-

though practice was that women apprehended for lechery were

medically inspected, this was not applied on all women arrested on

that charge. Instead, these women were already belonging to the

group of women that underwent regular medical inspections, and

were given leeway by the police in practising prostitution as profes-

sional public women. Although this regulation was a medical ordi-

nance in theory, without a definition of a group of women who were

to be inspected because of their sexual character, it was carried out

as a control of prostitution, identifying one group of women as

licentious but under unofficial acknowledgement by the controlling

authorities.

The conceptual change can perhaps also be said to be reflected in

the lives of regulated women. Among the women regulated in 1859,

two thirds left regulated life after six years. Whether their decision

had to do with the deterring effects of the new regulation system or

not is difficult to say. However, among those women who stayed

within the regulation system for up to twenty years, two groups may

be crystallised: one disorderly and one professionalised. The dis-

orderly group of women can be seen as living a life in constant con-

flict with the regulation and its upholders. They received several

warnings, were arrested several times for different offences and had

been treated at the kurhus a number of times. The professional

group of women seems to have abided by the rules, the women were

seldom in dealings with the police and they seem to have managed

to avoid getting infected, since they spent very little time at the kur-

hus. This can be explained in two ways. One is connected to the pro-

fessionality of the women themselves: perhaps these women’s pro-
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fessionality encompassed a more frequent use of contraceptives,

thus avoiding venereal disease. Their more substantial income could

also have given them opportunity to be privately treated. Another ex-

planation is connected with the professionality of the police force: it

may well have been that since these women abode by the rules, they

were given extra privileges, such as not having to appear at inspec-

tions at regular intervals, or constantly being given the opportunity

to be treated by private doctors. The groups also lived in different

parts of the city. The women who were in constant dealings with the

police to a larger extent stayed in The Town Between the Bridges; an

area which by the late 1860s was largely seen as criminal. The largest

number of professional women lived in Norrmalm, which was the

new commercial district. Although these differences cannot be ex-

plicitly connected with the regulation system, or the professionalisa-

tion processes of other groups, it is clear that there were different

approaches within the group of public women as to how to live a

regulated life. Nevertheless, when official statistics over the regula-

tion system was scrutinised it was shown that the group of women

within the system grew, especially after 1875, although the number

of women regulated for the first time every year was stable. Thus,

over time, the system itself, with stigmatising regulation procedures,

produced a defined group of professional public women.

By the end of the century, a clear-cut definition of public women

seems to have emerged, and such women were policed in public

space. But not only the definition of the women who were to be con-

trolled had changed, the spaces where women were supervised had

also changed, and been redefined. Early nineteenth century Stock-

holm was a small city with a great number of taverns, beer-cellars,

inns and coffee-houses. These places were spaces for information

and interaction between men, places of politics as well as eating. To

many citizens these places were as their “home away from home”. It

seems clear that these public spaces in Stockholm also were public
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spheres. By acknowledging the spatial dimensions of these public

spheres the women working in these establishments are made visible.

Women were present in these spaces, and their presence was con-

trolled by different regulations; both trade and medical regulations

applied. This control enabled a control also of men present in these

places, since to raid certain establishments in the hunt for venereal-

ly diseased women gave opportunity to keep an eye also on men pre-

sent in these places, and the connection between prostitution and

politics in these early control approaches can be argued. Over time,

however, the character of these places seemed to change, and the

people present in coffee-houses were no longer related to politics,

but only to public sexuality. When an unofficial tolerance system

was established in Stockholm, the coffee-houses were the places that

were singled out to be put under “special police supervision”. To-

wards the end of the century, these places had gained such a bad

reputation that respectable people could not risk being seen there.

Thus, it would seem that these places, in turn, defined the people

who were spending their time there. By the end of the century, the

political discourse seems to have moved elsewhere, and so had public

sexuality. In the 1860s, the coffee-house system was apparently

abandoned, and public sexuality was instead supervised in the

streets. Certain streets were connected with prostitution, and to be

spotted there was in some instances enough to be suspected of soli-

citing by the police. These streets were forbidden territory for regu-

lated women, and special additions to the regulation stated which

streets to avoid. 

This spatial redefinition did not affect men. Public men were not

connected with public sexuality, but with politics. All women, how-

ever, were affected by the spatial redefinition, since unregulated

women had to keep off the streets where soliciting occurred in order

not to be suspected of being public women in a sexual sense. This

made the public agitation against the regulation system by middle
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class women during the last decades of the nineteenth century twice

as difficult. A woman claiming political space in public was connect-

ed with public sexuality, since “respectable” women were private

women. To publicly agitate on behalf of regulated public women

gave an additional sexual dimension to women’s agitation in public.

However, the ongoing discussion during the century on how to de-

fine public women, conducted by public men, show that the borders

between private and public women were not clean cut. When this

study ends in the early 1880s, the discussions were renewed and

intensified. This was when so-called private women entered public

discourse, thus becoming public women and blurring the lines. Men

could only be public in a political sense, but when middle class

women entered public discourse and became “public women”, they

contested and redefined the sexual contract – both on behalf of

private and public women.
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EPILOGUE

THE ABOLISHMENT OF THE
REGULATION SYSTEM

Although there had been some criticism of the regulation system

before the 1880s, no organised protests were heard before the

Swedish branch of the British, Continental and General Federation

was established in 1878. In 1869, after the passing of the last revi-

sion of the Contagious Diseases Acts, Josephine Butler organised the

Ladies National Association in England and engaged in a campaign

to repeal the Acts.1013 Later the Federation was formed and sub-

merged with the Ladies National Association. Josephine Butler was

the leader of both organisations. Judith Walkowitz points to the

class bias of the feminist campaign launched by Josephine Butler.

Although opposing the prevailing view of fallen women as polluters

of men and instead depicting the women as victims, the relationship

between the older, middle class feminists and the young public

women, many with a working class background, was often hier-

archical and custodial.1014 Nevertheless, others argue that the initial

aim of the Josephine Butler campaign was much more radical than

it later became, and that Butler by historians has been reduced to a

part of the social purity movement, although her goals were in

direct opposition to the movement’s aims. Instead, the social purity

movement co-opted the work of feminists such as Butler.1015
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The British, Continental and General Federation tried to establish

national branches in other countries with a regulation system, and

Sweden was approached in 1875. Professor Carl Santesson (1819-

1886), an ardent supporter of the regulation system, argued that the

situations in Sweden and in England were different, and that there

was no need for a Swedish organisation. Nevertheless, in 1878 a

national branch was established on the initiative of a reverend.1016 The

exchange with the mother-organisation in Britain was lively. Mutual

conferences were held and British articles were translated and pub-

lished in the Swedish organisation’s journal the Sedlighetsvännen.1017

The main purpose of the organisation was to agitate for an abolish-

ment of the regulation of prostitution, but also to elevate the sexual

morale among the citizens, especially among the male citizens. The

organisation attracted both feminists and social puritans, and recent

research has shown that early in the organisation there was no divi-

sion between the feminists and the social puritans in the movement.

Both groups were in favour of raising the sexual morale, and both

groups debated women’s rights, although they looked upon the issues

from different perspectives.1018 During the early years there was a

more fierce agitation for women’s rights, better economic circum-

stances for women, better job opportunities and equal legal citizen-

ship for both women and men. In 1880 the organisation had more

than 800 members in Sweden and was then by far the leading

women’s organisation in terms of membership.1019

Early in 1880 the organisation received criticism from a professor

of theology in Uppsala, arguing that it was shameful that women in

the organisation discussed such subjects in public which modest
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persons would shun. The organisation was accused of gloating on

indecency, rather than fighting it.1020 The organisation reached the

conclusion that the criticism was untrue, and carried on its work.

The criticism was continued in the Aftonbladet, which took the

stance that prostitution was necessary. Other newspapers silently

condoned this criticism, and there was no publicist support for the

organisation.1021 After this massive public attack, a discussion within

the organisation led to feminist arguments being set aside in favour

of the goals of moral purity. The women’s issues became second-

ary.1022 This criticism also led to a number of members leaving the

organisation – from 1880 to 1881 the number of members dropped

by almost 50 per cent, and in 1891 the organisation had only 196

members.1023

Much debated and also criticised was a petition that the

Federation had submitted to the Office of the Governor in

Stockholm on May 11, 1880. It demanded the abolishment of the

regulation of prostitution on moral, judicial and sanitary grounds.

Morally, the regulation sanctioned the practice of vice as a profes-

sion, and this violated the morals of society. Judicially, the regulation

displaced the vagrancy law, and sanitarily there was no evidence of

the system being efficient in reducing the disease, in fact it seemed

to increase.1024 The Swedish Society of Medicine was asked to

respond to this petition, and a committee prepared an answer. In its

answer it concentrated on the sanitary question and criticised the
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way the Federation had interpreted statistics, which were the basis

of the organisation’s criticism against the sanitary beneficency of the

system. These readings were wrong, and syphilis had not increased,

as the Federation had argued. After an extensive discussion, the

Society agreed upon the committee’s answer. In the discussion

criticism was also voiced against what some physicians saw as inde-

cency in articles published by the Sedlighetsvännen.1025 The petition

was thus left without further consideration. 

Two years later, a new petition was handed in to the King in

Council, a petition which had been signed by 2,500 women on the

initiative of the Federation. The arguments were similar to the ones in

the earlier petition. Also this petition was left without further consi-

deration; the Office of the Governor in Stockholm, who was submitted

the matter for consideration, based its disapproving opinion on the

earlier thorough evaluation of the Swedish Society of Medicine.1026

In the 1880s social purity was a topic in Sweden as in other

European countries. The regulation issue was also discussed in con-

nection with the topic. A public lecture, said to have started the

debates, was delivered by the famous Swedish national-economist

Knut Wicksell (1851-1926). He argued that one of the most efficient

ways to fight poverty would be birth control, since, according to

Wicksell and others, chastity before marriage was detrimental both

to body and soul. This went against the opinions in some groups

within the women’s movement, where chastity before marriage for

both men and women was a demand.1027 Later in the decade,
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1025 Förhandlingar vid Svenska läkaresällskapets sammankomster, vol. 39, February 1, pp.33-41;

February 8, p. 78; February 15, p. 77, 1881. One member reserved himself.

1026 Lundquist, Den disciplinerade, p. 327; Boëthius, Strindberg och kvinnofrågan, p. 70.

1027 Lundquist, Den disciplinerade, p. 329; Boëthius, Strindberg och kvinnofrågan, pp. 70-72.

Wicksell was criticised mostly by representatives for the clergy and social puritans. Among his

supporters were the writers August Strindberg (1849-1912) and Gustaf af Geijerstam (1858-

1909) Cf. Ulla Manns, Den sanna frigörelsen. Fredrika-Bremer-förbundet 1884-1921

(Stockholm/Stehag, 1997), pp.82, 100, 132-133.
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Wicksell debated on prostitution and its regulation, and argued that

sex before marriage was one answer on how to rid society of prosti-

tution. He especially addressed himself to women and stated that

the law made them their own mistresses at the same age as men, and

therefore women should set themselves above conventional atti-

tudes and not wait until marriage to have sex.1028 The purity debate

went on for a decade, and articles in the Sedlighetsvännen were also

part of this discourse.1029

In 1888 a number of articles and public discussions gave renewed

ardour to the debate about the regulation system. Norwegian writer

Björnstjerne Björnson toured Sweden speaking about the dangers

of having sex before marriage (in terms of venereal diseases) and

arguing that both men and women should refrain from sex before

marriage.1030 Another writer propagating abstention from sex before

marriage was the physician and professor in medicine Seved

Ribbing (1845-1921). The views of both these in a sense supported

the Federation’s cause. Ribbing, however, did not want to abolish the

regulation of prostitution, which did have beneficial sanitary effects,

he argued.1031 In 1888, Edvard Welander (1846-1917), the inspecting

physician at the prostitution bureau and senior lecturer in syphilio-
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1028  Wicksell, Om prostitutionen, pp. 54-56.

1029 The purity debate of this period has been discussed in passim by among others Hjördis Levin,

Masken uti rosen: nymalthusianism och födelsekontroll i Sverige 1880-1910: propaganda och

motstånd (Stockholm/Stehag, 1994); Levin, Testiklarnas herravälde; Manns, Den sanna frigö-

relsen; Tjeder, “Playing With Fire”; Johannisson, Den mörka kontinenten; Anna Jansdotter, “På

turné för sedligheten”.

1030 Lundquist, Den disciplinerade, p. 336. In Norway the painter Christian Krohg (1852-1925)

also participated in the debate with a series of paintings of Albertine, a young woman who was

supposedly seduced by a high police inspector. As a consequence, she was then called in for

inspection at the medical department of the police, the prostitution bureau, and then entered

the life of a public woman. Besides a series of paintings (the most famous being Albertine i

politilegens venteværelse, 1885-87) he also wrote a small book. Krohg, Albertine (1888, Henån,

1994)

1031 Seved Ribbing, Om den sexuela hygienen och några af dess etiska konseqvenser (Stockholm,

1988); Lundquist, Den disciplinerade, p. 337.
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logy, an ardent supporter of the regulation system, participated in

the debate with statistics showing the danger of syphilis and the

need for a regulation.1032 From the late 1880s, the women’s move-

ment participated with renewed force and argued for the abolish-

ment of the regulation system. The question of abolishing the regu-

lation was raised in Parliament,  where it was argued that the

vagrancy law was displaced by the regulation. According to the pro-

posal, the Minister of Justice should be approached and asked

whether the government should take action or not. The proposal

was voted down, and a proposal to the Attorney General the same

year was also left without further action. A motion handed in to the

King in Council by the Church meeting, also requesting the abolish-

ment of the system, was left unheard.1033

In 1889 appeared the first formal proposal in Parliament, written

by Hugo Tamm (1840-1907), who was then the chairman of the

Federation and also a member of Parliament. It argued that the

government should abolish all police regulations pertaining to the

regulation of prostitution. The proposal was discussed by the

Swedish Society of Medicine, where especially Edvard Welander

argued against it. His main argument was that the regulation system

was a sanitary regulation, and that regulation of prostitution was an

efficient way to reach the goal of reducing the frequency of venereal

disease.1034 The Society supported his considerations of the pro-

posal.1035 Tamm’s proposal was further debated in Parliament, and
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1032 Edvard Welander, “Hvad betydelse hafva de veneriska sjukdomarna i socialt hänseende?”,

Hygiea, vol 51, no. 1, 1889.

1033 Lundquist, Den disciplinerade, p. 340.

1034 Welander, “Till belysning af prostitutionsfrågan”, Hygiea, vol. 51, no. 3, 1889, especially pp.

149-52, 176-77.

1035 Läkaresällskapets förhandlingar, 1889, vol. 51, pp. 45-60. Per Axel Lewin, the physician who

earlier in the century proposed brothels as a solution to control venereal disease, was the only

one who reserved himself to the Society’s memorial. The voting numbers were 86 against 1.

Cf. Lundquist, Den disciplinerade, p. 342-43.
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when set up for voting it was turned down by 76 votes against 16.

Among participants in the parliamentary debate, the liberals and

Christian conservatives supported the motion, on the grounds that

it was immoral and was of no sanitary value. Representatives for the

authorities were against the motion on the grounds that regulation

was beneficial for sanitary reasons, and also kept order in the city.1036

In the 1890s, the debates, both regarding social purity in general

and the abolishment of the regulation in particular, had simmered

down – there were only few discussions in the Swedish Society of

Medicine and the Federation was less active. Venereology was given

more attention in medical circles, and a new hospital, St Göran, was

established in 1888. A chair in venereology was instituted. Two

international conferences on venereology were held in 1899 and

again in 1902, and works in medicine on venereal disease and the

beneficent effects of a regulation system were published.1037 After the

first international conference, a discussion on venereal disease and

its possible effects on society was arranged within the Society of

Medicine. In this discussion in the society, where earlier the

Federation was accused of spreading immorality when discussing

venereal disease, voices were now raised speaking of the need for

public information. However, this information was to be handled

by the physicians alone.1038

At the turn of the century renewed criticism was directed against
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1036 In 1893 Hugo Tamm presented a new motion in Parliament, which requested the sharpening

of the penal code for fornication, where he wanted women to be punished as harshly as men,

and the law of procuring. A committee was appointed which reached the conclusion that

moral had to be heightened in society before the laws could be changed. Lundquist, Den dis-

ciplinerade, p. 348-54.

1037 Welander, Om de veneriska sjukdomarnas historia i Sverige (Stockholm, 1898) was published

again in a second extended version in 1905. Lundquist, Den disciplinerade, pp. 356-59;

Thyresson, Från fransozer, p. 117-18.

1038 Orsolya Husz, “’Ett mellanting mellan läkare och polis’. En aspekt på läkarnas sociala och pro-

fessionella ideologi kring sekelskiftet 1900”, unpublished MA-thesis, Department of History,

Stockholm University (Stockholm, 1994), pp. 18-19.
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the system, but the unanimous neo-regulationist approach within

the medical profession seemed to waver, and discussions within the

Society revealed different opinions about the regulation system.1039

In a series of articles in the Aftonbladet, written by a member of

Parliament, the police was criticised for condoning so-called “girls-

places” in Stockholm. This in turn seems to have given new fervour

to the Federation. A number of women’s meetings were held, and a

committee was formed to prepare a petition, signed by women all

over Sweden. The petition would demand the abolishment of the

regulation of prostitution. The committee was to organise meetings

in different parts of Stockholm to make the issue known. Eighteen

meetings were held between February 20 and April 28 in 1902. One

meeting was aimed at both men and women, the other 17 exclu-

sively for women.1040 The result was seven petitions from different

women’s organisations, and one collective petition, signed by

15,438 women. The petitions were presented to the Office of the

Governor in Stockholm, and social and economic causes as an

explanation for prostitution were in the foreground.1041 The petition

was submitted to the Society of Medicine for consideration, and in

the extended discussions on the subject two different opinions

among the participants emerged. Reformers argued that the women

who were subjected to the regulation system had never been offered

hospital care, but hospital shaming, and that the system needed less

policing and more sanitary measures. The supporters argued that

care on a voluntary basis was out of the question. Among the oppo-

nents was Karolina Widerström (1856-1949), Sweden’s first female
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1039 The neo-regulationist approach among physicians and representatives for the police could be

seen in France as well. Cf. Corbin, Women for Hire, pp. 310-30.

1040 Lundquist, Den disciplinerade, p. 360-63; Hörnqvist, “Från kvinnosak”, p. 35.

1041 Lundquist, Den disciplinerade, p. 362; Manns, Den sanna frigörelsen, p. 132. At the same time

a petition from the Stockholm Priest association was submitted to the Office of the Governor,

requesting the abolishment of the regulation system because it promoted immorality and vice.
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physician.1042 A number of pamphlets critical of the regulations

system were published in the years 1902-1903, and the debate con-

tinued. But nothing happened until the question was raised again in

Parliament.1043

In 1903, two Members of Parliament motioned that the regula-

tion system needed to be revised. The motion was neo-regulationist

in character, and asked for a more humane but yet efficient system.

The result was the appointment of an official investigation into the

regulation system.1044 The investigation committee worked for seven

years and its results were printed in 1910.1045 The proposal suggested

that the system was to be abolished, but that certain groups should

remain under control. Women who prostituted themselves were to

be divided into two groups: professional prostitutes and semi-pro-

fessional prostitutes. The first groups was characterised as the one

in need of supervision, registration and continued forced medical

inspection. The semi-professional women, who also supported
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1042 Lundquist, Den disciplinerade, p. 366; Ada Nilsson, Glimtar ur mitt liv som läkare (Stockholm,

1963), pp. 69-71; Andrea Andréen, Karolina Widerström: en levnadsteckning (1956,

Stockholm, 1988), pp. 46-48.

1043 Karl Åkermark, En brännande fråga: Prostitutionen och Polisreglementet: Några allmänna syn-

punkter (Stockholm, 1903); Arvid Ulrich, Prostitutionsreglementeringen Några rättsliga och

sociala synpunkter (Sundsvall, 1903); Einar Ekstam [= Artur Möller], Hur afskaffas prostitu-

tionen? (Stockholm, 1902), S. Dahlbäck, I prostitutionsfrågan (Stockholm, 1903); Müllern-

Aspegren, Några ord i Prostitutionsfrågan. This period also saw discussions on what was seen

as “the white slave trade”; where it was alleged that young white girls where trafficked to bro-

thels in foreign countries. This debate also took place in England. Cf. Walkowitz, Prostitution

and Victorian, pp. 246-50; Jerker Saming, “Fem tunnor ungerskt vin, eller tre säckar potatis av

okänt ursprung — en undersökning av motståndet mot den vita slavhandlens spridning i

Sverige fram till 1908”, unpublished MA-thesis, Department of History, Stockholm University

(Stockholm, 1997); Christian Kjellman, “Vaksamhet och den vita slavhandeln. En berättelse

om moralisk panik i sekelskiftets Sverige”, unpublished BA-thesis, Department of History,

Stockholm University (Stockholm, 1999).

1044 Lundquist, Den disciplinerade, p. 371-74.

1045 Underdånigt betänkande, vols. 1-4. During this period debates were still going on, see for

instance Johansson, Den undre världen; Selma Billström, Prostitutions-byråns verksamhet och

nytta. Inledningsföredrag af Selma Billström vid kvinnokommitténs af d. 5 febr. diskussionsmöten

i K.F:U.M. och folketshus den 19 och 29 april 1909 (Stockholm, 1910).
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themselves with other jobs, were less demoralised and were not in

need of control. The vagrancy law was to be used as the judicial

grounds for a continued regulation. Infected individuals were to be

traced, and if necessary forcedly inspected and treated.1046 This is a

totally different attitude than the one taken by physicians a little

more than fifty years earlier, when clandestine public women were

seen as the most dangerous ones. Although criticising the neo-

regulationist arguments, the proposal was itself neo-regulationist in

character. The chairman of the committee, professor Johan E.

Johansson (1862-1938), reserved himself against the proposal and

stated, among other things, that to apply the vagrancy law on public

women would leave out the other participant in prostitution – the

customer.1047 Otto Westerberg, the chairman of the Federation and

also on the committee, supported Johansson and joined his reser-

vation. 

The remittal procedures lasted for five years, and the investiga-

tion and its recommendations were also debated thoroughly after it

had become public. The Swedish Society of Medicine was one of the

bodies to consider the proposal. The disagreement within the orga-

nisation became evident in the discussion of the investigation. The

issue was debated at ten different meetings during six months, and

to complicate matters further, Johan E. Johansson, who had partici-

pated in the investigation, had now become chairman of the Society.

The debates were lengthy and at times heated and almost bitter.1048

As a result of the discussions it was suggested that the Society would

present the discussions themselves rather than a proposal as the
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1046 Underdånigt betänkande, vol. 1, pp. 178-79, 189-93, 343, 373-74; Thyresson, Från fransozer, p.

150. Cf. Anja Hirdman, “’Den heliga elden.’ Synen på de prostituterade i statliga utredningar

mellan 1903 och 1962”, unpublished BA-thesis, Department of the History of Ideas,

Stockholm University (Stockholm, 1994).

1047 Underdånigt betänkande, vol. 1, p. 528. 

1048 Thyresson, Från fransozer, p. 150.
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Society’s answer. Another suggestion recommended that individuals

who were professional public women needed to be medically

controlled. In the voting, the second proposal got 52 votes against

50, and 16 members reserved themselves against the proposal. 

In 1914, the (Royal) Health Committee submitted its considera-

tion, and did not support the proposal. The proposal also led to

considerable discussions within the women’s movement.1049 The

critical assessment of the Health Committee gave another turn to

the debate. The Health Committee stated that it was obvious that to

enforce the regulation of prostitution could not be defended, but

did not motivate this argument any further. 

A new law on contagious diseases was presented in 1918, and was

enforced on January 1, 1919. The Lex Veneris, as it was called, was

positively received by the women’s movement. The law stated that

any physician who diagnosed a sexually transmitted disease in a

patient, regardless of the patient’s sex, had to report this patient to

a health inspector, without disclosing his/her name, but giving all

other relevant data. The source of contagion should be traced, and

when approached, this person had to submit to a physical examina-

tion. The diseased had to submit to care, but care was free of

charge.1050 The law was promoted for its uniqueness in Europe; it

disregarded differences of gender and class, and all citizens were

subject to the law, the individual was subordinated the collective.1051

Women suspected of prostitution were still controlled by the

vagrancy law. Rather than being perceived as a health risk, the

women’s lifestyle as a whole was taken into consideration. Vagrants

were those who, without having means of their own, refrained from

trying to get an honest job, and whose lifestyles “cause danger for
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1049  Lundquist, Den disciplinerade, pp. 390-99; Thyresson, Från fransozer, p. 152.

1050 See discussion in chapter 4.

1051 Baldwin, Contagion and the State, p. 408.
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public security, order and morality”.1052 This did not necessary mean

that remuneration for sexual activities had to be involved, but that

general promiscuity was grounds for suspicion of vagrancy. Many

women were thus sentenced for vagrancy, rather than institutional

hospital care. The vagrancy law was in use until 1964.1053

In 1999 a new law in Sweden outlawed the purchase of sexual

services.1054 In effect, this means that selling sexual services is not cri-

minal, only buying. There had been two major investigations into

prostitution since the 1910s: the first in 1981 strongly advised

against all criminalisation, while the second investigation in 1995

recommended that both parties be criminalised.1055 When the last

investigation was under consideration, a majority of the bodies

asked to give their opinion advised against criminalisation, but

some recommended that only the purchasing part should be il-

legal.1056 During the period after the investigation was presented

until the law was passed in May 1998, a number of motions were

filed in Parliament. In October 1996 women from all parties repre-

sented in Parliament joined in a motion, requesting that only the

customers were criminalised.1057In September 1997 the congress of
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1052 Teodor Hintze, Samling af lagar, författningar, instruktioner, order, m. m. som angå Stockholms

polis (Stockholm, 1887), Lag angående lösdrifvares behandling den 12 juni 1885, p. 277.

Swedish: …våda deraf uppstår för allmän säkerhet, ordning eller säkerhet.

1053 For examples of cases see Thomas Söderblom, Horan och batongen (Stockholm, 1992), p. 181-

83. Söderblom’s study is a Foucauldian attempt to see power/resistance in public women’s

attempt to fight repression from the state. Ingrid Millbourn, “Prostitutionen och folkhem-

met”, Historisk tidskrift (1994:3), pp. 507-17, severely criticises both Söderblom’s method and

his results. See also Hirdman, “Den heliga elden”, pp. 12-16; Prostitution: beskrivning, analys,

förslag till åtgärder [Prostitutionsutredningen] (Stockholm, 1981), p. 88.

1054 Svensk författningssamling 1998:408, Lag om förbud mot köp av sexuella tjänster.

1055 Prostitutionen i Sverige. Bakgrund och åtgärder, SOU 1981:71; Könshandeln. Betänkande av

1993 års prostitutionsutredning, SOU 1995:15.

1056 Ylva Bergman, “Mot ett förbud av könsköp. En studie av debatten kring prostitutionsutred-

ningen 1995”, unpublished term-paper, Department of Economic History, Stockholm

University (Stockholm, 1999), p. 10.

1057 Motion till riksdagen, 1996/97:Ju718, postnr: 678. Cf. Bergman, “Mot ett förbud”, p. 13. 
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the social-democratic party voted for a criminalisation of the

customer, which was also the proposal from the government the

following year.1058 The law was enforced on January 1, 1999.

The law has been called a “feminist law”, and in an international

perspective, the Swedish approach concerning prostitution seems to

yet again have trod a “Swedish Sonderweg”. In the Netherlands the

ban on brothels, effective since 1911, was lifted in October 1999.

This step has been promoted as a “feminist law”, improving the

situation for public women. The problem of changing and im-

proving their situation has been met by two opposing approaches,

both seen as feminist. To paraphrase the quote from Judith

Walkowitz introducing this study: prostitution continues to be a

“hot issue” for feminists – and others.
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1058  Kvinnofrid, proposition 1997/98:55. 
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APPENDIX 1. 
VENEREAL DISEASES1059

Venereal diseases are, in the words of Claude Quetel, practically the

only diseases named according to their way of transmittance, where

venereal is denominated from Venus, the goddess of love. Quetel

states that the “… word carries connotation of both sex and sin. One

is punished by the very means by which one has transgressed.”1060

Disease and sickness have social, ethical and political dimensions,

and affect individuals in a most explicit way. The interpretation and

social significance given to different diseases can sometimes be asso-

ciated with an individual (or collective) moral deficiency.1061 The

assumptions about people affected by certain diseases have led to

certain medical policies and theories. The assumptions have con-

cerned people’s personal behaviour, moral deficiencies, social mar-

ginality or promiscuity.1062 In England syphilis was known as the

“social disease”, and in Sweden it was, among other things, denomi-

nated the “poor man’s disease” during the nineteenth century.1063

When the link between syphilis and sexual intercourse was made

clear, this led some physicians to refuse treating the disease and it was

treated by quacks and barber surgeons.1064
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1059 The main body of this text is based on information from http://www.bu.edu/cohis/ (000209);

Medicinsk uppslagsbok, 3 ed. (Stockholm, 1979), Lundberg, Care and Coercion, Thyresson,

Från franzoser.

1060 Claude Quetel, History of Syphilis (1986, Baltimore, 1990), p. 3.

1061 See for instance Susan Sontag, AIDS och dess metaforer (Stockholm, 1988) where she makes

comparisons between the metaphors on AIDS and those on syphilis in the nineteenth century.

1062 Jeffrey Weeks, Against Nature: Essays on history, sexuality and identity (London, 1991), p. 114;

Mort, Dangerous Sexualities, p. 211.

1063 Weeks, Against Nature, p. 114, Welander, Bidrag till de veneriska, p. 49.

1064 Theodor Rosebury, Microbes and Morals: The strange Story of Venereal Diseases (London,

1971), chapter 14, Lundquist, Den disciplinerade¸ p. 34.
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What has been referred to as venereal disease in this study consist

of three different diseases: syphilis, gonorrhoea and chancroid. There

were no reliable cures for syphilis before the breakthrough of peni-

cillin treatments in the 1940’s. Syphilis caused the greatest concern

in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and it also was the most

dangerous venereal disease:

When wounds and boils are thus visible on the outside, it is scarcely less wicked

inside the body, but the intestines have been consumed, the palate and the

mouth, the gums and the lips corroded away and the nose falls off its foundation,

the nose cartilage, is gone. [...]And thus, when one limb after another has been

amputated, at last comes the inevitable death and drags the miserable and

stinking remains into the ground.1065

The above quote is from the early eighteenth century and describes

a person in the third stage of syphilis, where the stinking and repul-

sive remnants of a human being is finally dragged into the ground by

death itself. It is easily understood that the disease was a cause for

worries.1066

Syphilis is an infection spread through bacteria, most commonly

through sexual intercourse. A pregnant woman can also infect the

foetus. The disease has three stages. The first symptoms (primary

syphilis) are usually lacerations, visible 2-4 weeks after the point of

infection, often on the genitals. In many cases this gives few pro-

blems, and heals without treatment. Secondary syphilis occurs about
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1065 Johan Linder, Tanckar om then smittosame sjukdomen fransoser och salivation eller dregelkuren,

1713, quoted in Thyresson, Från franzoser, pp. 34-35. Swedish: När sår och bölder således sig

utvärtes visa står det förmodligen föga bättre till in uti kroppen utan inälvorna varda uppätne,

gom och mun, tandkött och läppar uppfrätta och näsan faller då dess grundval näsbrosket är

borta. [...] Och när nu således den ena lemmen efter den andra varder medtagen kommer

änteligen den oundvikliga döden som det övriga eländiga och stinkande med sig i jorden slä-

par.

1066 Syphilis had its name from the main character in a poem by Giralamo Fracastaro (1483-1553);

the character was named Syphilus and suffered from the disease.
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two months after the infection, where rashes appear on the skin, on

labia and on the glands. This stage can also bring loss of hair, eye

problems, headaches and swollen glands. These symptoms can also

disappear without treatment, and the disease can stay latent for con-

siderable time. The extent of communicability depends on the

extension of infectious lesions. However, tertiary syphilis can appear

after several years (about 15-20 years later) and can be very serious

and sometimes lethal. It can affect the heart, the aorta, the brain or

the vertebrae. This could cause heart problems, dementia or para-

lysis. Tertiary syphilis, however, is unusual. A person suffering from

tertiary syphilis is not contagious.

Gonorrhoea is a gonococci infection, and the name is derived

from the Greek word for semen discharge. The name alludes to the

symptoms such as discharges (leucorrhea) from the genitals. It is an

infection caused by a bacterium called Neisseria gonorrhea. The in-

fection is mostly spread through sexual intercourse, but a person

can also self-infect, by touching the infected area then touching

other areas on the body. In women the contagion can lead to ovary

infections, and the baby can get it from an infected mother during

birth. Furthermore, the infection can lead to salpingitis, which may

cause fever, stomach pains and infertility. If the infection is spread to

the blood system, the entire body becomes infected, which is called

“disseminated gonorrhoea.” When gonorrhoea is left untreated, the

disease may ultimately lead to infertility for both men and women.

Conjunctivitis (when the disease infects the eye) can lead to blind-

ness. 

Chancroid is caused by a bacteria called Hemophilus ducreyi. It is

commonly spread through sexual intercourse, also through self-

infection (see above). The sores appear on the genitals or in the

mouth, and are often painful and tender. The lymph nodes nearby

will also be swollen. Unless treated abscesses can form in the groin

area and deep scarring develop.

436
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N i n e t e e n t h  C e n t u r y  D e b a t e s

In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century, especially British

and French physicians were divided into believers of the unicist and du-

alist theories regarding venereal disease. The unicist theory stated that

syphilis and gonorrhoea were symptoms of the same disease, but in dif-

ferent stages. The dualist theory held that the diseases were separate. In

1837 Philippe Ricord differentiated between the diseases, and estab-

lished that gonorrhoea and syphilis were two different diseases. He also

introduced the three stages of syphilis, but according to Quetel it was

not until the late nineteenth century, with the French physician Jean Al-

fred Fournier (1832-1914), that there was any advancement beyond

this.1067 However, Ricord made a mistake regarding syphilis, and as-

sumed that the disease was non-communicable in the second stage.

This severely delayed knowledge about the disease, and led to lengthy

conflicts between scholars.1068 The conflict lingered on in Swedish

medical discourse after Ricord had published his results, and Anna

Lundberg states that there was little emphasis on venereology in

Sweden. The subject was not integrated into the studies in medicine,

and physicians rather defended certain fields of international know-

ledge, instead of undertaking empirical investigations on their own.

Late eighteenth century Swedish physicians kept themselves informed

through international literature, and also tried to inform the popula-

tion of the hazard of the disease. The period between 1785- 1830 is

characterised by discussions concerning the symptoms of the disease,

and in the late 1830’s and early 1840’s a new medical vocabulary was in-

troduced. This mirrors a budding professionality.1069

437

1067 Lundberg, Care and Coercion, pp. 66-67; Thyresson, Från franzoser, p. 7; Quetel History of

Syphilis, p. 5; Lundquist, Den disciplinerade, p. 37. 

1068 Lundberg, Care and Coercion, p. 67.

1069 Ibid., p. 58, 63.
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After the 1860’s, and especially in the 1870’s, the discourse on ve-

nereal disease changed in Sweden. Swedish physicians were updated

to European research, and international research results often

reached Sweden within a year after publication, often through re-

views in the Swedish medical journals. In the 1880’s an increasing

number of Swedish articles on the subject were published, and

experiments were carried out. Swedish physicians no longer based

themselves solely on international research, but performed their

own research and had their own national discourse.1070

D i f f e r e n t  C u r e s  a n d  R e m e d i e s  U s e d  i n
t h e  N i n e t e e n t h  C e n t u r y

A number of more or less elaborated methods to cure the disease ex-

isted during the century. Opium was proposed, and used, in the ear-

ly century, and a number of vegetable cures were in circulation. Tar-

water was used, both taken orally and externally. The diet-cure, con-

sisting of water and meat, was used extensively during the first half

of the century. At the Stockholm kurhus its proponent in Sweden,

Carl Gustav Osbeck (1766-1841), was the resident physician for a

number of years, and the diet-cure was used almost exclusively

during his period there.1071 The smoking-cure was also used, where the
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1070  Ibid., p. 179.

1071 Thyresson, Från Franzoser, chapter 8. There seems to have been quite a commotion around

Osbeck and his alleged method. Osbeck had requested a reward from the Serafimerordensgillet

of 5 000 Rdr Banco, a yearly pension for himself and his wife, and 500 Rdr Banco for his

underaged children. His Royal Majesty requested this, provided it could be shown that the

Osbeck method differed from the Winslow-method from Denmark. A committee of doctors

stated that the methods were not identical, and Osbeck received his reward. The decision on

the pension, however, was delayed, and through his position at the kurhus, avoided. However,

between the lines (and sometimes explicit) in the separate decisions it is obvious that the

medical opinion about Osbeck and his research was another. Nor had he finished his medical

degree, and was really a barber surgeon. He had at one point in time been fired from his medi-

cal position in Wadstena for punching the resident First Doctor in the head and in the face.
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patient had to inhale smokes coming from different burning metal-

loids.

Mercury was introduced to Swedish physicians in the late 1820’s,

and it was extensively used in both France and also the United

States. It became the dominant cure until the twentieth century.

According to Lundberg, mercury never gained strong foothold in

Sweden during the first half of the nineteenth century, but was in-

troduced later than in the rest of Europe. There were great differences

between anti-mercuralists and those supporting the cure. Anti-

mercuralists proposed syphilisation (being inoculated with the

virus) and diet-cures, whereas the mercuralists supported treat-

ments with not only mercury but also additional metalloid sub-

stances. Not until in the 1870’s was mercury in any widespread use

in Sweden, but in 1895 95 per cent of all patients with constitutional

syphilis had been prescribed mercury.1072

In 1909 Salvarsan was introduced, a component consisting of ar-

senic compounds. The Salvarsan was used intravenously, but could

not penetrate all ligaments, especially when syphilis had reached the

brain, since the Salvarsan could not penetrate the liquid surrounding

the brain and the spinal chord. In 1841 the first clinical test experi-

ments were made with penicillin. In Sweden, penicillin became

extensively used only in the late 1940’s.
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1072  Lundberg, Care and Coercion, p. 175.
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APPENDIX 2. 
SOURCE MATERIAL1073

In chapter one it was stated that the methodological approach in

this study was to apply a combination of quantitative and qualitati-

ve methods, where a more statistically oriented design was juxta-

posed to a more interpretative approach. The material concerning,

for instance, regulations, laws, and ideas of how to regulate venereal

disease and prostitution has been investigated using qualitative text

analysis, whereas ways to uphold these laws and regulations have

been studied in a quantitative design. There are reasons for this; the

most obvious one is that the material was easily accessible that way.

Furthermore, to conduct a quantifying textual analysis on the mate-

rial discussing ideas on prostitution had not, for instance, captured

what I wanted to discuss – certain biases in the material concerning

how certain influential individuals conceptualised prostitution and

women they saw as prostitutes (although certain quantifications

have been made). The most part of this methodological approach

was discussed in chapter one, and will not be further developed

here. This appendix will concentrate on describing the different ar-

chives, and the advantages and disadvantages of different kinds of

sources. I will discuss the archives according to the relevance they

have had for this study, and the different types of materials in rela-

tion to their archives.

Unprinted material has been found in a number of archives. The

main archive for this research has been the Archive of the Office of

440

1073 I will not discuss all the material used in this study when this material has only been used very

briefly to corroborate other, more substantial sources, and when it gave little additional infor-

mation.
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the Governor (Överståthållareämbetets arkiv). It covers a number of

archives, sorting municipally under the Office of the Governor at the

time of this investigation. The most important archive for this inves-

tigation, namely the archive of the Prostitution Bureau (Prostitu-

tionsbyråns arkiv) is sorted under the Office of the Governor, and

also the rest of the archive of the Police Department (Äldre polis-

kammarens arkiv, Polissekreterarens arkiv). Further, it contains the

Governor’s Chancellery (Överståthållarens äldre kansli). 

The archive that deals with the Chancellery itself was severely

sorted in the 1860s. The oldest preserved day-book (diarium) begins

in 1801, but the majority of documents are from 1841 and later. This

is true for minutes, and also for the rough drafts. In many cases the

original documents referred to in the day-books are not preserved,

and what is left is only the notation in the day-book. These give

sparse information: the date, the nature of the errand, the number of

the minute (although these may now be missing), and in some cases

the other instance the errand was admitted to for consideration. The

day-books are voluminous, the number of entries are between

1,500-2,000 for the years of interest, and to investigate the day-

books for each year was perceived as too excessive a workload in re-

lation to the potential information. The day-book for 1838-1839

(the years of attempted municipal brothels) was investigated as a

whole, without finding any relevant material, however. The day-

books for the other years have been accessed through the indexes for

the years relevant for this study. I have used different keywords. Key-

words have been venereal disease, inspection, taverns, inns, coffee-

houses, brothels, prostitution, loose, lechery, regulation, physicians

and the like, pertaining to the subject.1074
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1074 The indexes of the day-books were investigated for the following years: 1804 (1560 entries);

1812 (2189 entries); 1813 (1908 entries); 1830 (1892 entries); 1837 (1636 entries); 1847 (1884

entries); 1858 (2116 entries); 1859 (1946 entries) and 1875 (2766 entries), CIIa Sekreterarens

diarium, ÖÄ, SSA.
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The archive of the Police Department (Äldre poliskammaren) has

also been sorted. Furthermore, some documents are missing as a re-

sult of maltreatment, and some documents have consciously been

destroyed.1075 That was a considerable setback when the first half of

the nineteenth century was under investigation, since there was no

corroborating material as in the case of the Prostitution Bureau

during the second half of the century. Thus, the notations in the

day-books have often been the only possible source to gain informa-

tion on how the municipalities tried to carry out control of venereal

disease during this period. As a rule minutes to the day-books are

missing. After a few spot-tests searching for minutes, and finding

these missing, I only tried to find minutes in cases of more interest

than others. As I discussed in chapter one, the day-books of the

Chamber of the Police were randomly chosen; giving the cross-

sections 1812, 1830, 1853, 1869 and 1879. These day-books were in-

vestigated as a whole, i.e. not sampled, but I focused on the female

culprits. The total number of cases each year was discussed in chap-

ters 9 and 10, and is also shown in Appendix 4.

When the participation of the police force in the discourse on

prostitution was investigated, I concentrated on the Archive of the

Police Secretary (Polissekreterarens arkiv). This material was also ac-

cessed according to the same principle as above, i.e. years relevant for

this study were investigated through the index.1076 I tried to find the

minutes in all cases, but was only lucky in some instances since this

archive was also substantially sorted out.1077 Some series where infor-

mation could have been gained were not created until the reorgani-

sation of the police force in 1850.1078

442

1075  Staf, Polisväsendet, p. 489.

1076 CI, Polissekreterarens diarium, 1837 1204 entries; 1838, 1031 entries; 1839, 1173 entries; 1847,

1169 entries; 1858, 1145 entries; 1859, 1130 etnries; 1875, 1375 entries, Polissekreterarens ar-

kiv, ÖÄ, SSA. Missing are the day-books for 1810-13, 1816-1833.

1077 Handlingar till diariet, EIII, Polissekreterarens arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA.

1078 For instance, the practice of written orders to the police. Orderbok, BIII, Äldre poliskamma-

ren, ÖÄ.
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The archive of the Prostitution Bureau (Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv)

is abundant, but does not provide any substantial material concern-

ing discussions; the archive does not include minutes of any kind.

The archive mainly gives information through the notations made

according to the bureaucratic standard procedures, and seldom any

more concrete comments on the part of the police. However, there

are also letters from the public and from regulated women. The ar-

chive has been used both to investigate how the prostitution control

was carried out after 1859, but also in an attempt to capture some of

the sentiments both of the regulated women and among people in

general. This archive also provided information for the two cohort

studies, discussed in chapter 10. Again, the day-books were quanti-

fied according to the number of registered offences, and although

there were supplementary information to be accessed in what was

called Memory and Report Books (DIa Minnes och rapportbok),

these gave little additional information and were no regular minutes.

Thus, after spot-tests giving very little substantial material, this

approach was abandoned, and only the day-books for 1869 and

1879 were used. Concerning the cohort studies, the regulation rolls

were investigated. These gave information about the women, practi-

cally from the day she was born until she was deregulated, died,

married or disappeared. Only some of that plentiful material was

used in this study.1079 The regulation rolls were run together with the

address books, which are meticulous in the notations about women’s

addresses. The women moved frequently, but changes are noted

443

1079 The regulation registers gave information about year and place of birth, parents’ name and oc-

cupation and whether they were alive or not, whether the woman was born within wedlock,

what she had done previous to her regulation (occupation, born children, when she was “se-

duced”, whether she had been treated at a kurhus, when she arrived in Stockholm), and all the

offences she committed after her regulation. The information of her the woman’s previous life

was gained through her birth certificate and through herself, and must thus be looked upon

with caution, since the situation itself (a woman about to be registered as a public woman) in

some cases made people ‘careless with the truth’. 
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weekly, and sometimes more frequently. Concerning the domicile of

women subjected to inspection in 1847, the registers for public in-

spections were used (Offentlig besiktning DVIa1), registers which in

the beginning gave both the former or current occupation of the

women, and their domicile. To register the women’s occupation

later ceased. As for the letters sent in to the prostitution bureau I only

used material that was within the period of my study; the letters be-

came more informative towards the end of the century. As could be

seen in chapter 10, the anonymous letters were quantified according

to the character of the letter and its signature. This was done in

order to show the spread and refrain from using uncharacteristic

but “juicy” letters to illustrate the public opinion; although certain

letters were chosen, these can be fitted in the general outline.

Anonymous letters are problematic in the sense that they give the

letter writer both an opportunity to be extra frank, but also a chance

to elaborate the truth. Thus, the letters have been handled having

that in mind. 

Other archives which have been used are the archives of the City

Committee (Stadsnämndens arkiv) and of the kurhus (Sjukhuset Ei-

ras arkiv). The archive of the City Committee has its minutes pre-

served, and so has the kurhus, with only a few missing documents.1080

The minutes from the City Committee have been used in order to

establish some sort of approach towards venereal disease and prosti-

tution within municipal authorities. The minutes from 1843-1864

were studied in full, and are a combination of minutes which only

give the decisions and minutes also accounting for discussions. The

appendices pertaining to some decisions taken were also included,

and have also been used in this study. The minutes also give infor-

mation about the persons attending the meetings. The minutes of

444

1080 The hospital did not get its name Eira until 1906, and has thus been referred to as the kurhus

in this study. Staf, Polisväsendet, p. 84.
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the kurhus are similar in design and has been studied in full from

1819-1873, and from 1873 through the then established index, using

keywords such as those stated above. Factual statements have, when

possible, been corroborated by other sources, and statements of a

more tendentious character have been assigned to the physician or

person stating them. In cases where others supported these state-

ments they have been discussed as statements of the kurhus. The

medical journals of the kurhus have been accessed through a samp-

ling frame (this was discussed in chapter one). As in the case of the

regulation rolls, the patient registers give more abundant informa-

tion than what could be used in this study.1081 The patient registers for

the Hospital of the Garrison in Stockholm (Garnisonssjukhuset) had

the same character, but gave less information.

I have also used court material from the lower courts (kämnärs-

rätten). From 1850 the lower courts ceased to exist, and the magi-

strate’s court (rådhusrätten) took over cases earlier handled in the

lower courts.1082 In 1840 four different areas of jurisdiction merged

into one jurisdiction, covering the whole city. The city was divided

into divisions, and the cases were assigned by lot to one of the divi-

sions.1083 The minutes from this particular case (the Ekdahl vs. Are-

nander case) gives plentiful information. However, concerning all

court material, statements have to be treated with caution, since

some of the actors were on trial, others summoned as hostile wit-

nesses. As can be seen from the material, some witnesses were also

445

1081 Only the patient registers for 1830 was investigated in full. The registers provide information

of the patient’s name, year of birth, occupation, remitting institution, civil status, length of

treatment and date of admittance and discharge, symptoms, how the disease was communi-

cated. Further comments usually give information of treatment and additional comments to

the patients’ character.

1082 Ulla Johansson, “Stockholms magistrats och rådhusrätts arkiv 1720-1849” in Stockholms stads

arkivnämnd och stadsarkiv årsberättelse 1969, bihang 33 (Stockholm, 1970), p. 40.

1083 Jan Gejrot, “Kämnärsrätterna i Stockholm och deras arkiv” in Berättelse över arkivnämndens

verksamhet år 1984, bihang 33 (Stockholm, 1985), p. 31.
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excessively questioned whether they knew the implications of giving

evidence in court, implying that their knowledge about these matters

was less than adequate. Furthermore, the discourse in the court fol-

lows a certain set pattern of ritualised proceedings. Thus, as in the

case of letters, the statements have been treated as the opinion of

some actors rather than as facts. 

Census and taxation registers (mantalslängder) have been used to

get information about the whereabouts of certain individuals (such

as the individuals involved in the brothel trial). Census registers are

registers based on the head of the family’s information about his

household, which means that servants, lodgers and others are in-

cluded in these registers. These registers also give information about

the reported income for the head of the family, or the establishment

run (in this case the coffee-house/brothel the London, for instance).

Finally, one private archive has been used, the archive of Carl Fred-

rik Ridderstad. This material was accessed through the kind assistance

of Christer Ridderstad, a descendant to Carl Fredrik Ridderstad, who

kept the archive in his private home, in Nyköping. According to my re-

quests, the files were sent to the Kungliga biblioteketet in Stockholm,

which means that I could not see the whole archive. According to

Christer Ridderstad, the files were sorted corresponding to his perso-

nal system, not according to archival standards. My wish, in general,

was to get hold of material, dealing with prostitution, and in particu-

lar, with brothels. I had access to those files that dealt with Ridderstad’s

field studies in Stockholm, where he noted his impressions of the city

and its “underworld”. Further, I could use some of the letters sent to

him.1084 The field material is substantial, and the notes vary from being

quite informative to being notes for Ridderstad’s memory. Again,

446

1084 I asked for possible correspondence with the following people: Magnus Möller, Wilhelm

Sprengtporten, Augustus Timoleon Wistrand, Axel Gabriel Carlsson, N.J. Ekdahl, P.J. Liedbeck

and Bernhard von Beskow.
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these notes have been dealt with as part fact, part fiction; the aim of

Ridderstad’s travel was to gather information for the Stockholm

version of Eugene Sue’s, Les mystères de Paris, and his focus was thus

on criminality, which may also have led to an overemphasis on some

parts. Parts of Ridderstad’s novel Stockholmsmysterier have also been

used. My ambition has not been to assess the literary quality of the

novel, and it has only been used to illustrate how Ridderstad himself

used his field notes, thus giving extra quality to this study as well.

Printed material has also been used, and the major source has

been material dealing with the Swedish Society of Medicine (Svenska

Läkaresällskapet). Most of its material is printed and accessible at the

Kungliga Biblioteket in a number of overlapping series.1085 Svenska lä-

karesällskapets handlingar volumes I - XII, 1813 – 1833, is the earliest

series, and contains reports from other hospitals, of the frequency of

different diseases, some articles et cetera. This series keeps no min-

utes, only scientific essays. The annual reports are printed in their

own series (Årsberättelse om Svenska Läkaresällskapets arbeten), but

give little additional information to the minutes printed in other

series. The minutes are printed from 1841 onwards. This series is

continued in Svenska Läkaresällskapets Nya Handlingar volumes 1-12,

1837-1863 (there were no printed volumes in 1833 and 1834) and

Svenska Läkaresällskapets Nya Handlingar, series 2, volumes 1-8:2,

1866-1881 which are of the same character.1086 The series called För-

handlingar vid Svenska läkaresällskapets sammankomster 1841-1881-,

volumes 1-39 are the volumes containing the most substantial mate-

rial, since they keep the minutes from the proceedings of the Society.

447

1085 From 1883 a stenographer was used if the chairman found it necessary, from 1897 all discus-

sions were stenographed. Bergstrand, Svenska läkaresällskapet, p. 59.

1086 After that period the series continue in Svenska Läkaresällskapets nya handlingar serie 3, volumes

1-3, 1890-1901, and Svenska Läkaresällskapets handlingar volumes 37-45, 1907-1919. The mi-

nutes from their meetings were printed from the start. These minutes are edited in order to be

printed, and the archive of the Society is accessible at Riksarkivet (RA/73.9001). The minutes

from this early period are of poor character. Bergstrand, Svenska läkaresällskapet, pp. 65-66.
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These are also printed in the scientific journal Hygiea, which began to

be published in 1839. Apart from articles, the journal included deba-

tes and reviews. The articles in the journal have to be seen as part of

a scientific discourse, and thus their terminology analysed ac-

cordingly.

Additional printed material has been laws, regulations, and parli-

amentary records. The parliamentary records pertaining to certain

subjects can be easily found for this early period; there is an index ac-

cording to subject and individuals.1087 The arguments in Parliament

are elitist in the sense that the participants were part of society’s

elite, but still laymen in medical questions, for example.1088 However,

the discussions are of interest since they show the approach of diffe-

rent estates to issues such as forced laws versus the free will of the in-

dividual in the matter of venereal disease, for instance. The laws and

regulations have been seen as the public manifestation of the

authorities’ wish to take charge over venereal disease, and eventual-

ly prostitution. The regulations were textually analysed, and in sub-

sequent chapters compared with how practitioners upheld the letter

of these laws. Newspapers have not been used systematically, only

when other material have indicated that matters of interest to this

study has been discussed. Of interest in this study has not been the

representativity of these newspapers in regard to how many readers

each paper had, but rather the fact that some writers chose to publish

their views of the control of venereal disease and prostitution. The

political orientation of the newspapers has been commented in con-

nection with the analysis of the articles.1089
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1087 Sakregister till Rikets Ständers protokoll med bihang 1809-166, vols. 1 and 2 (Stockholm,

1891-93).

1088 Cf. Eggeby, Vandringsman, p. 44.

1089 For an overview of publishing figures and a discussion of political orientation see Berit Borell,

De svenska liberalerna och representationsfrågan på 1840-talet (Stockholm, 1948), pp. 293-97;

Abrahamsson, Ljus och frihet, pp. 130-154.
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Finally, pamphlets and travel literature have been used. This ma-

terial has been used, knowing that most of the content is biased and

subjective and published in order to influence the society or its citi-

zens. The subjective nature of these publications have been used in

the study to illustrate stereotypes and subjective ideas about prosti-

tution and public women, in order to be able to juxtapose these bi-

ased views to more bureaucratic notations about regulated women.

449
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APPENDIX 3. 
REGULATIONS ON PROSTITUTION

T h e  R o y a l  C i r c u l a r  o f  1 8 1 2

1. Since it has been brought to knowledge, that the venereal

disease is often rooted at inns, and spread from there, it is the duty

of the assistant bailiffs to thereon be attentive, and if the aforemen-

tioned evil is detected, to report this to the county governor, so that

measures that these circumstances require can be undertaken.

1. Då inberättadt blifvit, att den veneriska smittan ofta på gästgif-

varegårdar inrotas och derifrån utsprides, åligger det kronobetjä-

ningen, att därå fästa vaksam uppmärksamhet, och i händelse det

nämnde onda förmärkes, sådant anmäla hos Kungl. Maj:ts befall-

ningshafvande, på det de anstalter genast må kunna vidtagas, hvar-

till omständigheterna föranleda.

2. With the duty, that through a good police and already existing le-

gislation, belonging to offices of the governors, you are hereby to

make arrangements through magistrates and crown servants, so

that vagrants and lecherous women from markets and larger crowds

are turned away, great attention must also be given that waiters,

especially maids, are not accompanying the women running can-

teens, or the coffee-makers, hawkers and hucksters, without pre-

senting an health certificate, especially when they come from ports

and other towns suspected of contagious diseases, and the same

attention should also be given to the women running canteens, the

coffee-makers, the hawkers and the hucksters and other such

women, if there is necessary cause for it and a probability that the

regulation may be carried out. 

450
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2. Med den plikt, som till följd af en god polis och redan gällande för-

fattningar, K. M:ts bef:de tillhör, att genom vederb. magistrater och

kronobetjente föranstalta, det lösdrifvare och liderliga qvinfolk från

marknader och större folksamlingar afvisas, bör äfven förenas en

noga uppmärksamhet, att icke några uppassare, särdeles pigor, få

vara markenterskor, kaffekokerskor, månglerskor och krämerskor

följaktige, isynnerhet då de ankomma från sjöstäder och andra för

smitta misstänkta orter, utan att förete behörige sundhets-bevis; och

bör samma uppmärksamhet äfven sträckas till sjelfva markenter-

skorna, kaffekokerskorna, månglerskorna och krämerskorna med

flera dylika qvinnor, i den mån dertill anledning är och i verkställig-

heten möjligt blifver.

3. Peddlers, glass makers and smiths, journeymen, wandering Jews

and such persons should, in order to be able to obtain a passport,

present a health certificate, and renew these evidences every third

month [...], should journeymen stay in one place they do not have

to present a new evidence until they decide to move.

3. Gårdfari-vestgöthar, glas- och smides-förare, handtverks-gesäller,

kringvandrande judar och dylike personer böra, för att erhålla pass,

vara med sundhets-bevis försedde och dessa pass sedermera behöri-

gen förete, samt efter 3 månaders förlopp låta sundhets-bevisen för-

nyas […] dock behöfver gesäller, då de på någon ort qvarstadna, icke

förr nytt sundhets-bevis, än de begära, att derifrån till annan ort för-

passas.

Malmroth, “Om de smittosamma”, p. 194; Kungliga brev och de-

partementsskrivelser 1809-1814
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T h e  S t o c k h o l m  r e g u l a t i o n  o f  1 8 4 7  

2. The Office of the Governor will establish and the inspecting phy-

sicians be presented a list of women in service at public houses un-

der special police supervision from where venereal disease has been

spread or because of an idle and disorderly way of living, or for any

other valid reason, can be suspected of infection and for such reasons

should be medically inspected; among those special attention

should be paid to those loose women who have been admitted to the

lock hospital for self inflicted venereal disease[...]

2. Öfverståthållare Embetet låter upprätta och besiktnings Läkare

tillställes förteckning på de qvinnor hvilka äro i tjenst på sådane all-

männa ställen, som stå under Polis Styrelsens speciella tillsyn och

derifrån venerisk smitta finnes hafva blifvit spridd eller ock, genom

ett sysslolöst och oordentligt lefnadssätt eler af annan giltig anled-

ning kunna anses för smitta misstänkta och af sådan orsak bör vara

visitation underkastade, bland hvilka särdeles uppmärksamhet böra

fästas wid dem som i öfrigt tillhörande nämnda slags lösa qvinnor,

warit för sjelfförwållad venerisk sjukdom å kurhuset intagna […] 

3. Every woman, belonging to any of the above categories, shall be in-

spected at least once a week, and the physician shall in a special

bound day-book daily note the women thus inspected, and thereaf-

ter, at the end of the week, report the absent women to the police[...]

3. Hvarje qvinna som tillhör någon af ofvannämnde Cathegorier,

skall besigtigas minst en gång hvarje vecka och läkaren uti en serskild

inbunden journal dagligen anteckna de sålunda besigtigade samt

derefter, vid weckans slut, hos Öfverståthållare Embetet för Polis-

ärenden anmäla dem, som derifrån sig undanhållit […]
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4. Captains should ...immediately after arrival at port report to the

Captain of the Port if anyone among the crew with venereal diseases

is infected.

4. Skepps Capitainer böra, med ...genast efter ankomsten i hamn, hos

Hamn Capitainen anmäla om någon med venerisk smitta behäftade

finnes bland besättningen

Protokoll och registratur, 25 januari 1841, reg. 431, AI, Stadsnämn-

dens arkiv SSA
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T h e  1 8 5 9  R e g u l a t i o n  o f  P r o s t i t u t i o n  i n
S t o c k h o l m

1:o, Hvar och en qvinna, som låter sig till skörlefnad bruka, vare

skyldig, att minst en gång i veckan å den dag och tid som vid påföljd,

som framdeles stadgas, underkasta sig medicine sundhetsbesikt-

ning, dertill hon i händelse af underlåtenhet att sig sjelfmant anmä-

la, af Öfverståthållare Embetet för polisärenden förständigas, sedan

hon, vid föregången undersökning, blifvit om skörlefvnad förvun-

nen.

2:o, Besiktningsskyldig qvinna antecknas utå en för sådant ändamål

upprättad Bok, hvaruti efter uppvisande af hennes prestbetyg an-

märkes qvinnans för- och tillnamn, samt de kända binamn hon må

hafva antagit, hennes ålder, födelseort och bostad, föräldrar och fö-

regående sysselsättning, utseende och öfvriga lefvnadsförhållanden

samt om hon förut varit för venerisk smitta å kurhus intagen och

wårdad, åliggande derföre sådan qvinna att vid ombyte af bostad el-

ler tillämnad bortresa från staden, derom göra vederbörlig anmälan,

äfvenom då hon till staden återkommit, till besiktning åter sig in-

ställa.

3:o, Besigtningarna komma att ega rum, såsom hittills, kostnadsfritt

å den dertill upplåtna allmänna lokal; dock må efter ompröfvande

medgifvas, derest hon vill undvika inställelse å nämnda ställe, att

antingen sjelf besöka besigtningsläkaren i hans bostad eller ock af

honom emottaga besök, då qvinnan erlägger i förra fallet 75 öre för

hvarje besigtning och i det senare i Rdr 50 öre, som tillfaller läkaren,

men hvilka månatligen i förskott uppbäras af föreståndaren för po-

lisafdelningen vid här nedan nämnda besigtningsbyrå; börande den

qvinna, som antingen försummar betala berörda afgift eller icke vi-

dare vill sådan erlägga, till allmän besigtning inställas.
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4:o Qvinna, som sålunda blifvit antecknad och inregistrerad, åligger:

att föra ett tyst och stilla lefverne; att icke lemna porten till det hus

hon bebor, efter föreskrifven tid öppen och afstengd, att icke genom

fönsters öppnande eller eljest från huset anropa förbigående perso-

ner eller på annat sätt söka göra sig bemärkt, att icke vid antändt ljus

visa sig i fönstren, hvilka böra vara försedda med luckor, jalousier el-

ler rullgardiner; att å gata, torg och allmänna platser visa sig i an-

ständig klädsel och inte genom utmärkande utstyrsel i fin kläde-

drägt ådraga sig upseende; att å sådana ställen inte stryka fram och

tillbaka, gå flera i sällskap, utan giltig anledning stanna, och inte hel-

ler tilltala personer eller genom utrop och åthäfvor söka till locka sig

upmärksamhet; att icke under någon tid på året vistas utomhus nat-

tetid efter klockan 11; att på föreskrifvna tider låta vederbörligen be-

sigta sig; att inre eller yttre tecken förmärkas, som kan tyda på sjuk-

dom och smitta, genast anmäla sig till besigtning samt, om hennes

farhågor befunnes grundade, å Besigtningsbyrån begära remiss till

Kurhuset och inte hålla sig undan eller anlita quacksalvare; och att

vid afresa från staden, dagen förut, samt vid ombyte af bostad och

vid återkomst till staden påföljande dag, der å Besigtningsbyrån

göra anmälan. 

5:o Underlåter qvinna att ställa sig till efterrättelse ofvanberörda fö-

reskrifter, af hvilka ett tryckt exemplar, hvarå hennes namn och ål-

der kommer att antecknas, skall henne vid inskrifningen tillställas

och efter af föreståndaren vid Besigtningsbyrån gjord erinran icke lå-

ter sig rätta, skall hon utom böter efter lag, der sådana finnas stad-

gade, i poliskammaren varnas och vid förnyad förseelse genom

lämpliga viten till iakttagelse af skick och ordning hållas. Beträdes

hon det oaktadt med förseelse, varde hon i enlighet med de i Kongl.

förordningen om försvarslöshet och fattigvården i riket meddelade

stadganden behandlad och dömd till arbete å allmänt arbetshus el-

ler spinnhus från två månader till ett år.
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6:o Besigtningsskyldig qvinna som anmäler sig vilja öfvergifva sin

lastfulla lefvnad och återgå till en anständig och ärbar wandel, eller

om hvars befriande från besiktning föräldrar eller andra målsmän,

som om henne vilja draga försorg, göra anmälan, må, efter sig före-

teende omständigheter, kunna af Öfverståthållare Embetet utur be-

sigtningsboken afföras; åliggande för öfrigt vederbörande att söka

bereda sådana fallna qvinnor tjenst eller annan tillflyktsort, der de

kunna uplysas och förbättras, för att derifrån såsom nyttiga menni-

skor till samhället återgå.

Direktionens protokoll med bilagor, 10 mars 1859, A1a, Sjukhuset

Eiras arkiv, SSA
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Pa r i s  R e g u l a t i o n  f r o m  1 8 7 8 1 0 9 0

Duties and Prohibitions Imposed on Public Prostitutes

Public prostitutes are required to report at the Health Dispensary

for medical examination at least once a fortnight at dates that will be

fixed for each case. 

They are ordered to show their sanitary cards whenever requested

to do so by police officers or agents.

They may not walk about in public streets before the street lan-

terns have been lighted, nor, in any season of the year, before seven

o’clock in the evening; nor may they remain in the streets after mid-

night.

There must be nothing about their deportment or their attire that

attracts attention in an offensive manner.

They are expressly forbidden to speak to minors or to men

accompanied by women or children, or to entice anyone in a loud

voice or with persistence. 

They are forbidden to loiter in the streets, to gather in groups, to

walk about in groups, to pass the same points too frequently, as they

go up and down, and to have their “pimps” walk with them or be-

hind them.

They are not permitted to be in the vicinity of churches (Catholic

or Protestant), schools and lycées, covered arcades, boulevards, the

Champs-Élysées, the railway stations and their approaches, and the

public parks. 

They are not permitted to live in houses in which there are

boarding-schools or day-schools. 

They are likewise not permitted to share their lodgings with a lo-

ver or with another prostitute.
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1090 As printed in Flexner, Prostitution in Europe, pp. 405-414. Included here is only the first para-

graph.  
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They must never solicit from their windows.

Any woman violating the above instructions, or resisting officers

of public authority, or giving wrong information as to her address or

name, incurs the risk of certain penalties, the severity of which is in

accordance with the seriousness of the offence.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.– The card issued to prostitutes at the

time of their enrolment is not to be regarded as an authorization, and

must in no way be regarded as an encouragement to vice, or as an ob-

stacle to decent employment.

The card enables the administration to determine whether the

public prostitutes – in their own interest as well as in the interest of

the public health – are reporting regularly for the medical examina-

tions which are provided for them as long as they continue practising

prostitution.

A woman may at any time be stricken from the list and have her

card recalled, if it be shown that she no longer draws her means of

subsistence from prostitution.

Furthermore, the necessary confirmation of the above fact will be

sought with reserve and discretion.
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APPENDIX 4. 
TABLES 

Table 1. Venereally infected soldiers and officers of the Royal Svea Artillery Re-
giment 1851-1872.  Absolute numbers and percentage of all patients

Year Venereally infected militaries. Total number of
% of total number of diseased soldiers diseased soldiers

1851 51 (7%) 763 
1854 65 (6%) 1018  
1855 51 (4%) 1139  
1856 58 (6%) 961 
1857 85 (14%) 615  
1858 82 (10%) 833  
1859 83 (11%) 752 
1864 113 (13%) 857 
1865 80 (14%) 580  
1866 75 (12%) 603  
1867 80 (12%) 694  
1868 120 (18%) 666  
1869 127 (23%) 549  
1870 83 (16%) 530  
1871 49 (6%) 778  
1872 61 (10%) 642  

Source: CII, Konceptjournal för kasernsjukvården 1855-1860, CIII, Rulla över rapport och
sjukförslag 1851-1856, CIII, Rulla över rapport och sjukförslag 1864-1873, Kgl. Svea artilleri-
regemente Läkaravdelningen, Krigsarkivet.
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Table 2. The ten most common offences among women in 1812. Absolute
numbers.

Offence Number of cases

Theft, larceny 117
Neglecting street cleaning 100
Without legal protection/loose 96
Illegal opening hours at public houses 78
Animals, negligence 70
Illegal trade 66
Service, absconding from/ misconduct in 61
Employers’ misconduct 42
Drunkenness 29
Carelessness with fire 28
Total number of cases 687

Source: Diarium 1812, CIa1, Äldre poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA.

Table 3. The ten most common offences among women in 1830. Absolute
numbers

Offence Number of cases

Stealing, larceny 156
Neglecting street cleaning 120
Illegal trade 72
Drunkenness 66
Illegal opening hours at public houses 65
Service, absconding from/ misconduct in 45
Without legal protection/loose 44
Illegal public houses/ dealing with licensing rights 39
Begging, sending children to beg 33
Not registered for census/ not registered lodgers 31
Total 671

Source: Diarium 1830, CIa1, Äldre poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA.
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Table 4. Trends in Treatment at the kurhus 1821-1871 related to resident 
physicians. Sampled material/percentage.*

Year Not Diet/ Smoke External External Iodine External Total Resident 
stated Drinking Cure application application Pills application physician

Cure and Iodine Pills   and Diet

1821 7 83 10 0 0 0 0 100 Osbeck 
1819-41

1826 10 50 20 0 0 0 20 100

1838 10 67 17 6 0 0 0 100

1839 23 67 10 0 0 0 0 100

1846 6 6 4 0 0 0 84 100 Carlsson 
1843-47

1847 7 7 30 0 0 0 56 100

1848 6 0 3 0 0 0 91 100

1858 26 0 3 30 41 0 0 100 Nyman 
1855(57)-66

1859 17 0 3 47 19 14 0 100

1866 10 0 0 47 23 20 0 100 Lundberger 
1866-1870

1871 6 0 0 57 27 10 0 100 Ödmansson 
1870-89**
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*Shadowed areas in the table indicate a high frequency of a certain treatment, which can be re-
lated to the period of the resident physician.
** Lundberger stayed on at the hospital and acted as an assistant physician after the appoint-
ment of Ödmansson. This may have influenced the treatment, which seemed to continue as
before, at least during the first year.
Sources: Sjukjournaler 1821, 1826, 1838, 1839, 1846, 1847, 1848, 1858, 1859, 1866, 1871,
(sampled material), DIa; Direktionsprotokoll med bilagor A1a November 16, 1819, January
10, 1843; August 20, 1855; January 10, 1856; February 5, 1870; November 10, 1866; February
8, 1889, Eira sjukhus arkiv, SSA.
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Table 5. The ten most common offences among women in 1853. Absolute
numbers

Offence Number of cases

Neglecting street cleaning 748
Without legal protection/loose 357
Drunkenness 346
Begging 289
Theft, larceny 224
Serving diluted alcohol 174
Illegal trade 173
Illegal opening hours at public houses 131
Illegal public houses/ selling with licensing rights 128
Medical inspection, not attended 119
Total 2 689

Source: Diarium 1853, CIa1, Äldre poliskammaren, ÖÄ, SSA.

462

Table 6. Arrests of loitering women leading to further investigation in 1878. 
Absolute numbers

Prostitution 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th Total
division district district district district district district district district

January 9 14 1 2 3 29
February 7 6 2 1 16
March 2 5 2 9
April 3 1 4
May 3 8 2 1 14
June 3 4 7
July 4 4 1 1 10
August 5 17 1 3 1 1 28
September 1 4 1 1 2 9
October 1 3 4 2 1 11
November 4 8 10 1 23
December 4 5 1 5 1 1 17
Undated 52 52
Total 98 79 4 0 30 1 9 5 3 229

Source: Utredningar, 1878, FII, Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA.
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Table 7. Residences where more than 2 women registered for medical inspec-
tions were living in April 1847. Absolute numbers

Adress Number of women 

The Barracks 16
Kråkgränd 2 6
Österlånggatan 9 6
Köpmangatan 12 5
Skottgränd 5 5
Svartmangatan 15 5
Österlångatan 35 5
Diedrik Fincks gränd 3 4
Nygränd 8 4
Skottgränd 7 4
Stora Prästgatan 19 4
Österlånggatan 20 4
Baggensgatan 18 3
Cath Westra Quarngränd 6 3
Catharina Östra kyrkogata 32 3
Klockgjutargränd 4 3
Prästgatan 13 3
Prästgatan 9 3
Skärgårdsgatan 2 3
Tjärhofsgatan 69 3
Västerlånggatan 56 3
Total 95

Source: Besiktningsbok April 1847-49, DVIa1, Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA.
Comment: the table only shows addresses with more than two women resident. Total number
of women inspected in April was 191.
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Table 8. Residences where more than 2 regulated women were living when first
registered in 1859. Absolute numbers

Street and numbers Number of women Total

Österlångg 39 9
Nygränd 8 6
Stora Hoparegränd 2 6
Österlångg 2 6
Baggens gata 16 5
Kråkgränd 2 5
Köpmantorget 8 5
Lilla Gråmunkegränd 1 5
Pelikangränd 2 5
Skeppar Carls gränd 6 5
Stora Hoparegränd 3 5
Apelbergsgatan 54 4
Baggensgatan 29 4
Prästgatan 28 4
Österlångg 35 4
Österlångg 9 4
Ladugårdslands Qvarngata 36 3
Prästgatan 9 3
Skottgränd 5 3
Stora Gråmunkegränd 8 3
Total 94

Source: Besiktningsbok 1857-59, DVIa1; Adressbok 1859, DV1b, Prostitutionsbyråns arkiv,
ÖÄ, SSA.
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Table 9. The first noted address of women regulated in 1869. Absolute
numbers

Addresses Number of women regulated in 1869

Trångsund 2 2
Regeringsgatan 48 2
Öfvre Badstugatan 24 2
Iversons grend 9 2
Roslagstorg 17 2
Lilla Glasbruksgatan 2 2
Westerlånggatan 53 2
Jakobsbergsgatan 1 2
Jakobsbergsgatan 21 2
Yttersta tvärgränd 10 2
Högbergsgatan 58 2
Lilla Gråmunkegränd 1 2
Lundtmakargatan 65 2
Grefthuregatan 14 2
Grytgjutargatan 38 3
Total 31

Source: Stamrulla 2 1866-1878 (no 1-907), Dva1; Adressbok 1868-70, 1869-70 DVc, Prostitu-
tionsbyråns arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA.
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Table 10. Addresses with a high number of regulated women in 1859 compared
to the number regulated women at the same addresses in 1869

Addresses Women regulated in 1859 Women regulated
in 1869

Österlångg 2 6 7
Österlångg 9 4 4
Österlångg 35 4 6
Stora Hoparegränd 3 5 11
Stora Hoparegränd 5 5 1
Pelikangränd 2 5 10
Nygränd 8 6 3 
Skottgränd 5 3 7
Lilla Gråmunkegränd 1 5 9
Baggens gata 16 5 6
Total 48 64

Source: Adressbok 1868-70, 1869-70 DVc, Adressbok 1859-1860 DVb, Prostitutionsbyråns
arkiv, ÖÄ, SSA.
Commentary: in 1869 these addresses were given as domicile at different points in time over
the year, and do not indicate that this number of women lived there at the same time.
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